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the shape of linguistic expressions is conditioned by the 
speaker’s assumptions about the addressee’s state of 
knowledge. languages differ in the extent to which such 
information packaging has an impact on morphology and 
syntax, and in the oppositions that they mark or neutralize. 
Couched in the theory of Functional Discourse Grammar, 
this study presents a proposal how information packaging 
may be subjected to a systematic typological investigation.
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Theory





1
Draping the dress of thought

Language is the dress of thought. We speak to express our feelings and opinions and
share knowledge with our audience. Through language we attempt to manipulate
the way our interlocutors perceive the world or the way they act. As we tend to
judge people by their clothes, we tend to judge their intentions by the way in which
they are communicated.

There is a subtle difference between wearing the right clothes and dressing
right for the occasion. The same is true for language: depending on the situation,
the same thought will need to be clad in different expressions. In order to make
our communication have the intended result we need to ‘drape its dress’ the right
way for the conversation that we are engaged in. This study investigates one
aspect of the tailoring of language to the occasion in which it is used, and ex-
plores some of the differences between the ‘sense of fashion’ of the world’s languages.

The research for this dissertation was carried out as part of the project typo-
logy of focus and topic: a new approach to the discourse-syntax interface,1 whose
aim is to investigate the interaction between discourse pragmatics and syntax from
a combined generative and functionalist perspective. The project seeks to bring
together macrotypological findings with results obtained from the in-depth study
of individual languages. This dissertation seeks to cover the macrotypological part.

Background While the relative importance attached to either explanation varies
considerably from one theoretical framework to the next, the view has long been
predominant that the surface structure of linguistic expressions can be accounted

1For more information, see http://www.onderzoekinformatie.nl/en/oi/nod/
onderzoek/OND1336805/.

http://www.onderzoekinformatie.nl/en/oi/nod/onderzoek/OND1336805/
http://www.onderzoekinformatie.nl/en/oi/nod/onderzoek/OND1336805/
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for by looking at two things: a set of rules that governs combinatorial behaviour,
and the structure of the semantic meaning that is conveyed. The systematic study
of the impact of the context of use on the shape of linguistic expressions long used
to be shunned, often with a rightful appeal to Occam’s razor: why invoke a whole
new explanatory dimension if the existing ones can do the trick? However, the past
decades have yielded overwhelming evidence to suggest that the interaction of form
and meaning does not suffice to do the trick. Both corpus research and data from
previously undocumented languages point in the same direction: many surface
structure phenomena in the languages of the world (especially those that transcend
the boundaries of the sentence) require explanations that go beyond ideational
meaning and syntax-internal rules, and take into account the communicative
situation in which the utterance is used. Likewise, the question why languages
have multiple options available to express the same ideational meaning can only be
given a satisfactory answer if contextual factors are dragged into the picture. In
short, substantial descriptive adequacy is to be gained for a model of language that
allows syntax to be informed by the communicative situation.

This is hardly a world-shattering insight. Indeed, theories of the formalist as
well as the functionalist persuasion in recent years have given due prominence
to a variety of ‘contextual’ factors, in particular those relating to information
structure: the estimations as to the interlocutor’s state of knowledge that language
users take into account when putting ideational meaning into words. At the same
time, an increasing number of studies have appeared that explore the language-
specific encoding of information structural (henceforth: informational) categories.
The majority of such studies can be characterized as ‘bottom-up’. They invoke
informational categories, but only to the extent that these can help to explain
phenomena in surface structure that cannot be accounted for otherwise.

The predictable result of this approach is a somewhat defective treatment of
information structure dictated by the question whether informational categories are
directly reflected (‘overtly marked’) in surface structure. If one’s research objective
is to give an account of the way in which syntax works, the bottom-up approach is
quite satisfactory. One need not bother about the question why certain functional
categories are expressed and certain others are not; in fact, one need not even treat
information structure as a coherent explanatory dimension. Likewise, although
a set of cross-linguistically identifiable informational categories is preferable to
language-specific ones, questions as to whether and how such functional notions
are (paradigmatically) related within and across languages need not be asked.

If one’s research objective is to give an account of the workings of the linguistic
apparatus as a whole in the wider context of human communicative competence, the
bottom-up approach to information structure is more problematic. Functionalist
theories of language are interested in the question how the Speaker’s communicative
intention affects the structure of the linguistic expression: this presupposes a
comprehensive picture of the systems that generate the intention. Not just the
categories that manifest themselves through dedicated expressive means are of
interest, but also the ones whose presence cannot be tied to a specific segment or
constellation of segments, but can only be revealed through distributive analysis.
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Also, questions regarding the cross-linguistic distribution of informational categories
become crucially important, as they give information about the band width within
which their influence on morphosyntactic structure can vary from one language
to the next. In sum, the bottom-up investigation of information structure needs
to be supplemented by (if not substituted by) a top-down approach if we want to
arrive at a better understanding of the interaction between ideational meaning,
morphosyntactic structure and communicative context.

When a top-down approach is chosen, a number of additional questions present
themselves. One concerns the interaction between informational and ideational
structure: little systematic research has been conducted so far with regard to the
issue how the reflection of information structure in surface structure is mediated by
the meaning that is conveyed. Another question concerns the interdependencies
between informational categories. Due to their preoccupation with the explanation
of individual morphosyntactic phenomena, such as the occurrence of segmental
marking or the use of specific linear positions, most bottom-up studies only consider
the influence of individual informational categories on surface structure. The
possibility that surface structure is affected by a syntagmatic combination (a
configuration) of such categories is disregarded.

Information structure Information structure can be characterized as the body
of functional considerations that concern the interlocutors’ respective state and
organization of knowledge and the way in which their mutual assumptions about
these impact on the surface structure of the utterance.

More than any other area of linguistics, information structure is plagued by
widespread dissent about virtually everything besides its importance to our un-
derstanding of what language is all about. There is disagreement about its scope,
about its position inside or outside Grammar, about its relation to morphosyntax
and semantics, about the number of independent subdomains and dimensions that
need to be distinguished, and most of all there is a deeply rooted terminological
confusion. Part of this dissent can be explained by historical developments: the
study of information structure passed through the hands of philosophers, semanti-
cists, ‘discoursists’, informaticians, syntacticians and phonologists, each of which
groups imposed their own worthwhile but painfully incompatible views onto the
domain. This study does not give a comprehensive historiography of information
structure. To the extent that such a thing is at all possible, several of the works
cited here give a good impression of the richness of the field. In particular, the
reader is referred to Von Heusinger (1999) for a thorough historical introduction,
and to Vallduví (1992) for a concise ‘typological’ classification of theories. Finally,
Kruijff-Korbayova and Steedman (2003) give a detailed graphical overview of the
origins of and interaction between the various terminologies that are used in the
literature.

The framework for information structure – or rather one of its components, in-
formation packaging – that is laid down in chapters 3 and 5 of this study belongs
to what could be termed the ‘mechanistic tradition’. It conceives of information
structure as a set of instructions by the Speaker to the Addressee that specify how
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the (semantic) contents of his message are to be treated. This mechanistic view
dates back to Chafe (1976) and Reinhart (1981), although Heim (1983) was the
first to operationalize it in her theory of File Change Semantics. The framework is
employed in a way that is strictly functionalist: informational choices are taken
to ‘drive’ the construal of morphosyntactic structure. A third characteristic of
the framework is its adherence to what Vallduví (1992) calls trinomial articula-
tions. That is, the relevant informational categories are understood to belong to
independent dimensions, the categories from which form syntagmatic constructs.
These articulations are thought to constitute a paradigm, following Lambrecht and
Polinsky (1997).

The idea This study is propelled by the assumption that linguistic expressions
result from the interaction between a number of levels of linguistic meaning, entirely
in the spirit of Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2008). The structure internal to those levels consists of a recursively layered
collection of predefined syntagmatic configurations of slots (frames) and filler items
(lexemes).

Theoretically, it should be possible to isolate the exact impact on surface
structure of a specific change in one of the underlying levels of analysis. Suppose that
we had a way to identify the informational characteristics of the Speaker’s message
in another way than by looking at the morphosyntactic and prosodic properties of
the expression; that is, suppose that we had external evidence, comparable to the
kind that is easily gathered for many semantic distinctions. Suppose also that we
could control all other factors that impact on surface structure, such as changes
in the semantic meaning of the message. If we then manipulated the information
structure (for instance, by changing the communicative context), we would see the
exact impact of our manipulation reflected by the morphosyntax and prosody of
the expression. If we had defined a neatly structured paradigm of informational
choices that we expect the language user to be capable of making, we could chart
the surface structure reflection of the entire paradigm.

Such information would be extremely useful not just to gain insight into the
functional conditions under which specific morphosyntactic and prosodic coding
strategies are used. By looking at the way in which informational distinctions
pattern in surface structure, we would also gain insight into the manner in which
these categories are organized in the language user’s conceptual space. Following
the principle of iconicity (Haiman 1985), we would expect that recurrent similarity
in form is indicative of proximity in meaning. Hence, if two or more information-
structural distinctions in a language were consistently expressed by means of the
same surface structure strategy, we would have a solid case for claiming that they are
‘conceptually close’ in that language. Moreover, such findings about form–function
interaction could be compared across languages to reveal patterns of typological
variation.
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Structure of this dissertation While the above vision may seem somewhat utopian,
it comes fairly close to what this study intends to achieve: for five paradigmatically
related informational articulations that are provided by the theory proposed in the
first part of this study, the encoding in surface structure is examined in a sample
of fifteen languages. The point of departure is not the specific morphosyntactic
means that are used, but rather the function potential of the various constructions.
The correspondence of coding strategies and informational articulations is analysed
cross-linguistically to draw conclusions regarding the relative importance of a
number of informational parameters to the interaction with syntax. To this end,
the dissertation is divided in two parts. Part one deals with theoretical issues, while
the empirical study and related methodological issues are discussed in part two.

Chapter 2 discusses a number of basic notions upon which the theoretical
framework is founded. It presents the ‘Stalnakerian’ triplet proposition – presuppo-
sition – assertion (Stalnaker 1978, 1998), that is fundamental to many theories of
information structure (for instance Lambrecht 1994). It argues that these notions
should be exploited in the context of a deeply interpersonal model of discourse know-
ledge management, because of the mutual inaccessibility of discourse knowledge
between interlocutors (Dik 1997a). In this interpersonal process, the interlocutors’
assumptions as to the other’s cooperativeness, covered by the framework of Gricean
pragmatics (Grice 1975), are argued to play a crucial role. Finally, the chapter
proposes that information structure be broken down in three separate but interre-
lated subdomains, dealing with referent management, cohesion management and
information packaging, respectively.

In chapter 3, the subdomain of information packaging is considered in greater
detail. An extralinguistic model for information packaging during discourse, termed
the Discourse Bulletin Board, is proposed that organises the knowledge invoked
during the communicative exchange in subsets called addresses. The address serves
as the domain of evaluation for propositions that are asserted by the other party,
and as the locus in discourse knowledge where it is stored upon acceptance. The
manipulation of the structure of knowledge on the Discourse Bulletin Board requires
instructions of two kinds, which are part of the Speaker’s message: instructions
that specify where the Speaker’s assertion is to be directed in order to be evaluated
(addressation), and instructions as to how the Speaker’s assertion is to be used to
change the current state of the address it is directed to (actualization).

Chapter 4 introduces Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG), the theory of
language that is used as the overarching framework for this study. FDG is discussed
in considerable detail, in particular because a number of fundamental changes to
the canonical version of the theory are envisaged, following recent ideas in Smit
and van Staden (2007) and Hengeveld and Smit (2009). A proposal is made for the
generation of layered structure by means of two precisely defined formal operations,
restriction and predication, which act on configurational frames taken from the
lexicon. This proposal has repercussions for the way in which information packaging
on the DBB interacts with Grammar.

This topic is taken up in chapter 5. There, it is argued that the canonical way
in which information packaging is represented in Functional Discourse Grammar –
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namely, by means of pragmatic function assignment to Subacts of evocation at the
Interpersonal Level – is problematic in a number of respects. Because of this an
alternative representation is proposed that capitalises on Vallduví’s informational
articulations, which in FDG can be formalized as information packaging frames.
These frames are allocated to the first restrictor slot of the Communicated Content
layer. They may contain Topic and Comment units, which regulate the addressation
of knowledge to a location in the Discourse Bulletin Board, and evaluation of a
proposition at that place. These units, as well as the Subacts of evocation that are
thought to be contained in them, may be assigned a Focus operator that ensures
the actualization of discourse knowledge in the proper way. Based on these two
dimensions, five informational articulations are proposed that vary in terms of their
predicationality, the layers that they consist of, and the locus of the Focus operator.

With all the theoretical ingredients lined up, a small-scale empirical-typological
investigation takes up part two of this study. In chapter 6, a number of theoretical
preliminaries are discussed. After a brief survey of a number of relevant previous
studies and the identification of a number of challenges that present themselves
when doing typological research that touches on pragmatics, the research design
and questions are introduced. The design has been discussed above; this study
takes no interest in the particular morphosyntactic encoding that is used to convey
informational articulations but is merely interested in the form-function correspon-
dences of the entire paradigm. In particular, it is hypothesized that the parameters
which govern the paradigm of informational articulations exert an influence on the
extent to which separate articulations can and cannot be conveyed by means of a
single coding strategy. Also, the sample of languages used in this study is discussed,
as well as some general concerns regarding data quality and reliability.

A qualitative analysis of the data is presented in chapter 7. The results show that
the clustering of informational articulations under a single coding strategy appears
to conform to the expectations that were formulated in the previous chapter. That is,
only coding strategies are attested that have a function potential that is congruent
with a parameter of the paradigmatic structure of informational articulations
prescribed by the theory. Moreover, the few exceptions to this tendency can be
given an alternative explanation that does not weaken the original hypothesis.

Having thus established that the parametric structure of the domain of infor-
mational articulations is reflected by the way in which they pattern in surface
structure, chapter 8 aims to quantify the ‘conceptual proximity’ between the articu-
lations. This cannot be done straightforwardly: as the design specifically allows for
many-to-many correspondences between articulations and coding strategies, this
multidimensionality has to be reduced in a transparent manner before it can be
interpreted. To that end, an affinity metric is developed that takes into account
the entire constellation of surface structures and articulations and expresses the
mutual similarity of each n-tuple of articulations as a value ranging from .000 (full
dissimilarity) to 1.000 (full similarity). This metric makes it possible to perform
cross-linguistic comparisons of various kinds. The results support a secondary
hypothesis, regarding the expected affinity of parametrized vs. non-parametrized
clusters of articulations.
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As a final step, an attempt is then made to classify languages in terms of
the alignment that they exhibit in the expression of the various articulations in
the paradigm: the question which informational articulations are most similar in
quantitative terms, and which ones are most dissimilar. On the basis of fifteen
logically possible alignment patterns (i.e., every possible grouping of the five
articulations, ranging from a scenario with five singleton groups to a scenario
with a single group of five formally indistinguishable categories), another metric is
proposed that quantifies the extent to which an alignment pattern is representative
of the form-function constellation found in a particular language. These alignment
patterns give some insight into the relative importance that each language attaches
to the three parameters that govern the domain of information structuring.

Due to a number of methodological complications that are extensively discussed
at various places in this work, only tentative conclusions are warranted. Therefore,
chapter 9 is shaped as an epilogue that seeks to wrap up some of the more interesting
elements of the investigation, and identifies a number of subjects that require further
research.
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2
Core concepts

2.1 Introduction
The main reason why information structuring is a complex field of study has to
do with its position in the wider context of verbal communication. Information
structuring studies phenomena that are on the intersection of Grammar and its
surrounding components. It has to deal with the Speaker’s communicative intention,
but also with the environment in which the intention is to be realized. Important
factors in this environment are not only the classical notion of context in the sense
of linguistic structures – structural, representational and interpersonal – that were
contributed previously and the physical surroundings of the communicative exchange.
It also includes the interlocutors’ models of each other’s state of knowledge, as
these provide an important part of the input for the decision how the Speaker’s
communicative intention is best cast into linguistic form.

Given that so many different parts of the language user’s cognitive apparatus
come into play in discussing information structuring, it makes sense to start out
with a brief discussion of a number of foundational concepts that underlie the
theoretical issues to be taken up in later chapters. This is done in the subsequent
sections.

For the sake of brevity, much of the underlying literature is either presented in
extremely condensed form, or is only referred to. I am well aware that this creates
the impression that this chapter quickly skates over centuries of philosophical
literature. It is not the goal of this chapter to provide a comprehensive overview
of the foundational literature in the fields of language philosophy, pragmatics and
semantics, however: others have already done a fine job in that regard (see in
particular Vallduví 1992; Von Heusinger 1999). The aim of this chapter is simply
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to lay a foundation for issues to be discussed in later chapters. To give a balanced
overview of all relevant literature is not its intention.

2.2 Knowledge
As a fairly trivial prerequisite for a language user to exploit meaning in a commu-
nicative exchange, it will be stipulated that this meaning has to be known.

2.2.1 Declarative knowledge
Knowledge is a rather cumbersome concept with a myriad of different definitions
depending on the academic context in which it is invoked. A rather concrete
definition is one that makes reference to the structure of the human brain: knowledge
can be thought of as a region of well-connected nodes in a neural network, such
that their collective activation requires little effort. However, such a definition is of
little use to the purpose of this study. It is simply too all-encompassing, in that all
behaviour beyond instinct must be regarded as a reflection of knowledge. Therefore,
another ingredient has to be added into the mix: consciousness. Knowledge in this
study will be understood as declarative knowledge, which can be subjected to
conscious cognitive processes such as evaluation, comparison and combination. It
follows that knowledge is subjective.

In the context of communication, knowledge must be divided into two broad
categories. On the one hand, there is interpersonal or pragmatic knowledge
that concerns knowledge of the communicative exchange per se: who has done
what, when, in which capacity, using which morphosyntactic means, to what
end, and what was the other’s reaction. On the other, there is ideational or
semantic knowledge, which concerns knowledge of eventualities in a model of the
extralinguistic world: the ‘mental imagery’ that is invoked and construed during
the communicative exchange (mental extensions; cf. Keizer 2008: 202ff).

2.2.2 Proposition and model of the world
As far as language is concerned, it is generally accepted that the basic unit for
manipulation of declarative knowledge is the proposition, irrespective of the
source from which the knowledge originates. Whether from direct perception, verbal
communication, logical inference, intuition or elsewhere, everything of which we have
declarative knowledge and that we use in processes of reasoning or communication
is assumed to take the form of a proposition. According to Stalnaker (1978), a
proposition is essentially a functor that renders its argument amenable to evaluation.
He claims that

. . . a proposition is a rule for determining a truth value as a function
of the facts – of the way the world is. Or, a proposition is a way – any
way – of picking out a set of possible states of affairs – all those for
which the proposition takes the value ‘true’. (Stalnaker 1978: 316)
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Dik provides a similar characterization, stating that “propositions are things that
people can be said to believe, know or think about. . . . They can be said to be true
or false” (Dik 1997a: 52). Consequently, the contents of a proposition designate a
possible fact. Stalnaker states that a proposition enables the evaluation of such
possible facts against the way the world is. In this study, however, the concept of
objective Reality plays no role. Instead, the evaluation of propositional contents is
assumed to take place on the basis of a language user’s extant knowledge, which
together forms his model of the world. In the remainder of this dissertation,
such models will be referred to as MP

W, where P stands for a participant in a
communicative exchange, and W stands for a world.

2.2.3 Presupposition
The combination of a proposition and the truth value assigned to it as the result
of its evaluation will be referred to as a presupposition. Knowledge is stored in
MW in the form of presuppositions: following the distinction between pragmatic
and semantic knowledge made above, we can consequently distinguish between
pragmatic and semantic presuppositions.1 On the basis of the definitions given so
far, the following pseudo-formal characterization can be given of the interaction of
possible fact, MW and ‘truth’:

(1) p (
prop. content
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
possible fact,MW) = t/f

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
presupposition

whereby the notion of ‘truth’ must be interpreted as ‘compatibility with M’.

2.3 Communication
Communication refers to the intentional transmission and reception of messages
between agents. It is a central belief in Functional Discourse Grammar (chapter 4)
that language is in the first place an instrument of communication, which must be
treated as one component of a more encompassing model of the human commu-
nicative competence. It was stipulated in the previous section that all knowledge
takes propositional form in its interaction with the linguistic system. This allows

1The use of presupposition in this study is slightly different from that proposed in
Stalnaker (1998) and adopted in Lambrecht (1994), who seem to imply that a presupposition
entails acceptance of its contents by the person who entertains it. Also note that it has
little to do with logical presupposition. According to Stalnaker (1998: 17), in the logical
sense “a proposition that p presupposes that q if and only if q must be true in order that
p have a truth value at all”. The famous example used in this context is Russell’s the king
of France is bald, which can only be assigned a truth value if there is a king of France to
begin with. This argument is somewhat void in the present discussion, because language
users in a communicative exchange readily make up such logical preconditions as they are
needed, as will be argued below.
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for the further stipulation that the contents of the messages that are transmitted
in communication are propositional: they constitute assertions.

2.3.1 Assertion
Unlike objective Reality, MW is personal. Each individual entertains his own set
of presuppositions that can only be accessed directly by himself. By consequence,
MW is incremental: one of the ways in which it can be augmented is by evaluating
propositional contents proffered by other language users, and adding the resulting
presupposition. Language users proffer such propositional contents as what will
be called an assertion: an invitation by a Speaker to an Addressee to accept the
Speaker’s evaluation of a proposition.

(2) ‘p (possible fact,MAddressee
World ) = t/f ’

‘please accept my evaluation of this possible fact’

Despite the Speaker’s invitation, the Addressee may decide not to accept the
Speaker’s evaluation, and assign the proposition the opposite truth value, depending
on the contents of MA

W and the willingness of the Addressee to abandon his current
model of the world in favour of the alternative the Speaker suggests. Although this
yields a different presupposition than the one the Speaker intended the Addressee
to entertain, it is a presupposition nonetheless, the contents of which are known to
the Addressee.

2.3.2 Common ground
The assumption that language users entertain their own personal models of the
world makes it difficult to arrive at a principled limitation of the knowledge that
language users draw on when making their assertions. What causes a Speaker
to make an assertion, and how is it that the acceptability of an assertion can be
assessed at all by the Addressee? Both problems are commonly referred to by the
term common ground, but their origin is quite different. I will refer to them
below as ideational common ground and interpersonal common ground.

Ideational common ground The acceptance of an assertion relies on the evaluability
of the proposition it contains. The evaluability of the proposition relies in turn
on the interpretability of its propositional content.2 This introduces the rather
crucial distinction between knowledge and denotation. Knowledge was defined
above as declarative, propositional knowledge, stored in the shape of pragmatic
and semantic presuppositions. The contents of semantic presuppositions designate
possible facts. It is assumed that the primitives used to designate these possible
facts (semantic entities, cf. chapter 4) are shared among speakers of the same

2The evaluability of a proposition also relies on the interpretability of MW. However,
given that MW consists of presuppositions, it is regarded to be interpretable by definition.
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language, as are the principles by which they can be combined to designate mental
extensions that are more complex. This is not to say that the primitives are entirely
undisputed: on the contrary, there is assumed to be an ongoing cross-pollination
between language users’ MW and the denotation of the primitives they rely on to
communicate about that model. Also, because the primitives are considered to be
shared, they do not capture exactly what is in each language user’s MW, but only a
category-based approximation. In this way, the available means to denote possible
facts are assumed to be sufficient to capture enough of the models of the world of
speakers of the same language to allow them to exchange beliefs in a meaningful
way.

Interpersonal common ground The other question is more pertinent to the research
at hand: why does a Speaker choose to make an assertion? That is, of the countless
presuppositions that constitute MW, why is one considered to be worth asserting
in a given communicative exchange, and is another left unexpressed? In order to
address this issue, a characterization is needed of what is the aim of communication.
Roughly two views are found in the literature, which I will refer to as the decremental
and incremental view.

2.3.3 Aims of communication
A decremental view on communication states that the aim of communication is
to reduce the amount of uncertainty that exists between interlocutors about the
world. The Mathematical Theory of Communication (coined by Shannon
and Weaver 1949) is the most prominent representative of this view. The theory
assumes the existence of a set of uncertainties (equivalent to propositions in the
terminology introduced above) shared between communicating agents at any time
t in a communicative exchange. The Speaker selects an uncertainty, evaluates
it against his MW, and makes an assertion. This process is repeated until the
set of uncertainties is exhausted. The appeal of a decremental model like the
Mathematical Theory is obvious: because the total amount of uncertainty is known
(the mutually shared set of propositions is assumedly finite), the extent to which
an assertion contributes to the knowledge of the agents in the exchange can be
quantified. However, the notion of a mutually agreed, finite set of propositions
is problematic in human communication.3 There is no way to estimate, let alone
to test, whether it is indeed the case that interlocutors consider the same set of
possible facts at any point in discourse. Human communication, that is, has a high
level of unpredictability: although scripts (Schank and Abelson 1977) govern the
development of a communicative exchange to a certain extent, the content of the
actual assertions is largely left for the interlocutors to decide. There is very little
that enforces the sets of possible facts that they consider to be identical.

3The Mathematical Theory was designed initially to describe one-way communication
between mechanical agents. In such a setting a decremental approach works quite well,
given that the ‘models of the world’ of such agents, and thereby the possible facts they are
capable of considering, are extremely restricted.
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An incremental view on communication therefore seems more suitable to re-
present the aim of human communication. In this view, communication is not
propelled by the elimination of uncertainty, but by each interlocutor’s desire to
bring MS

W in accordance with selected parts of his own. In other words, the aim
of communication is understood to be the partial harmonization of interlocutors’
models of the world.

2.3.4 Recursive model estimation
The question remains how interlocutors can engage in the harmonization of world
models if all knowledge they have access to is their own MS

W. For this, we need to
invoke the assumption that language users are capable of maintaining estimates
of their interlocutors’ models of the world as part of their own. The assumption
consists of four parts, summarized in (3).

(3) Assumption of recursive model estimation
a. MS

W contains partial estimations of interlocutors’ MA
W

b. Estimations can be recursive, such that MS
W ⊃ MS

MA
W
⊃ . . .

c. Estimations are non-transitive: a single proposition may be evaluated
differently

d. Estimations are amenable to evaluation

The estimations that language users maintain of their interlocutors’ models of the
world are recursive in the sense that a Speaker’s estimate of an Addressee’s model
of the world may contain the AddresÇsee’s assumed estimate of another person’s
model of the world, et cetera. Importantly, these nested models of the world
may be in conflict ((3c)): that is, language users are capable of dealing with their
own model of the world and various derived models, in which the same possible
fact may be evaluated differently. Finally, it is assumed that a language user can
evaluate interlocutors’ models of the world in terms of compatibility with his own
model of the world, in the same way as he is capable of evaluating propositions. A
combination of those abilities is nicely illustrated in (4):

(4) ‘I know that José believes that Karel expects Ronald to pay for the budget
overrun. She thinks it’s a fool’s hope, so that actually makes three of us’

The utterance in (4) describes a situation that involves three persons’ beliefs about a
possible fact, namely the likelihood of Ronald paying for the budget overrun.
The Speaker only has access to his own model of the world, with which the possible
fact under consideration is not compatible. As part of MS

W, the Speaker also
maintains estimations – which he believes to be correct – of the models of the
world of Karel and José. In both models, the possible fact is also evaluated as
false. Finally, the Speaker’s estimation of José’s model of the world contains an
estimation of Karel’s model of the world. In this model, the possible fact under
evaluation is true; in view of the Speaker’s own evaluation of the same possible
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fact and his estimation of Karel’s own evaluation of the possible fact, he evaluates
José’s model of Karel’s model of the world as false. In (5), the various beliefs and
derived beliefs of the Speaker are represented pseudo-formally:

(5) e = ‘Ronald paying for the budget overrun’

a. p(e, MSpeaker
World ) = f

b. p(MSpeaker

MJosé
World

, MSpeaker
World ) = t ⇒ p(e, MSpeaker

MJosé
World

) = f

c. p(MSpeaker

MKarel
World

, MSpeaker
World ) = t ⇒ p(e, MSpeaker

MKarel
World

) = f

d. p
⎛
⎝

e, MSpeaker

MJosé
MKarel

World

⎞
⎠
= t ⇒ p

⎛
⎝

MJosé
MKarel

World
, MSpeaker

World

⎞
⎠
= f

The utterance in (5) is but one example of the sophisticated ways in which language
users can keep track of their interlocutors’ assumed state of knowledge and its
compatibility with their own. While the recursion is probably not infinite, chains of
the kind ‘I know that you know that he knows that I know that she doesn’t know
e’ can reach a surprising level of complexity.4

The assumption of recursive model estimation makes it possible to represent
the flow of knowledge in communication as a process owned by a single interlocutor.
The actual transmission of knowledge from one interlocutor to another by means
of uttering an assertion, and everything that can go wrong as part of that, can be
removed from the equation. It is replaced by the internal transmission of knowledge
from the Speaker’s own model to his estimation of the Addressee’s model. This is
what I will refer to as knowledge management.

2.3.5 Conversational maxims
The process of knowledge management is motivated by a number of mutual assump-
tions that language users have about each others’ contributions to a communicative
exchange. These are captured by the Cooperative Principle and the four sup-
plementing categories of conversational maxims (Grice 1975), two of which will
be discussed below. A communicative exchange in which interlocutors adhere to
the Cooperative Principle and the conversational maxims is occasionally referred
to as ‘happy discourse’ (following Reinhart 1981).

Quality Interlocutors in a communicative exchange operate under a mutual as-
sumption that the other does not just assert anything: rather, they assume a

4It should be stressed that this nesting is seldomly reflected by a single linguistic
utterance, as has been attempted here. However, the linguistic properties and the extent
to which (4) is interpretable as a linguistic utterance is not at issue. The point is that it
reflects the kind of calculations language users make continuously in their communication
with others.
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commitment of the Speaker to the compatibility of the asserted proposition with
his own MW. This is captured in the conversational maxim of quality: inter-
locutors expect each other to be truthful. The mutual assumption of truthfulness
has two important consequences. First, it means that asserted propositions are
accepted unless the Addressee entertains presuppositions to the contrary. If such
conflicts arise, the Addressee can still choose to accept the assertion, and reconcile
the incompatibility by revisiting the extant presuppositions that cause the conflict.
Alternatively, he may decide to reject the asserted proposition and enter it into his
MW as a false presupposition. In the model given in Figure 2.1 below, two steps
rely on the mutual observance of the maxim of quality: the Speaker’s transmission
of the presupposition to his model of the Addressee’s model of his own knowledge
(step 1) relies on the fact that the Speaker assumes the Addressee to believe that
he is sincere in making the assertion, and that the proposition truly is compatible
with MS

W. Second, ‘silence is acceptance’ (step 4) also relies on the observance of
quality. Because the Speaker is understood to be committed to the truthfulness
of his own assertions, the Addressee conversely is expected to make it explicit if
he has moving reasons to reject the part of MS

W that the Speaker revealed to him
through the assertion.

Quantity The maxim of quantity dictates that interlocutors provide precisely as
much information as is necessary for the current purpose in the communicative
exchange. In regard to knowledge management, it dictates that interlocutors should
not assert presuppositions which they know the Addressee already takes for granted,
or presuppositions that they have asserted before.

2.3.6 A model of interpersonal knowledge management
In Figure 2.1, a flowchart-like representation is given of the way knowledge is
managed in communication. The figure reflects knowledge management on the part
of the Speaker.

In the initial state of the process, the Speaker entertains a presupposition the
contents of which he deems ‘suitable’ for communication.5 The first step is to verify
the Addressee’s assumed state of knowledge of MS

W. If the Speaker assumes that
the Addressee already has knowledge of his presupposition, asserting it again would
constitute a breach of the maxim of quantity. The second step is a similar check:
only now the Speaker verifies whether, according to his estimation, the Addressee
already agrees with him of his own account. If he does, asserting the presupposition
would again constitute a quantity violation in most contexts.

5I use suitable here to designate a wealth of additional extralinguistic factors that a
Speaker has to consider prior to making an assertion. Such factors are in part social:
the contents of the presupposition may be taboo, or inappropriate to discuss with the
interlocutor because of differences in social position. Another part is ‘opportunist’: a
Speaker may have an interest to keep certain knowledge from his Addressee. All these
factors are beyond the scope of the present discussion.
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p (ei,MS

W) = t

1 p
⎛
⎝ei,M

S

MA

MS

W

⎞
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Figure 2.1 Interpersonal knowledge management
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If both requirements are met, the presupposition may be asserted. Upon
doing so, the Speaker updates his model of the Addressee’s knowledge of his own
knowledge: that is, assuming the transfer is successful, the Speaker can now safely
assume that the Addressee knows his position regarding the truth of the proposition,
irrespective of the question whether he agrees with it. The next step depends
on feedback given by the Addressee. Under the cooperative principle and the
maxim of quality, the Speaker assumes that silence on the part of the Addressee
is tantamount to acceptance of the presupposition: hence, if the assertion is not
challenged by a counter-assertion, the Speaker assumes the Addressee to have
adopted his view of the facts. MS

W and MS
MA

W
are then harmonized as regards

the truth of the proposition that ei. If a counter-assertion is made, the Speaker
registers the presupposition in his estimate of the Addressee’s model of the world
with the opposite truth value. This may trigger him to re-evaluate the original
presupposition, upon which a new cycle begins.

2.3.7 Information
A definition of (potential) information follows naturally from the interpersonal
model of knowledge management: it is the set difference between the Speaker’s
model of the world and his estimation of the Addressee’s model of the world.

(6) I = MS
W ∼ MS

MA
W

I contains those propositions that the Speaker owns and of the contents of which
he estimates that the Addressee has no knowledge at all, and those propositions to
which in his estimation the Addressee has assigned a wrong truth value. Potential
information turns into actual information if asserting it serves the Speaker’s com-
municative intention. Assertions are structured in such a way that the chance at
felicitous transfer of the information contained in them is maximized.

It will be assumed that, at the penalty of violating the maxim of quantity,
Speakers operate under a requirement to be informative in their assertions. That is,
they will be assumed to ‘say things the other probably doesn’t know yet’. In what
follows, the informativity will invariably be semantic in nature. This is obviously
not a necessity: the propositions that are offered for evaluation may also be largely
interpersonal in nature, or even entirely.

2.4 Information structuring
The Speaker’s communicative intention when uttering an assertion has two aspects.
On the one hand, the Speaker wants the Addressee to correctly identify the
information contained in the assertion; on the other, he intends this information
to affect MA

W in a particular way. The linguistic expression of the assertion is
shaped in a manner that maximises the likelihood that both goals are attained: the
categories that are imposed on the contents of the assertion to achieve the Speaker’s
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communicative intention jointly constitute its information structure. The term
seems to have been coined by Halliday, who states that information structure is
concerned

. . . with the status of the elements not as participants in extralinguistic
processes but as components of a message; with the relation of what is
being said to what has gone before in the discourse, and its internal
organization into an act of communication. (Halliday 1967: 199)

Information structure is included in the assertion as a specific type of pragmatic
presuppositions entertained by the Speaker, which I will refer to below as informa-
tional presuppositions. Whereas semantic presuppositions determine the ‘what’
of the assertion, informational presuppositions determine its ‘how’. Information
structuring trivially relies on the Speaker’s state of knowledge. The Speaker needs
to estimate which part of his knowledge differs from that of his Addressee; at the
same time, he needs to assess the structure of his Addressee’s state of knowledge,
so as to achieve the intended effect of the assertion on MA

W. In this sense, it is both
Speaker-driven and Addressee-oriented. This idea is also echoed by Chafe, who
notes that

. . . linguistic elements may occupy various packaging statuses selected
by the Speaker on the basis of his assessment of what the Addressee’s
mind is capable of at the time. (Chafe 1976: 55)

2.4.1 Evoked and entailed presuppositions
Lambrecht (1994: 56ff) points out that the possible fact contained in an assertion
in many cases triggers a range of additional semantic presuppositions to become
active. Consider (7):

(7) Geoffrey graded the paper

In (7), the event Geoffrey grading the paper is asserted. For most language
users, the acceptance of this assertion entails the acceptance of a number of other
facts: that Geoffrey is a teacher, that a paper has been written, that the paper
is about a subject in Geoffrey’s field of expertise, that Geoffrey has read the
paper, et cetera. It could be argued that all these presuppositions are ‘co-asserted’
when (7) is uttered. However, this leads to problems that are very similar to
the ones discussed above when common ground was introduced: if there is no
communicative behaviour that can serve as ‘hard evidence’, and if interlocutors
are assumed to entertain their personal models of the world, how can the existence
of these additional presuppositions be verified? Therefore, only those semantic
presuppositions will be considered that are evoked lexico-grammatically in the
assertion, or that arise from the combination of the assertion and the context in
which it is uttered. Regarding (7), additional presuppositions may be activated if
the Speaker stresses the Subject, as in (8):
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(8) Geoffrey graded the paper

The emphasis on Geoffrey highlights the fact that his occurrence in the event is
particularly noteworthy. This may trigger additional presuppositions to become
active that pertain to ‘Geoffrey’: the preceding or following context in such cases
will shed light on the particular presupposition at issue.

2.4.2 Context set, relevance, discourse topicality

So far, it has been stated that language users evaluate assertions on the basis of
their model of the world. However, from the viewpoint of procedural adequacy
it is not feasible that the contents of every assertion are evaluated against an
interlocutor’s entire MW. Not only would this take up a disproportionate amount
of processing resources, it would also be quite superfluous to verify, say, the validity
of an assertion made in a communicative exchange about the Speaker’s cat against
the Addressee’s beliefs about Peruvian politics in the 1950s. For these reasons,
Stalnaker (1978: 321) introduces the notion of a context set, a subset of the
language user’s beliefs “recognized by the speaker to be the ‘live options’ relevant to
the conversation”. The context set is restricted by the relevance of presuppositions
to a mutually agreed discourse topic (Van Dijk 1977).

The nature of this triplet of interrelated notions is rather elusive, most of all
because relevance nor discourse topic are categories that have very noticeable reper-
cussions for the linguistic structure of the assertion. Unless special circumstances
apply (Beyssade et al. 2003), relevance of an assertion to a discourse topic is rarely
signalled overtly. This is arguably due to Grice’s Cooperative Principle, which
requires interlocutors to do their utmost to make sense of each other’s assertions.
The maxim of relevance dictates that each contribution be relevant to the commu-
nicative exchange; hence, if the relevance of an assertion is not immediately obvious
to the Addressee, he will try hard to establish relevance a posteriori. As a result,
relevance obtains between virtually any given assertion and the Addressee’s context
set, precisely because the assertion is made. This insight is echoed in Relevance
Theory (Sperber and Wilson 1986), where it is argued that the ability of an
Addressee to construe relevance entails the existence of relevance. Nevertheless, the
construability of relevance is facilitated by an assertion’s expectedness: the more
expected an assertion is in the context of an Addressee’s context set, the easier the
construal of relevance. Expectedness is promoted by a number of semantic and
pragmatic relations, as will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2.1.

I will continue to use M to designate a language user’s model of the world. Howe-
ver, its interpretation will henceforth be restricted to the language user’s context set
of presuppositions relevant to the discourse topic. All lexico-grammatically evoked
presuppositions will be considered relevant, unless their relevance is challenged by
the Addressee. The presuppositions in the context set are understood to be more
readily available to the language user than other, more peripheral knowledge.
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2.4.3 Informational presuppositions
Lambrecht (2001a: 474ff) proposes a distinction between three types of informational
presuppositions.6 K-presuppositions (knowledge) relate to the Addressee’s assu-
med state of ignorance. They distinguish the portion of the propositional content
that the Speaker estimates the Addressee has yet to evaluate from the portion
that he assumedly already takes for granted. By contrast, the T-presupposition
(topicality) concern the Addressee’s assumed state of knowledge, or at least a
specific part thereof. It identifies what the Speaker considers to be the Addressee’s
current center of interest. C-presuppositions (consciousness) involve the
activation status (Chafe 1976; Prince 1981) of the mental extensions evoked in
the propositional content. C-presuppositions distinguish between referents and
relations for the ideation of which little effort is required, as opposed to those that
have to be retrieved from long-term storage or the ideation of which must be built
up from scratch.7

Due to the Cooperative Principle, the informational presuppositions that are
packaged in the assertion exert a strong influence on the Addressee’s MW: inter-
locutors mutually assume that the other is not pulling their informational leg, so
to speak. Therefore, if a Speaker miscalculates his Addressee’s state of knowledge
and – for instance – wrongfully presupposes a certain mental extension to be at his
current center of interest (that is, the Speaker entertains a wrong T-presupposition),
the Addressee will readily adapt to this assumption as it becomes apparent from
the way the Speaker’s assertion is encoded. This mechanism is described in Lewis’s
Rule of accommodation for presupposition:

If at time t something is asserted which requires presupposition p to be
acceptable, and if p is not presupposed prior to t, then – ceteris paribus
and within certain limits – presupposition p comes into existence at t.
(Lewis 1979: 172)

2.4.4 A three-way division of information structuring
The informational presuppositions are rather different in terms of the aspects of the
interlocutor’s knowledge they affect. C-presuppositions target the activation status
of the language user’s mental images of facts: in terms of the notions introduced

6Lambrecht’s proposal echoes work by Strawson, who argues that language users
rely on three presumptions when they engage in communication. His presumption of
knowledge dictates the existence of a minimal level of (ideational) common ground; the
presumption of ignorance captures the idea that the Speaker assumes the gist of his
message to be unfamiliar to his audience. Finally, his presumption of relevance is an
assumption by the Addressee that Speakers “give or add information about what is a
matter of standing concern” (Strawson 1971: 97).

7Different authors propose different activation statuses. The six-way givenness hie-
rarchy proposed in Gundel et al. (1993) is arguably the most authoritative. Lambrecht
(1994: 109ff) argues that the givenness hierarchy is a conflation of activation status
and focality, and proposes a seven-way hierarchy of identifiability and activation as an
alternative.
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previously in this chapter, they concern the relation between mental extensions
and the semantic entities that are used to designate them. K-presuppositions
and T-presuppositions, on the other hand, convey the Speaker’s beliefs about the
relations in MA

W between these mental extensions and the semantic presuppositions
in which they figure, as well as the changes he wants made to this arrangement.
An altogether separate but related issue is the establishment of semantic coherence
between propositional contents in a communicative exchange. Figure 2.2 is an
attempt to graphically represent the domain of information structuring. As the
figure illustrates, interlocutors face a threefold task to ensure that information is
transferred sucessfully: referent management, coherence management and
information packaging. The first is concerned with the relation between semantic
entities and their mental extensions; the second with the relation between semantic
presuppositions in which these extensions figure; and the third is concerned with
the relation between mental extensions and semantic presuppositions.

semantic

entities

semantic

presuppositions
mental

extensions

information

packaging

referent management

coherence management

Figure 2.2 The three faces of information structuring

In this triplet, coherence (Kehler 2002) is an ideational rather than an interper-
sonal notion, in that it targets the relations between (mental representations of)
events rather than between interlocutors’ beliefs about the role of these events in
the communicative exchange. Its concern is to maintain a plausible concatenation
of propositions. Nevertheless, coherence has important ties to informational pre-
suppositions, in particular T-presuppositions. That is, it seems that the existence
of coherence between events in a discourse greatly facilitates the construability
of relevance, which – as has been argued earlier – is a key notion in ensuring
the evaluability of propositions in the current context set.8 Indeed, the interplay
between the cognitive status of mental extensions, the informational structure of
assertions and the coherence of discourse as a whole is complex, and utterances are

8In an experimental study, Bornkessel et al. (2003) show that assertions made in coherent
discourse are evaluated quicker than those made in non-coherent discourse. Theoretically,
many accounts of the marking of typical informational roles like Topic and Focus invoke
not just categories from the domain of information packaging, but also factors that relate
to activation and/or coherence (for a partial overview, cf. Prince 1981).
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ubiquitous in which the contribution of each separate factor to the grammatical
structure cannot be easily identified (cf. among many others Jasinskaja et al. 2004;
Kruijff-Korbayova and Steedman 2003).

This dissertation, however, is concerned with information packaging only, and
more in particular with the encoding of its constituent categories in the grammars
of the languages of the world. The dependencies between it and the activation
status of mental extensions or interpropositional coherence relations are not at
issue. The influence of referent and coherence management on the structure of the
expression will therefore be left out of consideration as much as possible.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced a number of foundational concepts relating to know-
ledge, communication and information structuring. It has been emphasized throu-
ghout this chapter that communication and therefore information structuring are a
matter of continuous negotiation between Speaker and Addressee, whereby both
assume the other to be faithful in his attempts to communicate. A view on discourse
knowledge management has been introduced that makes extensive use of recursive
modelling, which enables a representation of the flow of knowledge in discourse as
a process that takes place within in a single language user.

In the next chapter, we will zoom in on the way in which knowledge used in
communication can be structured, and how this structure can be exploited to achieve
changes to extant structuring of discourse knowledge in one’s interlocutor. After
that, chapter 5 presents an account of how the instructions needed to manipulate
the knowledge of the Addressee can be represented in Grammar.
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3
The Discourse Bulletin Board

3.1 Information packaging
In the previous chapter, a three-way division of the domain of information struc-
turing has been proposed, with independent but interrelated subsystems for the
management of the cognitive status of mental extensions in discourse (referent
management), the construal and maintenance of semantic coherence between propo-
sitional contents (coherence management), and the identification and evaluation of
information and its subsequent incorporation in discourse knowledge. The latter is
referred to here as information packaging, and is given the following definition
(adapted from Vallduví 1992: 15):

Information packaging. The instructions attached to the assertion
according to the Speaker’s intention that facilitate the correct retrieval
of the information contained in it, optimize the evaluability of this
information and ensure its ensuing incorporation in MA

W.

In this chapter, it will be argued that the threefold purpose of information packaging
is mirrored by the structure of the context set in which discourse knowledge is
managed. Two dimensions of information packaging will be distinguished: actuali-
zation, which is concerned with the identification of the information contained in
the assertion, and addressation, which is concerned with the allocation of informa-
tion to an address in the context set.1 The interaction between the two dimensions

1The term actualization is chosen because the instruction makes information actual,
whereas without it, retrieval of the update potential of the articulation would depend
entirely on the Addressee.
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will be modelled tentatively in the discourse bulletin board, a card-based model
of the structure of discourse knowledge in the context set.

Actualization and addressation are orthogonal dimensions that deal with fun-
damentally different aspects of information packaging. Hence, their categories are
not mutually exclusive, but can be assigned to the same target in the linguistic
structure. The structure of discourse knowledge hence gives rise to a number of
sets of informational instructions that are part of the linguistic message. These
sets, which will be referred to as an informational articulation (a term coined
by Vallduví 1992: 28ff), will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

Information packaging and illocution In anticipation of later chapters, one impor-
tant restriction is imposed on information packaging as it is discussed here. Only
information packaging in declarative statements will be considered, while the infor-
mational behaviour of statements with another illocutionary force is disregarded.
The reason for this is mainly practical: most grammars simply tend not to contain
a large enough body of properly contextualized questions, commands, adhortations,
et cetera to analyse. Also it could be argued that declarative, interrogative and
imperative statements have different targets in terms of knowledge management.
While a declarative statement serves to inform an interlocutor of something he
supposedly does not know yet, an interrogative statement informs the Addressee of
something the Speaker does not know. Imperative statements are not concerned
with discourse knowledge management at all; they are aimed at manipulating the
interlocutor’s actions, rather than his knowledge.

3.2 Introducing DBB
To represent information packaging, use is made of a model for discourse knowledge
management called the Discourse Bulletin Board (DBB).2 The DBB is an adaptation
of Vallduví’s theory of informatics (abbreviated as ToI; see Vallduví 1992, 1994),
which in turn is based on Heim’s file change semantics (abbreviated as FCS; see
Heim 1983). All three models share the idea that language users keep track of the
flow of knowledge in discourse by categorising propositions as sets of attributes
of discourse referents (Karttunen (1969); see below). The attribute sets are
modelled as file cards. The attributes themselves are seen as records on these
cards (Vallduví 1994: 5ff). Hence, discourse knowledge is organized as a kind of
Rolodex, and information packaging is concerned with getting the Addressee to
look up the proper file card and have him make the intended changes to that card.
The components of the Discourse Bulletin Board and the procedures pertaining to
those components are introduced separately below.

2The model takes its name from an early joint presentation by the author and Marina
Dyakonova at the 2005 SLE conference in Valencia, Spain. At the time, the structure of
the model strongly resembled a regular bulletin board. This resemblance is now largely
lost.
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DBB and other models Although labelling and graphical design differ slightly, DBB
inherits its basic components from the two theories mentioned above. There is only
one fundamental difference between it and its predecessors, as will be explained
below: while ToI and FCS are reference-oriented, DBB is topicality-oriented. The
rationale behind this decision is a desire to maintain a strict separation between the
substance of the communicative exchange, and the way the substance is organized:
between the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of communication, so to speak. This separation
is in line with insights in Functional Discourse Grammar (see chapter 4), where the
two are also separately analysed (at the Representational and Interpersonal Levels,
respectively).

3.3 Static description
In this section, a brief introduction of the static components of DBB will be given.
The number of these is limited, as the DBB contains only one kind of element:
cards. In the next section, the dynamic architecture of the model will be discussed.

3.3.1 Addresses
The DBB’s domain of operation is the context set, the contents of which are
governed by a relation of relevance between them and a Discourse Topic, as was
explained in section 2.4.2 above. Context set and Discourse Topic interact in a
continuous cycle of renegotiation due to the Cooperative Principle. This entails
that the boundaries of the context set are not fixed, but adapt to the interlocutors’
communicative intentions.

The context set is not considered to be a simple ‘bag’ to which new presup-
positions are appended. It is thought to have a rich internal structure that is
geared towards the swift evaluation of incoming assertions, efficient storage of new
knowledge and optimal retrievability of what has been stored earlier. To this end,
the context set is divided into addresses at which presuppositions are stored. The
presuppositions entered at an address provide the background against which the
contents of new assertions are evaluated; when found admissible, the presupposition
is subsequently entered at the address and will serve as part of the background for
any new assertions allocated to the same address. Similar to ToI, addresses are
modelled as file cards in the Discourse Bulletin Board.

The cards in the context set are understood as a temporary structure, providing
a form of intermediate storage: they are tied to a specific communicative exchange
about a specific discourse topic. Once the exchange is concluded, the knowledge at
the addresses is integrated in the language user’s MW.3 For the next discourse, a
new address structure is then construed. This is not to say that a Speaker assumes
the address structure of his Addressee to be empty at the start of discourse. On

3In addition, it is likely that interlocutors also retain a simplified image of the com-
municative exchange as a whole, seen that they can refer back to, and even comment on,
them.
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the contrary, as has been argued earlier, interlocutors entertain a detailed model of
the other’s knowledge, including estimations of the initial address structure that is
activated when a context set is construed. It is this estimation that helps them to
decide what assertions to make.

The primary advantage of an address-based discourse knowledge organization is
its economy. By structuring knowledge in subsets and allocating assertions to such
subsets for evaluation, the evaluation is likely to take into consideration all accepted
facts that are relevant to the decision whether or not new information is compatible
with the model of the world, and not more than these. Obviously, the efficiency
claimed here is entirely ‘systemic’. The account of discourse knowledge organization
that is given here cannot claim cognitive, let alone (neuro)physiological adequacy.
It is therefore not to be understood as an abstraction of the processes that take
place in the human brain during communication: it simply aims to describe the
system, and provide a background for the patterns of knowledge management that
manifest themselves linguistically. In this sense, the present model is entirely in line
with the ambitions of Functional Discourse Grammar to provide an architecture in
which to capture the patterns, but not the processes of natural language and its
use in communication (see section 4.1.1).

It was stated above that the addresses in DBB form a temporary, intermediate
storage facility, the contents of which are integrated in the language user’s general
knowledge base when the communicative exchange is concluded. Importantly, the
Speaker’s communicative intentions in a future exchange may happen to require
different centers of interest, incompatible with a knowledge structure inherited
from previous conversations. The model hence benefits from a generic architecture,
consisting of cards that can be used on multiple occasions. For that reason, cards
are provided with a generic indexed header, referred to as Δn as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.

Context set

Δn Δm Δk

Figure 3.1 Context set and empty cards with address headers

3.3.2 Entries
Addresses can be seen as locations in discourse knowledge that, in the words of
Lambrecht, delimit an individuable “center of interest or matter of concern in the
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conversation” (Lambrecht 1994: 151). The presuppositions that form the contents
of an address are modelled as the entries on the cards. On account of the basic
stipulation that all declarative knowledge takes propositional form, entries are
propositions.

A distinction is made between two types of entries, identifying and informative.
Identifying entries ensure that the generic domain provided by the address Δn

is identified with a discourse referent (see below). Identifiability of the address
is thought to be a prerequisite for evaluation of assertions at the address. The
identifying proposition takes the form p ∣ [ (Δn) (�) ], whereby � is a Layer that
represents the denotation of a discourse referent (see chapter 4). Identifying entries,
of which a card can only have one, are signalled by ☆. Informative entries hold
the actual information that is allocated to the address. They are signalled by ▷
preceding the proposition. Figure 3.2 illustrates the internal structure of a card.

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (�) ]

▷ (presupposition)
▷ (presupposition)
▷ . . .

Figure 3.2 Card-internal structure

3.3.3 Discourse referents
A discourse referent (Karttunen 1969: 368) will be defined here as a mental extension
denoted by a non-zero entity, evoked at some point by means of a Subact of
Reference. This definition reflects the fact that the elements able to identify an
address in the context set must meet two requirements, one representational, and
one interpersonal in nature. The requirements are related in that both contribute to
the individuability of the address, necessary for it to serve its purpose as a domain
of evaluation. Representationally, entities of semantic types above zero (see also
4.2.3.2) are individuable in some sense or other: they are either locatable in space
or time, or evaluable in discourse knowledge, which can be seen as a ‘cognitive
space’. Interpersonally, it is important that in order for it to identify an address in
discourse knowledge, the mental extension at some point has to be evoked as an
individuable object rather than a non-individuable property. In FDG, this status
is ensured by using a Subact of Reference (Ri) at the Interpersonal Level to evoke
the extension (see Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 113ff), and section 4.2.3.1).
For example, in the expression my uncle is a carpenter, two first-order entities are
used: nevertheless, carpenter is not evoked to serve as an object in the mental
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representation of this propositional content, but as a property. Therefore, it is not
a discourse referent by the definition proposed here.4

Discourse referent. A mental extension denoted by a referential
non-zero entity, evoked by means of a Subact of Reference.

This concludes the introduction of static components of DBB. In the next section,
the dynamic interaction between those parts will be examined.

3.4 Dynamic use
The architecture discussed in the previous section provides the background for
the two main processes of information packaging: addressation, (the allocation
of assertions to a particular address in the context set), and actualization of the
contents of the address by modifying an existing entry or adding a new one. They
will be discussed in turn.

3.4.1 Addressation
Addressation (a notion coined in Jacobs 2001: 650) is one of the two actions
the Speaker intends the Addressee to perform with regard to the informational
processing of his assertion. The following definition of addressation will be used:5

Addressation. The process by which the Addressee identifies the
address at which the Speaker intends him to evaluate the assertion,
locates or construes the address in the context set, and allocates the
assertion to it.

A number of elements in this definition require further attention. They will be
discussed in turn below.

3.4.1.1 Address identification

It has been stated in section 3.3.2 that a generic address requires identification
during a communicative exchange. Identifiability of the address is a prerequisite
for the evaluation of assertions: an address that has no identification cannot be
allocated in the context set, and hence no information can be appended to it.
To ensure its identifiability, the address contains an identifying proposition that

4It would be easier to say that topics are referential Subacts. However, Subacts are
short-lived, momentaneous units which play a role during the act of communicating: what
is stored in the discourse knowledge organization are their ideational counterparts, not the
Subacts of reference themselves. Therefore, the more cumbersome definition is appropriate.

5Note that, while the definition is phrased from the perspective of the Addressee,
discourse knowledge management in this study is modelled from the perspective of the
Speaker. As was explained in section 2.3.4, the Speaker’s discourse knowledge contains a
model of the Addressee’s discourse knowledge, in which these Addressee-bound processes
are monitored according to the Speaker’s best estimate.
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equates the generic address header (Δn) to the denotatum of a discourse referent.
The discourse referents that serve as address identifier are occasionally referred to
as topic in this study. It is important to note that topic used in this sense refers
to an extralinguistic entity. It will be used sparingly to avoid confusion with the
linguistic notion Topic (with capital T), which will be introduced later on.

Separating topicality from referentiality It is assumed that, while being a discourse
referent is a prerequisite to serve as an address identifier, not every discourse
referent necessarily identifies an address in the discourse knowledge organization.
Whether or not a discourse referent identifies an address to which information can
be appended is dependent on interpersonal and not on representational criteria:
the choice to construe an address and use a DR to identify it is a strategic decision
made by the Speaker, on the basis of his own communicative intention and his
estimation of the Addressee’s context set.

Underlying this view is the desire to incorporate a strict separation of topicality
(the property of being used to identify a discourse address) and referentiality (the
property of being an individuable mental extension) in the Discourse Bulletin Board.
Therefore, a discourse referent in DBB may be evoked without ever becoming an
address identifier during a communicative exchange at all. Alternatively, a discourse
referent may come to be used as an address identifier after it has been evoked as
part of a semantic presupposition, or it may be evoked with the specific purpose of
serving as the instantiation of Δn. Finally, a referent may be evoked to serve as
the instantiation of Δn and as part of a semantic presupposition simultaneously.
Examples of these three scenarios will be given in the next section.

This mode of representation is fundamentally different from that in Vallduví’s
ToI or Heim’s FCS. In both theories, the architecture of discourse knowledge is
essentially based on referentiality: all individuable mental extensions command
a corner of the informational space (the context set) by definition, irrespective
of the interlocutors’ communicative intentions. In contrast to these theories, the
principle by which the Discourse Bulletin Board is structured is topicality: only
those discourse referents are given special informational status that are intended
to have said status as per the communicative intention of the Speaker. In other
words, information structuring is not imposed on the structure of the context set,
but determines the structure of the context set. This has two clear advantages over
the referentiality-based approach. In the context of a longer-lasting communicative
exchange, the DBB prevents the context set from cluttering up with addresses that
are erected in passing, but never actually used for the evaluation and storage of
knowledge. Also, the DBB more clearly reflects the belief that the way discourse
knowledge is organized is the result of ongoing negotation between Speaker and
Addressee, a process in which the automatic assignment of a particular informational
status on the basis of referentiality would be somewhat of a misfit.
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3.4.1.2 Scenarios for address construal

I will now briefly introduce four possible modes of address identification. The first
mode concerns the identification of an address by instantiating Δn with a discourse
referent that has not been evoked in the discourse at an earlier point. An example
of a strategy used to achieve this goal is given in (1):

(1) Once upon a time, there was a prince

The sole purpose of (1) is to construe an address identified by the discourse referent
‘prince’, that can serve as an address to allocate and evaluate subsequent assertions.
Figure 3.3 gives a representation of this in the Discourse Bulletin Board. The
identifying discourse referent need not be an individual (xi) semantically; as is
shown in Haiman (1978) event-like constructs such as conditionals can also identify
a discourse address.

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– prince –]) ]

▷ . . .

Figure 3.3 Card identification. Scenario I

A related scenario concerns the identification of an address by instantiating Δn

with a discourse referent that has not been evoked in the discourse at an earlier
point. Like in the previous scenario, it is evoked now with the specific purpose of
construing a new discourse address: the difference is that the same assertion is also
used to provide information pertaining to this new topic. An example of a strategy
used to achieve this goal is the as for . . . construction in (2):

(2) As for cheese, it is not true that all non-dairy cheese tastes absolutely
rancid

Source: www.curdsnwhey.com

The assertion in (2) is taken from a longer discussion of alternatives for dairy
products. The previous few assertions all concerned substitutes for milk. At the
point where (2) is uttered, the Speaker wants to change to the topic of non-dairy
cheese, for which a new address is required. The as for-part of (2) serves this
function, and can be paraphrased as ‘Please accept as true that a new address Δn

is needed in the context set, identified by the discourse referent ‘cheese’ that is
denoted by x1’. This is represented on the card in Figure 3.4.6

6Simultaneity of address construal and the allocation of an informative assertion to
the address is generally considered a very dysfunctional way of presenting information (cf.

www.curdsnwhey.com
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Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– cheese –]) ]

▷ p ∣ [ – not rancid (x1)A – ]

Figure 3.4 Card identification. Scenario II

The third way in which an address can be identified is by means of a referent
that has been evoked at an earlier point in a discourse in a non-topical capacity.
Consider the contrived mini-discourse in (3):7

(3) a. She met my neighbour at a party
b. He felt attracted to her rightaway
c. Even though he was seeing someone else at the time

In (3b), the discourse referent ‘Speaker’s neighbour’ identifies the address to which
the assertion is allocated: the proposition neighbour feeling attracted to
her is portrayed to be about ‘neighbour’, as can be seen from the way the narrative
develops in (3c). But (3b) is different from (2), in that the referent ‘neighbour’
has been evoked earlier by the time it comes to serve as the address identifier:
the referent is introduced in (3a). The representation for this scenario is given in
Figure 3.5. The instruction conveyed in (3b) can be paraphrased as Please accept
as true that a new address Δn is needed in the context set, identified by entity x2

that you should be able to retrieve from earlier mention.
Finally, addresses can be used without any identification at all. This is the case

for so-called thetic assertions (Sasse 1987: 512) which can be seen as ‘unaddressed’.
That is, the contents of a thetic assertion are not evaluated against a set of
propositions that pertain to a particular discourse referent: instead, these contents
occupy an address of their own. It seems that a common motivation to present
information in this way is to achieve various kinds of narratological discontinuity.8

As a consequence, thetic assertions are often found at the beginning of a discourse

among many other Chafe 1994; Durie 2003; Du Bois 2003). The reason for this dysfunc-
tionality can be modelled in DBB as the simultaneous performance of two actualization
procedures in a single Discourse Act, as will be explained in section 3.4.3.2.

7It must be stressed again that cards do not represent the informational structure of
the utterance, but the informational structure of the context set at a particular point
in discourse. The she in (3) evokes a referent that is stipulated to be active when the
mini-discourse commences. Her identity must therefore have been established earlier.

8The occurrence of thetic assertions often coincides with changes in the time or location
of the chain of events, to mark a sudden and unexpected turn of events, to alternate
between the ‘thread’ of the narrative and the situational backdrop, et cetera.
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Δm

☆ p ∣ [ (Δm) (x1 ∶ [– . . . –]) ]

▷ p ∣ [ meet (x1)A

(x2 ∶ [– neighbour –])U ]

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x2) ]

▷ p ∣ [ attracted (x2)A (x1)U ]
▷ p ∣ [ see (x2)A (x3)U ]

Figure 3.5 Card identification. Scenario III

segment (Grosz and Sidner 1986). An example of this is given in (4), which is
paraphrased from a Hixkaryana story reported in Derbyshire (1965: 159). The
narrative so far has touched on various issues related to child birth: the Speaker
has told about the pregnancies of his wife, the duties of a father-to-be, and food
items that are taboo during pregnancy. From there, the story develops into a
general exposition about the origin of taboos. After a while, the Speaker makes
the following assertion:

(4) The wife of my brother gave birth

The ‘wife of Speaker’s brother’ is undoubtedly a discourse referent; nevertheless, the
assertion in (4) is thought not to be allocated to a card identified by her. Instead,
it is posited as an ‘unaddressed’ statement, with the apparent objective to ‘set the
stage’ for a new stretch of discourse (and the introduction of a new referent – ‘my
brother’s wife’ – in a non-topical capacity). This can be represented in DBB as in
Figure 3.6.

Δn

☆ —

▷ p ∣ [ WoB giving birth ]

Figure 3.6 Card identification. Scenario IV

3.4.2 Address, Topic and Aboutness
In section 3.4.1.1 it was stated that the architecture of the Discourse Bulletin Board
is topicality-oriented rather than referentiality-oriented. This orientation means
that the quality of serving as an address identifier (i.e., being a topic) is not just an
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interpersonally negotiated – and possibly, a grammatically favoured – interpretive
property of a discourse referent, but a choice that has a direct impact on the
structure of discourse knowledge. This view has two important repercussions.

3.4.2.1 Gradient topicality

First, topicality is considered a discrete notion. Every discourse referent used in a
communicative exchange either serves as an address identifier (in which case it is a
topic) or it does not. Accordingly, every discourse referent evoked in an assertion
either is used to instruct the Addressee to allocate an address (i.e, used as a Topic
with capital T), or it is not. A gradient or hierarchical notion of topicality, as
suggested by Givón (1979) among others, therefore has no place in DBB.

Consider an assertion that conveys the proposition carl driving the horses
into a river. In the Givónian understanding of topicality, the referents in
this proposition can be ranked according to their topicality, based on certain
combinations of their interpersonal and representational characteristics. ‘Carl’
would probably be considered the most topical referent, followed by ‘horses’. ‘River’
is the least topical referent. In the Discourse Bulletin Board, this deterministic view
on topicality is replaced with the assumption that what determines the topicality of
the referents is the Speaker’s communicative intention to have the Addressee allocate
the assertion to a certain address in his context set. Clearly, the properties of the
referents in the propositional content affect their eligibility to serve as the linguistic
target of such an allocation instruction (i.e, the Topic with capital T). In English,
an indefinite non-human Undergoer generally requires a special expression strategy
to be interpretable as the Topic of the assertion, and this is even more true for an
inanimate referent with a peripheral semantic function. Nevertheless, the Speaker
can easily override preferential interpretation with the aid of morphosyntactic
means, and instruct the Addressee to allocate the assertion to the address of his
choice.

A closer look at Topic-promoting factors The influence of intrinsic and extrinsic
properties of referents such as specificity, animacy, referent continuity, activation
status and person on Topic eligibility has been studied in great detail for many
languages, and has given rise to a number of scales that can collectively be referred
to as topicality hierarchies (see in particular Givón (1979), as well as the topic
acceptability scale in Lambrecht (1994: 165ff), which links topic eligibility to
activation status in a straightforward manner). These hierarchies reflect the
eligibility of a discourse referent to assume the function of topic. Generally speaking,
specific referents are more eligible to serve as topic than non-specific ones; animate
referents are more eligible than inanimate ones; active referents are more eligible
than inactive ones; human referents are more eligible than non-human referents,
and speech act participants are more eligible than non-speech act participants.

Besides properties of referents, their relation to other elements in the assertion
is a strong determinant of topic eligibility. This is particularly true for semantic
functions: a referent that is not explicitly integrated in the semantic structure of
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the proposition will generally resist an interpretation as its topic, while certain
semantic functions – in particular, Actor – strongly favour a topic interpretation.9.
Likewise, certain syntactic functions are better suited to combine with a topic
interpretation than others: while privileged syntactic arguments (such as Subject;
see Van Valin 2005: 94ff) are generally highly eligible as topic candidates, Object
arguments often resist a topic interpretation.

Although the preference for certain charactistics of topics is probably identical
cross-linguistically, the relational and non-relational properties of discourse referents
contribute differently to Topic eligibility in different languages. Therefore, what
is still construable as the topic of an assertion without explicit marking of this
status in one language may be completely unacceptable in the next, and vice versa.
In some languages for instance, the relational status of a discourse referent need
not be marked in order for that referent to be interpreted as Topic, if the referent
has the right combination of properties. For instance, the status of speech act
participant is sufficient to warrant the construal of relevance in Samoan:

(5) a
but

o
prs

matou
1.excl.pl

ma
and

isi
other.spec.pl

e,
genr

leai
not_exist

se
art.nonspec.sg

pasi
bus

e
genr

alu
go

atu
dir

i
ld

palauli
palauli

‘But we and the others, there was no bus going to Palauli’

(Samoan, Malayo-Polynesian. Mosel and Hovdhaugen 1992)

In (5), there are no linguistic clues that signal the relation between the discourse
referent ‘we and the others’ and the assertion: the constituent that corresponds to
the topic of the assertion is not marked as a core participant in the propositional
content, nor is it inflected for any particular syntactic function. Nevertheless,
the surrounding context makes clear that a relevance relation is intended to be
construed. According to the original English translation of (5), the referent of the
extraclausal constituent should be interpreted as a beneficiary. Likewise, certain
lexical taxonomic relations warrant the construability of relevance in Mandarin
Chinese, like in (6a) and (6b):

(6) a. nèi-zhǒng
that-kind

dòuzi,
bean

yi-j̄in
one-catty

sān-shí
three-ten

kuài
dollar

qián
money

‘That kind of beans, a catty is thirty dollar’
b. zhèi

this
kē
clf

shù
tree

yèzi
leaf

hén
very

dà
big

‘This tree, the leaves are very big’

(Mandarin Chinese, Sinitic. Li and Thompson 1981: 15, 96)

9As is pointed out in Du Bois (1987), Actor arguments are generally more eligible as
topic than Undergoer and more peripheral arguments because the Actor role strongly
correlates to a type of referent – animate, volitional, given, specific – that favours a topic
interpretation anyway.
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In (6a), the construability of relevance with (and hence, topic eligibility of) ‘this
kind of beans’ depends on the presence of a classifier-classified relation. In (6b),
the part-whole relation between the ‘leaves’ and the ‘tree’ has the same effect.

Much more could be said on this topic, and the impact in linguistic expressions
of the various topic-promoting factors identified above is clearly something that
would warrant systematic investigation. A final remark that should be made on
the subject is that most languages appear to have special topifying strategies,10

that can be exploited if a not-so-eligible referent is to be interpreted as the address
identifier. The as for-construction mentioned earlier is one of them; another would
be the ordinary passive construction in English which, besides other functions
(collectively referred to as perspectivation, cf. Graumann and Kallmeyer 2002),
can promote the Undergoer argument to topic status.

3.4.2.2 Topic uniqueness

It was argued above that topicality is a discrete, and not a gradient notion. Every
referent in every assertion can be identified as a Topic or a non-Topic. In addition,
it is assumed that the contents of an assertion are never allocated to more than a
single address. This means that at most one Topic is present in any assertion.

The motivation for this stipulation derives from the function of addresses as
subsets of discourse knowledge that have the purpose of enhancing the assessment
of new information. That is, the contents of an assertion that is allocated to a
specific address only have to be checked for their compatibility with the entries that
are filed already at that address. The efficiency of this system would be severely
impaired if multiple addressation were possible. At the very least, the assessment
procedure would be complicated by the fact that a larger body of extant knowledge
has to be considered. What is worse, different addresses contain different subsets
of propositions, which may yield different, conflicting compatibility judgements. To
avoid such conflicts, evaluation and storage are stipulated to take place at a single
address in the context set.

Like many other issues in pragmatics, Topic uniqueness remains a heavily dispu-
ted notion. Its rejection or acceptance appears to be intertwined with the question
as to the overall purpose of information packaging: does it convey instructions that
target the ways in which interlocutors manipulate each other’s discourse knowledge
organization, or does it merely convey interpersonally determined, grammatically
favoured interpretive relations between the elements in the proposition? My reasons
for embracing topic uniqueness derive entirely from the model in which information
packaging is couched, which provides a rather rigorous framework to decide what
is a topic and what is not on the basis of the development of the discourse, and in
isolation of the way this is marked. Therefore, the approach addresses a primary
methodological concern for work in pragmatic typology, which is the multitude of
considerations that co-determine the encoding of informational categories (see also

10I am eschewing the downright confusing notion topicalization here, which has assu-
med a syntactic rather than an informational meaning in most frameworks.
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chapter 6). If the latter view is adhered to instead, there is not much reason to
impose an a priori restriction on the number of interpretive relations that inter-
locutors can add to the representational structure of their assertion to enrich its
function in the discourse. Indeed, some evidence has been presented that suggests
that multiple grammatically encoded topicality relations may occur simultaneously
(this appears to be the case in Ostyak; cf. Nikolaeva 2001), and the point has been
made that English provides no structural evidence for a topicality relation at all
(Mackenzie and Keizer 2004).

3.4.2.3 What about aboutness?

A final issue that must be settled with regard to addressation is the inference of
aboutness11 as an interpretive relation that obtains between the topic referent
and the propositional content. As should be abundantly clear by now, information
packaging and its linguistic correlates are approached ‘mechanistically’ in this
study, and are treated in terms of interpersonally negotiated knowledge structuring
rather than interpersonally determined interpretive relations. While this choice
of perspective yields a plausible picture of what information packaging does, it is
undeniable that it also feels a certain way.

Virtually every characterization of topic invokes a notion of aboutness. To
quote some random authors, the topic is “the entity about which something is said”
(Crystal 2003: 468), “what the sentence is about” (Davison (1984: 804); Gundel and
Fretheim (2004: 176)), “whatever the proposition is about” (Nikolaeva 2001: 4), et
cetera. Aboutness, like its cousin Relevance, has proven sadly resistant to more
acute definition. One problem is that an assertion to an extent is about all of its
referents. The proposition Carl driving the horses into a river is about
‘Carl’, but also about ‘the horses’ and ‘river’. If it were any different, the Speaker
would commit a serious violation of the maxim of Relevance, by including things in
his contribution to the communicative exchange that do not further the mutual
understanding between the interlocutors. To address this issue, it must be assumed
that the aboutness associated with topic is of a special kind that sets it apart
from the general relevance that must obtain anyway between a proposition and the
referents that figure in it. It could be argued that such interpersonally favoured
aboutness fulfils a ‘licensing’ function in information packaging; in order for its
contents to be evaluable at the address, a relation of aboutness must be construable
between the address identifier (topic) and the proposition allocated to the address.

However, such a characterization of the function of aboutness does not get us
any closer to its substance. It was pointed out in section 2.4.2 that the elaboration
of a discourse topic is an ongoing dynamism, due to the Cooperative principle that
requires interlocutors to do their utmost to make sense of the information they
are being offered. Therefore, Addressees will try hard to make new information fit
their model of the world. In the same sense, the construal of aboutness between

11Aboutness is used here to distinguish the relation between the topic and the contents of
the assertion from the more general notion of relevance that was discussed in section 2.4.2.
The two notions are qualitatively identical.
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a topic and the contents of an assertion is a matter of interpersonal negotiation.
The Addressee may accept a topic as a topic because he can construe a relation
of aboutness between it and the assertion; conversely, the Addressee may infer a
relation of aboutness because the Speaker instructs him to allocate a particular
address and use its contents to evaluate the assertion. In this process, a cooperative
interlocutor will go at lengths to accommodate the apparent construal of aboutness
between a discourse referent and a propositional content, even when his model of
the world offers little justification for it.

Being a matter of interpersonal negotiation, the relationship between aboutness
as an interpretive, and addressation as a mechanistic notion must also be a cyclic
process in which cause and consequence cannot be distinguished. It is simply not
possible to determine whether the inference of aboutness is caused by a particular
organization of the discourse knowledge, or whether the construability of aboutness
is a prerequisite for a particular discourse knowledge organization. It is at least a
simple fact that there is a very strong correlation between topicality and aboutness,
but compelling arguments for a causal relation in either direction are hitherto
lacking. Therefore, the stance taken towards aboutness in this study is the same
as that defended for discourse topic: the construal of aboutness is assumed to
have been successful whenever the interlocutor does not challenge the Speaker’s
instruction to allocate the assertion to a particular address, i.e., take a certain
referent as the topic of the assertion.

3.4.3 Actualization
So far, the discussion touched on the issues related to the identification by the
Addressee of the address in his context set where the Speaker intends him to
evaluate and store the contents of the assertion. It was stated in the previous
section that topicality and referentiality are kept separate in the Discourse Bulletin
Board, that each assertion is allocated to a single address, and that cooperative
interlocutors accept that the contents of the assertion are in some sense about the
address identifier. The question is left unanswered whether this aboutness is the
cause or consequence of the allocation.

However, it is not enough for the Speaker to instruct the Addressee where to
evaluate his assertion. It should also be indicated how its contents are to affect
the address. That is, a cooperative Speaker is expected to obey the maxim of
Quantity, and thereby only to make assertions that in some sense or other constitute
information for the Addressee. This new information has to be processed somehow
at the address it is allocated to. It leads to a new, actualized state of the address.
This ‘update’ is the essence of actualization: the contribution of something new
(at least, according to the Speaker’s estimation) that is capable of changing the
current state of an address. A cooperative language user is expected only to make
assertions which have this potential.

Actualization. The process by which the Addressee manipulates the
structure of the address as instructed by the Speaker, due to which a
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new state of the address results

Actualization is a relational notion, as an assertion or a part thereof can only
be informative in comparison to the current state of the address. For instance, a
referent per se cannot result in the actualization of an address. Rather, it is the
hitherto unknown, irretrievable relationship of that referent to extant knowledge at
the same address that effectuates a change of the state of the address. No particular
cognitive status of the referent(s) involved is required for actualization to take place.
That is, an address can be actualized by relating to its contents a referent whose
mental image has to be construed from scratch at the spot, but it can also relate an
active referent to the contents of the address in a new way, which equally results in
the state of the address being changed. The assertion in (7b) illustrates this point:

(7) a. He tried to hit her, and then
b. she tried to hit him

The case in (7b) is an extreme example, the assertion of which has the effect that
the address changes despite the fact that its contents consist entirely of known
elements. The referents are both active, seeing that they have just been used; even
the predicate that relates them, hit is known. Nevertheless, the fact that the two
referents have changed semantic functions leads to a completely different assertion,
the consideration of which results in the state of the address being changed.

3.4.3.1 Types of actualization

Actualization (and its corresponding grammatical domain, Focus) can be categorized
in many different ways. It seems that two broad angles can be distinguished: one
that concentrates on the portion of the Speaker’s assertion that has the potential
to trigger the address to become actualized, and one that concentrates on the type
of manipulation that the Addressee has to carry out in order for the address to
become actualized. Both will be discussed briefly below.

Actualization: manipulations One way to break down actualization is in terms of
the manipulation that the Speaker intends the Addressee to perform on his context
set. Dik (1997a: 331) refers to this as the communicative point of focusing.
The two top-most categories of the complex notional typology that he proposes
are incorporated in the Discourse Bulletin Board, namely the distinction between
manipulations that aim at the saturation by the Speaker of a perceived gap in the
Addressee’s knowledge, and manipulations that aim at the substitution of one piece
of knowledge – believed by the Speaker to be amenable to correction – for another.
These categories will be referred to as addition and substitution, respectively.
Two examples of addition are given in (8):

(8) a. A: What are you eating?
B: — bananas

b. A: Will you be coming along to Carl’s party?
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B: — no

In both (8a) and (8b), A makes explicit that he entertains a presupposition in which
an element is not instantiated. In (8a), the presupposition can be paraphrased as ‘B
eating __’; the non-instantiated element is an argument. In (8b), the presupposition
is something like ‘B ± coming along to Carl’s party’; the non-instantiated element
is a polarity value.

The second type of actualization is substitution. In substitution, the actualiza-
tion of the address is brought about by the substitution of an element of an extant
entry at the address for another element.12 An example is given in (9), adapted
from Lambrecht (1994: 215).

(9) A: Are you sure he was talking with the pigs?
B: (No,) he was talking to the pigs

In (9), B’s assertion triggers the address to become actualized by replacing the
currently presupposed function of the referent ‘pigs’ in the predication (that of
‘responsive addressee’) with another (‘non-responsive addressee’).

Actualization: scope Alternatively, actualization can be categorized in terms of
what Dik (1997a: 330) calls scope of the Focus function: the portion of the
Speaker’s assertion that has the potential to trigger the address to become actualized.
This portion may differ greatly in shape or size. In (9), the portion of the assertion
that triggers actualization is the fact that a known referent changes semantic
function; but actualization potential may also result from the introduction of
a new referent, from the attribution of a new property to a referent, from the
introduction of a new predicate or a combination of a predicate and one or several
new arguments, from the specification of a time or place of occurrence of the
event, from a change of modality or polarity, . . . the possibilities are infinite; it
appears that every component or combination of components of the propositional
content can trigger actualization. Nevertheless, the extent to which these infinite
possibilities can be expressed unambiguously depends on the inventory of linguistic
structure available to any particular language. For instance, the role reversal in
the example in (8) can be expressed in Dutch as follows:

(10) a. Hij
he

probeerde
tried

haar
her

te
to

slaan
hit

b. en
and

toen
then

zij
she

hem
him

The grammar of Dutch allows for the inflected verb to be omitted as in (10b), with
the specific function of expressing semantic role reversal. In English, the inflected

12It is assumed that presupposed knowledge cannot be ‘depresupposed’, i.e. stricken from
the language user’s context set: the original presupposition will linger in the Addressee’s
mind. Consequently, the substituted element is assumed to be retained at the address
somehow. See also Lambrecht (1994: 45ff).
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verb cannot be omitted in this way. The English construction to express the same
actualization has to include a verb, which makes it ambiguous: the construction in
(9b) could be used to convey a number of other actualization instructions besides
role reversal.13

The scope of actualization can be characterized in terms of representational
units but also in terms of interpersonal units, in particular those relevant to the
organization of discourse knowledge on the DBB: the entries. That is, besides a
representational element that is part of a presupposition registered as an entry,
the scope of actualization can also be an entry in its entirety. In this case, the
actualization potential of the Speaker’s assertion consists in the addition of an
entirely new entry at the address. An example is given in (11B), which triggers the
actualization of A’s address on ‘Carl’ by supplying a whole new entry. Incidentally,
note that A’s question can be seen as an instruction to B to construct an address
‘Carl’ in his MS

MA
W

(see also section 3.1).

(11) A: What about Carl?
B: He went fishing last week
<ongoing conversation about Carl’s fishing achievements>
B: He caught an enormous bass last summer

On the DBB, the locus of actualization is signalled by the solid versions of both
symbols mentioned earlier, ★ and ▶. Both are illustrated in Figure 3.7, which is a
representation of B’s estimation of A’s card on ‘Carl’ immediately after the last
assertion in (11) has been made.

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– Carl –]) ]

▷ p ∣ [ – went fishing last week (x1)A – ]
▷ . . .
▶ p ∣ [ – caught enormous bass (x1)A – ]

Figure 3.7 Actualization of A’s address on ‘Carl’

In exactly the same way actualization of the language user’s context set can
be achieved by construing a new address, either by instantiating its identifying
proposition (as was illustrated above in Figure 3.3) or by making a thetic assertion

13Of course, the English example presents a case of functionally underspecified mor-
phosyntax. That is, the example is only ambiguous if both the preceding context and
the prosodic contour are neglected. Conversely, the Dutch construction without the
verb is contextually restricted in the sense that it is only ‘grammatical’ in this specific
informational context.
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(Figure 3.6). Both are repeated below in Figure 3.8, with the solid symbols that
indicate actualization.

Δn

★ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– prince –]) ]

▷ . . .

Δk

☆ —

▶ p ∣ [ WoB giving birth ]

(Fig. 3.3 adapted) (Fig. 3.6 adapted)

Figure 3.8 Actualization: address construal

Actualization as an extragrammatical domain corresponds to the linguistic
dimension of Focus, as will be explained in more detail in chapter 5. In Table 3.1,
the two dimensions of actualization – type of manipulation and scope – are combined.
This classification sheds some light on a part of the myriad of focus terminologies
that are found in the literature.

scope
Element Entry

K
ís
s

(1
99
8)

identificational focus information focus

o
pe

r
at

io
n

Addition

D
ik

(1
99
7a
)

questioning focus
completive focus
expanding focus

L
am

br
ec
ht

(1
99
4)

predicate focus
sentence focus

Substitution

rejecting focus
expanding focus
selecting focus
replacing focus
restricting focus

(counterassertive
focus)

Table 3.1 Actualization and focus terminology

The authors in Table 3.1 have been chosen because their terminologies have
proven especially influential. The table makes explicit that all three authors appear
to have different descriptive preoccupations. Dik devotes considerable attention
to the communicative function of focusing. He states that focal information “will
concern the changes that S wishes to bring about in the pragmatic information
of A” (Dik 1997a: 326); however, for reasons that are not made entirely clear, he
goes on to assume that the Speaker’s reasons for instigating such changes are of
critical importance. The impact of the change on the structure of A’s pragmatic
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information (my context set) is largely left out of consideration. Thus, while Dik
discerns no less than eight communicative points of focusing, they may all result
in the same changes being made in A’s context set as far as he is concerned. Kíss
(1998) takes a different stance. She argues that the relevant distinction is that
between actualization of extant presuppositions by filling gaps or making changes
(her identificational focus), and actualization that results in an augmentation
of the Addressee’s knowledge (her information focus). The motivations of the
Speaker to restrict, replace, expand or otherwise affect A’s knowledge are not
taken into consideration. Yet another classification is given by Lambrecht (1994).
His predicate focus and sentence focus aim at the actualization of entries at
addresses in the Addressee’s context set. A third category, tentatively termed
counterassertive focus and not further explored by him, also affects the entries,
but aims at substitution of knowledge rather than at completion.14

3.4.3.2 Multiple actualization

So far, actualization has been characterized as an operation that results in the state
of an address being changed: if an address Δ is in state x at t− 1, and in state y at
t+ 1, then actualization must have occurred at t. While two broad types of changes
have been proposed – changes to extant representational structure registered at
entries at the address, and changes to the entries themselves – the question has
not been addressed whether multiple changes of that kind can be effectuated ‘in
one go’. In this study, Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s notion of a Discourse Act (see
chapter 4) is taken as the unit in which contributions to discourse are cast. The
defining functional characteristic of an Act is set to it having a single illocution:
an Act is an Act because it has a unified purpose of telling, instructing, asking,
warning or otherwise influencing the interlocutor.

A Discourse Act is taken to assert a single semantic presupposition; that is, the
Addressee is invited to perform a single operation of addressation and evaluation,
even though the presupposition offered for evaluation may itself consist of multiple
eventualities. One case for which this complex scenario obtains are coordinated
events, as illustrated by (12):

(12) Carl bought bread at the baker’s and meat at the butcher’s

In (12), the Addressee is invited to allocate the address identified by ‘Carl’ and
accept the combined events carl buying bread at the baker’s and carl
buying meat at the butcher’s as compatible with other knowledge about Carl.
Several factors in the expression conspire to facilitate the integration of both events
into a single ‘evaluandum’: (12) is likely to have a single intonational contour,
the two parts share the same Topic, they are syntactically very similar, and the
referents that figure in both parts belong to partially ordered sets – posets – that
enhance their respective accessibility (see below). As can be seen in Figure 3.9,

14Lambrecht (1994) distinguishes a fourth category: argument focus. Argument focus
roughly corresponds to Kíss’s identificational focus.
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the two events are evaluated as a single fact, and their acceptance affects only a
single entry at the address. Therefore, the acceptance of an assertion consisting
of multiple propositional contents coordinated in this way will be considered as a
single instance of actualization.

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– Carl –]) ]

▶ p ∣ [ – buy bread at baker’s (x1)A – ] ∧
[ – buy meat at butcher’s (x1)A – ]

Figure 3.9 Complex actualization of A’s address on ‘Carl’

Of a different order are cases in which a single propositional content is asserted
that amounts to the actualization of multiple semantic slots. An example is given
in (13):

(13) a. Carl bought a Ferrari yesterday, so
b. He will have to sell the Jaguar tomorrow

The utterance in (13b) could be argued to actualize the Addressee’s knowledge
of ‘Carl’ three times, because it adds a proposition whose contents have the same
thematic structure as in (13a), but which contributes three new denotata. However,
the fact that sell, Jaguar and tomorrow have an especially emphatic or infor-
mative ‘feel’ to them does not mean that their evocation is to be regarded as three
separate instances of actualization. Instead, it is argued that their saliency derives
from the fact that sell, Jaguar and tomorrow are in a special interpretive rela-
tionship to the corresponding slot-fillers in (13a). That is, the pairs of denotata are
interpretable as members of the same contextually licensed partially ordered
sets (posets; cf. Ward and Prince 1991; Ward and Birner 2003): sets of entities that
are licensed by some sort of mutually agreed commonality which gives rise to the
impression of contrastiveness if their members are evoked in parallel constructions
(see Bolinger 1961; Chafe 1976; Umbach 2004).

Following Lambrecht (1994: 290) and Molnár (2002), it is assumed here that
the signalling of poset membership (and the inference of contrastiveness associated
with it) does not belong to the realm of information packaging, but to activation
state management instead. That is, the inferrability of a poset relation makes the
evocation of a new referent ‘easier’. It can be seen as a form of bridging (Prince
1978: 887), in that the new referent is connected to an active referent in the context
through a mutually agreed connection. A similar point is made in Ward and Birner
(2004: 159), who argue that the inferrability of a poset relationship is a precondition
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for indefinite NPs to be fronted.15 In sum, assertions which introduce multiple
new referents are understood to constitute a single instance of actualization, even
though the ‘locus’ of their informativity can be identified as more than one slot
in the propositional content. Simply put, there is little difference in terms of the
impact on the Addressee’s context set between the two utterances in (14), as the
representation in Figure 3.10 illustrates:

(14) a. Carl is reading a book in the park
b. Carl is reading a book in the park

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– Carl –]) ]

▶ [ – read book in park (x1)A – ]

Δn

☆ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– Carl –]) ]

▶ [ – read book in park (x1)A – ]

Figure 3.10 Actualization: no vs. multiple contrast

There appears to be only one scenario that results in multiple actualization,
namely certain contributions in which a new address is construed and knowledge
is appended to that card in a single Discourse Act. An example of this has been
discussed earlier, and is repeated below as (15). The representation is given in
Figure 3.11.

(15) As for cheese, it is not true that all non-dairy cheese tastes absolutely
rancid

Source: www.curdsnwhey.com

It seems that multiple actualization of the kind described in 3.11 imposes a heavy
burden on discourse knowledge management.16 Typically, Discourse Acts in which
this kind of information packaging obtains employ coding strategies that somehow
‘split the load’ in order not to violate processing constraints such as the one

15Similar to the construal of topicality, the inference of a poset (partially ordered set)
relation is also a double-sided phenomenon. The inferrability of a poset relation may
warrant the use of (13) but conversely, the use of this construction (which in English
manifests itself as a special intonational contour) instigates the Addressee to infer the
existence of a poset. A cooperative Addressee will try hard to identify the ordering relation,
as he expects his partner only to signal the existence of such a relation if it contributes to
the discourse.

16This does not appear to be the case for all instances of multiple actualization. Cases
in which a new address is identified by a referent that has been introduced earlier, as was
done in (3b), seem to be fine cross-linguistically. What is problematic, is the simultaneous
introduction of a new referent as topic and the allocation of information to the address it
identifies.

www.curdsnwhey.com
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Δn

★ p ∣ [ (Δn) (x1 ∶ [– cheese –]) ]

▶ p ∣ [ – not rancid (x1)A – ]

Figure 3.11 Multiple actualization

new idea constraint (Chafe 1994: 152ff), which stipulates that “speakers are
incapable of verbalizing more than one new idea in each intonation unit”. Indeed,
the interpersonal presupposition paraphraseable as ‘please accept that there is
an address identified by the referent ‘cheese’ about which I will provide you
with worthwhile information’ could be seen as a ‘new idea’, as well as the actual
representational knowledge predicated of that address. Lambrecht (1994: 184ff)
describes constructions like (15) in terms of separation of role and reference,
and provides a similar explanation in terms of processing costs. Nevertheless, as
will be seen in chapters 7 and 8, there also appear to be languages in which multiple
actualization is quite acceptable, even without the use of special constructions that
lower the cost of processing.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a model was introduced to represent the ways in which verbal
knowledge is organized in discourse. The properties of this model determine the
band width that Speakers have to provide their Addressees with instructions that
aim to manipulate their state of discourse knowledge, thereby making it conform
to the beliefs of the Speaker.

The structure of the Discourse Bulletin Board provides the targets that language
users can use to shape the information packaging instructions that they pack
into their Discourse Acts. In chapter 5, a set of two orthogonal instructions
will be proposed that are represented at the Interpersonal Level of Grammar.
These instructions aim at manipulating the discourse knowledge organization by
instructing the Addressee to allocate a particular address, and to affect the state of
the address in such a way that actualization results. They are represented as the
interpersonal categories Topic, Comment and Focus. Topic conveys an instruction
to the Addressee that can be paraphrased as ‘please look up the address identified
by __’; Comment conveys the instruction ‘please accept this information (and
make any changes necessary to the address at which this is directed in order to fit
it in)’; Focus identifies the part of the assertion that makes it informative. These
instructions are understood to interact in a limited number of pre-established
configurations, the distribution of which in morphosyntax can then be investigated.
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4
Functional Discourse Grammar

The present chapter presents Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG), the
framework in which the research was carried out. Section 4.1 gives a global
overview of the framework, discusses some of its defining characteristics and gives
a very brief historical background that highlights the differences between it and
its predecessor, Dik’s better-known Functional Grammar (FG). The next two
sections discuss FDG in more detail, whereby section 4.2 is concerned with the static
components of the model, whereas section 4.3 introduces the dynamic processes
that connect them. In section 4.4, some concluding remarks are made.

4.1 Overview
4.1.1 Global position of FDG
Functional Discourse Grammar can be classified as a formalising, structural-
functional pattern theory of language.

Structural-functionalist theories of language. The notion of structural functiona-
lism in its classificatory sense is coined in Butler (2003). What sets structural-
functional theories of language apart from other theories is their view on autonomy,
the notion that is generally accepted to underlie the traditional opposition between
formalist and functionalist approaches.

Autonomy breaks down in two separate issues, which will here be termed
‘domain’ and ‘level’. As regards the former, Newmeyer (1998) argues that as-
sumptions about autonomy concern three distinct parts of the human language
faculty. autoknow relates to the autonomy of Grammar with respect to its use in
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communication; autogram relates to the autonomy of Grammar with respect to
other cognitive systems; autosyn relates to the autonomy of morphosyntax with
respect to other subsystems of Grammar. With respect to the mutual autonomy
of such subsystems, Croft (1995) argues for distinguishing three implicationally
related levels of autonomy. The lowest level is arbitrariness. A target is arbitrary
with respect to a source when its structure cannot be predicted from the structure
of the source. The next level is systematicity. A target is systematic when its
units form “a set of interlocking regularities . . . that holds together overall” (Croft
1995: 495). The final level is self-containedness. A target is self-contained when the
systematic rules that govern the generation of its structure do not make reference
to things external to the target. Croft’s levels of autonomy are used in Table 4.1
to derive three qualifications for linguistic systems. autonomous systems, which
are self-contained and arbitrary; integrated systems, which are arbitrary, but
not self-contained; and heteronomous systems, which are neither arbitrary nor
self-contained.1

Self-contained Arbitrary

Autonomous + +
Integrated − +
Heteronomous − −

Table 4.1 Levels of autonomy, after Croft (1995)

These three labels can be applied to Newmeyer’s (auto)syn and (auto)gram,
which yields nine logically possible views on the combined autonomies of Grammar
with respect to the rest of the cognitive system and morphosyntax with respect
to other linguistic modules. This is illustrated in Table 4.2.2 As can be seen
there, structural-functionalist theories occupy the centre of this classification.
They adhere to an integrationist view on syntax: while believing syntax (or
more generally, surface structure) to be arbitrary with respect to other subsystems
of the human language faculty, they advocate that syntax is not self-contained,
and that the generation of syntactic structures relies heavily on their semantico-
pragmatic motivation. That is, much of syntax can and should be given a functional
explanation. Likewise, while they assume that Grammar has its own arbitrary rules
and primitives, structural-functionalist theories argue that the occurrence of such

1It is implicit in Croft (1995) that systematicity is not a necessary feature to classify
linguistic theories. It has been omitted for reasons of simplification.

2The table adopts Croft’s labels for classes of linguistic theories, except structural-
functionalism which originates from Butler (2003). A full discussion of the entire table is
beyond the scope of this study: the four classes mentioned here present a non-exhaustive
classification, and many more subtle subdivisions are possible. As regards the existence of
heteronomist approaches to Grammar, Croft (1995: 492) notes that such theories are not
attested.
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structures is triggered by extralinguistic communicative intentions, and constrained
by cognitive principles that exceed the language faculty. Hengeveld and Mackenzie
(2006: 669) formulate it as follows: “An FDG will succeed to the extent that it
clarifies the relation between the instrumentality of the language system in creating
and maintaining communicative relationships . . . and to the extent that it obeys
general cognitive restrictions on the production and interpretation of discourse”.3

grammar
Autonomist Integrationist Heteronomist

sy
n
ta

x

Autonomist contemporary
formalisma

Integrationist external func-
tionalismb

structural
functionalism

Heteronomist extreme func-
tionalismc

aFor instance, the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995).
bFor instance, the Cartographic Approach (Cinque 2002).
cFor instance, Emergent Grammar (Hopper 1987).

Table 4.2 Macrotypology of linguistic theories, based on autonomy of syntax
and Grammar

Formalising vs. non-formalising theories. Functionalist and formalist theories of
language differ with respect to their take on autonomy. However, as Hengeveld
(1999: 93) points out, there is another opposition implied in these labels. It concerns
the question whether a theory has, in the words of Hengeveld, “the explicit aim of
constructing a formal representational system”, that is used as a metalanguage to
talk about the object language. The strictest form of such a system would be a
fully explicit symbolic apparatus where every symbol and every relation between
symbols has one invariable interpretation. The weakest form would be a theory
that does not use any metalanguage at all, but relies on the object language
itself to operationalize its beliefs. Hengeveld proposes calling these two extremes
formalising and non-formalising approaches; as will be seen when the FDG
formalism is discussed in section 4.2.2, Functional Discourse Grammar belongs to
the former class.

3There is considerable divergence among structural-functionalist approaches with respect
to the level of autonomy of Grammar. Within FDG, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008)
take a moderate integrationist view, while García Velasco (2007) takes a much more
heteronomist stance, arguing that non-linguistic cognitive considerations interfere directly
with Grammar at some points.
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Pattern vs. process theories. In the discussion of autonomy, Newmeyer’s domains
autosyn and autogram were used to characterize the position of structural-
functional theories with respect to this issue. Now, let’s turn to autoknow, which
differs from the other two in that it is not concerned with the relative autonomy of
symbolic systems with respect to each other, but rather with the (in)separability
of “competence (the knowledge required for some activity) and performance (the
actual implementation of that knowledge in the activity)” (Dik 1997a: 5, emphasis
mine). This distinction is a decisive factor in limiting the explanatory burden of
linguistics. That is, if autoknow is refuted, linguistic expressions must be taken
‘at face value’ in their entirety. This entails that all kinds of phenomena which we
do not want to intrude in our account of Grammar because they clearly belong
to the triplet transmitter-channel-receiver rather than to the message (Shannon
and Weaver 1949) itself can no longer be shut out, but have to be taken into
account. On the other hand, theories critical of autoknow have rightly pointed
out that the competence-performance distinction, while not a priori untenable, is
often applied haphazardly without due concern for methodology, and is abused to
discard ‘perfectly linguistic’ phenomena that happen to be incompatible with the
researcher’s assumptions.

Although it is implicit in Butler (2003: 4-5) that he considers autoknow to
be incompatible with the structural-functionalist ambition to provide functional
explanations of linguistic structure, the refutation or acceptance of it is not a defining
characteristic of structural-functional theories. Systemic Functional Grammar
(Halliday 1994) refutes autoknow, while Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin
2005) remains agnostic. On the other hand, Functional Grammar (Dik 1997a)
and Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld 2004: 366) embrace autoknow.
Hengeveld refers to the distinction between pattern models and process models
of linguistics, stressing that in his opinion, FDG belongs to the former category.
He states that “in FDG, as in FG, the patterns of language are described as
reflecting the process of communication. This, however, does not mean that FDG
is a model of that process”. This view has become institutionalized in Hengeveld
and Mackenzie (2008). FDG considers the whole of the NLU’s communicative
competence to be relevant to the explanation of surface structure differences; only
those phenomena are excluded that can convincingly be argued to be a result of
unconscious, uncontrolled, unpremeditated internal and external disturbances of
the process of articulation.

4.1.2 Defining characteristics
The defining features of Functional Discourse Grammar follow from what has been
said in the previous section with regard to its position among other theories. I will
briefly list them below.

Language as a means of communication. The central assumption in FDG is that
differences in surface structure are primarily motivated by the desire of the language
user to be successful in his communication. This is not taken to imply that all of
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surface structure is immediately dependent on semantico-pragmatic considerations:
since it is discrete, exhaustive and incremental, the presence of (partial) structure
generated earlier may restrict the options available at a later stage. Nevertheless,
functional explanations are very prominent. The centrality of functional explana-
tions is reflected by two aspects of the model: separate, well-developed systems
within Grammar for the description of semantic and pragmatic categories as triggers
for morphosyntactic and phonological-prosodic structure (levels of representa-
tion), and the embedding of Grammar in a larger cognitive apparatus (consisting
of components) that deals with aspects of communication that go beyond verbal
communication.

Neither Grammar nor syntax self-contained. Functional Discourse Grammar rejects
the idea that either syntax or Grammar as a whole are self-contained. Instead,
it stresses the fact that Grammar is embedded in and informed by a wider cog-
nitive apparatus providing a theory of communicative competence, while syntax
is embedded in and informed by Grammar. This is reflected in the top-down
architecture of the model, in which the generation of surface structure is driven
by semantico-pragmatic considerations, but is ‘immediate’ in the sense that steps
in the generation may be skipped if they are irrelevant to the construal of the
utterance at hand. This architecture also aspires to have psycholinguistic relevance,
in that it is compatible with theories about language production and processing,
and diachronic relevance, in that it provides a functionally driven perspective on
language change.

Centrality of functional units. Because of its top-down architecture, Functional
Discourse Grammar aspires to take semantico-pragmatic units as its explananda,
and not morphosyntactic units. In particular, it rejects the centrality of the
sentence, and instead takes the discourse act as its central unit of analysis. While
a prototypical act patterns with the semantic unit propositional content and the
morphosyntactic unit clause, this is not necessarily the case. One of the corollaries
of this belief is a natural preoccupation with larger stretches of surface structure
material, since Acts can only be studied in the discourse context in which they
appear.

The centrality of functional units notwithstanding, FDG takes surface structure
very seriously. It is, as Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 39) put it, “a form-
oriented ‘function-to-form’ theory of language, in providing . . . an account of only
those interpersonal and representational phenomena which are reflected in the
morphosyntactic or phonological form”.

Centrality of diversity. Functional Discourse Grammar considers linguistic variation
in its widest sense to be of central importance. Under the assumption that the
architecture of human cognition as a whole is language-independent, language
diversity gives crucial information about the structure of the human language
faculty, because it tells us how non-discrete cognitive distinctions are mapped onto
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discrete semantico-pragmatic and morphosyntactic categories. While the study of
intralinguistic and diachronic variation is still somewhat underdeveloped, the study
of typological variation takes up a large part of the work done in FDG.

The importance of diversity is reflected in the theory’s strongly lexicalist4

orientation. Grammar is thought of as a minimal algorithm that operates on the
basis of a limited number of highly abstract rules. The primary source of variation
is the input to these rules, which is modelled in terms of structural primitives
(frames) and contentive primitives (lexemes) that are taken from the lexicon.
Typological differences can hence be explained in terms of the availability of input
elements and their (implicational) distributions. Also, the lexicalist approach in
Functional Discourse Grammar is in line with Haspelmath’s (2007) observation
that typologically adequate theories should be non-aprioristic, in the sense that
theoretical assumptions (such as pre-established syntactic categories) should not a
priori confine the possible surface structures that such a model can generate.

Rigid formalization. In Functional Discourse Grammar, the role of Grammar in
verbal communication can be seen as a funnel that is used to convert non-discrete
communicative intentions to discrete surface structure expressions in a way that
optimally facilitates interpretability by the Addressee. The bulk of this process
is reflected in the model by the presence of a context-sensitive formulator that
converts extralinguistic communicative intentions to orthogonal sequences of se-
mantic and pragmatic structure. An encoder converts these underlying functional
structures to morphosyntactic and phonological structures, which feed into the
articulatory systems outside Grammar.

It is tacitly assumed that all structures within Grammar consist of discrete
building blocks. This is reflected in the adoption of a rigid formalism in which
every element and every interaction between elements is understood as a symbol
with an invariable meaning.

Pattern and Speaker perspective. Functional Discourse Grammar aims to model
patterns in linguistic structure, rather than the processes generating those patterns.
This is reflected by the theory’s strong emphasis on the static outcome of processes
within Grammar (modelled as levels of representation), while the processes
themselves as they take place in the interfaces remain wholly unspecified.

Second, despite its aspiration for full communicative adequacy, FDG takes a
Speaker perspective on Grammar. While the theory provides a pattern model
and not a production model of language, this still poses some problems for the
representation of aspects of language that are strongly interaction-oriented.

4The FDG lexicon is not a lexicon in the traditional sense, but rather a fund – as
indeed it used to be called in Functional Grammar – of primitives on the basis of which
the rules in Grammar operate.
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4.1.3 FDG and FG
Historically as well as conceptually and notationally, Functional Discourse Grammar
is an extension of Dik’s Functional Grammar (Dik 1978, 1989, 1997a), albeit
one with two critical changes with respect to the original.5

Most importantly, FDG differs from FG in that it implements the awareness
that pragmatic and semantic structure, while being in a dependent relationship, do
not always necessarily run in parallel, and should therefore be analysed separately.
This is not possible in Functional Grammar, because it contains only a single
level of underlying functional structure that conflates semantics and pragmatics.
Furthermore, Functional Grammar relies on a principle of upward layering
(Hannay and Bolkestein 1998b), where structure is generated in a bottom-up
fashion: a nuclear semantic unit is taken from the lexicon and is then gradually
expanded to include higher layers of semantic, and eventually pragmatic meaning,
after which the complex structure is converted to a morphosyntactic string in one
go. Due to its ambition to be cognitively adequate (i.e., compatible with theories of
processing and production), FDG replaces this bottom-up perspective on structure
generation by a top-down principle of downward layering, where more global
aspects of the Speaker’s communicative intention are handled prior to lower-level
ones. This top-down view also allows for incrementality in the process of structure
generation, so that the impact of high-level decisions on surface structure can be
implemented directly, and does not have to ‘wait up’ for lower-level decisions to be
instantiated.

Other significant changes in FDG with respect to the 1997 version of Functional
Grammar are implementations and elaborations of ideas that already were around
at the time, but were never ‘codified’. One of these is the adoption of a general
template for all layered structure along the lines of Hengeveld (1989); another is a
much more detailed account of Dik’s theory of verbal interaction (Dik 1989: 8),
the wider cognitive apparatus as a part of which Grammar was eventually supposed
to function. A third aspect, finally, concerns the adoption of ideas formulated in
García Velasco and Hengeveld (2002) concerning the separation of content nuclei
and structural primitives, which has far-reaching implications for the typological
adequacy of FDG with respect to its predecessor.

4.1.4 General overview
Figure 4.1 on page 58 gives an overview (with slight modifications) of the model for
Functional Discourse Grammar proposed in Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 13),
embedded in a global model of extralinguistic components involved in communicative
competence. Its component parts, as well as the differences between my adapted

5The question whether the changes in FDG with respect to FG warrant a change
of name has been the source of some disagreement. For instance Anstey (2004, 2006),
while acknowledging the “important discontinuities” between FDG and earlier versions of
Functional Grammar, consistently refers to FDG as fourth-generation Functional Grammar
(FG4).
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version of the overview and Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s original version, are discussed
in the next two sections: section 4.2 deals with the static components of the model,
and discusses the task of the four global components, as well as the internal
constitution of the various levels of analysis within Grammar. Section 4.3 discusses
the principles that govern dynamic interactions between the various components
and subcomponents, and the role of the interfaces.

Figure 4.1 Grammar in a model of verbal interaction
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4.2 Static architecture

4.2.1 Components
It has been stated before that Functional Discourse Grammar is a theory of
Grammar embedded in a larger cognitive apparatus of components involved in
verbal interaction. Whether or not linguistics should concern itself with the study
of the extragrammatical components largely depends on one’s understanding of the
scope of the linguistic enterprise. Canonical FDG as described in Hengeveld and
Mackenzie (2008: 6ff) does not provide detailed accounts of the other components.
On the other hand, the authors acknowledge that such work is an important area
of future study, clearly stating that the other components may be non-grammatical
but are certainly the concern of linguistics. While I subscribe to this view, I also
believe that a pattern model like FDG should not be overly ambitious in setting its
goals. Extragrammatical components should certainly be described, but from a
‘utilitarian’ perspective: that is, only to the extent that their internal constitution
matters to Grammar. The description of the Discourse Bulletin Board given in
chapter 3 was written with this view in mind.

The sections below give a very superficial impression of the task of the various
extragrammatical components, and the kinds of structures they must be assumed to
generate in order for Grammar to do its job. Some aspects of the internal structure
of the Contextual Component are discussed in much more detail in chapter 3,
because they are crucial to an understanding of the role of information packaging
in verbal interaction.

4.2.1.1 Conceptual Component

The Conceptual Component is, according to Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 7),
“the driving force behind the Grammatical component”. It is the place where most
of the necessary input for Grammar originates in the shape of communicative
intentions.

Due to its integrationist view on Grammar, the question how communicative
intentions are to be modelled should be of no concern to FDG. With regard to
the question what constitutes a communicative intention, some suggestions are
found in Harder (2004), who proposes that they consist of a prelinguistic, non-
discrete representation of the communicative content to be conveyed, supplemented
with specified settings for various relevant interpersonal parameters that affect
the conveyance of that content. In Harder’s account, the communicative intention
thus is a mixture of Speaker-driven and Addressee-oriented considerations. Henge-
veld and Mackenzie (2008: 47) seem to separate both parts, stating that the
Conceptual Component “contains the Speaker’s communicative intention and the
strategies that he wishes to deploy in order to achieve that intention”. A similar
division of labour is proposed in Butler (2008), who argues that the Conceptual
Component provides a conceptual and an affective/interactional structure,
claiming neurophysiological support for his view. The interplay between Speaker-
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driven and Addressee-oriented considerations, as well as their respective loci in the
model and the way in which they affect the structures generated in the Formulator,
will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.1, where a number of modifications
to Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s approach will be proposed.

4.2.1.2 Contextual Component

Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 9) note that a Speaker’s communicative intention
“does not arise in a vacuum, but in a multifaceted communicative context”. It is the
job of the Contextual Component to make accessible the parts of this communicative
context that are Grammatically relevant, and to record decisions taken at any
stage in the verbal exchange so that they in turn are accessible for the construal
of subsequent utterances. The tasks of the Contextual Component are manifold,
and the theory-laden term ‘contextual’ may be somewhat of a misnomer. Rather,
all input from the Contextual Component is in a sense ‘environmental’. In the
environment in which a language user construes his utterance, at least three separate
issues must be taken into consideration: the interlocutor, the external world and
the linguistic structure generated upstream.

As regards the interlocutor, Speakers rely on models of their Addressees’ presup-
positional and emotional/affective state during formulation, in order to maximize
the impact of their own communicative intention. As we have seen in chapter 3,
these tend to become fairly complex, as Speakers are capable of recursive reasoning
as well as the embedding of ‘third-party knowledge’, yielding models of the kind ‘I
know that he knows that you know that I know . . . ’ In part, information about
these states derives from earlier encounters with the Addressee, meaning that the
Contextual Component must provide a connection with the Speaker’s long-term
episodic memory. Another part of this information derives from knowledge of
sociolinguistic conventions, meaning that the Contextual Component must have
access to encyclopaedic memory as well.

Second, the physical surroundings of the communicative exchange exert a
profound influence on the structure of the Speaker’s utterances, especially when the
perceptible here-and-now is discussed. This means that the Contextual Component
must somehow be connected to working memory.

Third, the linguistic structure that has been generated earlier in the exchange
is an important determinant of the way a Speaker phrases his communicative
intention.6 This is not restricted to preceding morphosyntactic structure (co-text);
preceding semantic and pragmatic structure must be available in order to plan
subsequent utterances as well. Discussing written communication, Cornish (2003)
proposes a three-way distinction between text, context and discourse, stating
that “the reader creates discourse on the basis of . . . textual cues supplied by the
writer, in terms of a relevant context” (p. 1; see also Cornish (2008)). It is clear

6It is generally accepted that linguistic structure is typically short-lived, and is not
stored as part of episodic memory, which holds merely ‘the gist’ of earlier communicative
exchanges.
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that all three are handled by the Contextual Component in Functional Discourse
Grammar.

Finally, it should be stressed that the Contextual Component does not just
feed Grammar, but is also continually fed by it. It has, one could say, a monitoring
function as input from Grammar is continually used to update it. Part of this input
is contributed by the Speaker himself, while another part is contributed by the
information extracted from incoming utterances.

Like with the Conceptual Component, a full description of the inner workings of
the Contextual Component in my opinion is not a central task of FDG. Instead, any
model that lends a structure that Grammar can ‘work with’ to the environmental
considerations will do. For part of these considerations, such a model has been
proposed in chapter 3.

4.2.1.3 I/O Component

Canonical FDG models language from a Speaker perspective. Consequently, Henge-
veld and Mackenzie (2008) only consider the interaction between Grammar and
speech production, for which they invoke an Output Component that contains an
articulator (not shown in Figure 4.1) that generates instructions for the motor
systems driving the production of speech. The kind of structures generated by this
component are probably best described as low-level sensorimotor schemata (see
Drescher 1991: 23ff). To model the Addressee perspective, a parser must be added
that converts such input to interpretable strings of grammatical elements.

4.2.1.4 Grammatical component (Grammar)

Grammar, the central component in the model of verbal interaction, consists of four
levels of representation at which the various meanings of linguistic structure
are modelled, and two Interfaces – the Formulator and the Encoder (the ovals
in Figure 4.1) – that connect them. In Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008), Grammar
contains three interfaces, with a fourth – the articulator – located inside the I/O
Component. Grammar is organized in a top-down fashion in that the Interfaces
generate structure based on the input they receive from higher levels. Structure is
generated on the basis of primitives that are drawn from the Lexicon.

So far, FDG has mainly concentrated on providing detailed descriptions of the
static output of the Interfaces, while the Interfaces themselves have been treated
as black boxes and the dynamic generation of structure therein has remained
largely unexplored. To an extent, this tendency relates to the structuralist, pattern
orientation of the theory. That is, unlike the structure-generating operations
themselves, their outcomes can be studied with relative ease, as they are directly
accessible through controlled experiment and distributional analysis. It is inherently
difficult, on the other hand, for a functionalist pattern theory to provide a convincing
dynamic account of structure generation and still pay heed to the standard of
psychological adequacy.
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The outcome of the dynamic processes in the various Interfaces is modelled
in separate levels of representation, each of which is dedicated to the designation
of a particular type of linguistic information: pragmatic, semantic, segmental
and suprasegmental. While the levels are not self-contained, they are mutually
independent in that their structures need not run parallel, even though they
typically do. The non-isomorphism of pragmatic and semantic structure that is
inherent in the architecture of FDG constitutes a big step forward in comparison
to Functional Grammar, where pragmatics and semantics shared a single level
of analysis. The orthogonality of both levels can be fruitfully exploited in the
description of information packaging, as will be seen in chapter 5.

One remark on terminology is in order at this point. As can be seen in Figure 4.1,
the Formulator and the Encoder both generate two separate kinds of output. The
output generated by the Formulator is collectively referred to in this study as
functional structure, while the joint output of the Encoder will be referred to as
surface structure.

4.2.2 Layered structure
Functional Discourse Grammar claims that structure on all four levels of represen-
tation in Grammar shares an exhaustive set of abstract combinatorial principles
that govern interdependencies between their component elements. This enables the
adoption of an abstract template for Level structure, even though the primitives
feeding into this template from the Lexicon are different from one Level to the
next. The generalized combinatorial principles are also what underlies the system
of formal notation that Functional Discourse Grammar uses. The Level-specific
implementation is discussed in the next sections; here I will introduce the keys
notions on which it is based, as well as the abstract formalism.

Some preliminary observations deserve to be made. Despite being a model with
formal aspirations, many of those practicing Functional Discourse Grammar (and
before that, Functional Grammar) have an inclination towards a somewhat casual,
if not careless handling of its formal aspects. In part, this has to do with the formal
notation itself which is daunting to say the least, and therefore very prone to casual
usage. Through time, several such simplifications inadvertently assumed ‘official’
status, at the expense of the richer formal notation that they originally stood for.
Another reason why Functional Discourse Grammarians do not appear too much
concerned with formal notation has to do with the structural-functionalist tradition,
in which ‘The Model’ has a much more instrumental status than in other branches
of theoretical linguistics, and is regarded as secondary to the data. As a result of
both, explicit definitions of theory-internal notions in current FDG are few and far
between, as is the justification of their formal implementation. Historically as well,
proposals regarding innovations to the formalism have always been put forward
in conjunction with a specific linguistic problem in FG, and have scarcely been
discussed or surveyed in abstracto.7 In this light it is unfortunate that the only

7This lack of explicit discussion has led to the tacit ignoration of some formally sound
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comprehensive presentation of Functional Discourse Grammar currently available
(Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s 2008 monograph) pays preciously little attention to the
theory’s formal apparatus. Discussion of the abstract formalism takes up exactly
one page (p. 14), and although some additional comments are occasionally made
when its implementation at various Levels is discussed, the formalising orientation
of FDG plays a subordinate role in comparison to the other defining characteristics
discussed earlier in this chapter.

Given this situation, it is of little use to start with a critical survey of the
literature. Instead, in what follows I will attempt to give as precise a characterization
of FDG’s formal apparatus as possible. All the explicit definitions that are proposed
are my own. They do not claim any originality, however: they are merely intended
as accurate reflections of how Functional Discourse Grammarians, most prominently
Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008), use the formal notation. It is, if anything, a
proposal to codify the status quo and make the formalism explicit enough for
rigorous application.

Unlike the linguistic meaning it is used to model, the rules governing the
formalism should be as much self-contained as possible since a formal metalanguage
need not be sensitive to considerations of psychological or typological adequacy: the
leading criteria are economy and elegance. For that reason, the definitions given in
the next part are primarily phrased in terms of the combinatorial possibilities and
restrictions that hold between the various elements of the formalism. A definition
in ontological or functional terms is only resorted to when no sufficient formal
properties are available.

4.2.2.1 Symbols in formal notation

The formal notation used in Functional Discourse Grammar is an extension of that
used in Functional Grammar, which in turn is based on the traditional notation of
first-order predicate logic, a simple linear bracketed structure.

The inventory of notational primitives consists of four ‘classes’ of elements:
units that symbolize the designation of meaning, delimiters that symbolize domain
boundaries, relators that symbolize the relationships between Restrictors in a Layer,
and a miscellaneous class of elements. Outside the context of representations of
concrete linguistic expressions, the FG convention to symbolize units by means of
letters from the Greek alphabet is adopted.8 All elements are printed in regular

innovations (notably those proposed in Rĳkhoff (1990) and subsequent work, regarding
the treatment of modifiers), and the – equally tacit – adoption of some others that were
sound in principle, but awkward in their implementation (notably Hengeveld (1989), also
regarding the treatment of modifiers). For a fuller discussion of diverse aspects of formal
negligence in F(D)G, see Anstey (2004, 2006); Smit (2007); Smit and van Staden (2007).

8Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) distort the consistency of this notational convention
by introducing Roman v for Layer and h for Head, while retaining the Greek alphabet
for the other units. I adopt the ‘traditional’ use of � for Layers throughout the present
study. For h, no such traditional variable is available, because Head gained the status of a
formally (rather than behaviourally) relevant unit only recently. Consistency dictates the
use of a Greek letter for this unit as well; accordingly � (Caput/Kopf ) is used to denote
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typeface. The inventory is exhaustively summarized in Table 4.3.

Symbol Usage

u
n
it

s

� Layer (see fn. 8)
h (�) Head of a Hierarchical configuration (see fn. 8)
� Modifier in a Hierarchical configuration
� Operator on a Layer
' Function assigned to an Argument

d
o
m
a
in

s ( ) Boundaries of a Hierarchical configuration
[ ] Boundaries of an Equipollent configuration
< > Boundaries of Selection restrictions

r
el

at
o
r
s ∣ Definition

: Set inclusion (⊂)
∧ Set intersection (∩)

m
is
c ⧫X Lexeme (with Part-of-Speech classification)

�n Index of a Layer
— Omission of complexity

Table 4.3 Elements in FDG formal notation

4.2.2.2 Definitions

Layers. The central combinatorial unit in Functional Discourse Grammar is the
Layer, the key property of which is the fact that it serves as a scope domain.
Scope domains are thought to be reflected by two classes of morphosyntactic phe-
nomena: as the antecedents of phoric elements and the binding of gaps (henceforth
phoric scope), and as the scope of application of modifying elements (henceforth
application scope). Illustrations of both are given in (1):

(1) a. An old man came in. He sat down at the bar
b. The victims were an unidentified man and ∅ woman
c. Fortunately I did not have to wait very long

In (1a), the use of the anaphor he in the second clause re-evokes a unit expressed as
an old man in the first clause: hence, that unit must constitute a Layer. Likewise
in (1b), the only possible interpretation of the gap preceding woman is proof of the
Layer status of a unit expressed as unidentified. Finally in (1c), the only units that

Heads in this study.
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fortunately and very can be qualifications of are those expressed as I did not have
to wait very long and long, respectively.

The relation between phoric scope and Layer status is a two-way implication:
all Layers constitute phoric scope domains, and all phoric scope domains reveal
the presence of Layers. This is not the case for application scope: while all Layers
constitute application scope domains, not all application scope domains have Layer
status. A case in point is given in (2):

(2) He drove a fast shiny Lada

The preferred interpretation of an expression like fast shiny Lada could be pa-
raphrased as ‘a shiny Lada that is fast’, rather than ‘a fast Lada that is shiny’.
This shows that the unit expressed as shiny Lada constitutes an application scope
domain for the unit expressed as fast. However, in the formal notation, this unit is
not a Layer.9

Layers are referential, meaning that they can be referred to. The kind of
referentiality meant here is not the same as the performance by the Speaker of a
Subact of Reference. The latter reflects a choice by the Speaker to use a linguistic
element in a particular way, while the former is an inherent property of such
elements. Layers are symbolized by a Type variable which has a dual function: to
designate general aspects of the Layer’s designation, and to represent the Layer’s
entire designation when it is phorically referred to. In order to distinguish between
different Layers of the same type, a numerical index is added which can be thought
of as a pointer to the location of the Layer’s designation in the stock of linguistic
entities.10

Layer. Layers constitute phoric scope domains; they can be phorically
referred to. The formal notation for a Layer is �n.

External behaviour. Layers have their name on account of the main way in which
they can be combined to form larger units (henceforth configurations): they may
be recursively embedded in one another. Such configurations are referred to as
hierarchical (cf. Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 14), and can be defined in terms
of scope domain implications.

Hierarchical configuration. Multiple layers form a Hierarchical
configuration if their scope domains are implicationally related. Ex-
ternally, Hierarchical configurations constitute Layers. The formal
notation for Hierarchical configurations is (�n).

9In Rijkhoff’s (1990; 2002) alternative formalism, all scope domains are a sufficient
condition for Layer status. However, this proposal has not been incorporated in mainstream
FDG.

10Hengeveld and Smit (2009); Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) distinguish between
letter indexes to indicate fully instantiated Layers, and numeric indexes to indicate partially
uninstantiated Layers. Since this distinction is only meaningful in the context of a dynamic
implementation of FDG, it will be left out of consideration here.
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The constituent Layers in a Hierarchical configuration are different in status. A
distinction can be made between the head and the modifiers of the configuration.

Head, Modifier. In a Hierarchical configuration, the designation of
the Head implies the designation of all Modifiers.

The other way in which Layers can be combined is in so-called equipollent
configurations. Equipollent configurations are characterized by the fact that
they do not constitute a scope domain, unless they are in turn embedded in a
Hierarchical configuration.

Equipollent configuration. Two or more Layers form an equipollent
configuration if no implicational relations hold between their respective
scope domains. Externally, Equipollent configurations do not constitute
Layers. Their formal notation is [{(�n)}], where {(�n)} ≠ ∅.

A special kind of Equipollent configuration is the predication. A Predication
is ‘asymmetric’ in that the constituent Layers do not have equal status. One of
them (the predicate) invokes a set, all the members of which are characterized by
the property designated by the Predicate. The others (the arguments) identify
members belonging to that set. However, the scopes of the Predicate Layer and
the Argument Layer(s) are not implicationally related.

Arguments in a predication have a function that qualifies the relation between
them and the predicate.11 In many cases, this relation is simply one of application
(in which case the function label is ∅), but in others, the relation between the
constituent layers in a predication contributes additional meaning to the designation
of the Predication. Note that Functions are not assigned by the Predicate, because
they come with the Predication Frame (see section 4.3.4). Rather, the Predicate
‘licenses’ Function assignment to the Arguments.

Predication. A Predication is an Equipollent configuration consis-
ting of one predicate designating a set and one or more Arguments
identifying members of the set. Each Argument has one Function

11Note again that the characterizations given in this section are configurational: they
make no claims about designation, but merely state combinatorial possibilities.
Hengeveld (1992, p.c.) suggests that Functions do not qualify relations between a

Predicate and its Argument(s), but rather the respective relations between Arguments.
This entails that it is possible to allow function assignment even in the absence of a
Predicate. A problematic consequence of this view is that function assignment in monovalent
predications should be disallowed, which is not in line with, for instance, case assignment
in split-intransitive languages.
Hengeveld (p.c.) points out that the stipulation that Functions occur exclusively in

Predications raises questions as to the representation of locative modifiers expressed
through case-marking, and other non-Predication constructions in which Functions occur
in the traditional FG analyses. It is beyond the scope of this study to address this issue
exhaustively; however, several solutions to this problem are conceivable, all of which
capitalize on the notion of coercion (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 229), i.e. a lack of
isomorphism between the Representational and Morphosyntactic Levels.
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that qualifies its relation to the Predicate. The formal notation for
Predications is [(�n) {(�n)'}], where {(�n)'} ≠ ∅.

Functions are exclusively assigned to arguments in predications, and each argument
is assigned one and only one function at a time. The formal behaviour of predications
will be discussed in a bit more detail in chapter 5.

Internal behaviour. So far, we have discussed how Layers can be combined. Turning
now to their internal structure, the question how Layers designate linguistic meaning
becomes relevant. They appear to do so in two ways. The first is to invoke a heavily
underspecified unit, and define its designation up to a point where it is specific
enough to serve its purpose in communication. This definition can be thought of as
the allocation of the underspecified unit to a series of sets of features of that unit,
which jointly restrict its potential designation.

Definition. Definition is the process whereby a Layer is allocated to
a (series of) feature sets that restrict its potential designation. The
formal notation of Definition is �n |.

Feature sets can be related through intersection or inclusion, illustrated in Figure 4.2.
It may be noted that, while the designation that the three sets in the figure
contribute to the underspecified unit (the grey dot) is identical in both arrangements,
the relationships between the various meaning-contributing sets are different. This
leads to different interpretations of their composite meaning; for a fuller discussion,
see Dik (1989) and references cited therein.

Figure 4.2 Restriction through set intersection and set inclusion

The constructs that designate these sets in the formal representation of FDG are
called restrictors. It is argued in Smit and van Staden (2007) that Restrictors must
have the shape of Predications in order to ensure that Layers have a non-ambiguous
designation; I will adopt this claim here.

Restrictor. A Restrictor is a Predication that defines the potential
designation of a Layer. The relations between Restrictors are for-
mally represented as [ ] : [ ] for set inclusion and [ ]∧ [ ] for set
intersection.
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The second way in which the designation of a Layer is instantiated is through the
use of operators. Operators are difficult to provide with a formal definition in
terms of their combinatorial properties, since in the formal notation they enter into
what strongly resembles an Equipollent configuration with the Layer to which they
are applied. However, where other Equipollent configurations do not constitute a
unified scope domain, the Operator-Layer combination does. Consider the example
in (3):

(3) The plumbers fixed my toilet. They were very efficient

Suppose that plurality, expressed as -s in the first clause, is represented by means
of an Operator. If the Operator stands in an Equipollent relationship to the Layer
expressed as the plumber-, it itself would not be part of that same scope domain.
This in turn would mean that the anaphor they cannot pick up the meaning
contributed by -s, while it is very clear from the English data that it does: they is
taken to refer to ‘the plumbers’ and not just to ‘plumber’. This should make clear
that despite their notation, Operators do not engage in Equipollent configurations.
In fact, their behaviour is much closer to that of units in a Hierarchical configuration.
The only difference between a run-of-the-mill Hierarchical configuration and one in
which an Operator figures, is that Operators themselves are not Layers, but this is
unproblematic in the light of the definitions given so far.

On the basis of the above, it can be argued that strictly formally speaking,
Operators as dedicated elements in the formalism are redundant. The meaning
they contribute can equally well be modelled by means of Restrictors, which would
rid the formal apparatus of an entire category and thereby significantly improve
its elegance. Nevertheless, this proposal will not be implemented in the present
study. One reason is that, while Operators and Restrictors are identical in the way
they contribute linguistic meaning, the behaviour of the morphosyntactic elements
invoked to encode them is different. Meaning modelled by means of Operators is
exclusively encoded as closed-class grammatical elements, while meaning modelled
by means of Restrictors is exclusively encoded as open-class lexical elements. The
question whether this difference is sufficient to warrant the use of dedicated formal
means is beyond the scope of this study.12

Operator. An Operator is a Modifier of a Layer. The meaning it
contributes is expressed by means of a grammatical strategy. Operators
are part of the Hierarchical configuration of which the Layer on which
they operate is the Head. Their formal notation is (� �n).

12In a rigid interpretation of FDG modularity, the distinction between lexical and
grammatical means of expression, if relevant at all to Grammar, should not become so
prior to the stage of Encoding, meaning that formal distinction between Operators and
Restrictors should be abandoned altogether as far as functional structure is concerned.
Also, representing both types by means of a single formal category does much to improve
diachronic adequacy of the model.
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4.2.2.3 Implementation

The definitions discussed so far can be combined to yield two maximally abstract
layered structures. The first, used for endocentric layers, is given in Figure 4.3
below.

(� �i ∣ [ � (�i)' ] ∶ {
[ � (�i)' ] ∶ or
[ � (�i)' ] ∧

})

Figure 4.3 Maximally abstract representation for an endocentric Layer

where � and � are again instantiated as Layers. Endocentric Layers are charac-
terized by the fact that their potential designation is defined by placement of
an underspecified, referential unit �i in a set that predicates feature � of it. Its
designation can be further refined by restricting or intersecting the set defined by �
with as many sets � as necessary, which are always predicated over �i to make sure
that the Layer under construal remains a member of the designation that is built
up. The number of Modifiers is not limited a priori. Furthermore, the designation
of �i can be modified by application of an operator �.

It should be noted that the Relator between the Layer variable �i and the
Restrictors in 4.3 above is definition (|), and not set inclusion (:). This notation
aims to reflect the fact that I regard Layers as finite units, the designation of which
is restricted. This is different from their treatment in Hengeveld and Mackenzie
(2008), who tacitly follow Dik (1997a: 132ff) and treat Layers as sets which are
themselves restricted. The difference between restriction of units versus restriction
of their designations is subtle, and relates to the question what Layers in Grammar
stand for (see also Keizer 2008). Do they symbolize fully linguistic constructs, or
do they symbolize the corresponding extralinguistic information in a more direct
fashion? In accordance with its orientation as an integrationist theory, FDG
chooses the former. This means that there need be no direct connection between
the formal linguistic structure and the structure of the corresponding extralinguistic
designation. Thus, while it may well be the case that an Addressee, upon processing
a linguistic expression, narrows down a subset of extralinguistic designations up
to a point where more than one candidate remains, this need not be reflected by
the underlying structure of the Speaker’s utterance. Furthermore, psycholinguistic
adequacy arguably is improved by abolishing the notion that, from a Speaker
perspective, the units under construal are regarded as sets instead of finite elements.
That is, even though an Addressee has to deal with an amount of uncertainty
regarding the designations intended by the Speaker, certainly this is not the case
for the Speaker himself.

The other maximally abstract Layer is the exocentric layer, illustrated in
Figure 4.4, where (�i) ∉ {(�n)'}, {(�n)'} ≠ ∅, and ' has a unique instantiation
for each member of {(�n)'}.
The difference between endocentric and exocentric Layers, the defining property of
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⎛

⎜

⎝

� �i ∣

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(�n) {(�n)'} or
⧫ or
{(�n)}

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎞

⎟

⎠

Figure 4.4 Maximally abstract representation for an exocentric Layer

which is that the Layer variable does not occur as an argument in the Restrictor,
has been around in various incarnations in Functional Grammar. Smit and van
Staden (2007: 160) argue that a systematic distinction between the two needs to
be made, where exocentric Layers in their approach are employed to handle the
insertion of primitives from the Lexicon in the structures that Grammar generates.
I will not repeat the entire argument here upon which the proposal is founded;
however, an important corollary of the exocentric structures that they propose is
that they do not allow for further restriction of the Layer’s potential designation
than with a Head consisting of an Equipollent configuration. This configuration
can either be a lexically predetermined Predication frame, a lexical primitive or a
‘flat’ series of other Layers.

In the next section, it will be illustrated how these two maximally abstract
layered structures are put to work at the four levels of representation in FDG
Grammar.

4.2.3 Levels of representation

This section introduces the individual levels of representation. For a fuller overview,
see Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008). Here, the discussion will be restricted to a
brief characterization of each Level, and an introduction of those Layers that are
relevant to the remainder of this study.

4.2.3.1 Interpersonal level

The Interpersonal level (abbreviated as IL) in the words of Hengeveld and Mackenzie
(2008), “deals with all the formal aspects of a linguistic unit that reflect its role in
the interaction between the Speaker and the Addressee” (p.46). The central unit
at this level is the discourse act (A), defined as “the smallest identifiable unit
of communicative behaviour”. (p. 60, following Kroon (1995: 65)). In Hengeveld
and Mackenzie (2008), a typical Discourse Act is one that designates a so-called
implicit performative speech act. They are assigned the structure given in (4):

(4) (A1 ∶
Restrictor ≠ Predication

³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
[(F1) (P1)S (P2)A (C1)Φ]
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Illocution Frame ≠ Layer

(A1) )Φ
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where the Head of A1 is formed by a lexically predetermined illocution frame, of
which F1 is the Predicate that designates the Illocution. The frame is specified
as having three Argument slots: two for the speech act participants, Speaker and
Addressee (represented as P1/2), and one for a communicated content (C1),
which “corresponds to the choices the Speaker makes in order to evoke a picture of
the external world he wants to talk about” (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 87).

As the braces indicate, (4) is not well-formed according to the principles proposed
in the previous section. The main problem is that the Equipollent configuration
used as the Head of A1 (the lexically predetermined Frame for the illocution)
is not embedded in a Hierarchical configuration of its own, which creates two
complications. First, because the illocution Frame is not a Layer, it does not
constitute a scope domain, meaning that unique reference to it would be impossible.
Second, the restrictor of A1 is a juxtaposition of an Equipollent configuration (the
Frame) and a Hierarchical one (the repeated Layer variable A1), which is not a
meaningful combination of elements because it creates interpretive ambiguity. Both
problems are resolved in (5), which conforms fully to the principles discussed in
the previous sections:

(5) Ai ∣ [
Restrictor = Predication

³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
($n ∣ [(Fi) (Pi)S (Pj)A (Ci)Φ]
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Frame embedded in Layer

) (Ai)∅ ]

where $n is an exocentric Layer that represents the retrieval of the lexically predeter-
mined Frame for an implicit performative, which is used to predicate a set of which
the Discourse act Ai is a member. Note also that the outermost round brackets
have been omitted as well as the outermost Function, since these elements are not
relevant when a Layer is analysed in isolation. For subsequent lower Layers, the
argument for rewriting them according to the rules and principles of the preceding
two sections will not be repeated because it is largely similar. Instead, further
Layers will simply be given in their ‘proper’ notation.

The Communicated content is the Layer that contains the interpersonal equi-
valents for units denoting semantic information at the Representational Level; it
could be said its contents reflect the ‘how’ of the message. The Head of Ci is
formed by a collection of Subacts of evocation, which jointly evoke enough of
the denotation of the Speaker’s message for his communicative goal to be achieved.
Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 107) emphasize that evocation is to be thought of
as “a cooperative action of a Speaker”, and that Subacts of evocation accordingly
are to be treated as actional units,13 while their denotational instantiation takes
place at the Representational Level. Subacts of evocation comprise Subacts of Re-
ference (Ri) and Subacts of Ascription (Ti). Regarding this distinction, Hengeveld
and Mackenzie (2008: 113) state that “whereas Subacts of Ascription involve the

13The notion of having actional units in a pattern model that claims no direct psycholo-
gical reality in my view is quite problematic. A more reasonable position would be to say
that Subacts symbolise, rather than constitute, actions.
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evocation of a Property, Speakers perform Subacts of Reference in order to evoke
an entity”.

This characterization is unfortunate, because it relies on the representational
elements to which the interpersonal actions of Reference and Ascription prototy-
pically correspond, rather than on the interpersonal actions themselves. In doing
so, it obviates the key insight that led to the creation of the Interpersonal Level,
namely the fact that intensional-representational sense (Fregean Sinn) and the
extensional-referential purpose for which such senses may be employed in verbal
communication (Fregean Bedeutung) are relevant to Grammar each in their own
right, and independently affect the structure of linguistic expressions. I would
therefore propose the following alternative characterizations:

Subact of Reference. Speakers perform a Subact of Reference to
evoke a Discourse Referent in Context.
Subact of Ascription. Speakers perform a Subact of Ascription to
evoke a Predicate.

A discourse referent is a unit present in what constitutes the Context in Cornish
(2003): a multi-level representation of the linguistic material used in the course
of verbal communication. Discourse referents typically denote mental extensions
as defined in Keizer (2008: 202) – a linguistic representation of an extralinguistic
entity – but they need not. A case in point is (6):

(6) A: There’s a urangatang hurdling towards you!
B: That is not how you pronounce it

In (6), B performs two Subacts of Reference, expressed as that and it. Both
evoke a linguistic entity present in the Context: that is used to evoke the Layer
designating A’s awkward pronunciation [ju’raNataN], while it evokes the proper
phonological representation /@’raN@tan/. Neither evoke the corresponding mental
extension orangutan, i.e. a representation of the extralinguistic entity hurdling
towards B. My adapted definition of the Ascriptive Subact is very similar to that
given by Hengeveld and Mackenzie, but captures the configurational status of the
corresponding mental extension, rather than its denotation. The advantage of
these alternative definitions is not only that we now have a way to describe the
use of linguistic units that lack extensional meaning, but also that the tie between
Property and Ascription is severed. That is, we can now Ascribe individuals and
Refer to properties, something which in the mainstream characterization was not
possible.

As a concluding remark on the status of evocational Subacts, it should be noted
that Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 111) regard them as layered in a way that is
isomorphic to the representational structure they serve to evoke. I find this difficult
to reconcile with the nature of Subacts as actional units: even though the execution
of actions may overlap in time, that would not be the same as saying they are
embedded in one another. Moreover, the phenomena invoked to support Subact
layering can equally well be explained by the layered structure of the corresponding
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representational structure, which renders such layering redundant. For this reason,
I will represent evocational Subacts as though they are not layered, but simply form
an unstructured collection of all actions performed by the language user to construe
Context. In sum, I will assume the internal constitution of the Communicated
Content to be as in (7):

(7) Ci ∣ [($n ∣ [{(Ri), (Ti)}]) (Ci)∅]

Where {(Ri), (Ti)} ≠ ∅.14 The assignment of pragmatic functions, highly relevant
to the present investigation, will not be discussed here but in chapter 5.

Moving finally to the internal constitution of evocational Subacts, there is not
much left to say. As was pointed out above, I will assume here that Subacts are
not internally layered. Furthermore, they do not constitute scope domains: as
Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 116) point out, when multiple Subacts of Reference
are performed to evoke the same Discourse Referent, these actions are all distinct,
indicated by different indices. That is not to say that they do not constitute
application scope domains: for instance, (8) illustrates how the act of ascription can
be ‘hedged’ in English by the use of sort of, to indicate that the use of exciting
as a Property predicated of book is not entirely adequate, but provides the best
possible fit with the Speaker’s extension:

(8) The book I am reading is sort of exciting

Furthermore, the evocational Subacts host Operators signalling the activation
status of Discourse Referents. The most prominent one of these is definiteness,
which among other things determines the shape of the article in English.

4.2.3.2 Representational level

While the formal aspects of the linguistic expression that derive from its function
in the interaction between interlocutors are analysed at the Interpersonal Level,
the Representational Level is concerned with those formal aspects that derive from
the representation of extralinguistic ‘reality’ that the Speaker aims to trigger. I will
follow the recent proposal by Keizer (2008: 202ff), who argues that the construal
of extralinguistic entities is mediated by mental extensions, which are linguistic
representations of these extralinguistic entities.

In mainstream FDG, different types of variables are invoked to the extent
that the Layers they designate display unique surface structure behaviour. For
the Representational Level, however, four types of Layers are considered to be
‘basic’ (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 131). They are considered to be universally
relevant, and can be defined in terms of the ontological dimensions along which the
mental extensions they denote can be evaluated. They are summarized in Table 4.4
(see also Lyons 1977: 442ff). It should be noted that f-type Layers are special,

14The need for the exocentric Layer $n – designating the insertion of an information
packaging frame – will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
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because their denotata cannot be evaluated on their own, but must be applied to a
Layer of another Type.

Label Variable Dimension

Property f —
Individual x location
State-of-Affairs e time
Propositional Content p truth

Table 4.4 Basic semantic categories in FDG (after Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2008: 131)

In addition to these four types, individual languages’ grammars may warrant a
large number of language-specific representational Types. A particularly frequent
one is the episode (epn; see also Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 133ff), which
can be characterized ontologically as a thematically coherent sequence of States-of-
Affairs. In (9), an illustration is given of a typical representational structure.15

(9) ‘she kissed him’

pi ∣ [

tensed State-of-Affairs
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
(pst ei ∣ [($n ∣ [(fi ∣— kiss —) (xi)A (xj)U

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
transitive predication frame

]) (ei)
∅
]) (pi)

∅
]

The outermost Layer is a propositional content: its presence ensures that the
Addressee can evaluate the denotation it encloses in terms of compatibility with his
or her own model of the world. The denotation of pi is restricted by predicating a
State-of-Affairs (SoA) over it, which is modified by a Past operator that places the
denotation of ei in the Past with respect to the moment of speech. The denotation
of ei is in turn restricted by predicating an exocentric nuclear predication over
it, which is defined by an Equipollent predication frame taken from the lexicon.
Such lexically predefined predication frames are specified for their quantitative
(number of Argument slots) and qualitative valency (Functions attached to slots).

15 Even a strongly simplified representation as in (9) makes clear that the linear nature
of the FDG formalism, notwithstanding the use of shorthand, results in strings that are
error-prone both in creation and interpretation. Recent expansion of the minimal structure
in (9) with additional intermediate Layers, needed both for reasons of descriptive adequacy
(Hengeveld and van Lier 2008) and notational consistency (Smit and van Staden 2007),
makes this situation worse.
Even while no concrete proposals will be made in the present dissertation, the (visual)

attractiveness of FDG in my opinion would be greatly improved if the linear notation were
abandoned in favour of tree structure notation. After all, especially when discussing Levels
in isolation, the scope of and interaction between Layers is what it mainly seeks to make
explicit, and tree structures are very suitable for just that.
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In the case of (9), a typical transitive Frame consisting of slots for a Predicate,
an Actor Argument and an Undergoer Argument is selected. These slots are
occupied by three further Layers: the Predicate slot is instantiated by a Property,
while the Argument slots are both instantiated by Individuals. Note that in the
case of (9), the expression of the Individuals by means of masculine and feminine
pronouns does not derive from semantic information contributed at RL, but from
contextual knowledge that is retrieved at IL. This example is sufficient for now as
a basic illustration of the Representational Level: more intricate constructs will be
discussed as needed in subsequent chapters.

However, before proceeding we need to shed some light on two important
methodological issues. The first concerns the grounds on which non-basic Layers
are invoked. That is, the example in (9) is fairly simple. As additional material is
added, evidence arises for some of this to be analysed as Modifiers and Operators
on the basic Layers already present, while other units may warrant the construal
of additional intermediate Layers. For example, Tenny (2000) provides arguments
that warrant the invocation of a dedicated Layer for ‘quantified State-of-Affairs’
in English (see also Smit and van Staden 2007: 151). The question is whether a
representation of an individual expression whose surface structure does not warrant
the invocation of a Layer should nonetheless contain it if distributional analysis can
show its relevance for other expressions in the same language. The two possible
answers to this question reveal fundamentally different conceptions of the essence
of a Layer. The argument that distributional evidence is sufficient to warrant
the invocation of a Layer even in expressions where it does not ‘do’ anything is
tantamount to saying that Layers denote ontologically relevant units that ipso facto
constitute scope domains; whether or not these scope domains are exploited is not
important. The argument to avoid the invocation of Layers in expressions where
their presence is not warranted by surface structure phenomena treats Layers as
purely configurational constructs, invoked by the language user to create scope
domains whose denotata may, but need not, have ontological relevance.

While they do not explicitly say so, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) seem to
adhere to the former view, and favour language-specific universal underlying
structure for all expressions in a language.16 As will be argued in chapter 5, this
view has important consequences for the representation of information packaging
at the Interpersonal Level.

The second question concerns the universality of application scope domains.
It will be noted that Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 164) propose representing
absolute tense Operators such as pst on the Episode Layer. Their reason for doing
so is that certain languages make a principled distinction between absolute tense
(temporal location of (a series of) State(s)-of-Affairs with respective to the moment
of speech) and relative tense (temporal location of one SoA with respect to another),
and that the morphosyntactic expression of these dimensions reflects different scope
domains. English on the other hand is not one of those languages: the question now

16Hengeveld (p.c.) remarks that FDG describes the grammar of a language, and not the
grammar of an utterance.
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is whether the fact that absolute tense operates on the Episode in, say, Swahili, is
a valid reason for representing it on that Layer in English as well.17 This question
again goes back to the extent to which a Layer’s ontological and combinatorial
characteristics are intertwined, and which of these should be considered ‘primary’
in the process of structure generation.

4.2.3.3 Morphosyntactic Level

The two Levels that determine surface structure, the Morphosyntactic and the
Phonological Levels, are another major innovation of FDG in comparison to Func-
tional Grammar. While acknowledging the centrality of surface structure, FG
limited itself to the study of functional structure and the general question of what
principles govern the conversion of functional structure to surface structure (cf. Dik
1997a: 339ff). Surface structure itself remained largely unstudied, save a few very
prominent syntactic phenomena such as the relevance of pragmatically determined
linear positions and the notion of Subject. But in all these cases, surface structure is
portrayed as something instrumental that follows from the semantic and pragmatic
structure of the Speaker’s message, and little attention is devoted to matters of
formal representation.

Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) introduce a fully-fledged formal apparatus for
the analysis of morphosyntax, that draws on notational primitives equivalent to
those used in functional structure. Hence, the general characterization of these
primitives as given in section 4.2.2 above is valid for the Morphosyntactic Level
(ML) as well. Unlike functional structure, the linear ordering of which is arbitrary
and does not necessarily match the expression, the morphosyntactic representation
as generated by the Encoder reflects the linear order of the segmental material in
the eventual utterance. Nevertheless, this does not imply that only linear ordering
is relevant at ML: from a dynamic perspective, non-linear dependency relations
such as agreement arguably are the result of hierarchical layering at ML, even
though the static product cannot be described in such terms. The same goes for the
actual ‘numeration’ of constituents, which can be the result of absolute sequencing
as well as a more complex interplay between absolute and relative clausal positions.

For reasons of methodology discussed in more detail in chapter 6, the language-
specific representations found at the Morphosyntactic Level play little role in the
present investigation. That is, it is one of the main assumptions of this study
that surface structure can be successfully removed from the equation, and in fact
should be removed to enable a meaningful cross-linguistic comparison of information
packaging. Therefore, no morphosyntactic representations will be used in this study.

17This question becomes even more salient when the pst Operator would be the only
thing that supports the invocation of Episode. For English, that does not seem to be the
case, since there are other phenomena that warrant the use of this Layer.
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4.2.3.4 Phonological Level

The Phonological Level (PL) designates mostly suprasegmental information that
the I/O Component needs for articulation and parsing, such as prosodic contours.
It is also the place in Grammar where morphophonemics and phonotactics have
their place. The input to PL is often mediated by ML, but may also originate
directly from IL, as arguably is the case for high-level phonological units such as
the Utterance and the Intonation Phrase (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 430ff).
Like the Morphosyntactic Level, PL does not play a very prominent role in the
present study. The reason for this is practical: notwithstanding the existence of
several notational conventions (notably, tobi. See Silverman et al. 1992), data on
suprasegmental encoding – in particular prosody – is not included systematically
in the majority of descriptive grammars, or only for a very limited subset of the
data they describe.18

It should be noted that the shortage of data on prosody poses a potential
threat to the validity of the findings presented in this dissertation, since it is widely
recognized that exactly such information plays a crucial role in identifying a wide
range of interpersonal meanings, including information packaging (cf. Pierrehumbert
and Hirschberg 1990). Furthermore, important clues as to the global organization
of representational structure (cohesion) in longer stretches of monologous discourse
are also encoded prosodically.

4.3 Dynamic architecture
In section 4.1.2, Functional Discourse Grammar was introduced as a static model.
In this section, some comments will be added regarding its dynamic implementation.
In contrast to preceding Functional Grammar, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008)
expressly present FDG as dynamic (see also Hengeveld 2004), showing for each
Level of representation in the Grammar how the static layered output has come
about.

4.3.1 Cross-component interaction
In the overall FDG model, two types of interaction need to be distinguished:
interaction between Components, and interaction between Levels of representation
within Grammar. This section deals with the former type.

Cross-component interaction is not discussed systematically in mainstream
FDG. The graphical representation of the overall model as is given in Hengeveld
and Mackenzie (2008: 13) seems to imply that most of the work is simply done
by the Interfaces within Grammar: the Formulator processes those parts of the

18This is mostly a problem of data accessibility, rather than data availability. In time
it can (and must) be solved by unlocking the wealth of (multimedial) primary data that
underlies published descriptive work. The reasons that this is not yet done on a large scale
are not linguistic, but are mainly of a financial nature.
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Communicative intention that are Grammatically relevant, and converts them
into linguistic structure at the various Levels of representation. On the other end,
structure at ML and PL feeds into an Articulator (and in the other direction, a
Parser) within the I/O Component, where conversion to and from articulatory
instructions takes place.

The largest problem resides in the interaction between Grammar and the
Contextual Component and, to a lesser extent, the Contextual Component and
the Conceptual and I/O Components. That is, since Grammar contains Interfaces
to convert extragrammatical information to structures it can process, and the
I/O Component contains Interfaces with a similar task, it would make sense to
assume a similar Interface in the Contextual Component that converts what I called
‘environmental considerations’ in section 4.2.1.2 to structure that can be handled
in Grammar. On the other hand, it may be a good choice to postulate that all
contents of the Contextual Component are linguistic in nature, as seems to be the
underlying assumption in Keizer (2008) and Cornish (2008). If so, no conversion is
necessary, and Context may simply be used as a ‘storage room’ for Grammar to
use.

Another issue concerns the interaction between the Conceptual Component and
Grammar, which in mainstream FDG are kept strictly separate. Various authors
have argued that FDG should be more inclusive in this regard and, consequently,
less ambitious in its attempt to formalize underlying structure. A detailed proposal
along these lines is made in Anstey (2004), who advocates the replacement of FDG’s
grammatically relevant semantics with what he calls conceptually relevant
semantics. The incorporation of conceptually-relevant semantics into Grammar is
problematic however, because the resulting multiformity in the input cannot easily
be reconciled with the ambition of FDG to go beyond mere description and provide
insight into the generation of linguistic structure on the basis of a limited set of
principles. That said, there are phenomena (for instance, creative language use,
metaphoricity and more in general processes in which lexical elements are used
‘inappropriately’ to give rise to new meaning) which necessitate more direct links
between the Lexicon and the Components surrounding Grammar.

The interaction between components can be exploited to account for the inter-
action between Speaker-driven and Addressee-oriented considerations discussed in
section 4.2.1.1 that lead up to the formulation of structure at the Interpersonal
Level. That is, the choice for a particular illocutionary frame, triggered by the
Speaker-driven communicative intention, could be understood to constrain which
and how many of the cooperative considerations from the Contextual component
are heeded. A clear example would be the difference between DECLarative and
INTERrogative illocutions, which make reference to different subsets of contextual
information. On a side note, this way of viewing the construal of the illocution
allows for a three-way division of communicative competence (see Figure 4.5). The
NLU may be unable to select a frame appropriate for his own communicative
intention (communicative incapacitation); he may be unable to heed the Addressee-
oriented Gricean maxims (communicative incompetence); or he may deliberately
decide to flout these maxims (communicative uncooperativeness). This is a good
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example of how the interaction of Components in the overall model can help us
to shed new light on (and eventually overcome) the basic assumption of happy
discourse that underlies most descriptive work in linguistics.

communicatively

incapable capable

competent incompetent

cooperative uncooperative

Figure 4.5 Levels of communicative proficiency

4.3.2 Interfaces within Grammar
Functional Discourse Grammar distinguishes three interfaces that link the various
Levels of representation within Grammar. The Formulator takes care of all conver-
sion of extragrammatical information to functional structure at the Interpersonal
and Representational levels, while two Encoders convert functional structure to
morphosyntactic structure and phonological structure.

The two Encoders have been collapsed in Figure 4.1. Hengeveld and Mackenzie
(2008) do not give arguments why the conversion from functional structure to
surface structure should be handled by two dedicated Interfaces. Furthermore, in
terms of the model’s architecture, it should be noted that the process of encoding
is no more complex than the process of formulation: both take input from a variety
of sources, and both generate output on two dedicated Levels of representation.
Finally, an important reason to treat Interpersonal and Representational Levels
as distinct outputs of a single Interface is that fact that a dynamic account of
structure generation at either Level must have access to information present at the
other one: much the same can be said for the interaction between phonological
and morphosyntactic encoding – for instance in the domain of morphophonemics
– which would then also require that both types of structures are generated by a
single Interface so that a kind of feedback or cyclical encoding is made possible.19

19With regard to terminology, it should be noted that FDG uses the same labels as
Levelt (1989) in his blueprint of the Speaker, but in a slightly different way. That
is, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008)’s model of verbal interaction contains two types
of ‘preverbal’ structure (the communicative intention in the Conceptual Component,
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4.3.3 Dynamic formulation
Dynamization of the FDG model is a recent innovation. The main precursor of the
present proposals in this direction is work by Bakker and Siewierska (2004), who –
already in the developmental stages of FDG – present a detailed proposal of dynamic
surface structure generation on the basis of multi-level input. Their contribution
unfortunately gained very little support in mainstream FDG, on account of the
accompanying claim that FDG was to be regarded as a process model of the NLU,
rather than a pattern model of Language.

Their idea is built around the notion of a tree, construed by a processor in
a top-down, depth-first, start-to-finish fashion. These principles reflect the top-
down architecture of FDG and the incrementality of natural language processing
(see Levelt 1989: 23ff), whereby higher-order structure is processed by lower-order
interfaces as soon as it becomes available to them, and does not await full saturation
at higher levels. Whenever the processor hits a node in the tree that is fully saturated,
or one it cannot instantiate further with the information available at that point,
an auxiliary backtrack principle is invoked that allows the processor to go back up
the tree to a point where downward instantiation can recommence. Together with
the information from functional structure that is invoked at each node, these three
principles provide an elegant account of surface structure generation. Dynamic
encoding is schematically represented in Figure 4.6.

Mainstream FDG, while rejecting the idea of Grammar as a model of the NLU,
adopts the principles provided in Bakker and Siewierska (2004) and extends them to
the construal of functional structure. Hengeveld and Smit (2009) provide a sketch of
structure generation at IL and RL as it takes place in the Formulator, arguing that
similar principles are needed: a top-down principle states that the scope relations
that obtain between Layers on a single Level reflect the order in which they have
been construed (for example, the generation of a layer for Communicated Content
must have taken place after construal of the Discourse Act in which it is embedded),
while a depth-first principle states that every decision at a higher Level is passed
straight on to lower Levels so that structure generation can commence there as
well. Bakker and Siewierska’s left-to-right principle does not apply to the construal
of functional structure, because linearity is mostly irrelevant at IL and RL.20

and functional structure in Grammar), while Levelt collapses these in a single preverbal
message, generated by a Conceptualiser. Levelt then adopts formulation as a cover term
for morphosyntactic and phonological encoding. Note also, that the interaction between
the two levels of encoding is implemented in Levelt’s model in a systematic fashion (Levelt
1989: 9, 300ff).

20I came to realize that the account in Hengeveld and Smit (2009) is incomplete. The
top-down notion used there collapses the order of construal of hierarchically related Layers
with the order of construal of Restrictors, between which no scope relations apply: for
instance, while fi is in the scope of xi, fj is not in the scope of fi in xi [(fi) (xi∅)] : [(fj) (xi∅)].
Still, we would like a dynamic account of formulation in which fi is construed prior to
fj. If the claim were abandoned that linear order at RL is merely a convention with
no psycholinguistic relevance, the left-to-right principle could be used to capture this
distinction.
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Notes. The figure presents an outline of the dynamic encoding model. The
numbers reflect the order of (partial) construal of nodes; round nodes are
intermediate, square nodes are terminal. Solid lines represent top-down, begin-
to-end construal; dotted arrows represent ‘backtracking’ to the closest point
where downward construal can recommence.

Figure 4.6 The dynamic encoding model (Bakker and Siewierska 2004)

As an illustration of how this could work, consider the first stages of the construal
of a Discourse Act. To construe his Act, the Speaker starts by invoking a Layer Ai

at IL. As the next step, he selects an illocutionary frame and then an emphatic
Modifier, in accordance with his communicative intention. The illocutionary frame
provides a number of slots to be instantiated, one of which typically is that of
the Communicated Content. At this point, the Representational Level becomes
relevant as well, because the invocation of a Ci presumes the presence of semantic
meaning. According to the depth-first principle, a pi-Layer is construed at RL.
From this point onwards, representational structure and interpersonal structure
must be formulated in tandem, as Hengeveld and Smit (2009) point out. That is,
it is little use for a language user to decide on Subacts of Ascription and Reference
without knowing which entities are to be ascribed and referred to.

So far, dynamization has only been discussed in terms of hierarchical configura-
tions. The question arises whether equipollent configurations can be explained by
using the same principles: that is, if there are no scope relationships between Layers
in an equipollent relation, can top-down or depth-first be used to explain the order
in which they are construed? Hengeveld and Smit (2009) propose that the order of
construal of Layers in equipollent configurations is co-determined by information
that percolates up from lower Levels in the Grammar. For instance, the insertion
of a transitive predication frame at RL in conjunction with certain settings at
IL may trigger a morphosyntactic template with slots for V, A and U in those
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order. Since there is no hierarchical configuration at RL that determines which
of these should be instantiated first, the information that the V-slot comes first
in expression is thought to percolate back up to the Formulator, which continues
formulation on the basis of that information.21 In a similar fashion, certain choices
at the Representational Level may constrain corresponding possibilities at IL.

4.3.4 Lexicon
Throughout the process of structure construal, input from the Lexicon plays a
crucial role. In mainstream FDG, the Lexicon is currently divided in three parts
which correspond to the Interfaces to which they provide input. Across these parts,
a two-way distinction can be made between two types of elements in the Lexicon:
Lexemes and Frames. Frames are ‘prefab’ pieces of layered structure. They are
configurational22 primitives, meaning that Grammar cannot generate them. A
Frame can be thought of as a series of slots in which further units can be inserted,
and (if the Frame designates a Predication) a number of Functions that specify
the way in which the interaction between the fillers of those slots contributes to
the designation of the whole. Lexemes are elements that can fill slots in layered
structure. They are primitives designating nuclear meaning for which the language
at hand provides no further decomposition.

Smit and van Staden (2007) argue that the common denominator of lexical
elements is that they cause exocentric Layers: their role in designation is not to
locate a unit under construal in one or more extension sets, but to insert the
features that define extension sets. They propose using the special variable $ for
all insertions of material from the Lexicon; I will do the same here.

Given that FDG is a strongly lexicalist theory of language (see section 4.1.2) with
a constructionist, rather than a nativist inclination (Butler 2003: 39), a considerable
part of the explanatory burden rests on the Lexicon. Yet, current FDG provides
no detailed account of this component, nor of its interaction with Grammar and
extragrammatical knowledge. This leaves a large number of questions unanswered,
in particular the thorny issue of selection restrictions and semantic decomposition
(how and where does FDG account for the fact that not all Lexemes may occur
in all Frames; how do we explain the boundaries to and partial predictability of
creative language use) and the role of the Lexicon in language change (attrition;

21The dynamic account of formulation given in Hengeveld and Smit (2009) has far-
reaching consequences for the architecture of the FDG model. In particular, the strict
modularity that is presently advocated in Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008), in which no
information can feed back into the Formulator from below (save through the Contextual
component) has to be abandoned. The possible consequences of this change are beyond
the scope of the present dissertation.

22Note again that the term ‘configuration(al)’ is used in this dissertation to refer to
the combinatorial behaviour of units within Grammar. This is different from its usage
in Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008); Hengeveld and van Lier (2008), who use the phrase
‘configurational property’ to refer to a specific representational Layer. Hengeveld (p.c.)
remarks that ‘situational concept’ would be a more appropriate name for that Layer.
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acquisition; contact; diachronic development). A different question regards the
association of functional meaning, segmental form and combinatorial potential of
linguistic elements, which in the current architecture are spread across separate
Lexicons which are not mutually accessible but through Grammar. As a possible
solution to this issue, Anstey (2004) proposes a constructional approach to the
Lexicon, in which the information needed at various Levels of representation is
stored as a single lemma. In anticipation of such adaptations, which I consider to
be inescapable, the three-way division of the Lexicon has been abandoned in my
own graphical representation of the model given as Figure 4.1.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter provided an introduction to the framework used in the research that
this dissertation reports on. The global position of Functional Discourse Grammar as
a structural-functional theory of language was discussed in section 4.1.1. Section 4.2
and 4.3 present static and dynamic aspects of the model’s architecture, respectively.
The approach chosen in those sections is a simultaneous presentation of the status
quo in mainstream FDG as laid out in the literature, and a critical reappraisal
that gives rise to various adaptations thereof. Nevertheless, it has not been the
intention of this chapter entirely to reshape Functional Discourse Grammar; it
merely approaches it from a perspective of formal and notional consistency, rather
than descriptive and psychological adequacy. This necessitates a number of changes
in how things are done, but not how they are thought about. The result is a
model that is more robust in its operation, while still conforming to the functional-
structural principles on which it is founded.

Many aspects of FDG, especially its treatment of specific linguistic phenomena
and the behaviour of specific units in the model, remained unaddressed. To the
extent that those are relevant to the research, they will be dealt with as they come
along, with reference being made to the general principles reviewed in this chapter.

The black box problem. In the light of the comment above about strengthening the
formal consistency of FDG, there is one remaining issue that needs to be discussed
in this chapter: the ‘reality’ of linguistic modelling. More specifically, what are the
ramifications of using a model of language that invokes several levels of underlying
structure?

It may be noted that in Functional Discourse Grammar, a linguistic expression
as perceived by the Addressee is the result of, subsequently, formulation, encoding
and articulation. Although distributional analyses and experimental techniques
can lead to certain assumptions about structure at the intermediate levels of
representation, it must be stressed that these are not directly accessible. What
results is a process in which ‘hard facts’ (acoustic strings) are generated as the
output of an unknown set of processes in the Articulator, the input to which is an
assumed morphosyntactic structure. This morphosyntactic structure is generated
as the output of an unknown set of processes in the Encoder, the input to which
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are assumed semantic and pragmatic structures. The semantic and pragmatic
structures, finally, are generated by an unknown set of processes in the Formulator,
on the basis of assumed communicative intentions and contextual considerations,
neither of which are considered the job of linguistics to describe.

What makes matters worse is that the relations between structures at the
various levels of representation must be assumed to be many-to-many (see Butler
2003: 10), and are most likely amenable to complex local conditioning, in that the
consequence of any higher-order decision at a lower level may vary both according to
the surrounding decisions and the surrounding circumstances. The resulting picture
is so incredibly complex that it will be clear that those involved in theoretical
modelling should be very modest about their goals, especially when their models
are based on limited amounts of non-contextualized linguistic expressions, uttered
by a limited number of participants in a limited number of situations.

Therefore, modelling is not to be regarded as an ultimate purpose, but rather
an instrument to help structure the confusing enterprise that is linguistics, by
enabling the formulation of new hypotheses and providing a notational-descriptive
framework for testing them. Put differently, models of Grammar are no machine
blueprints: one could be implemented, but there would still be no telling what
it produced if the NLU put it in motion. Linguistics – due to the richness of
language users’ communicative intentions and the uncontrollability of contextual
variables – can at best provide explanations a posteriori. This in my view entails
that process-oriented models of entire grammars, however much we need them
eventually to understand the relation between language and language user, are still
well beyond our grasp.

The above argument supports the suggestion in Hengeveld and Mackenzie
(2008) that the architecture of Grammar must observe psycholinguistic explanations,
without reflecting the psycholinguistic processes themselves. This ties in neatly with
a common objection in FDG circles against the expanding number of Layers at IL
and RL, which many of the theory’s supporters think adversely affect the model’s
psychological adequacy. This is simply not true; more precisely, the improvement in
descriptive adequacy that such Layers cause prevails over the – fictional – decline of
psychological adequacy. The fact that the resulting structure ‘looks more difficult’
merely reflects the richness of underlying structure, while it has no bearing at all
on the ease with which the corresponding expression is generated by the NLU. On
the contrary, the cognitive counterpart of a typographically ‘heavy’ representation
may in fact be simpler to generate if fewer principles are needed.



5
Informational articulations

5.1 Introduction
As we saw in chapter 4, besides the construal of semantic representations, the
informational structuring of the knowledge contained in these representations
is a central task of the Formulator in Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG).
Information packaging (coined by Chafe 1976) constitutes an important part of
information structuring. According to Vallduví, it

“. . . indicates how information conveyed by linguistic means fits into
a (hearer’s mental model of the) context or discourse. When commu-
nicating a proposition, a Speaker may realize it by means of different
sentential structures according to his/her beliefs about the hearer’s
knowledge and attentional state with respect to that proposition.”
(Vallduví 1992: 2)

Information packaging comprises notions like Topic, Focus, Comment, Background,
Theme, Frame, Rheme, etc. It excludes other informational categories, in parti-
cular those pertaining to the activation status of mental extensions (Gundel et al.
1993), interpropositional coherence devices (Kehler 2002), and inferences related to
contrastiveness (Umbach 2004).

This chapter presents objections to the treatment of information packaging
in terms of pragmatic function assignment as is currently done in FDG, and
proposes an alternative model that dissociates the evocation of mental extensions
from the place and function of those extensions in discourse knowledge. In addition,
it offers differential analyses of the two component dimensions of information
packaging, addressation and actualization. The proposal fits the FDG objective to
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formulate combinatorial primitives (Frames) at each level of Grammar that can be
stored in the Fund.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the current approach
to Topic and Focus in FDG. Section 5.3 gives a critical assessment of pragmatic
function assignment in FDG, and argues that the approach has to be abandoned
for the analysis of information packaging categories. An alternative frame-based
proposal is presented in section 5.4. Section 5.5 illustrates the working of the
proposal on the basis of some examples, before some concluding remarks are made
in section 5.6.

5.2 Information packaging in FG and FDG
The proposals regarding the analysis of information structure made in Dik’s first
version of Functional Grammar (Dik 1978: 129ff) exerted a profound influence
on subsequent accounts. Even though some of his specific ideas have been called
into question by later authors (e.g. Mackenzie and Keizer (2004) on the status
of Topic in English), and notwithstanding more general concerns formulated in
De Vries (1993) and Bolkestein (1998), two basic aspects of Dik’s original view
have been retained through thirty years of theory formation, and are embraced
in FDG as well (cf. Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2006; Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2008). The first is a strong inclination towards what Vallduví (1992: 44) calls a
“binomial informational division of the sentence”. In Dik’s view, Topic and Focus
are considered mutually exclusive categories on a single dimension of information
packaging. Second, all subsequent accounts follow Dik’s original decision that
these categories are best represented formally as Functions assigned to units in the
underlying clause structure.

Within the predication as the core unit of analysis, Dik (1978: 130) distinguishes
Topic, which signals that the constituent to which it applies “presents the entity
‘about’ which the predication predicates something”, and Focus, which signals
“the relatively most important or salient information”. Both are represented as
Functions, assigned to Layers in the underlying clause structure. With respect to
this particular notational decision, Dik (1978: 29) observes that “they are Functions
inasmuch that they can be predicated of constituents only with respect to some
wider setting in which they occur”. In other words, Topic and Focus are relational
notions assigned on the basis of context, and not inherent statuses of denotations.

In FDG, underlying clause structure is split into two orthogonal systems. The
representational level (RL) is concerned with objective, context-independent denota-
tion while the Interpersonal Level (IL) designates the evocation of denotations in the
context of a communicative situation. Given this division of labour, Hengeveld and
Mackenzie (2006) propose moving all aspects of the message related to information
structuring to IL, where Topic and Focus are retained as pragmatic functions. Topic
and Focus now attach to the Subacts that evoke what the Communicated Content
is about and the most salient information it contains, respectively. Assuming happy
discourse (Reinhart 1981) in which interlocutors act according to the Cooperative
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Principle and observe all four conversational maxims (Grice 1975), consider the
contrived mini-discourse given in (1):

(1) A: (What about the dog?) Who did it bite?
B: It bit the postman

Responding cooperatively to A’s question, B provides the identity of the Undergoer
in an otherwise presupposed event of which ‘the dog’ is the referent that the state-
ment ‘is about’. In (2), the assignment of pragmatic functions to the interpersonal
structure of B’s answer reflects the respective statuses of the evocational Subacts
concerned:1

(2) IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(+id T1)

x1(+id R1)Top
x2(+id R2)Foc ]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–bite–]) (x1)A (x2 ∶ [–postman–])U ]—]

The informational status of entities evoked in a given Discourse Act is separate from
the activation state of their mental extensions. While there are strong correlations
between Topical status and givenness, and between Focal status and newness, this
is far from absolute. For instance, a felicitous Discourse Act may evoke only known
entities, but in a combination that is informative for the Addressee. The distinction
between packaging status and activation state is formally explicit in FDG, where
the latter is captured by means of Operators like [±identifiable] that attach to
evocational Subacts. The interplay between packaging status, other informational
considerations and semantic function (cf. Jasinskaja et al. 2004) determines the
expression of ‘the dog’ in B’s answer as a weak pronoun, and ‘the postman’ as a
lexical NP with pitch accent, both in their respective dedicated linear positions
with respect to the inflected verb.

5.3 Problems with pragmatic function assignment
While it may seem from the analysis in (2) that pragmatic function assignment is
a suitable way to model information packaging, I believe that this yields several
problems. In what follows, these will be discussed in detail.

5.3.1 Formal objections
Anstey (2006: 72) criticises FDG for being a pseudo-formal framework in that
its notation is “inconsistently interpreted as formal in some cases and non-formal
elsewhere”. This is due in part to the fact that the basic elements that FDG’s
formal apparatus consists of have long remained underspecified in several respects,
although recent publications (Hengeveld and Smit 2009; Smit and van Staden 2007)
have done much to improve this situation.

1In most analyses in this chapter, RL is included to disambiguate the designations of
evocational Subacts. Superscript variables indicate correspondences between IL and RL:
they do not have theoretical status, but are merely intended to enhance readability.
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Here, I want to single out the role and definition of Functions. According to their
definition in chapter 4, Functions (') in FDG operate in predicational configurations
of the form [ (�i) (�j)' ] where they specify the quality of the interaction between a
relator and its relatum. This definition follows long-standing practice in Functional
Grammar. The prototypical predication is the nuclear predication at RL, where
qualified relations (Agent, Undergoer, etc.) obtain between one or more arguments
and a predicate. While the nuclear predication may be the best documented
case, it has been argued that predicational configurations abound in Grammar.
For instance, Hengeveld (2004: 375) observes that the head of the Discourse Act
in FDG constitutes a predication as well, while Harder (1996) in FG makes a
similar argument for the structure of conditionals. In addition, Hengeveld and
Mackenzie (2006: 671) argue that a single set of formal principles governs the
general structure of Layers at all levels of Grammar. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the nature of Functions at IL is identical to that at RL.

The syntax of function assignment in predicational configurations can be sum-
marized in three rules. First, there is one and only one relator (Predicate) slot in
the predication, while all other slots are occupied by relata (Arguments) carrying
a function that specifies the quality of their relation to the relator. Second, the
relation between relatum and relator can only be of a single quality, since multiple
relations between relator and relatum (or a single relation with multiple qualities)
lead to ambiguity (cf. Fillmore 2003: 151). Third, a relator cannot enter into the
same qualitative relationship with multiple relata, again because this would yield
an uninterpretable designation (cf. the Argument Uniqueness Constraint proposed
in Bohnemeyer 2003). This is summarized in (3):

(3) In predicational configurations
a. there is one and only one relator slot, which carries no Function;
b. there are one or more relata, all of which carry one and only one

Function;
c. the same Function cannot be assigned to more than one relatum.

The above syntax has generally been adhered to in the context of semantic analysis
at RL, in which all arguments traditionally carry one Function and no Function ever
occurs twice in a single predication. However, in the assignment of Topic and Focus
it appears that virtually every conceivable situation other than the one discussed
in (2) constitutes a violation of one or more of the above rules, which makes
information packaging by means of function assignment highly problematic. I will
now discuss four examples where the intended packaging structure is incompatible
with the syntax of function assignment given in (3).

First to consider are cases that can be characterized as Identificational focus
on predicates. An example is given in (4):

(4) A: Did the butcher chop the meat?
B: Chop it? He shredded it

In B’s response in (4), nothing but the denotation of the predicate shred is
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informative: everything else is presupposed, including the representational frame in
which the predicate is to be inserted. Nevertheless, three evocational Subacts are
performed; two referential Subacts that re-evoke the accessible discourse referents
‘butcher’ and ‘meat’, and one ascriptive Subact that evokes the Focal denotation
shred. The corresponding interpersonal and representational structures are given
in (5):

(5) IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(−id T1)Foc

x1(+id R1)Top
x2(+id R2) ]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–shred–]) (x1)A (x2)U ]—]

The representation of IL in (5) satisfies the syntax for function assignment, since
the head of C1 contains two units that have been assigned one unique Function
(Focus to T1 and Topic to R1), and one (R2) with no function at all. However,
this would make R2 ‘the meat’ the relator in this configuration, which is difficult
to reconcile conceptually, because it seems that neither the non-retrievability of
shred nor the topicality of ‘butcher’ are assigned by ‘meat’.

Another violation occurs in cases where we have multiple evocational Subacts
that are unmarked for their packaging function. Consider (6), where both the
ascriptive Subact T1 evoking the main predicate, and the referential Subact R3

evoking the Beneficiary referent ‘butcher’ are not assigned an informational function:

(6) A: What did the poulterer sell the butcher?
B: He sold him some eggs

Here, the referent ‘some eggs’ is the informative part of the assertion and is evoked
by means of a Subact with Focus function; ‘poulterer’ is the Topic, and is evoked by
means of a Subact with that function. This leaves two Subacts with no informational
function; that evoking sell, and that evoking ‘butcher’. This violates (3a) because
only one Subact (the one that serves as the relator) must be without a function, as
(7) illustrates:

(7) IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(+id T1)

x1(+id R2)Top
x2(−id R2)Foc

x3(+id R3)??? ]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–sell–]) (x1)A

(x2 ∶ [–some eggs–])U (x3)Ben ]—]

Cases where Topic and Focus must be assigned to the same evocational Subact
pose yet another problem. A case in point are new Topics which, according to Dik
(1997a: 316) “combine properties from the dimensions of topicality and focality”.
Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) propose to abandon NewTop as a separate function,
and replace it by a combination of Top and Foc functions assigned to a single
evocational Subact. However, such multiple function assignment to a single unit
violates (3b) as it yields an ambiguous (and thereby uninterpretable) configuration.
Consider (8):

(8) (Suddenly,) in came the butcher
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IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(−id T1)

x1(−id R1)TopFoc ]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–come_in–]) (x1 ∶ [–butcher–])A ]—]

Next, there are cases whose interpretation requires that the scope of a single
function is ‘spread’ over multiple evocational Subacts. Consider (9):

(9) A: what about the butcher?
B: he insulted the customer

In the context of A’s question, B’s reply aims to instantiate an apparent gap in
PA by supplying a non-retrievable entry for the address identified by ‘the butcher’,
i.e. the past event of him insulting the customer. In the example at hand, a single
actualization instruction relates the butcher and he insulted the customer.
However, the formal algorithm offers no possibility of spreading a single function in
this way:

(10) IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(−id T1)Foc

x1(+id R1)Top
x2(+id R2)Foc ]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–insult–]) (x1)A (x2 ∶ [–customer–])U ]—]

In the interpersonal structure in (10), Focus is assigned to T1 and R2. As will be
clear, this analysis violates the syntax of function assignment proposed in (3c). In
conjunction with this case, consider (11):

(11) A: What about the butcher; he insulted anyone lately?
B: He insulted a customer yesterday

This example illustrates multiple Focus assignment. Many languages allow for
the evocation of multiple Focal elements in a single assertion. An expression like
B’s answer in (11) instantiates two open slots in the Addressee’s presupposition;
one concerning the identity of the insultee, the other the temporal specification
of the event. Irrespective of additional inferences regarding contrastiveness, set
membership, list-readings etc. that such statements may carry (cf. Umbach 2004),
the fact that a customer and yesterday are both focal in their own right is generally
undisputed. However, since the two evocational Subacts in (11B), represented in
(12) as R1 and R3, mark two independent Focal relations, its interpersonal structure
violates (3c).

(12) IL: C1 ∣ [
f1(+id T1)

x1(+id R1)Top
x2(−id R2)Foc

t1(−id R3)Foc ]

RL: e1 ∶ [—[ (f1 ∶ [–insult–]) (x1)A (x2 ∶ [–customer–])U ]—] ∶

[(t1 ∶ [–yesterday–]) (e1)∅]

The violation in (12) aside, another problem arises if we compare it to (10). That
is, it turns out that the current use of the formalism cannot distinguish ‘spread’
assignment of a single Focus function to multiple evocational Subacts from the
assignment of multiple Focus functions in a single Communicated Content. The
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formal problems discussed so far in my view provide sufficient reason to reject an
analysis of information packaging in terms of pragmatic function assignment.

5.3.2 Functions and frames
In addition to the formal objections discussed in the previous section, pragmatic
function assignment is problematic for another reason. That is, functions in FDG
are not assigned during Formulation in the same way as in FG. They enter the For-
mulator as part of frames instead (García Velasco and Hengeveld 2002). Therefore,
assigning packaging functions to evocational Subacts presupposes the existence of
evocational frames, lexically predetermined configurational primitives that go-
vern the possible combinations of evocational Subacts in a Communicated Content.

While I will argue in section 5.4 that we certainly need frames to deal with
variation in information packaging, I believe that the concept of evocational frames is
problematic, because the Fund cannot reasonably be argued to contain an exhaustive
list of all possible combinations of evocational Subacts that users of a language
may need at some point in time to achieve their communicative intention. This
inventory would be practically infinite, since the required amount of evocation varies
strongly, and depends on a multitude of extralinguistic factors (communicative
intention, interlocutors involved, personal communication styles, physical and
discourse context, et cetera). Also, invoking evocational frames would essentially
mean that the Fund, i.e. the Grammar, places constraints on the communicative
potential of a language, an assumption that goes against essential functionalist
principles such as non-aprioricity (Haspelmath 2007). Therefore, rather than
postulating evocational frames, the type and number of Subacts needed must be
considered a consequence of contextual and representational choices, and should
not be constrained by the availability of a priori defined combinatorial primitives.
As is also pointed out by Hengeveld and Smit (2009) and Butler (2007), the
performance of evocational Subacts constitutes the final stage of Formulation, and
is ‘consequential’ in the sense that the head of C simply accommodates whatever
Subacts of evocation the Speaker requires. Because the performance of evocational
Subacts is not a matter of substantiating pre-existing slots in a frame, the option
of qualifying relations between them in my view does not apply at all.

5.3.3 Notional objections
Another set of problems concerns the notional implications of modelling information
packaging in terms of function assignment. These problems are twofold, and pertain
to the status of topicality and focality as relations within Grammar on the one hand,
and the mutual independence of information packaging and evocational structure
on the other.

Packaging relations inside Grammar? To start with the former, Lambrecht (1994)
presents a comprehensive theory for the analysis of sentential information structure,
in which Topic and Focus are captured as relations. In Lambrecht’s view, Topic
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conveys a pragmatic relation of relevance holding between a referent and an assertion,
while Focus conveys a relation of non-retrievability between (parts of) what is
asserted and what is presupposed. The relational definition of these informational
categories enables Lambrecht to make a clear distinction between Topic and Focus
as informational relations on the one hand, and non-relational activation state that
interacts with it on the other.

However, the relations identified by Lambrecht are not part of Grammar:
they hold between propositions in discourse knowledge, i.e. in the Contextual
Component. What is part of Grammar are the exponents2 by means of which
these relations are established in the course of verbal interaction. Through the
successful identification of these exponents in the interpersonal structure of the
message, a pragmatically competent language user is able to infer the intended
relations that the Speaker wants him to construe in his discourse knowledge.

There are two types of assertions which show clearly that topicality and focality
do not obtain inside Grammar, but only their (non-relational) exponents do. These
are all-Focus Acts and elliptical Acts. Regarding the former, consider the current
treatment of expressions like the one in (13), where the entire Communicated
Content of an Act is non-retrievable in the context of presupposed knowledge, and
thereby informational.

(13) (Have you heard?) The butcher died!
IL: A1 ∣ [(F1) (P1)S (P2)A (C1 ∣ [

f1(−id T1)
x1(−id R1)Foc])

∅
]

IL: pst e1 ∶ [—[(f1 ∶ –die–) (x1 ∶ –butcher–)U]—]

The assignment of Foc to C1 in (13) must be taken to establish a focality relation
between C1 and F1, seen that functions qualify the interaction between equipollent
units. But this makes no sense, because the domain of focality is that of Com-
municated Content to which the units outside C1 do not belong at all. Moreover,
(13) does not capture the informational structure that intuitively underlies the
assertion. What an utterance like (13) aims at is the construal of a previously
irretrievable relation between the Communicated Content of A1 in its entirety, and
other discourse knowledge. Since this other discourse knowledge is not part of A1

but is located in the contextual component, it follows that focality cannot obtain
within A1, but must be construed in the Contextual Component. Modelling focality
as a relation within the discourse Act is not viable.3

2The notion of exponence originates in Halliday (1961), where it refers to the relation
between linguistic categories at various levels in Grammar that contribute to a single
category of substance. I use it here to designate the counterparts within Grammar of
the propositional relata in discourse knowledge between which pragmatic relations obtain.

3Dik’s characterization of functions merely states that functions operate “in some wider
setting” (Dik 1978: 129), and does not specify what that setting should be. This may be
taken to mean that pragmatic functions can operate across the boundaries of the Layer
– and in fact, the Level – in which they are assigned. However, I consider this a highly
undesirable course of action, as such an ad hoc interpretation would considerably weaken
the formal consistency of FDG.
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The relevance of focality as a relation in the Communicative Content is challen-
ged furthermore by the existence of elliptic single-constituent answers, as exemplified
by B’s reply in (14).

(14) A: Who did the butcher insult?
B: A customer

(15) IL: C1 ∣ [
x2

(−id R1)Foc]

RL: pst e1 ∶ [—[(f1) (x1)A (x2 ∶ –customer–)U]—]

In (14), only the referent that enriches A’s presupposition the butcher insulted
x is evoked. But as can be seen in (15), Focus assignment again would result in
the marking of a relation that does not obtain in Grammar: in fact, since the
contents of C1 consist of a single Subact only, a relation cannot be modelled at
all. The relation of non-retrievability between the referent ‘a customer’ and A’s
presupposition obtains in the contextual component and not at IL in Grammar.

Information and evocation Turning now to the relationship between information
structuring and evocation, it should be noted that by modelling information
packaging by means of functions assigned to evocational Subacts, FDG makes
the former dependent on the latter. I believe that this is misguided, for reasons
mentioned above. Instead, information packaging should be dissociated from
evocation and be modelled in its own right.

Especially for Topical referents, the dependence of information packaging on
evocation is problematic. Topical status has a strong correlation with givenness
of the corresponding denotatum (Chafe 1976; Gundel et al. 1993) and is typically
governed by special pragmatic presupposition of consciousness (Lambrecht
2001a: 475). As a result, Topical referents are prime candidates for suppression in
many languages. But, how can an informational status be assigned to a non-evoked
participant, if it is dependent on evocation? The point is that a statement with a
non-evoked Topic may behave differently syntactically from one with no Topic at
all. Consider the examples from Kinyarwanda in (16):

(16) a. (what about the guests?)
(aba-shyitsi)
cl2-guest

ba-ra-riŕiimbir-a
cl2-prs-sing-impf

mu
in

gisagára
village

‘they are singing in the village’
b. (what’s that sound?)

ha-ra-riŕiimbir-a
cl16-prs-sing-impf

aba-shyitsi
cl2-guest

mu
in

gisagára
village

‘there are guests singing in the village’

(Rwanda, Niger-Kongo. Lambrecht 2001b: 643)

In (16a), where the Topic is omitted, the Subject is cross-referenced on the verb
riŕiimbir, ‘sing’ by means of a [+human] classifier. In (16b), where there is no relation
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of aboutness between ‘the guests’ and the event of singing in the village, a
[–human] classifier is used. If we make the Topical status of shyitsi ‘guests’ in (16a)
dependent on evocation, there is no way that we can account for the different choice
of prefix in (16a) and (16b).

5.4 Frame-based information packaging
The previous section has made clear that an alternative account of information
packaging in FDG is needed. It has been argued that information packaging
cannot rely on functions as its formal primitives, and the new model should offer
satisfactory solutions to the formal and notional problems listed earlier. In view
of the apparent cross-linguistic relevance of certain oppositions in information
packaging, in particular that between categorical and non-categorical Acts, it is
furthermore desirable that the new approach can account for these in a principled
fashion, thus enhancing FDG’s typological adequacy. Related to this, the new
model should be able to account for apparent constraints on information packaging
straightforwardly, such as the widespread prohibition on multiple Topics in a single
Act.

This section starts out with discussing a seemingly unrelated issue: the status
of the Verb Phrase (VP) in FDG, which is currently treated as a Layer at the
Structural level with no counterpart at RL or IL. Then, we will turn to the question
of how information packaging can be modelled instead. Besides functions, the
inventory of formal primitives in FDG offers Layers and Operators as means to
do this. The idea is introduced that the categories belonging to the packaging
dimension of addressation (Topic and Comment) are best modelled by means
of Layers. Focus, by contrast, is more suitably modelled as an Operator. The
possible combinations of addressation Layers and focus positions can be captured
in an elegant fashion by a limited number of packaging frames, to be thought of
as informational articulations (Vallduví 1992) or modes of message management
(Hannay 1991).

5.4.1 Descriptive problems: VP
It seems that many languages make use of syntactic and prosodic constituents for
which neither a representational nor an interpersonal motivation can be given in the
current architecture of FDG. In particular, the Verb Phrase (VP) is relevant here.
As is well-documented for a large number of languages, VP figures in a considerable
number of syntactic phenomena, illustrated for English in (17):

(17) The butcher [insulted a cùstomer]i
a. . . . and [so did]i the poùlterer
b. . . . and the poùlterer [∅]i, too
c. [insult a cústomer]i would be

[the last thing]i the butcher would do
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d. [insult a cùstomer]i he did ónce;
[insult a cùstomer]i he will do agaìn

e. [what the bútcher did]i was [insult a cùstomer]i
f. whati did the butcher do? – [insult a customer]i

As these examples show, insult the customer may be anaphorically referred to (17a)
and constitutes a gap bound by too (17b), both of which clearly show that there
must be a corresponding unit at one of the underlying levels of representation.
Furthermore, it figures as a constituent in word order permutations – (17c), (17d) –
and clefting strategies (17e). Finally, as shown in (17f), the constituent in isolation
is a well-formed reply to certain kinds of questions.

FG has persistently argued that the phenomena in (17) are in fact epiphenomena,
triggered by some other cause than a corresponding unit in underlying clause
structure.4 In view of the representational/extensionalist semantics that FG is
founded on, this is no surprise: the structural unit VP indeed does not seem
to coincide with a semantic unit with a uniform extension and clear ontological
properties. Nevertheless, it seems rather dissatisfying to do away with the order
permutations and other constructions illustrated in (17) as mere side-effects. Two
cases, (17a) and (17b), are particularly salient in this respect because they show
unequivocally that the combination of predicate and undergoer argument can license
a gap and serve as an antecedent for anaphora.

In my view, this must be taken to mean that the elements in VP constitute
a single unit at some underlying level in Grammar. Since the semantics of FDG
are similar to those used by FG, RL is not a likely candidate to accommodate
such a Layer. But what if the unit motivating VP is not semantic in nature, but
interpersonal? In that case, the fact that IL and RL are orthogonal in FDG enables
us to invoke a functional correlate of VP at IL. I will return to this idea below, and
argue that VP corresponds to a new informational unit at that level.

5.4.2 The locus of information packaging
Information packaging seems to be a somewhat hybrid concept in relation to the
architecture of FDG. On the one hand, it is unmistakably interpersonal in the
sense that language users calibrate their Acts to their assumptions about the
interlocutor’s state of discourse knowledge. On the other, it is representational
in the sense that information packaging targets the denotation rather than the
evocation of the Act. This can be seen in cases like (15), where a non-evoked Topic
exerts an influence on the structure of the expression.

My proposal retains C as the locus of information packaging in Grammar. In the
characterization of Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2006: 672), C “contains everything
the Speaker wishes to evoke in his or her communication with the Addressee”. This

4By consequence, the burden of proof falls upon FG to show that phenomena typically
explained with reference to VP in other theories can be given an alternative explanation.
This is done quite convincingly in Mackenzie (1983), who shows that FG does not need
VP to account for certain Subject-Object asymmetries.
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should be made somewhat more precise, since language users do not just evoke
things, but perform evocations with the purpose of manipulating the interlocutor’s
discourse knowledge.5 In other words, C contains an informationally structured
representation of everything the Speaker wishes to evoke in his or her communication
with the Addressee, as is reflected in (18):

(18) Ai ∶ [(Fi) (Pi)S (Pj)A (Ci ∶ [informationally structured evocation])∅]

To apply a packaging structure to the Communicated Content of a DECLarative Act
in my view is not an option available to the Speaker, but a necessary choice. Because
a DECLarative Act conveys a representational structure, packaging necessarily
has to be applied to its Communicated Content so that it can take effect in the
Addressee’s discourse knowledge. From this it follows that there can be no such
thing as a ‘pragmatically neutral’ statement, a term which frequently occurs in
the literature. Rather, as is also pointed out by Lambrecht (1994: 15ff), languages
use expression strategies that are specialized to a greater or lesser extent for
the expression of a particular mode of packaging. However, absence of specific
structural markedness does not entail absence of information packaging; instead,
I take it to mean that a number of distinct packaging structures is neutralized
in the expression. In terms of the etic/emic distinction discussed by De Vries
(1993), the model of information packaging that I propose is therefore emic, and
reflects notional categories that do not necessarily have an etic correlate in surface
structure (although they can obviously be identified on the basis of context).

5.4.3 Layers for addressation
I argued in section 5.3.3 that addressation cannot not be made dependent on
evocational Subacts because it targets the representational structure of the assertion
as a whole and not just the part that is evoked. Therefore, we need to capture it by
means of dedicated primitives, and it appears that Layers are a better candidate
for this than Operators for two reasons.

First, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008) point to the actional rather than symbolic
nature of various units at IL: Moves, Acts and Subacts all designate actions
performed by the Speaker. The model of discourse knowledge management outlined
in chapter 3 makes clear that the packaging instructions belonging to addressation
are actional by definition: they instruct the Addressee to perform particular
manipulations on his discourse knowledge. Second, a wide array of publications
has observed systematic differences in encoding between categorical Acts that
provide information about an address in discourse knowledge and non-categorical or
thetic Acts that do not, but instead just posit new information without construing

5Incidentally, limiting the domain of information packaging to the head of C also yields
correct predictions regarding the impossibility of marking units outside this slot as either
Topic or Focus. For instance, neither Topic nor Focus can be assigned to Discourse Act
modifiers like frankly, or C-modifiers like German bekanntermassen.
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relevance.6 Note that the terminology used to describe this distinction draws
on the concept of predication (cf. Cornish 2004). A categorical Act constitutes
a psychological predication (pragmatic predication) in which the information is
predicated of the psychological Subject (the topic identifying the address in discourse
knowledge). In a thetic Act, such predication is absent.

If we represent the categories involved in addressation by means of Layers
operating in the head of C, this provides an excellent way to model the actional
nature of these categories as well as the predicational relation that their denotational
correlates may engage in. As the interpersonal correlate of the instruction to allocate
an address, I will invoke a Topic Layer (Top). The head of Top may – but need
not – be instantiated by a Subact of Reference that evokes the denotation of the
address.

As the complement of Top, the literature provides two potential candidates:
Comment and Focus. Lambrecht (1994) argues in favour of the latter. He points
out that the thetic-categorical distinction should be captured in terms of the size
of the Focus domain, and that the absence or presence of a relevance predication is
a mere side-effect. In his approach, a thetic Act is characterized by the fact that
Focus encompasses the entire contents of the assertion. A similar view seems to
underly Van Valin (2005: 81), who argues that “VPs, to the extent that they exist
in languages, are the grammaticalization of Focus structure”.

Although it is doubtlessly the case that the complement of Topic is typically
focal in that its denotation or the relation thereof with the Topic is non-retrievable, I
believe that there are three reasons why postulating a Focus Layer as the complement
of Topic is an oversimplification of the facts. First, such an account rules out the
possibility that Topic and Focus coincide on a single referent. But in many languages
such conflation is perfectly possible, as (19) shows:

(19) (because turtle knew that he had not called them himself;)
ìtó
Ito

n1̄
3sg.spec

ādrúpì
brother

ūNgwē
call(3)

n1̄.
foc

‘his brother Hare called (them).’

(Ma’di, Nilo-Saharan. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 676/45)

In this example, the clause-final n1̄ is a pronominal Focus marker bound to the
adjoined Subject NP ‘his brother Hare’, which is the Topic of this and the subsequent
clause. If Focus is the complement of Topic, they would be mutually exclusive and
examples like this one could not be satisfactorily accounted for. Second, it must be
noted that the Focus domain may also be smaller than the entire complement of
Topic, as is the case in Narrow Focus constructions. An example of this we have
seen in (6), where some eggs constitutes the actualization of A’s presupposition
the poulterer sold the butcher x. However, having Focus as the complement

6Cf. Lambrecht (2001b); Lambrecht and Polinsky (1997); Matras and Sasse (1995);
Sasse (1987) for extensive discussion of the thetic-categorical opposition in a large number
of genetically unrelated languages.
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of Topic would mean in this case that part of the Communicated Content (sold
the butcher) would not be packaged at all, and would hence be uninterpretable.
Finally, if Focus were indeed the complement of Topic, all non-categorical statements
would become informationally identical; that is, they would all consist of a Focus
Layer only. Yet, there seem to be two broad classes of non-categorical statements
that are identical in some, but distinct in other respects. I will return to this
observation in section 5.4.5.

For the three reasons mentioned above, I propose a Comment Layer (Cm) as
the complement of Topic that conveys the instruction to assess its contents against
the knowledge that is already present at the address where the assertion is allocated.
Both Layers conform to Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s generalized Layered structure
and command an Operator position. This position is needed to accommodate
Focus, as will be seen in the next section.

5.4.4 Focus as Operator
The previous section gave three arguments why Focus is not a suitable complement
for Top. However, a fourth objection can be raised against this analysis: by its very
nature, Focus cannot have Layer status at all. Instead, it will be argued here that
Focus should be modelled as an Operator that can be attached to various units in
the informationally structured Communicated Content.

The reason that Focus cannot be modelled as a Layer has to do with the
nature of the packaging relation in which it is involved. I argued in chapter 3
that actualization is momentaneous in that the non-retrievability that characterises
the relation dissolves the moment the instruction is imparted. This is different
for the relevance relation between an address and its entries, which is stable, and
extends over the entire duration of the communicative exchange. Now, if Focus is an
actional notion that reflects the instruction to establish a particular non-retrievable
relationship between pieces of knowledge, it will be clear that this can be done only
once. Although the knowledge involved can be referred back to afterwards, the
formerly irretrievable relation cannot be ‘re-established’. To illustrate this, consider
(20):7

(20) a. He [insulted the cùstomer]i,
b. and the poúlterer [∅]i toò

(21) ILa: C1 ∣ [(Top1 ∶ [(

butcher

+id R1)]) (Foc1 ∶ [
insult

(−id T1)

customer

(+id R2)])]

ILb: C2 ∣ [(Top2 ∶ [(

poulterer

+id R3 )]) (Foc1)]

While the gap is indeed bound by the knowledge evoked as T1 and R2, in ILb this
is no longer Focus, and can therefore not be referred to. By contrast, the evaluation
instruction reflected by Cm can be re-issued. consider the following:

7The alternative reading of (20), which can be paraphrased as ‘he insulted the customer,
and he insulted the poulterer as well’, is ruled out by the bracketing.
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(22) a. The butcher sells veal chops.
b. He does so every Monday

(23) ILa: C1 ∣ [(Top1 ∶ [(

butcher

+id R1)]) (Cm1∣ [

sell

(−id T1)

veal chops

(+id R2)])]

ILb: C2 ∣ [(Top1 ∶ [(

butcher

+id R3)]) (Cm1 ∣

ev. mon.

(foc R4)])]

By uttering the second part of (23), the Speaker invites the Addressee to reassess the
information supplied in the first part, and augment it with the habitual temporal
specification every Monday. In other words, the same packaging instruction Cm1

is issued twice.
Another point concerns the objection raised in section 5.3 that information

packaging should not be made dependent on evocational structure. While this is
certainly true for addressation, one exponent of which may be left unevoked on
account of the accompanying presupposition of consciousness that Topics typically
involve (cf. Lambrecht 2001a: 475), this is different for Focus. Focus, which marks
a pragmatic relation of non-retrievability, is crucially dependent on the expression
of its exponent: how else can the non-retrievable relation be construed successfully?

For these reasons, I propose to model Focus as an Operator that applies either
to individual evocational Subacts, or to one of the Layers involved in addressation
that I defined in the preceding section. This way, we can distinguish between
constructions with a new Topic (Focus on the Topic Layer), wide Focus (Focus on
the Comment Layer), and narrow Focus (Focus on an evocational Subact within the
Comment). Whether a Focus Operator can be assigned only once per Communicated
Content, or to multiple units, is still considered a matter of typological preference. A
generalized representation of the informationally structured Communicated Content
is given in (24):

(24) Ci ∶ [

Restrictor = Predication
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

($n∣ [(� Topi)Rel (� Cmi)]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

$n = Predicative Layer

) (Ci)
∅
] ∶ [ � (Ci)

∅
] ∶ . . .

Note that in comparison to (23), the structure of (24) is slightly different: it portrays
Ci as an endocentric Layer, which is necessary to account for the occurrence of
C-modifiers.8 This means that the predicating element in the Head of Ci must
have Layer status. In the next section, it will be argued that this is the slot in
which information packaging frames can be inserted.9

8See section 4.2.2.3; Smit and van Staden (2007) for details. Simply put, all Layers
that allow for instantiation of their designation by means of more than a Head must be
endocentric.

9As a precursor to Centering Theory, Grosz and Sidner (1986) propose a computational
model of discourse structure that revolves around the interplay of intentional and
attentional structure, which are highly similar to my dimensions of topicality and
focality. They note (p. 180) that the former must be parasitic on the latter. A similar
conception of the relation between topicality and focality is also found in the generative
paradigm (cf. for instance Drubig 2003).
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5.4.5 Packaging frames
It was shown in the previous sections that we need dedicated Layers in the head of
C to capture both exponents of addressation: a Top-Layer to capture the allocation
instruction, and a Cm-Layer to capture the instruction to evaluate. In addition,
a Focus Operator (foc) is needed that can attach to whatever constitutes the
actualization of the assertion, be it one of the addressation Layers or, in the case of
narrow Focus constructions, an evocational Subact.

Different combinations of Top and Cm are needed to capture the basic distinction
between categorical and thetic statements. I propose that these combinations are
stored in the Fund as Frames, configurational primitives. For the representation
of such primitives as exocentric Layers of the type $n, the argumentation in Smit
and van Staden (2007: 160) is followed. The informational Frames will henceforth
be referred to as informational articulations, a term coined by Vallduví (1992).
They can be understood as the formal implementation of the Speaker’s modes
of message management (Hannay 1991: 146) at the Interpersonal Level.10 If
we take into account the interaction between Topic and Comment, as well as the
occurrence of a Focus operator, five basic frames can be postulated.11

(25) a. $n∣ [(foc Topi)] Address-central Thetic
b. $n∣ [(foc Cmi)] Entry-central Thetic
c. $n∣ [(Topi) (foc Cmi)] Entry-central Categorical
d. $n∣ [(foc Topi) (Cmi)] Address-central Categorical
e. $n ∣ [ . . . (foc Ti / foc Ri) . . . ] Identificational

Incidentally, note how these Frames do justice to the similarities between Address-
central and Entry-central Thetic assertions that are observed in the literature
(cf. the distinction between entity-central and event-central thetic assertions
discussed in Sasse 1987: 526), without obscuring their differences. While an
Entry-central Thetic assertion posits information in discourse knowledge without

10While very similar in spirit, Hannay’s modes of message management are different
from the classification proposed here in two important respects. First of all, the modes of
message management (MMM) are characterized in terms of their (canonical) rhetorical
function, rather than in terms of the way in which their usage affects the interlocutors’
discourse knowledge organization. Furthermore, MMM are defined in morphosyntactic
terms: their respective definitions rely on the interplay between the function of the referent
in P1 and the referents in other positions.

11With regard to the postulation of separate Frames for the the Address-central and
Entry-central Categorical articulations, it should be pointed out that the status of Operators
in Frames has yet to be settled in FDG. In a recent proposal, Hengeveld and Smit (2009: 124)
suggest that the instantiation of Operators can be partly restricted by cues from lower
Levels, which implies that it is the Operator slot rather than its specific instantiation
that is specified in the Fund. Nevertheless, the apparent restrictions on simultaneous
instantiation of multiple Focus operators that many languages exhibit, still need to be
accounted for somewhere. Since FDG does not allow for the formulation of additional rules
in the Grammar to take care of such restrictions, the postulation of additional Frames is
the only option.
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instructing the Addressee what to relate it to, an Address-central Thetic assertion
construes an address without supplying information to assess there. This may
explain why they exhibit similar morphosyntactic properties in some languages,
and are expressed differently in others. In an approach like the Focus structures
proposed in Lambrecht (1994) that tries to identify packaging configurations entirely
in terms of focality, this distinction cannot be made.

In addition to the five core articulations in (25), individual languages may
require the definition of more complex frames as well, such as frames for multiple
Topic statements (attested in Ostyak, cf. Nikolaeva 2001), multiple Comments, et
cetera. Nevertheless, even though data from individual languages may give rise
to the definition of such additional frames, it should be noted that their numbers
will be limited, and that they can be listed exhaustively with relative ease. In that
respect, informational frames do not suffer the unboundedness problem that would
present itself with evocational frames, as was noted on page 91, because unlike these,
the constraints on possible informational frames are related to cognition and/or
processing (such as the one new idea constraint proposed by Chafe 1994), and
thus far more restrictive than possible constraints on evocational frames.

The issue of configurationality It was remarked earlier that the Categorical ar-
ticulation is predicational, such that the Comment is the predicate that assigns
Relevance to its argument, the Topic. This is in line with the architecture of
discourse knowledge organization proposed in chapter 3, whereby the Comment
is an attribute of the Topic. Just like the semantic predicate walk can be cha-
racterized as an ‘Actor-attribute’ of its argument, a Comment can be said to be
a ‘relevance-attribute’ of its Topic. The relation between Topic and Comment
resembles that between a semantic argument and predicate in another sense as well:
like the semantic predicate’s ability to denote is dependent on the presence of its
argument, so is the ‘evaluability’ of a Comment dependent on it being assigned to
a location in discourse knowledge.

There is some evidence to support this analysis. For one, the fact that relevance
cross-linguistically shows a strong tendency to be marked on the Topic rather than
the Comment indeed sugggests a dependency of Topic on Comment, on a par with
case-marking to reflect semantic relations. In the same vein, the use of a non-human
classifier in Rwanda (16) to signal theticity is in a sense reminiscent of a valency
reduction operation. However, systematic research of such phenomena is lacking,
and a number of alternative analyses are available that are attractive in their own
right. Mackenzie (pc) suggests that Topic and Comment engage in an equipollent
relationship, whereby neither Layer is predicated of the other. Yet another option is
to assume that Topic and Comment are both arguments in a transitive predication
containing an abstract pragmatic predicate, and that expressions such as as for and
regarding in English are to be analysed as overt instantiations of that predicate.
An analysis along these lines has been proposed for the semantic relation condition
in Harder (1996), which has notorious ties to topicality (Haiman 1978).

At present, I see no compelling arguments beyond my own aesthetic preference
to choose either one of these three analyses: in fact it may be the case that the
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nature of their interaction is subject to cross-linguistic variation. I will therefore
maintain that Topic and Comment are indeed in a predicational relationship in
which the former is an argument of the latter. In flagrant violation of my own
comments regarding the widespread lack of notational consistency in FDG, I will
however not mark this relation overtly in subsequent representations.

5.5 Some examples
In this last section, some examples will be analysed using the frame-based model
of information packaging. In addition, each of the problematic cases discussed in
section 5.3 will be revisited.

5.5.1 Address-central Thetic
The Address-central Thetic articulation consists of a Topic Layer only, to which a
Focus Operator is attached. It instructs the Addressee to construe a new address
that can serve as a context set in subsequent discourse. As it is a thetic articulation,
no relevance is predicated. An example is given in (26).

(26) (end of discourse segment)
n-omok-ye
3-come-dpp(ncoll)

ha-tW
ints-evd

hoRy-komo.
big-coll

‘(there) came the chief.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 16/19)

The Address-central Thetic articulation solves the formal problem illustrated by (8)
above, where it was argued that simultaneous assignment of a Topic and a Focus
function to a single Layer results in an ill-formed structure. As can be seen in (27),
no such problem occurs when the referent that evokes the new discourse address is
embedded in a Topic Layer with a Focus operator:

(27) IL: $n ∣ [(foc Top1∣ [

chief

(+id R1)

come

(T1)])]

Note that the ascriptive Subact ‘come’ is modelled in (27) as part of the Topic
Layer. This is because come in this context is not intended as information about
‘the chief’; the use of a predication that denotes appearance on the scene is merely
instrumental to the successful construal of this new address in discourse knowledge.
Since information packaging and representational structure are independent of one
another, there are no a priori restrictions as to the kind of semantic structure that
fulfills this auxiliary role. While the use of semantically bleached predications
(Cornish 2004: 219) as in (26) is common, the minimal requirement seems to be
that the Topical discourse referent itself is evoked, for instance by means of an
isolated Noun Phrase as in (28):
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(28) (end of discourse segment)
bàdénì
later

dr1̀ádrŪ
now

àP1̄
3pl

dr1́
poss

ī Sōmā
courtship

dr1́
poss

â1̀
dem.prox

P1̄.
foc

‘now, (regarding) this courtship of ours.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 708/290)

Another typical denotation of the propositional content of an Address-central
Thetic articulation is that of a locative/existential construction, in which the
Topical discourse referent is localized in the spatiotemporal domain of the discourse
context, as illustrated in (29).

(29) (end of discourse segment)
Qillarsuaq-kku-t=guuq
Q.-assoc-pl=rpt

ningaa-qar-mi-pu-t.
son_in_law-vr-excl-ind-3sg

‘among Qillarsuaq’s folk, there was a son-in-law.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 2/1)

Also, a full-blown semantic predication may be used as illustrated in (30). It is
important to note that, while the action is predicated as a property of the new
Topic ‘the pups’, pragmatically there is no construal of relevance between the two.
The propositional content the children finding x is merely used as a vehicle to
introduce the Topic, and is not part of its context set. The context supports this
analysis, as neither the children nor the event described in this statement play any
further role in the subsequent development of the story.

(30) (Paakujuk’s mother gave birth in an abandoned coal barrel)
piaraq-i
baby-3sg>3pl

miiraq-t
child-erg(pl)

nassaari-pa-it.
find-ind-3pl>3pl

‘The pups were found by the children.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007b: 2/1)

5.5.2 Entry-central Thetic

The Entry-central Thetic articulation is the counterpart of the Adddress-central
Thetic articulation. It consists of a Comment Layer only, to which a Focus
Operator is attached. The instruction that this articulation conveys is to locate
a non-identified address in the discourse knowledge organization, and store the
propositional content of the message as the sole entry to that address. An example
is given in (31).
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(31) (start of discourse)
m-àtúná
f-pfv:find:tr

ìttóN
rabbit

àttúmántàará
hyena

N-ánkwà-N
conn:m-impf:go-trr

án-úudà.
instr-meat

‘A rabbit meets a hyena that carries about some meat.’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: 376/2)

By invoking a Comment Layer to represent Entry-central Thetic articulations, the
problem that such assertions posed to pragmatic function assignment (illustrated
in (13) above) does not occur. Focus is not assigned outside the scope of Ci, but
occupies the operator position on the Comment Layer. This is shown in (32).

(32) IL: $n ∣ [(foc Cm1∣ [

rabbit

(−id R1)

hyena

(−id R2)

meet

(T1)])]

There can be numerous communicative reasons for employing an Entry-central
Thetic articulation. Their typical function appears to be ‘scene-setting’: an event
is introduced in its entirety, which then serves as the background against which
discourse unfolds. Often, participants first evoked in an Entry-central Thetic
articulation are construed as Topics in subsequent discourse. (31) is an illustration
of this: there, the referents ‘hyena’ and ‘rabbit’ are introduced as part of a transitive
predication that is asserted in isolation. The predication serves both as the
background of the first part of the narrative, and to introduce the referents,
both of which are to serve as Topics later on in the story. Also, Entry-central
Thetic articulations are often found at points in a discourse where the ongoing
addressation of propositional contents to an address is interrupted, after which
another address is taken up. This gives Entry-central Thetic articulations a strong
sense of unexpectedness, due to which they haven often been classified as out-of-
the-blue statements.

(33) (the kettle began to boil, while Otter sat opposite of it)
joxo
pot

culi
through

xuiN-ku-niee
dive-pst-3sg

g’ai.
crow

‘[Mr.] Crow dove into the kettle.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 899)

A third use of Entry-central Thetic articulations is more difficult to give a uniform
interpretation. It is probably best described as the verbal counterpart of the ‘long
shot’ used in filming, where an event is presented not so much from the perspective
of one of its participants, but rather from an external viewpoint. The reasons to do
so can be manifold, but include manipulation of the time line of a story, separation
between the ‘thread’ of the story and background events, dramatic and emphatic
effects, et cetera (see also Moody 1991).
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5.5.3 Entry-central Categorical
Entry-central Categorical articulations form a predicational configuration of a
Topic and a Comment Layer, whereby the latter is predicated of the former. A
Focus Operator is attached to the Comment, signalling to the Addressee that
the propositional content of the Comment is to be filed as new information in
the context set identified by the Topic. The purpose of Entry-central Categorical
assertions is to expand the Addressee’s state of knowledge of a mutually agreed
Topic in ongoing discourse. It is generally considered the default way of information
packaging. An example is given in (34). Frequently, the Topical referent of an
Entry-central Categorical assertion is not evoked, as in (35).

(34) (The brother1 saw that Thunder had turned the snuff into fish)
diha
3sgnf

di-ñha-pidana.
3sgnf-eat-rpr

‘He1 ate.’

(Tariana, Maipuran. Aikhenvald 2003: 640/13)

(35) (Thereupon, Mousedeer took a cloth)
a. sa’

seq
∅ @m-tuan

neut-wrap_in_cloth
b. ∅ m-@-kkos

neut-lv-tie
kasu’
foot

‘. . . and wrapped (him). (He) tied (his) feet, . . . ’

(Begak, Malayo-Polynesian. Goudswaard 2005: 411/41-2)

It was pointed out under (16) above that examples like (35) present a problem for
pragmatic function assignment, because a function obviously cannot be assigned to
a non-existing unit. The Frame-based approach solves this problem, because the
non-evoked Topic can be represented as a Topic Layer of which the Head is not
instantiated by a Subact of Reference. Also, the Comment Layer offers a solution
for the problem that pragmatic function assignment cannot distinguish between
assignment of a single Focus function spread across multiple evocational Subacts,
and multiple simultaneous Focus relation. Both are illustrated in (36).

(36) ILa: $n ∣ [(Top1∣ [
M.
∅ ]) (foc Cm1∣ [

him

(+id R1)

wrap

(−id T1)])]

ILb: $n ∣ [(Top1∣ [
M.
∅ ]) (foc Cm2∣ [

feet

(±id R2)

tie

(−id T2)])]

5.5.4 Addres-central Categorical
Address-central Categorical articulations are also predicational configurations consis-
ting of a Topic and Comment Layer. They differ from Entry-central Categorical
articulations in that the Focus Operator is not attached to the Comment, but to
the Topic. As such, these articulations convey an instruction to the Addressee to
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identify a new address in the discourse knowledge organization and, in the same
discourse act, file the propositional content as information relevant to the identifier
of the address. A typical example of such a construction is given in (37).

(37) (no context)
jàka
if

jia-ha
exist-3pl(acc)

da
art

banda,
cattle

banda-nda-ma-nja.
cattle-3pl(gen)-emph-3pl(dat)

‘As for the cattle, it is ours.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 156/34)

In the frame-based approach, the representation of such Address-central Categorical
assertions corresponds to (38):

(38) IL: $n ∣ [(foc Top1∣ [

cattle

(−id R1)]) ( Cm1∣ [

we

(+id R2)

cattle

(+id R3)])]

5.5.5 Identificational Focus
The Identificational articulation does not make reference to the addressation dimen-
sion: whether and in what configuration a Topic and Comment Layer are construed
in the Communicated Content is not relevant. Instead, the defining characteristic
of this articulation is that a Focus Operator is attached to a Subact of evocation,
whether Ascriptive or Referential. The use of this articulation is straightforward:
it aims at the manipulation of a specific piece of presupposed information, with the
intention to change it or its relation to the rest of the presupposition, or instantiate
an empty slot. A canonical example is given in (39).

(39) (nowadays, they only hunt with guns)
goweri
3:before

ûa
long

deneke
person:pl

beká
spear

t’á
instr

zo–
only

Pekwé–
caribou

ìakehdee.
3pl:kill:pl:hab:impf

‘Long ago, people killed caribou only with spears.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1337/2)

In (39), the only piece of the assertion that is non-retrievable and therefore infor-
mative is the denotation of the instrument, spears. The rest of the propositional
content, including the instrumental role of the Focal element, is considered to be
presupposed because it has been asserted in the preceding context. If information
packaging in this example were taken care of by pragmatic function assignment,
two evocational Subacts would be left without a function: the ascriptive Subact
‘kill’ and the referential Subact ‘caribou’. This would violate the restriction that
each predicational configuration can only have one predicate, as was pointed out in
(6) above. However, if we model the predicationality of the Head of C by means
of a Topic and Comment Layer, this problems disappears. A Focus operator can
then be employed to reflect the fact that the denotation of ‘spears’ is the only new
information:
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(40) IL: C1 ∣ [(Top1 ∶ [(

people

+id R1)]) (Cm1∣ [

kill

(+id T1)

caribou

(+id R2)

spears

(foc R3)])]

As regards Identificational Focus on predicates, we have seen in (4) that the
pragmatic function assignment approach leads to a cumbersome analysis for certain
cases of narrow predicate Focus. In the framing approach, the use of a Focus
Operator on the appropriate evocational Subact circumvents this problem. An
example is given in (41).

(41) (I did not inject the medicine;)
má
1sg

mvū
drink

ÉrÚá
medicine

mvù
drink-foc

rá
aff

‘I drank the medicine’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 597/319)

Here, the only informative part of the assertion is the denotation of mvū, drink.
Focus assignment to the corresponding Subact of evocation would leave ‘medicine’
as the only candidate to assume the configurational status of Predicate, which is
counter-intuitive. Assigning Focus as an Operator instead gets rid of this problem;
at the same time, the aboutness relation between the Speaker and the remainder
of the assertion can be modelled by invoking a Topic and a Comment Layer:

(42) IL: C1 ∣ [(Top1 ∶ [(

I

+id R1)]) (Cm1∣ [

drink

(foc T1)

medicine

(+id R2)])]

Adding a Focus Operator to the T1 instructs the Addressee to update an extant
entry under the appropriate discourse address (identified by ‘I’) with the information
that the relational property involved is drink.

5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has argued against the classical approach to information structure as
pragmatic function assignment in Functional Discourse Grammar. It has shown that
an alternative model, in which the complementary categories Topic and Comment
are portrayed as Layers within the head of the Communicated Content, and
orthogonal Focus as an Operator attaching to either informational or evocational
units, is more adequate descriptively, notionally, and in terms of formalization.
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Part II

Typology





6
Setting the stage

So far, this dissertation has dealt with theoretical matters. The conceptual domain of
information structure was divided in three separate parts in chapter 2, the structure
of and interaction between which have been modelled in chapter 3. Chapter 4
introduced the theoretical framework used in this study, and chapter 5 proposed a
number of improvements to the framework to make it better suited to deal with
the five categories of information packaging (the informational articulations) under
investigation. Now, we will turn to the empirical side of things starting with a
number of methodological issues that are discussed in this chapter.

The structure of the present chapter is as follows. In the first section, a brief
survey will be presented of some previous work that is relevant to the research
reported in this study. Some challenges for a typological study in the domain
of information structuring will be discussed in section 6.2. The main research
question is introduced in section 6.3. In section 6.4, the design for this study will
be introduced. The type of data that is taken into consideration is explained in
section 6.5. Finally, the sample on which the research is based is discussed briefly
in section 6.6.

6.1 Previous work
A crude division of typological studies in two classes can be made. One is that of
morphosyntactic typological studies, that try to shed light on the distribution of a
particular structural phenomenon or cohesive class of phenomena across languages
(constituent order; morphological type). To account for these distributions in surface
structure, underlying structure (semantic; pragmatics) and cognitive principles
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from outside the realm of linguistic competence proper may be invoked. The other
class is that of semantic typological studies, which are interested in a semantic
category or class of categories (a dimension, such as person, number, possession,
negation), and attempt to shed light on its distribution in surface structure.

What these two classes have in common is the subordinate role pragmatic
distinctions play in each of them: if considered at all, it is usually invoked in
an auxiliary capacity. Pragmatics in a sense is the ideal ‘escape hatch’, to the
influence of which one can attribute virtually all remaining inconsistencies in
whatever distribution of whatever linguistic phenomenon. Studies that concentrate
on the surface structure distribution of pragmatic categories are relatively rare.
Of those, studies that take a cross-linguistic perspective are even fewer. And
among those, studies that concentrate on the typology of an entire dimension (for
instance, information packaging) instead of a single category (focus) are virtually
non-existent. Nevertheless, a number of such studies does exist. They will be briefly
discussed below.1

In an excellent early contribution to pragmatic typology, Dooley (1987) argues
for three basic configurations of pragmatic structuring, similar to the informational
articulations invoked in this study. Using data from three genetically unrelated
Brazilian languages (Xavanté, Hixkaryana and Mbýa Guaraní), he shows that
“languages adopt a basic configuration from a certain small set of possibilities, all
of which have plausible explanations in terms of human cognition and discourse-
pragmatics”. Dooley’s work is significant for two reasons. He is the first to
suggest that informational categories enter into syntagmatic relationships (his
configurations) and that these configurations are cross-linguistically relevant. He is
also the first to explore the relationship between these informational configurations
and global morphosyntactic properties that influence their distribution. For instance,
he points to a possible relationship between S-medial constituent order and the
lack of a clear Topic function. The research presented in the subsequent chapters is
to a large extent inspired by Dooley’s work.

The paper by Lambrecht and Polinsky (1997) and its more systematic follow-up
(Lambrecht 2001b) concentrate on the cross-linguistic realization of assertions with
a categorical versus a thetic articulation. Both papers base their observations on
a number of genetically unrelated languages. They are significant because they
revive seminal work by Sasse on the distinction between assertions in which a
relevance relation is predicated and those in which this is not the case, and the
impact of this distinction on surface structure (Sasse 1991; Matras and Sasse 1995).
Lambrecht and Polinsky furthermore introduce the notion of a paradigmatic
contrast: the inventory of informational articulations constitutes a paradigm,

1The survey in this section skips over the numerous language-specific studies of a single
informational category and its possible subdivisions, such as Watters (1979); De Rĳk
(1978); Vismans (1997). Such studies are not pertinent to the research at hand, since
they do not consider the interaction between informational categories in the assertion (a
notable exception being Maslova 1997; Bellver and Michaelis 1999). In addition, most
studies that I know of do not report contextualized examples, which makes it impossible
to assess whether the analyses correspond to the notions used here.
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the members of which are to be expressed in such a way that they are minimally
distinct from one another. This principle allows for a straightforward formulation of
hypotheses about the coding of said articulations. For example, what distinguishes
a categorical from a thetic articulation is the presence versus the absence of a Topic
layer. Consequently, in the view of Lambrecht and Polinsky, this allows for the
prediction that thetic statements are expressed in such a way that the interpretation
of any of their referents as Topic is blocked.

Another study that is highly relevant is that of Van Valin (1999), because it
introduces the notion of a trade-off between morphosyntax (in his paper, freedom of
constituent ordering) and information structure (the question whether or not parti-
cular informational functions are tied to particular linear positions in the clause).
In his cross-linguistic comparison of the encoding of various focus constructions
(again comparable to my informational articulations), Van Valin proposes a four-
way typology of the interaction between morphosyntax and information structure,
classifying languages as either rigid or flexible on either dimension. He also notes
interesting correlations between his typology and established typological parameters
such as constituent order, in particular the fact that V-medial languages tend to
exclude positions on either side of the inflected verb from particular informational
interpretations.

A final study that deserves mention is that of Matić (2003), which to my
knowledge is the first to conduct a thorough quantitative study in the domain
of pragmatic typology. For two reasons, his research is less pertinent to the
present discussion. Matić is not primarily concerned with charting a pragmatic
dimension, but rather shed light on the distribution of a specific morphosyntactic
coding strategy. Moreover, the number of pragmatic categories that he takes into
consideration is far greater and more diverse than the articulations considered in
the present study, as categories from the domain of referent activation and episodic
coherence are also included.

6.2 Challenges

The predominance of semantics as the preferred driving force behind typological
distributions is hardly surprising. Typological studies in the domain of pragmatics
are rare for a very good reason: the road towards them is strewn with practical and
methodological complications. Excellent reviews of these problems can be found in
various places in the literature, for example in Vallduví (1992). This section will
highlight four of these challenges that have influenced the research design used in
this study. These are related to the fundamental differences between the roles of
semantics and pragmatics in language and language use; the consequent lack of
systematicity in the encoding of pragmatics; the deeply rooted disagreement about
the representation of pragmatic categories in theoretical linguistics, and related to
that, the limited availability of cross-linguistic data of sufficient quality.
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Priority of semantics Most problems reside in the relationship between semantic,
pragmatic and surface structure, and have to do with the fact that the tie between
semantic structure and surface structure is intrinsically stronger, more direct
and more salient than that between pragmatic structure and surface structure.
Language users are keenly aware of the fact that they employ language to transfer
representational meaning. Most of the categories in that domain are under their
direct, conscious control, and manipulating them often has an immediate effect
on the morphosyntactic structure of the message. Pragmatic meanings on the
other hand are typically dependent on the presence of semantic structure.2 This
is especially true for the informational categories in this study, which have no
raison d’être if no representational structure is communicated. Finally, some of
the social/interpersonal functions of language can typically also be fulfilled by
non-verbal communicative behaviour. This is different for the representational
function, to which language is much more indispensable: while communication
about the here-and-now may rely on other channels besides language, the transfer
of semantic structure – often relating to non-present or non-physical discourse
referents – has no viable alternative. The exclusive dependence of representational
transfer on language provides a plausible explanation why semantic structure seems
to impact surface structure on such a larger scale than pragmatics does.

Lack of systematicity Other factors that promote the predominance of semantically
oriented typological research are related to this. As semantics claims center stage
in the determination of surface structure, the expression of pragmatic categories
by consequence is far less systematic: pragmatics in a sense has to ‘make do’ with
what coding devices are left after semantics has finished shopping. As a result,
things like informational categories tend not to occupy a particular locus in the
morphosyntactic apparatus, within as well as across languages. This poses an
obvious methodological problem for any attempt at informational typology. That
is, it is virtually impossible to determine a priori the range of surface structure
phenomena that must be taken into account and which ones can be omitted, and to
determine what level of categorization captures all relevant distinctions while still
being general enough to enable cross-linguistic comparison. On the contrary, the
expression of information structure is pervasive, and tends to affect a large number
of widely different aspects of morphosyntax and phonology. This is different from
typological studies in the semantic domain: dimensions like person or possession
typically affect only a limited part of surface structure. Which specific part that is
may differ from one language to the next, but it seems fair to say that categories
from a single functional dimension are generally expressed by means of a more or
less coherent set of coding devices in surface structure; the expression of semantic
structure is local and systematic.

2Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 422ff) remark certain pragmatic categories – in
particular, abstract illocutions – may affect the prosodic contour of the utterance directly,
i.e. without interference from the Representational Level.
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Theoretical divergence The limited systematicity in the coding of pragmatic cate-
gories provides a partial explanation for the lack of agreement in the theoretical
literature as to what kinds of categories are necessary and sufficient to describe
pragmatic domains such as information structure. A related matter concerns not
the inventory of necessary and sufficient categories in a domain, but the relations
between them: do all categories in it belong to a single dimension of information
structure, and are they hence mutually exclusive? Are some categories hierarchi-
cally related to others as their sub- or supercategories? For instance, is topicality
dependent on the state of activation of the corresponding referent in the discourse?
Or are we really dealing with mutually independent dimensions? One particularly
salient problem in this respect is the status of informational notions as universal
or language-specific primitives, and the role of structural markedness. That is,
individual languages tend not to reserve unambiguous structural coding devices
for all categories in the informational domain, but typically choose to mark only
a subset. For example, English basic SVO constituent order with two lexical
arguments, as in the statistician outsmarted the linguist, is compatible with a
number of different readings. In such cases, the question becomes relevant as to the
status of structurally unmarked categories; are they irrelevant altogether for the
language that does not mark them, or are they ‘lumped together’ in the expression
with neighbouring categories? It will be clear that both views lead to different
kinds of typologies with different kinds of explananda (cf. Bolkestein 1998; De Vries
1993). A ‘non-aprioristic’ account would ultimately need to explain why inventories
of informational concepts are cross-linguistically different. On the other hand, a
universalist account (which is the viewpoint defended in this study) needs to
explain cross-linguistic differences in the neutralization of functional categories in
surface structure instead.

Data quality The lack of a uniform, widely accepted theoretical framework in
turn explains the uncertainty in descriptive work on individual languages as to
which informational categories are to be expected, how they are related, and how
they can be identified in surface structure encoding. Also, while a wide range of
elicitation materials and techniques are available to document semantic categories,
no such tools have yet been developed to describe informational distinctions. As a
result, pragmatic categories are often not documented systematically and where
they are, descriptive grammarians tend to use language-specific functional notions
that are often not made sufficiently explicit. Furthermore, with regard to the
non-apriorism – universalism distinction referred to earlier, it should be noted
that most descriptive work is strongly biased towards the discussion of functional
categories that are overtly marked, and seldom gives a complete description of
those parts of functional categories that have no impact on surface structure in
the language under consideration. This poses an additional problem for those who
take a universalist perspective, since they cannot just content themselves with the
information given in the grammar: the chance that this does not cover all relevant
categories is significant.

The problems for language description and theory development in the field of
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information structure are two sides of the same coin. The lack of reliable data
continues to impede theory in making significant progress, while precisely the lack
of a cross-linguistically usable theoretical-descriptive framework is responsible for
this situation. The predictable result is a mushrooming of notions, terminologies
and theoretical frameworks, some of which use the same terms with diametrically
opposing meanings. For instance, while Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 1995)
defines Topic as the most salient element of the clause (i.e., that which is at the
forefront of the language user’s attention), many other theories use saliency as
a key component of their definition of Focus instead. Still other informational
categories are completely ideosyncratic (such as spectrum in Rising 1992), and
are either designed to fit the description of a single language or language family or
a particular theoretical framework. A practical complication that this confusion
entails for typologists is that authors of descriptive grammars are often vague about
which particular theoretical framework they have taken their terminology from,
which makes it hard to assess whether the gloss used by the grammarian is still
appropriate under the theoretical assumptions held by the typologist.

6.3 Research question
This study is primarily concerned with the structure of information packaging that
is part of the underlying functional representation of the utterances that speakers
use in verbal communication. The means of surface structure encoding that are
used to convey informational categories are treated exclusively as a ‘window’ on
this underlying structure. They are seen as instrumental, and are not investigated
in their own right.

Articulations In chapter 5, some modifications were proposed to the way in which
Functional Discourse Grammar treats information packaging. The aim of these
modifications was to arrive at a representation in which information packaging
instructions can be represented as primitives, referred to as informational arti-
culations. They are inserted in the language user’s assertion in accordance with
the Speaker-driven and Addressee-oriented information packaging considerations
as present in the communicative intention. It has been stressed throughout the
previous chapters that the informational articulations are not unitary primitives,
but are configurational/syntagmatic constructs. This composite nature of the
articulations derives immediately from their dual function in discourse knowledge
management: addressation and actualization of the propositional structure of the
interlocutor’s discourse knowledge. Although the approach proposed in chapter 5
allows for the definition of many more such informational configurations, five of
these – referred to as core informational articulations below – are assumed
to have universal status. Table 6.1 gives an overview of their names and the
abbreviations used for them, as well as their formal representation in FDG.
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Label Name Representation

A Address-central Thetic $n ∣ [(foc Topi)]
B Entry-central Thetic $n ∣ [(foc Cmi)]
C Entry-central Categorical $n ∣ [(Topi) (foc Cmi)Rel]
D Address-central Categorical $n ∣ [(foc Topi) (Cmi)Rel]
E Identificational $n ∣ [ . . . (foc {R,T}i) . . . ]

Table 6.1 The five informational articulations and their representations

Paradigmaticity in information packaging The interaction between the dimensions
of addressation and actualization endows the domain of information packaging
with a paradigmatic structure. Three parameters describe the paradigm. The
first of these, [predicationality], distinguishes between articulations that predicate
relevance and those that do not. The second, [constitution], is concerned with
the type of informational layers that an assertion consists of, and distinguishes
articulations with and without a Topic and Comment Layer, respectively. The
third, [locus of Focus], is concerned with the layer the Focus operator is attached
to, which can be the Topic or Comment layer in the articulation, or a Subact of
evocation.

The parameters are not fully independent. In particular, [constitution] and
[locus of Focus] are not completely separable, in that assignment of a Focus operator
to a Topic or a Comment layer entails the presence of such a layer in the constitution
of the articulation. Also, for a single-layer articulation whose constitution is known,
the locus of the Focus operator is trivial. Nevertheless, it appears that all three
are required to describe the five articulations that are distinguished in this study.
This is done in Table 6.2. Note that, with the exception of [predicationality],
the parameters are not binary. [Constitution] is ternary, and is best split in two
binary parameters [±Top] and [±Cm] for classificatory purposes. [Locus of Focus]
is not binary either, as the locus of the Focus operator may be the Topic layer,
the Comment layer or neither of these, as is the case with the Identificational
articulation.3

A graphical representation of the way the parameters discussed in this section
compartmentalize the domain of information packaging is given in Figure 6.1. As can
be seen from the figure, the Entry-central and Address-central Thetic articulations

3As has been noted before, the parameters in Table 6.2 allow for other, more complex
articulations than the five discussed in this study. For example, it is conceivable that
certain languages allow categorical assertions in which both the Topic and Comment layer
bear a Focus marker, or languages that make a distinction between Identificational Focus as
part of a categorical or a thetic articulation. Also, [predicationality] may have more values
than the ones distinguished here, for instance to accommodate the pragmatic relation that
involves a secondary Topic as proposed in Nikolaeva (2001).
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predicates constitution locus of Focus
relevance Topic Comment Topic Comment

A – + – + –
B – – + – +
C + + + – +
D + + + + –
E ± ± ± – –

Table 6.2 Articulations decomposed as binary feature sets

(B and A) are dissimilar on two of the three parameters (constitution and locus of
Focus), and similar on [predicationality]. The Address-central and Entry-central
Categorical articulations (D and C) are dissimilar on [locus of Focus], but similar
on [predicationality] and [constitution]. The Entry-central Thetic and Categorical
articulations (B and C) are dissimilar on the parameter [predicationality], but
similar on the parameter [locus of Focus]; the same is true for the Address-central
Thetic and Categorical articulations (A and D). The dotted lines indicate that
A, C and D are similar on [constitution], as well as B, C and D. Finally, E is –
somewhat inconsistently – positioned in the centre of the figure, to reflect the fact
that it remains agnostic to any particular value on the parameters [constitution]
and [predicationality], and has its Focus operator on an evocational layer instead
of an informational one.

C

E

A

D

B

Cm Top

+Top

+Cm

Categorical

Thetic

predicationality

constitution

locus of Focus

Figure 6.1 The paradigmatic structure of information packaging
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Research question The research question pursued in this study derives from what
has been said above, and can be formulated as follows:

Main research question. How does the paradigmatic structure
of the domain of information packaging affect the way that natural
languages treat informational articulations in surface structure?

In the following chapters, more specific predictions will be formulated that are
derived from this question.

6.4 Design
It was noted in passing in the previous section that this study employs a mapping
design, meaning that it is interested in the correspondences between discrete
surface structure categories and discrete categories from underlying structure.4

The question is how these functional categories, which form a conceptual space
(Croft 2003: 134), ‘map onto’ the available surface structure categories. The data
points in such a mapping design consist of information about the correspondence
between points in the conceptual domain and means of surface structure encoding.
The design proposed here can be seen as a member of the family of semantic map
approaches (Haspelmath 2003).

6.4.1 Terminology
In order to avoid confusion further down the road, a number of basic notions and
notational conventions will be highlighted in this section.

Articulation Informational articulations are the functional units pertinent to the
present study. They are syntagmatic constructs at the Interpersonal Level of Gram-
mar, where they reflect the manipulations that a Speaker instructs an Addressee
to perform on his discourse knowledge. Articulations are Speaker-driven, because
they are in accordance with the Speaker’s communicative intention. They are also
Addressee-oriented, in that Speakers’ instructions conform to the assumed state of
knowledge of their interlocutors.

Informational articulation (I). A syntagmatic configuration at
the Interpersonal Level of Grammar that conveys instructions to the
Addressee concerning the tasks of addressation and actualization of
discourse knowledge that the Speaker intends him to perform.

4The term mapping originates in early work of Chomsky, where it refers to the stages
in the derivation at which syntax interacts with LF. Similar notions occur in other
transformational frameworks, such as LFG (mapping theory, cf. Bresnan 2001), RRG
(linking algorithm, cf. Van Valin 2005) and FG (expression rules, cf. Dik 1997a;
Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008).
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Given their strongly interpersonal nature, it will prove useful to be able to
distinguish between intended and interpreted articulations. Articulations as in-
tended by the Speaker are referred to as IS. Articulations as interpreted by the
Addressee are referred to as IA. For example, AS refers to an Address-central
Thetic articulation intended by the Speaker, while DA refers to an Address-central
Categorical articulation as interpreted by the Addressee, et cetera.

Articulations are identified by means of external evidence (Croft 2003: 14ff),
namely on the basis of the context that surrounds them. That is, it is assumed that
the information packaging instructions that the Speaker imparts to the Addressee as
part of a Communicated Content Ct can be inferred from the instructions imparted
in Ct−1 and Ct+1, whether the communicative exchange is monologic or dialogic.

Coding strategy At the level of surface structure, the constructions that are em-
ployed to convey the informational articulations will be referred to as coding
strategies. A coding strategy is defined as a unique surface structure pattern
(consisting of morphosyntactic and/or phonological features) that can consistently
be associated with a (cluster of) semantic and/or pragmatic properties. The notion
is kept extremely vague intentionally, so that it can easily be applied to categorize
surface structure phenomena of whatever kind, in whatever combination, at whate-
ver level of granularity. Its vagueness is not problematic for the research design at
hand, because the interest of the mapping design is not in the morphosyntactic
properties of the coding strategy.

Coding strategy (S). A unique language-specific surface structure
pattern, associated with a (cluster of) functional distinction(s) in a
consistent manner.

It is important to stress that coding strategies, unlike the informational articulations
they are used to express, are language-specific. This assumption follows from a rigid
interpretation of the view that universal syntactic categories do not exist, found both
in Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008) and functional
typology. As Haspelmath (2007: 123) puts it, “not only are similar categories in
two languages never identical, but languages also often exhibit categories that
are not even particularly similar to categories in other languages.” An important
consequence of a strict interpretation of this non-apriorism is that no lower or
upper limit can be set a priori for the number of strategies that is necessary and
sufficient to describe the encoding of the informational domain in a given language.
Instead, such an inventory is identified for each language separately. In order to
do this, contrastive analysis of a large corpus of utterances is required, in which
the identification of a coding strategy is based on the fact that it is contrastively
distinct from alternative strategies available in the same Grammar. In this study,
the particular morphosyntactic properties and behaviour that cause this contrastive
distinctiveness are not at issue. The general abbreviation for coding strategies
will be italic capital S. Specific coding strategies are referred to by means of a
label mnemonic of their prototypical morphosyntactic features, again printed in
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italics. These labels are nothing more than mere labels; no theoretical significance
is implied by their names.5

It cannot be emphasized enough that the coding strategies distinguished in
this study by no means give an exhaustive account of the morphosyntax of the
languages in the sample. On the contrary, following the definition given above, only
those strategies are taken into account where the morphosyntactic construct can be
related to a (cluster of) informational articulation(s) in a consistent fashion. These
can be seemingly haphazard selections and recombinations of syntactic categories
described in the grammars of these languages, but that is not problematic: all that
the coding strategies are used for in this study is to describe whether and in what
combinations informational articulations may cluster in surface structure. The
grammatical properties of the expression that these articulations take are beyond
its scope.

Coding potential However vague the definition of coding strategies given in the
previous section, it should be clear that the basis for their identification is the
consistent association of form and function. This entails that coding strategies can
be described in two ways: in terms of their morphosyntactic and/or phonological
properties and behaviour, and in terms of the functional categories they are used
to express. The latter aspect will be referred to as the coding potential of the
coding strategy. It will be abbreviated as CPS :

Coding potential (CPS). The subset of informational articulations
{I} that a given coding strategy S may be used to express.

The coding potential is defined as the subset of articulations that the coding strategy
may be used to express. Because we are dealing with the surface structure side of
things, the articulations when used to define cpS are printed in italics. An example
is given in (1):

(1) CPPostverbal = {B, C, E}
‘The coding potential of the postverbal strategy consists of the Thetic,
Categorical and Identificational articulations’

The notion of coding potential has a quantitative as well as a qualitative side, as
both the number and type of articulation(s) that S can be used to express may
differ. Adopting terminology introduced in Hengeveld (1992), a coding strategy
with a coding potential that comprises a single informational articulation will be
called differentiated, whereas a strategy that can be used to express more than
one articulation will be called flexible.

As every utterance in discourse is considered to have a single informational
purpose and consequently will be represented as a single informational articulation
at the Interpersonal Level of Grammar, it will be clear that each data point only

5The contrastive analyses can only be appreciated if the relevant coding strategies of
one language are considered collectively. For the languages of the sample, such analyses
are provided in the appendix.
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illustrates a single element of CPS . Whether or not S is a specialized or a flexible
coding strategy can only be determined on the basis of multiple data points.

Informational configuration, informatogram In chapter 8, the necessity will arise
to refer to the mapping between coding strategies and informational articulations
of a language in its entirety, rather than the mapping per coding strategy in
terms of its coding potential. This ‘full picture’ will be called the informational
configuration of the language. The informational configuration can be represented
graphically as an informatogram, of which an example is given in Figure 6.2.
The circular nodes in the informatogram represent the informational articulations,
abbreviated A thru E as explained in Table 6.1 above. The rectangular nodes
represent the coding strategies, the number of which cannot be established a priori,
but which may differ from one language to the next. Whether the S -nodes are
printed above or below the I-nodes has no theoretical significance, but is an arbitrary
choice made to preserve the readability of the figures. The edges between the nodes,
which together reflect the coding potential of the S they connect to, represent the
data points.6

A B C D E

S1

S2

S3

S4

Figure 6.2 Example informatogram

6.4.2 Implementation
The data format used during the stage of collection follows the basic principles of
the mapping design outlined above. Each data point consists of a contextualized
example illustrating the association of a coding strategy and an informational
articulation, whereby the identification of the latter is aided by the surrounding
context.

Data points give partial information about the coding potential of the coding
strategy involved. Consider the following example from Udihe. Udihe is a V-
final language, but can express (Subject) referents in postverbal position under

6In the appendix, the numbers on the edges correspond to the relevant example numbers.
This information is not included in the informatograms in the chapters.
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certain circumstances, one of which is the evacuation of such a referent from a
position that is canonically associated with its interpretation as Topic. In (2), the
unexpected event of ‘Crow’ diving into the kettle is presented in its entirety, and
g’ai is expressed in postverbal position to prevent a topical interpretation of that
referent. It can be thus determined from the surrounding context that the utterance
has a Entry-central Thetic articulation (B).

(2) (the kettle began to boil, while Otter sat opposite of it) B
joxo
pot

culi
through

xuiN-ku-niee
dive-pst-3sg

g’ai.
crow

‘Crow dove into the kettle.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 899)

Example (2) illustrates that the Entry-central Thetic articulation belongs to the
coding potential of postverbal referent expression in Udihe. However, the coding
potential of this strategy is not limited to conveying this articulation. As the next
example illustrates, it can also be employed to express an Entry-central Categorical
articulation (C). In (3), ‘Otter’ is already established as the active Topic of the
conversation, and the event of him putting the pot on the fire is appended to the
knowledge that the Addressee possesses already.

(3) (‘come over to my house, Crow, then I’ll make you dinner’) C
kawa
house

do-lo-ni
inside-loc-3sg

joxo-i
pot-rfl

toxolo-gi-e
put_on_fire-iter-pst.part

z’oto.
otter

‘Inside the house, Otter put the pot on the fire.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya
2001: 897)

Finally, the strategy is also used to convey the Identificational articulation (E).
In (4), the intended actualization of the Addressee’s discourse knowledge is realized
by instantiating the Agent slot of the (otherwise presupposed) event of x putting
the pot on the fire with the (also presupposed) referent ‘Crow’. The utterance
has an identificational articulation, a fact of which the presence of xaisi is a further
indication.7

(4) (Otter came to Crow’s) E
eme-mie
come-inf

joxo-i
pot-rfl

toxolo-gi-e-ni
put_on_fire-iter-pst-3sg

g’ai
crow

xaisi.
too

‘When it [Otter] came, Crow also put the pot on the fire.’

7Particles like xaisi are considered Focus operators (König 1991), which unambi-
guously indicate that the elements in their scope constitute an actualization of presupposed
knowledge. The examples clearly show that there are different motivations to exploit the
postverbal slot. In (2), postverbal Subject expression is in a sense epiphenomenal because
the main concern of the language user is to prevent a Topic interpretation of the postverbal
referent. In (4), on the other hand, the prominence of the target position is exploited.
Whether and how such motivations are related is not at issue in this study. The reason
why (3) has a postverbal Subject is not clear: the slot seems to be associated with other
kinds of prominence besides Focus (see also Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 844ff).
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(Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 898)

On the basis of the evidence above, the coding potential of the Udihe strategy
Postverbal can be said to range over the Categorical, Thetic and Identificational
articulations. This is graphically represented in Figure 6.3.

A B C D E

Postverbal

Figure 6.3 Coding potential of the Postverbal strategy in Udihe

In the same way, the other coding strategies that are pertinent to the expression
of informational articulations can be plotted as well. The resulting informatogram
that reflects the entire informational configuration of Udihe is given in Figure 6.4.
It shows that four coding strategies can be distinguished in Udihe that are relevant
in the domain of information structure expression. The coding potential of the
Postverbal strategy comprises the Entry-central Thetic (B) and Categorical (C)
articulations, as well as the Identificational articulation (E); the coding potential
of the Preverbal strategy ranges over the Address-central Thetic and Categorical
articulations (A and D); the S-initial strategy can express Entry-central Categorical
and Address-central Thetic articulations (C and A); and finally the Default strategy
has a coding potential that comprises all articulations except the Address-central
Categorical (D). Note again, that the morphosyntactic properties and behaviour of
the coding strategies are not at issue, and that the labels used for the strategies are
mere mnemonic references to much more complicated morphosyntactic processes.

D A C B E

Preverbal

S-initial

Postverbal

Default

Figure 6.4 Udihe informatogram
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The informatogram in Figure 6.4 highlights a general property of the data set,
namely the abundant presence of many-to-many relationships between forms and
functions. It shows that Udihe has no fully specialized coding strategies; instead,
each strategy can be used to convey more than one informational articulation.
Moreover, each informational articulation can be expressed by means of more than
one strategy. While the complete absence of differentiated coding strategies is
rare – Udihe and Greenlandic Inuktitut are the only languages in the sample that
have no differentiated means of expression for informational distinctions at all
– multifunctionality and redundancy in the expression of information packaging
appear widespread in the languages of the sample.

6.4.3 Universalization of coding strategies
In section 6.4.1, I stressed that coding strategies are necessarily defined at the level
of individual languages, since no universal syntactic categories can be formulated.
The lack of such universal categories makes it impossible to give cross-linguistically
valid definitions of coding strategies in terms of their morphosyntactic behaviour.
However, the research design proposed in this study provides an elegant and
straightforward way to circumvent this problem and thus enable cross-linguistic
comparison after all. That is, rather than characterising strategies in terms of their
morphosyntactic behaviour, they can be defined and compared in terms of their
coding potential.

The number of logically possible coding potentials can be established indepen-
dently of particular languages. It equals the number of subsets of whatever size
that can be drawn from the set of five informational articulations, whereby no
articulation can occur more than once in each subset and the order of elements
in each subset is irrelevant. This number is calculated as the sum of binomial
coefficients ∑4

n=1 (5
n
), where n is the number of articulations in the coding potential.

This means that there are thirty logically possible coding potentials, which together
are sufficient to give an exhaustive, universal characterization of all coding strategies
in all languages.8 The full list of coding potentials is given in Table 6.3 below.
Since the definition of coding potentials makes reference to universal categories
(informational articulations) rather than to language-specific ones (morphosyntactic
categories), the characterization of coding strategies in terms of coding potentials
enables cross-linguistic comparison between them. Simply put, two strategies from
different languages that differ radically in terms of their morphosyntactic behaviour,
but which can both be used to convey the Entry-central (A) and Address-central
Categorical (D) articulations, for instance, can be said to be identical for the
purposes of the present study.

8Namely, ∑4
n=1 (

5
n
) = ∑

4
n=1

5!
n! ⋅ (5−n)!

= 30. This excludes the ‘empty’ and ‘all-inclusive’
coding potentials, which can convey no articulation at all and all articulations, respectively.
These two patterns are excluded because they would require that the entire array of coding
devices in the Grammar is taken into account, irrespective of their relevance to information
packaging.
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n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4

A AB BD ABC ADE ABCD

B AC BE ABD BCD ABCE

C AD CD ABE BCE ABDE

D AE CE ACD BDE ACDE

E BC DE ACE CDE BCDE

Table 6.3 Logically possible coding potentials, grouped by size

The cross-linguistically valid characterization of coding strategies in terms of
their coding potential is illustrated in the adapted version of the Udihe informato-
gram in Figure 6.5. Similar informatograms of the other languages in the sample
can be found in the appendix and as illustrations in the next chapters.

D A C B E

AD

CD

BCE

ABCE

Figure 6.5 Adapted Udihe informatogram

The advantage of this adaptation is that the informatograms in this shape are
directly amenable to cross-linguistic comparison.9

6.5 Data
In order to identify the informational articulation associated with the assertion
that a Speaker makes, this study relies on the context of the assertion under
consideration. Based on the expression of the Discourse Acts surrounding At,
an estimate can be made of the Addressee’s MWt, or at least of the Speaker’s

9A number of languages in the sample have multiple different coding strategies with
identical coding potentials; see for instance the informatogram of Ma’di in the appendix,
which features three coding strategies with coding potential B, three strategies with coding
potential C and three strategies with coding potential E. Where this situation obtains,
the coding strategies concerned are conflated to a single rectangle in the informatogram,
which is connected to the articulation(s) at issue by means of more than one edge.
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assumptions about MA
Wt. This reliance on external evidence from context is

crucial: if we were to identify the information packaging instructions imparted by
the Speaker on the basis of the morphosyntactic shape of the expression, this would
result in circularity.

Therefore, this study exclusively considers contextualized data. The remarks
made earlier notwithstanding, recent grammatical descriptions often include a
selection of transcripts of spoken discourse. Of these, a practical choice has been
made to consider primarily narrative monologues. This has two advantages. First,
narrative monologue is by far the best-documented genre cross-linguistically. Second,
narrative monologue typically makes limited deictic reference to the physical world
that surrounds the speech situation, and features a relatively high amount of non-
phoric third-person reference. This makes the analyses somewhat easier, because
phoric elements, in particular reference to first and second persons, tend to behave
cross-linguistically different from independent phrases of reference: expression
of the former tends to be conditioned more strongly by the morphosyntactic
environment these elements occur in, whereas expression of the latter retains a
certain amount of independence from such considerations. Another reason why
the use of narrative discourse is preferable in the context of this research is that
the amount of presuppositional structure that is transferred in such settings is
much higher than in other communicative interactions, where the social functions
of language often take precedence over its informative functions.

Most of the third-person narrative documented in grammars concerns story-
telling, rather than the communication of ‘actual’ events that constitute new
knowledge for the interlocutor. Obviously, an important function of story-telling
is the strengthening of social ties in the community: many authors note that
the stories they report are well-known in the community, and that the ability to
tell them well comes with increased social status. Nevertheless, I believe that a
distinction must be made between the social function of a genre and the social
functions of a Discourse Act. Therefore, the consecutive assertions made in the
context of story-telling will still be assumed to have primarily an informative
function, notwithstanding the fact that most of interlocutors know quite well how
the story will evolve. One could argue that their ‘actual’ knowledge is suspended
in the context of the communicative exchange.

The inherent risk of limiting the investigation to third-person narrative discourse
is that the results of this study cannot be interpreted as knowledge of the way in
which languages deal with information packaging, but merely of the way in which
languages deal with information packaging in narrative discourse. Therefore, one
conclusion that can be drawn before we have even started is that this research
should be repeated on the basis of a more diverse collection of transcripts. However,
given the sporadic availability of transcribed discourse from other genres, it will be
difficult to compile a sample with sufficient coverage.
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6.6 Sample
It has been emphasized throughout this dissertation that the research it is based on
is exploratory rather than confirmatory. The study does not aim to test pre-existing
hypotheses concerning the distribution and encoding of informational categories, but
is interested merely in exploring the domain of information packaging, identifying
promising areas of future research and formulating hypotheses to be tested in
confirmatory follow-up studies. The sampling of subject languages was done
with these aims in mind. A sincere attempt was made to balance empirical and
methodological requirements on the one hand with practical limitations on the
other. The resulting fifteen-language sample is given in Table 6.4; an overview of
its areal distribution is given in Figure 6.6. Despite its small size and dramatically
incomplete genealogical coverage, I would still uphold that the sample is a variety
sample, albeit hardly a very adequate one.

Variety sampling is widely considered the most appropriate technique when
conducting exploratory research (Song 2001: 34) in which optimal coverage of all
potential manifestations of a phenomenon prevails over the proportionate represen-
tation of previously established groups. Variety is usually operationalized in terms
of genealogical and/or areal spread. Most methods of variety sampling require a
minimal sample size equal to the number of superordinate phylogenetic groups in a
genealogical classification of the researcher’s choice, which by definition includes
all language isolates. One elegant method to decide on the inclusion of languages
beyond that number is proposed by Bakker and Rijkhoff (1998), who provide an
algorithm that determines the proportional representation of each phylogenetic
group in the sample as a function of its internal complexity rather than its overall
size. Depending on which genealogical classification is used, the minimal number of
languages in a variety sample using this method is somewhere between twenty-nine
(when using the genealogical classification proposed in Ruhlen 1987)10 and 252
(when using the genera proposed in Dryer 1992). Still, such minimal samples are
considered to be a poor approximation of the probable diversity in the linguistic
universe. An adequate sample in fact “can never be too large” (Bakker fc), and
it seems that most typological studies nowadays are conducted on the basis of
samples of fifty languages and up.

However, sample size is a function of the availability of data and research time.
Compiling a variety sample large enough to withstand methodological criticism is a
time-consuming task, especially if the necessary data is not readily accessible for the
researcher. As was explained in section 6.5, the data used for this research consist
entirely of contextualized utterances taken from running text. In addition, in order
to assess the coding potential of individual coding strategies large quantities of data

10That is, one representative of each of the nineteen superordinate phylogenetic groups,
one representative from the ‘pseudo-phylum’ of contact languages, and nine language
isolates. The size of any actual minimal variety sample based on Ruhlen’s classification
is twenty-three, because for six of his language isolates – Sumerian, Etruscan, Hurrian,
Meroitic, Nahali and Gilyak – so little data is available that their inclusion is meaningful
in only a handful of very specific studies.
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had to be surveyed per language, and large portions of the individual Grammars
had to be studied in considerable detail in order to determine whether apparent
instances of surface structure variation could really be ascribed to a pragmatic
distinction, or were conditioned by semantics or other parts of morphosyntax
instead. Given the time limits imposed on the research, it simply proved impossible
to collect data on more than the fifteen languages currently in the sample.

Three criteria were adopted in the compilation of the present sample: data
availability, genealogical diversity and ‘morphosyntactic interestingness’ of the
languages concerned. These criteria determined the order in which the sample
languages were selected from a larger ‘proto-sample’; the time available dictated that
the inclusion of further languages should stop at the eventual fifteen. The resulting
sample suffers from two very noticeable shortcomings: the over-representation of
Ruhlen’s Amerind and Austric phylums, and especially the absence of a large
number of other superordinate groups.

As regards the former problem, the inclusion of the three Amazonian Amerind
languages at issue was motivated entirely by their respective ‘interestingness’:
Movima was included on account of its peculiar interaction between word order and
alignment; Hixkaryana because of its Subject-final canonical constituent order, and
Tariana because of theTopic advancement construction and the apparent reliance
of cross-reference marking on informational considerations. The expectation that,
on account of their morphosyntactic traits, the inclusion of these languages in the
sample would help to gain a better insight into the interaction between information
packaging and surface structure prevailed over the ambition to include languages
from as many different genealogical backgrounds as possible. In addition, it should
be noted that the status of Amerind as a unitary group is heavily contested in the
literature, and that alternative genealogies like the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) classify
Movima, Tariana and Hixkaryana as representative of three distinct superordinate
groups. This last argument is not available to downplay the over-representation
of the Austric phylum in the sample: two of the sample languages – Begak and
Kambera – belong to the Malayo-Polynesian subgroup, as does the lexifier language
of a third (Sri Lankan Malay). The latter is included as a representative of the
group of contact languages; it can also be regarded a Dravidian language on account
of the fact that Tamil is its most important substrate influence. As to the inclusion
of both other languages, the interestingness of the Begak (which exhibits a system
of Focus markers similar to Tagalog) is what motivated its inclusion (Kambera
had already been included at that stage).

At this point, it should be remarked that diversity samples based on genealogical
diversity suffer from a coverage problem of their own. As is observed in Croft
(2003: 22), a sample that consists of languages that are maximally dissimilar
genealogically may be likely to capture all discrete types in a typology, but is
considerably less likely to give insight into the existence of intermediate types,
if these are thought to arise as a consequence of diachronic change and language
contact. Therefore, Croft argues, a study carried out on the basis of a diversity
sample should ideally be complemented by a study of closely related languages to
gain insight into the transition patterns that may exist between the discrete states
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in the typology. While the present sample does not begin to come close to being an
adequate representative of the approach Croft advocates, the over-representation
of the Amerind and Austric groups may be seen to address this concern.

The real problem with this sample is the severe under-representation of a large
number of superordinate genealogical groups: eight of Ruhlen’s phyla are not
included in the sample at all, and none of his language isolates is. For a number of
absentees, data availability was the primary reason why they were not among the
primary candidates for inclusion in the sample. This is particularly true for the
isolates – Burushaski, Ket and Basque – for which transcribed discourse data is
known to exist, but was difficult to get a hold of. Similar data problems were at
hand for some of the absent phyla: Kartvelian, Chuckchi-Kamchatkan, Khoisan
and Afro-Asiatic were excluded because no representative of these families could
be found for which a sufficient amount of transcribed discourse data was readily
available. This is especially frustrating for the Afro-Asiatic phylum, as it is well
known from the literature that one of its branches (Cushitic) would definitely need
to be included in this study on account of the ‘interestingness’ of its behaviour in
the domain of (pragmatically conditioned) noun incorporation (cf. among others
Svolacchia et al. 1995). For the other four absent families – Sino-Tibetan, Korean-
Japanese, Indo-Hittite and Uralic-Yukaghir – ample data is available from several
of their member languages that could have been used: these groups are excluded
simply for reasons of time.11

In sum, parts of the linguistic universe may be too prominent in the sample,
roughly half of the potential cross-linguistic variation that is genealogically induced
is omitted from this study. Therefore, any cross-linguistic generalizations derived
from the results reported here have to be treated with the greatest possible suspicion.
Nevertheless, it should be recalled that the eventual aim of this study is to gather
empirical support for a typology of information packaging, rather than to account
for the distribution of classes of this typology across the world’s languages. As we
will see, even the severely impaired sample that is used here provides the necessary
support for the classes I set out to find. Therefore, even though there is an urgent
need to repeat the present study on the basis of a better sample, the results that
are obtained are not rendered invalid because of its lacking genealogical coverage.

11Accidentally, it should be noted that languages from these four groups are among the
best-studied cases of the influence of information structuring on morphosyntax: many
influential theoretical insights have been inspired by work on Japanese, Chinese and the
European languages. While this was not the ‘official’ reason why they are not among the
primary candidates for inclusion in the sample, the fact remains that a lot of conflicting
statements about information packaging are made for these languages, precisely because
they are so well-documented.
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Qualitative analysis

7.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework described in earlier chapters has given rise to the
postulation of five categories – the informational articulations – in the functional
domain of information packaging. These articulations are not a random selection
of relevant primitives, but form a paradigm: a structured system of elements that
are in a mutually substitutional relationship. The parameters responsible for the
structure in this paradigm are the dimensions of addressation and actualization,
the two tasks that language users have to take into account in discourse knowledge
management. Therefore, each articulation can be described by means of unique
parameter settings, as was explained in section 6.3 above. The feature-based
classification of informational articulations makes it possible to highlight their
respective similarities and dissimilarities, and consequently predict likely and
unlikely associations between them. As such, the theoretical framework allows for
clear hypotheses regarding the potential expression of information packaging.

The underlying structure of linguistic expressions is reflected in their surface
structure encoding. A widespread assumption about the relationship between
the two is known as the iconicity principle (Haiman 1985), which dictates that
recurrent similarity in form is indicative of proximity in meaning. For reasons
explained in section 6.2, this study does not depart from specific surface structure
phenomena. The main problem with such a bottom-up approach for the domain
of information packaging is its pervasiveness in surface structure encoding, which
makes it impossible to limit the scope of the investigation to a preset number of
morphosyntactic constructs. Therefore, rather than moving from surface structure
to information structure, this study is set up in the opposite direction: informational
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categories are identified on the basis of external factors (primarily context), after
which their encoding in surface structure is investigated. Given this top-down
direction of the research, the reverse of Haiman’s iconicity principle will be assumed:
(theory-based) proximity of the articulations is expected to result in recurrent
similarity in form.

7.2 The informational paradigm
This section revisits the assumed paradigmatic structure of information packaging
alluded to in chapter 6, which makes it possible to distinguish between groupings
of articulations in clusters with different status: classes, which share one or more
parameter settings, and non-classes, for which this is not the case. Classes and
non-classes of articulations are expected to behave differently with respect to surface
structure encoding, as will be hypothesized in the next section.

7.2.1 A brief recapitulation
In chapter 3, a model of discourse knowledge organization and discourse knowledge
management was proposed. It has been argued there that presupposed discourse
knowledge is kept at an address in the discourse bulletin board, where it forms a
context set against which the contents of an asserted proposition is evaluated, and
to which it is appended afterwards. A discourse referent (cf. Karttunen 1969) serves
as the identifier of the address. In this set-up, discourse knowledge management is
faced with two orthogonal tasks: the allocation of asserted knowledge to the proper
address, and the actualization of the context set kept at that address.

In verbal communication, the Speaker aims to manipulate the discourse know-
ledge organization of the Addressee, typically with the intention to bring about
some degree of harmonization between his interlocutor’s state of knowledge and his
own. In order to achieve his communicative intention, the Speaker imposes a dual
set of informational instructions on the representational content of his discourse
act. These instructions tell the Addressee against the contents of which address
the Speaker expects him to evaluate the propositional content that is asserted, and
how it constitutes an actualization of the presupposed knowledge that the Speaker
assumes that the Addressee possesses. In chapter 5, it has been proposed that
these instructions be modelled at the Interpersonal Level in Functional Discourse
Grammar. As they deal with the attribution of interpersonally motivated structure
to the content of the Speaker’s message, information packaging is considered to be
located inside the Communicated content of the Discourse Act.

Units of information packaging To model the process of allocation or addressation
(cf. Jacobs 2001), two units are required. One conveys an instruction to the
Addressee to look up a particular address, identified by a discourse referent. The
layer conveying this instruction is Topic, the head of which may be instantiated by a
Subact of Reference that evokes the discourse referent identifying the address. The
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other layer conveys an instruction to evaluate for admission into the context set the
asserted propositional content. The layer conveying this instruction is Comment,
the head of which is instantiated by at least those elements in the assertion that
are deemed informative for the Addressee. Addressation triggers the inference of
a pragmatic relation of relevance between the identifier of the address and the
propositional content that is addressed there. When Topic and Comment co-occur,
they do so in a predicational configuration. Topic in this configuration serves as
the predicative element, predicating relevance of its Comment.

The process of actualization is modelled by means of a Focus operator, which
can have scope over (the denotation of) either of the informational units Topic
and Comment, or over (the denotation of) a Subact of evocation. The Focus
operator signals that the material in its scope constitutes an update of presumably
presupposed knowledge: it is a trigger for the Addressee to infer a pragmatic relation
of non-retrievability (and therefore, informativeness) between the Focus-marked
layer and the presupposed material. In a discourse act that has an intention to be
informative, at least one Focus operator is assigned.

Informational articulations In chapter 5, it has been argued that instructions regar-
ding addressation and actualization are modelled by means of frames, configurational
primitives that are taken from the lexicon. Following Vallduví (1992), these frames
are referred to here as informational articulations. They are composite (trinomial
in his terminology), in that units belonging to orthogonal dimensions of informa-
tion packaging jointly form a unified configuration. Therefore, the articulations
may differ in three respects: predicationality, constitution and locus of Focus (see
chapter 6). The formal representations of the articulations are listed in Table 6.1
on page 117.

7.2.2 Classes of articulations
The informational articulations can be grouped in different ways. Groups that
can be defined in terms of a shared value on one of the parameters of information
packaging – discussed in section 6.3 – will be referred to as classes. Six of these
can be defined, as is shown in (1):

(1) Classes of articulations
a. Theticity-based: A, B
b. Categoriality-based: C, D
c. Topic-based: A, C, D
d. Comment-based: B, C, D
e. Address-based: A, D
f. Entry-based: B, C

Classes based on [predicationality] The predicationality parameter divides the
articulations in two groups. The Entry-central and Address-central Categorical
articulations (C and D) are predicational, in that the Comment is predicated to be
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relevant of the Topic. The Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations
(A and B) are non-predicational, and a relevance relation consequently is lacking.
These two classes will be referred to as categoriality-based and theticity-based,
respectively. For the Identificational articulation, the predicationality parameter is
not relevant.

Classes based on [constitution] The articulations that contain a Topic layer are
the Address-central Thetic (A), and Entry-central and Address-central Categorical
articulations (C, D). This class will be referred to asTopic-based. The articulations
that contain a Comment layer are the Entry-central Thetic and Categorical (B, C)
and Address-central Categorical (D) articulations. This class will be referred to as
Comment-based.

Classes based on [locus of Focus] Finally, articulations can be grouped according
to the locus of the Focus operator. The Address-central Thetic (B) and Categorical
(D) articulations have a Focus operator on their Topic layer: they contain an
instruction to identify a new address. For that reason, this class will be called
address-based. The Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (B, C)
have a Focus operator on their Comment layer, which conveys an instruction to
enter the asserted propositional content as a new entry. Therefore, this class will
be called entry-based. In the Identificational articulation, the Focus operator
attaches neither to the Topic nor the Comment layer, but to an evocational Subact.
As such, locus of Focus is the only parameter that is relevant to the classification of
the Identificational articulation (E). This has to do with the fact that the dimension
of addressation, from which the other features derive, is irrelevant to E. That is,
while the overwhelming majority of Identificational articulations is expressed as part
of a Topic-Comment structure, in which the Comment consists of a presupposed
and an informative part, it is also possible to convey Identificational focus as part
of a message that consists of just a Topic or a Comment layer. As will be seen in
section 8.3.2, its special position in the informational paradigm has consequences
for the way in which E patterns with the other articulations in expression.

7.2.3 Non-classes of articulations
The six groupings of articulations that were discussed above constitute classes, in
the sense that they have a shared value on at least one of the parameters that
define the domain. In addition, a number of groupings is logically possible that
are non-classes: groups, that is, which score differently on each of the parameters
mentioned in Table 6.2. Four such non-classes can be distinguished:

(2) Non-classes of articulations
a. ???-based: A, B, C
b. ???-based: A, B, D
c. ???-based: A, C
d. ???-based: B, D
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The first of these non-classes is the combination of the Address-central and Entry-
central Thetic (A, B), and Entry-central Categorical (C) articulations. They
score differently for predicationality (A and B being non-predicational, while C is
predicational), constitution (B contains only a Comment layer, while A contains
only a Topic layer) and locus of Focus (C and B have a Focus-marked Comment,
while A has a Focus-marked Topic layer). Because they do not have a single common
denominator, there is no criterion that would warrant their status as a class. The
same is true for the non-class consisting of the Address-central and Entry-central
Thetic (A, B) and Address-central Categorical (D) articulations, which is also a
non-class. Likewise, there is no criterion that warrants the formation of a class
consisting of the B and D articulations, and the same is true for the combination
of the articulations A and C.

7.3 Limits to coding potential
This section investigates how the various informational articulations are expressed in
surface structure. First, a hypothesis is introduced that predicts certain limits to the
joint expression of articulations by means of a single coding strategy. This hypothesis
is tested in the following two subsections, where it is shown that the languages
of the sample largely conform to the prediction. Some counter-examples will also
be discussed. The final section is dedicated to the expression of informational
articulations by means of differentiated coding strategies.

7.3.1 Prediction
It has been pointed out in section 7.1 that Haiman’s iconicity principle dictates
a relation between similarity in form and proximity in meaning. It has also been
explained there that the design of this study is strictly top-down, in the sense
that surface structure distributions are treated exclusively as a consequence of
the functional categories underlying them. This viewpoint is adhered to not just
conceptually, but also methodologically: therefore, surface structure distributions
cannot be exploited to identify underlying structure, as is often done under what
seems to have become the default interpretation of the iconicity principle. Instead,
the identification of underlying categories relies on context, a factor external to the
form-function dichotomy, to the maximal extent possible.

While in such a design the iconicity principle looses its significance as a metho-
dological guideline, it retains its importance as a motivation for the link between
functional structure and surface structure. That is, iconicity also allows for the
reverse assumption that proximity in meaning is likely to cause similarity in form.
Remember that the design of this study is not concerned with the specific morpho-
syntactic behaviour of the coding strategies involved in the expression of information
packaging, but rather with the coding potential of those strategies. The combination
of this property in the design and the paradigmatic structure of the informational
domain that was introduced in the previous section yields the following hypothesis:
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Limits to coding potential. The coding potential of strategies in the
domain of information packaging is constrained by the paradigmatic
structure of that domain. A strategy’s coding potential will only
comprise articulations that have one or more parameter settings in
common.

Specifically, this means that we can expect strategies to have a coding potential
that corresponds to the classes of articulations mentioned in (1). In what follows,
such strategies will be referred to as theticity strategies, categoriality strategies, topic
strategies, etc. On the other hand, we do not expect to find strategies whose coding
potential comprises the non-groups of articulations mentioned in (2). The following
sections investigate whether these expectations are met. The Identificational
articulation, which has a special position in the paradigm in that most of the
parameters are irrelevant to its characterization, is omitted from the discussion
here. The behaviour of the Identificational articulation is discussed separately in
section 8.3.2.

7.3.2 Coding potential and classes
7.3.2.1 Theticity strategies

The coding potential of a theticity strategy ranges over the A and B articulations.
There are three languages in the sample that have such a strategy: Hixkaryana,
Greenlandic Inuktitut and Kambera.

Hixkaryana The default constituent order in Hixkaryana is O–V–S: the transitive
Undergoer argument precedes the inflected verb, while the transitive and intransitive
Actor arguments follow it. Also, Hixkaryana has an ‘evidentiality’ marker tW. In
its unmarked position it follows the inflected verb but it can also occur following
a preverbal referential expression, whether an Object or a Subject (Derbyshire
1985: 79). If we consider the contexts of expression in which this happens, it turns
out that placement of tW on a preverbal referential expression is only done in three
informational articulations. The first is that of a B articulation, as is illustrated
in (3):

(3) (start of story) B
⟦oko-ymo
snake-aug

WmSekRW
baby

tW
evd

y-ahos-aÙkOnW⟧⊩,
3>3-catch-dpc(coll)

amnyehRa.
long_ago

‘They caught a baby anaconda, long ago.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 79/1)

In (3), the propositional content x catching a baby anaconda is introduced
in its entirety, and serves as the narrative background against which the story
evolves. All parts of it are informative: that is, the transitive predication is not just
exploited as a vehicle to introduce the referent ‘baby anaconda’ as a future Topic.
The propositional content is allocated to an address in the discourse organization
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that is not identified by a discourse referent; hence, no relevance is predicated. The
same strategy is also used to express an Address-central Thetic articulation. In (4),
a new discourse address is identified in this way:

(4) (start of myth) A
[wayamo ]⍑
jabuti

tW
evd

n-ehS-akOnW.
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

‘There was a turtle.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 44/1)

Here, no informative propositional content is asserted other than the identity of a
referent ‘about’ whom future information will be given.

Greenlandic Inuktitut has a coding strategy in which a predication is verbalized
so that one of its arguments is expressed as the intransitive verb. As can be seen
in (5), this strategy is used to express an Entry-central Thetic articulation (B), in
which the propositional content is asserted as the backdrop for the remainder of
the story:

(5) (Piuaatsuq was unable to continue) B
⟦nuna
land:abs(sg)

aput-qar-lir-riir-pu-q⟧⊩.
snow-vr-ingr-already-ind-3sg

‘snow was already on the land.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 13/2)

The same coding strategy can also be exploited to convey the A articulation, as is
illustrated by (6). The individual that is verbalized serves as the identifier of a new
discourse address, about which information is asserted in subsequent discourse.

(6) (end of discourse segment) A
Qillarsuaq-kku-t=guuq
Q.-assoc-pl=rpt

[ningaa-qar-mi-pu-t ]⍑.
son_in_law-vr-excl-ind-3sg

‘among Qillarsuaq’s folk, there was a son-in-law.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 2/1)

Kambera features a coding strategy in which a Subject referent is expressed both
by means of a nominative prefix on the verb and by an independent referential
expression in postverbal position. This construction can be exploited to convey
a B articulation, as is illustrated in (7). As was also the case in the examples
given for Hixkaryana and Inuktitut, the informational intention of the Speaker is to
assert the propositional content in its entirety, without relating it to a pre-existing
address.
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(7) (Umbu Mada never tells his father about his mother) B
⟦na-palu-ka-i
3sg(nom)-hit-1sg(acc)-iter

i
art

ina⟧⊩.
mother

“ ‘Mum hit me again.” (he doesn’t say to him)’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 369/2)

The same strategy can be used to convey an A articulation, as is shown in (8).
There, ‘the Jap’ is an important future Topic in the discourse.

(8) (we had plenty at home) A
lupa
until

ba
conj

na-laku
3sg(nom)-go

[na
art

Nipong ]⍑.
Japan

‘until the Jap came.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 386/9)

7.3.2.2 Categoriality strategies

Categoriality strategies are those strategies that can be used to express Entry-central
and Address-central Categorical articulations (C, D), while excluding Address-
central and Entry-central Thetic articulations (A, B). In the languages of the
sample, categoriality strategies are far more widespread than theticity strategies:
seven of the fifteen languages have such a strategy.

Ma’di Ma’di has a Subject-initial constituent order, but certain referential expres-
sions may be fronted to a position preceding the Subject. As is shown in (9), this
fronting strategy is used to convey a C articulation:

(9) (so, how was this courtship handled in the past?) C
[̄iSōmā ]⊤
courtship

⟦àñ1́
2pl

vÙ
go

áàrú⟧⊩.
home

‘(For) courtship you went home.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 709/295)

The assertion in (9) is clearly ‘about’ the earlier established Topic, ‘courtship’.
In (10), it can be seen that the same construction can be used as well to convey
an Address-central Categorical articulation (D). In this example, the Addressee is
invited to imagine a situation in which someone does not abide by the custom to let
quarrels rest in case of a death in the village. In this pretend play, a hypothetical
referent ‘the child of your sister’ is introduced. Several informative statements are
made about this referent, one of which simultaneous with its introduction in the
discourse.

(10) (in case of a death, all quarrels should be put aside) D
k1́
but

dr1̀á
now

â1̀
dem.prox

Òz1̄
yet

[āná-à
2sg-poss

āmvót̄i
sister

Pà
poss

áārá
child

`
spec

n1̄ ]⍑
foc

⟦drá
death
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kÓ-̀ -kŌ-ā⟧⊩
3(n)-n-catch-obj

. . .

‘but now, the child of your sister, death gets to her (and he doesn’t even
come to visit).’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 696/192)

Slave Slave uses a relativiser śi–i to mark Topic referents that have a special
informational status, essentially turning them into headless relative clauses. This
not done for categorical assertions with a continued Topic, but happens frequently
when a Topic is retrieved that had been established earlier in the discourse. Since
activation status plays no role in the classification used in this study, such cases
are classified here as Entry-central Categorical articulations. An example is given
in (11).

(11) (The girl came over to the settler woman) C
[mó– ola
white

ts’éeku
woman

śı–i ]⊤
rel

⟦kahxone
suddenly

dene
person

gúlú
other

gháeda⟧⊩.
3:impf:see

‘The white woman saw a non-Chipewyan person for the first time.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1349/79)

The same construction is used to introduce a new Topic and predicate information
about it in a single assertion. An example is given in (12).

(12) (the children were taken hostage by the Chipewyan) D
hi–t’a
now

ìek’á
apart

[bechile
3:younger_brother

śi–i ]⍑
rel

⟦k’átseleht’ine
Chipewyan

ts’e–
from

ts’éeku
woman

ghá
with

wheda⟧⊩.
3sg:impf:live
‘Now (he who was the) younger brother lived with a woman from the
Chipewyan, (and the sister with a Ch. man).’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1343/17)

Kambera In Kambera, a referent can be evoked in an extraclausal position that
precedes the actual clause, in which it is then re-evoked. Lambrecht (1994) notes
that such constructions aim to achieve a separation of role and reference, whereby
a referent with low activation status is first evoked separately (reference), and
subsequently used in a predication (role). This is exactly what seems to be the case
in Kambera, where this construction is used to convey D articulations as well as C
articulations with an established Topic that needs to be retrieved. An example of
the latter is given in (13). Here, ‘Umbu Mada’ is an established Topic that has not
been evoked for a while. At this point in discourse, the attention shifts back to
him.
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(13) (that is why she just keeps hitting him) C
. . . njadi

thus
[i
art

Umbu Mada
Umbu Mada

una
emph.3sg

nuna ]⊤,
deic.3sg

⟦nda
neg

na-paní-ma-nya
3sg(nom)-tell-emph-3sg(dat)

ina
mother

ama-na⟧⊩
father-3sg(gen)

‘. . . (but when his father returns,) this Umbu Mada here, he doesn’t tell
his father about his mother.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 368-9)

The same construction can also be used to introduce a new Topic in the discourse
and assert information about it. An example is given in (14).

(14) (no context) D
jàka
if

jia-ha
exist-3pl(acc)

[da
art

banda ]⍑,
cattle

⟦banda-nda-ma-nja⟧⊩.
cattle-3pl(gen)-emph-3pl(dat)

‘As for the cattle, it is ours [lit. if there is cattle, (it’s) our cattle].’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 156/34)

Lezgian The canonical Lezgian clause can convey C and D articulations, but
no A and B articulations. The canonical clause has a Subject-initial, verb-final
constituent order, with the lexical Object occurring in preverbal position and any
remaining material occurring between the Subject and Object. In (15), an example
is given that conveys an Entry-central Categorical articulation (C). The antagonist
of the story, ‘wolf’, has been established as a Topic earlier on. This series of
statements gives more information about it. As can be seen in the second part,
realization of the topical Subject referent can also be suppressed.

(15) (I fired two bullets at the wolf) C
a. wahši

[wild(abs) ]⊤
cawu-z
⟦sky-dat

gadar
throw

xa-na,
acaus-aor⟧⊩

‘The beast was thrown up,’
b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦aXpa

then
Ùile-l
ground-supess

aluq’-na⟧⊩
fall-aor

‘. . . then fell on the ground (and did not move anymore).’

(Lezgian, North-Caucasian. Haspelmath 1993: 450/48)

Address-central Categorical articulations (D) can be conveyed in the same way. An
example is given in (16). Here, the referent ‘my neighbour’s dog’ is new to the
Addressee, but is employed as a Topic in the discourse for several discourse Acts.1

1It may be argued that, while new, the referent is accessible because dog is in a poset
relationship of taxonomy with wolf.
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(16) (What will this wolf do if it does not get anything else?) D
[zi
1sg:gen

qunSi-di-n
neighbour-sf-gen

kits’-i ]⍑
dog-erg

⟦hi
which

jemiS
fruit

xajit’ani
indef

ne-da⟧⊩,
eat-fut

‘My neighbour’s dog would eat any fruit, (once he even ate a
cucumber).’

(Lezgian, North-Caucasian. Haspelmath 1993: 449/38)

Tidore Constituent order in Tidore is semantically determined in the canonical
order, whereby the Actor precedes the predicate and the Undergoer follows it. In
addition, a coding strategy is available in which a referential expression is placed in
a position preceding the Actor. Such framed referents (Van Staden 2000: 271ff)
usually have a special activation status. With regard to information packaging, it
seems that the framing strategy can be used to convey C as well as D articulations,
as is shown in (17) and (18), respectively.

(17) (You’ve played quite enough tricks on me!) C
[ngona
2sg

nde ]⍑
3nhum:here

⟦ngoto
1sg.a

fikir
think

labilaha
better

ngoto
1sg.a

koru
kill

ngona
2sg

nde
3nhum:here

sone
die

ka-re⟧⊩.
pred-here

‘As for you, I think I better kill you (so that) you die here.’

(Tidore, West-Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 420/86)

(18) (I will now read the main points of the news) D
[upacara
ceremony

. . . ena=re ]⍑
3nhum=here

⟦ona
3pl

gahi
make

soma
add

upacara
ceremony

. . . ⟧⊩

‘The ceremony held to remember scouting day they make by means of a
flag ceremony in the cultural arena.’

(Tidore, West-Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 511/8)

Udihe The sentence-initial position in Udihe may be used to realize referential
expressions with a special status. One of the uses of this position seems to be
to express topical referents. The coding strategy can be used both to convey
Entry-central (C) and Address-central (D) Categorical articulations. An example
of the former is given in (19), where the protagonist ‘Zuanchi’ has been evoked as
a Topic at the very beginning of discourse. In the example, his name is predicated
of him as relevant information:

(19) (his mother brought him home and wrapped him in clothes) C
[uti
dem

b’ata-wa ]⊤
boy-acc

⟦ZuaNÙi-zi
Zuanchi-instr

gegbi-Ni-e-ti⟧⊩.
call-iter-pst-3pl

‘This boy they called Zuanchi.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)
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The same position can also be exploited to evoke new Topics. In (20), the referent
‘elephant’ has not been mentioned before. Note that it is arguably accessible on
account of being in a relationship with (non-topical) referents mentioned in the
preceding part of discourse (‘boar, livestock, people’).

(20) (Tiger kills boar and livestock. It kills people as well) D
[slono-zi ]⍑
elephant-instr

tene
contr

⟦kuti
tiger

Nele-ini⟧⊩.
be_afraid-3sg

‘(But) for elephant tiger is afraid.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 869)

7.3.2.3 Topic strategies

Topic strategies are those coding strategies whose coding potential comprises
the Address-central Thetic (A) and Categorical (D) articulations, as well as the
Entry-central Categorical articulation (C). It excludes the Entry-central Thetic
articulation (B). Four languages in the sample have a strategy with this coding
potential.

Ma’di In Ma’di, the marker P1̄ can occur in two positions, clause-finally as well as
attached to a phrase. In the latter case, it signals that the P1̄-marked constituent
is informative. The construction can be used to convey all articulations except
the Entry-central Thetic one. Examples illustrating its coding potential are given
below. First, (21) illustrates its use in a C articulation. The informative part is the
Comment, which is marked with P1̄.

(21) (this mouth-opening thing has been inflated like something on the black
market) C
[t̄i
mouth

āwí ]⊤
open

⟦̀ijō
absent

ándráā
past

ĒzÈ
long

s1̀
src

P1̄⟧⊩.
foc

‘Mouth-opening was absent in the past.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 688/133)

In (22), the strategy is used to convey a D articulation, with a new Topic:

(22) (Ito, and his brother Caragule) D
[Ōdà
story

â1̀
dem.prox

P1̄ ]⍑
foc

⟦kó-mū
3(n)-go

â1̀n1̄⟧⊢.
thus

‘This story, it goes thus.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 672/6)

In (23), a new Topic is introduced without information being asserted about it.
The statement has an A articulation:
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(23) (end of discourse segment) A
bàdénì
later

dr1̀ádrŪ
now

[àP1̄
3pl

dr1́
poss

ı̄ Sōmā
courtship

dr1́
poss

â1̀
dem.prox

P1̄ ]⍑.
foc

‘now, (regarding) this courtship of ours.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 708/290)

Begak The canonical clause structure in Begak is Verb-initial, followed by the
Actor and Undergoer. It is compatible with Address-central Thetic (A) and
Categorical (D) articulations as well as Entry-central Categorical articulations (C),
but cannot be used to convey B and E articulations.

(24) (Mousedeer was jumping up and down, and then) C
⟦a-tindak
nvol-tread

[rumo ]⊤
3sg

ulu
head

anak
child

R@ngngon⟧⊩.
Civet

‘. . . he accidentally stepped on baby Civet’s head.’

(Begak, Malayo-Polynesian. Goudswaard 2005: 409/28)

In (25), we see how the same construction is used to convey the D articulation
as well. The ‘t@gwakwak fruit’ is an important Topic in the remainder of the
story, and is introduced here for the first time. The propositional content here
is highly relevant to the development of the story, and is not just instrumental
in the introduction of the Topic itself. Hence, the articulation is Address-central
Categorical (D) rather than Address-central Thetic (A).

(25) (so while P. was working the field,) D
⟦ratu’
fall

[bua’
fruit

t@gwakwak ]⍑
t@gwakwak

sakko
from

ttas
top

langit⟧⊩.
sky

‘. . . a t@gwakwak fruit fell from the sky.’

(Begak, Malayo-Polynesian. Goudswaard 2005: 422/3)

Finally, the canonical constituent order in Begak may be used to introduce a new
Topic in an A articulation, as in (26).

(26) (The t@gwakwak fruit broke, and) A
[buruy
stand

ulun ]⍑.
person

‘. . . (there) stood a person.’

(Begak, Malayo-Polynesian. Goudswaard 2005: 422/5)

Greenlandic Inuktitut As in Begak, the canonical constituent order in Greenlandic
Inuktitut may be used to convey A, C and D articulations. An example that
conveys an Entry-central Categorical articulation is given in (27). The referent
‘Piuaatsuq’ is the established Topic about whom information is asserted.
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(27) (Piuaatsuq was very upset) C
[Piuaatsuq-p=mi ]⊤
P.-erg(sg)=because

⟦Qillarsuaq
Q.(abs)

asa-qi-pa-a⟧⊩.
love-ints-ind-3sg>3sg

‘. . . because P. loved Q. very much’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 27/1)

In (28), we see that the same construction can be used to convey an Address-central
Categorical articulation (D). The referent ‘Qillarsuaq’ has been mentioned before,
but only in passing as part of a Comment about ‘Piuaatsuq’, and long ago in the
story. At this point, he is re-evoked as a new Topic.

(28) (end of discourse segment) D
[Qillarsuaq ]⍑
Qillarsuaq.abs(sg)

⟦ima=iliur-sima-pu-q⟧⊩.
so=do-pfv-ind-3sg

‘(Meanwhile) Qillarsuaq had done as follows.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 27/1)

Finally in (29), the use of this coding strategy to convey an A articulation is
illustrated. The propositional content that is asserted about the new Topic ‘the
pups’ is irrelevant to the further development of the story, which justifies its
classification as an Address-central Thetic (A) articulation, rather than an Address-
central Categorical (D) one.

(29) (Paakujuk’s mother gave birth in an abandoned coal barrel) A
[piaraq-i ]⍑
baby-3sg>3pl

miiraq-t
child-erg(pl)

nassaari-pa-it.
find-ind-3pl>3pl

‘The pups were found by the children.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007b: 2/1)

Hixkaryana The canonical constituent order in Hixkaryana can be used to convey
Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations, as well as Entry-central
Categorical articulations. Relevant examples are given in (30) – (32):

(30) (Hmph, he made) C
⟦n-oseRyehok-ekOnW⟧⊩,
3-upset-dpc(ncoll)

[SofRye ]⊤.
sloth

‘He was upset, sloth.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 28/13)
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(31) (end of segment) A
[n-omok-ye
3-come-dpp(ncoll)

ha-tW
ints-evd

hoRy-komo ]⍑.
big-coll

‘(There) came the chief.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 16/19)

(32) (start of discourse) D
a. ⟦tW-noÙha-RW

3.rfl-sister-pssd
y-ahe-ye⟧⊩,
3>3-seduce-dpp(ncoll)

[noRo ]⍑
3.nd.an

b. ⟦t-o-ye
3-go-dpp(ncoll)

ha-tW,
ints-evd

kohsaya⟧⊩,
at_night

[⟨nuno⟩� ]⊤.
Moon

‘He seduced his sister, he. He went, by nightfall, Moon.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 23/1-2)

7.3.2.4 Comment strategies

Coding strategies whose coding potential ranges over the Entry-central Thetic and
Categorical articulations (B and C) as well as over the Address-central Categorical
articulation (D) form the class of Comment strategies. These strategies exclude
the conveyance of Address-central Thetic articulations (A), which do not have a
Comment layer. Four languages in the sample exhibit strategies with this coding
potential.

Sri Lanka Malay The canonical coding strategy in Sri Lanka Malay can be used to
convey the B, C and D articulations. The coding strategy consists of sentence-initial
expression of the lexical Subject, and sentence-final expression of the main predicate.
The example in (33) illustrates the use of this strategy to convey a C articulation.
The Topical referent ‘the man’ has been established earlier in the discourse, and is
now retrieved to serve as the allocation site for further information:

(33) (after the man fell asleep, the monkeys took the hats) C
[oorang ]⊤
man

⟦su-baawung⟧⊢,
pst-rise

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦thoppi
hat

pada=yang
pl=obj

ana-caari⟧⊢.
pst-search

‘The man got up (and) searched for the hats.’

(Sri Lanka Creole Malay. Nordhoff 2009)

This construction can also be used if the topical referent is new. An example is given
in (34) below, where ‘Andare’ is introduced for the first time, and simultaneously
information is supplied that is relevant to him. The data is insufficient to determine
whether the canononical coding strategy can also be used to convey Identificational
articulations.
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(34) (start of discourse) D
[Andare
A.

katha
quot

ara-biilang ]⍑
prog-say

⟦raaja
king

mliiga=ka
palace=loc

hatthu
indef

oorang
man

koocak⟧⊩.
joke
‘Andare was a jester at the king’s palace.’

(Sri Lanka Creole Malay. Nordhoff 2009)

Finally, the canonical construction can be used to convey an Entry-central Thetic
articulation (B). The statement in (35) is used to introduce a new circumstance
that serves as the background to the next stretch of discourse:

(35) (end of discourse segment) B
suda
thus

⟦puthri=le
prince=assoc

biini=le
wife=assoc

ara-caanda
prog-meet

aari=le
day=assoc

su-dhaathang⟧⊩.
pst-come
‘Thus came the day for the prince and wife to meet.’

(Sri Lankan Malay. Nordhoff 2009)

Lango Lango has a comment strategy. However, the language is peculiar in that
no Address-central Thetic articulations (A) could be identified at all in the available
data. The examples below illustrate the use of the canonical Lango clause structure
to convey a B, C and D articulation, respectively.

(36) (end of discourse segment) B
⟦lyètC
elephant

tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

nèkké
kill:inf:3sg.obj

àgògò⟧⊩.
chameleon

‘And then Elephant killed Chameleon.’

(Lango, Nilo-Saharan. Noonan 1992: 296/24)

(37) (Then Elephant tried to dig for water) C
[pì ]⊤
water

⟦tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

lÒÒyÉ⟧⊩.
defeat:inf:3sg(obj)

‘(but) the water defeated him.’

(Lango, Nilo-Saharan. Noonan 1992: 294/8)

(38) (long ago there was a drought) D
Ékká
and_then

[tòtò
mother

à
attr.prt

ñákô ]⍑
girl

⟦tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

kèllò
bring:inf
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ñàR-È⟧⊩.
daugther-3sg.assoc
‘And then the girl’s mother brought her daughter.’

(Lango, Nilo-Saharan. Noonan 1992: 296/24)

Kambera Kambera has a variety of cleft-like constructions, compatible with a
variety of informational uses. One of these involves a complex embedding of the
original predication in a new construct, with the seeming goal to create a higher-
order Subject-Predicate configuration that can be exploited for informational
purposes. A fuller discussion of the construction itself is given in the appendix.
This strategy is compatible with the Entry-central Categorical articulation, as
in (39):

(39) (Umbu Ndilu is at a loss:) C
[yena ]⊤
deic.3sg

⟦nda
neg

ngangu-ma-na-i-pa
eat-emph-3sg.cont-iter-impf

yena⟧⊩.
deic.3sg

‘This one, she isn’t eating anymore, (this stepmother, his wife).’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 375/22)

Here, the established Topic ‘stepmother’ is retrieved in the newly created ‘subject’
position, and new information is predicated about it. In (40), the same construction
is used to convey a Entry-central Thetic articulation.

(40) (end of discourse segment) B
njadi
so

⟦ana
dim

hakola-nai-nya-ka
school-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

{una
emph.3sg

yena-ngga}i

deic.3sg-mod
{i
art(pn)

Umbu Mada}i

Umbu Mada
nú ⟧⊩.
deic

‘So (it happens that) this one, Umbu Mada is about to reach school-age.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 369/3)

Finally, the strategy can be used to convey an Address-central Categorical articula-
tion as well. In (41), the Speaker’s father is introduced as a new Topic, and new
information is asserted about him in the same statement.

(41) (but when Rambu E was born,) D
amai

father
pai-àu-naj-nya-ka
obj.rel-call-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

pai-ràma
ctr-work

la
loc

toko
shop

Sumba
Sumba

‘Dad was whom he called to work in the Sumbanese toko.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 385/5)
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7.3.2.5 Address strategies

Address-based strategies are those whose coding potential comprises the Address-
central Thetic and Categorical articulations (A and D), and excludes their Entry-
central counterparts (B and C). Three languages in the sample have strategies with
this coding potential.

Hixkaryana In the canonical case, Subject referents follow the inflected verb in
Hixkaryana. They can also be expressed in preverbal position, however, in what
appears to be the canonical Object position. When expressed there, these Subject
referents cannot be marked with the ‘evidential’ marker tW that we have seen
before. This strategy can be used to convey A articulations, as in (42):

(42) (It was light) A
[kamWmW ]⍑
sun

n-ehS-akOnW.
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

‘The sun was (there).’ (Derbyshire 1965: 16/5)

In (42), ‘the sun’ is an important Topic in the remainder of the story, which is
introduced in an existential statement. Since its existence is not relevant information,
but is only used instrumentally to introduce the topical referent itself, this statement
qualifies as conveying an A articulation. The same construction can also be used
to convey a D articulation, as in (43):

(43) (start of discourse) D
[kuRumu ]⍑
vulture

⟦n-anotom-eÙkOnW⟧⊩.
3>3-employ-dpc(coll)

‘The vultures enslaved him.’

(Hixkaryana, Southern Carib. Derbyshire 1965: 28/1)

Greenlandic Inuktitut Greenlandic Inuktitut allows for referential expressions to
be fronted and marked with a demonstrative element. The construction bears some
resemblance to one of the cleft constructions in Inuktitut (cf. Fortescue 1985), but
is different in that the verb is inflected is not substantivized. The construction can
be used to introduce a new Topic in an Address-central Thetic articulation (A), as
in (44):

(44) (no context) A
a-ana
d-dem

[oujurtuliiraq ]⍑
motor_boat

aggir-pu-q.
come-ind-3sg

‘there is a motorboat coming.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Fortescue 1985: 75)

Also, the construction can be used to convey an Address-central Categorical articu-
lation (D). In (45), the propositional content they had to go to x is asserted of
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a new Topic, the (underspecified) destination ‘there’.

(45) (Ahead of them, they saw something black) D
[taanna=una ]⍑
there=dem

⟦urniq-niar-pa-at⟧⊢.
approach-tent-ind-3pl>3sg

‘that was where they were trying to go.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007b: 38/9)

Udihe The preverbal position in Udihe is reserved for elements with special
informational status. Statements that use this coding strategy predominantly seem
to convey A and D articulations; examples are given in (46) and (47), respectively.

(46) (Kanda lies on the river bank, pretending to be dead) A
ele:
soon

sikie-gie
evening-iter.prs.part

[omo
one

tukca ]⍑
hare

eme:n-zi:
come-pst.part-instr.ss

kæ-li.
near-prol
‘In the evening, a hare came along.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 904)

In (46), the referent ‘hare’ is mentioned as a Topic for the first time. The construc-
tion can also be used to convey a D articulation:

(47) (The Chinese lived there) D
⟦namu
sea

bugasa-tigi-ni
island-lat-3sg

[eze-ti ]⍑
czar-3pl

igbe:-ni⟧⊩.
chase.pst-3sg

‘To an island their king chased (them).’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)

In (47), the referent ‘their king’ is established as a new Topic. The informative
propositional content x chasing them to an island is predicated of this Topic
in the same statement; therefore, it qualifies as an Address-central Categorical
articulation (D), rather than a Thetic one.

Sri Lankan Malay Sri Lankan Malay has a fronting strategy that can be used to
convey A and D articulations. While in the canonical SLM constituent order, the
Subject is placed sentence-initially, in cases of fronting another referential phrase
precedes the Subject. An example where this strategy is used to convey an A
articulation is given in (48), where the ‘monkeys’ are introduced as a new Topic for
the subsequent stretch of discourse.
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(48) (the hat-seller sat down under a tree) A
ini
dem.prox

pohong
tree

atthas=ka
top=loc

[mooyeth
monkey

hatthu
indef

kawanan ]⍑
group

su-aada.
pst-be

‘In the top of that tree was a group of monkeys.’

(Sri Lankan Malay. Nordhoff 2009)

In (49), the same strategy is used to convey a D articulation. ‘The prince’ is a new
Topic in this statement.

(49) (Andare was a jester in the king’s palace) D
hatthu
indef

aari
day

[puthri=nang ]⍑
prince=dat

⟦Andare=pe
A.=poss

biini=yang
wife=obj

ma-diyath=nang
inf-watch=dat

hatthu
indef

sukahan
favour

su-dhaathang⟧⊩.
pst-come

‘One day, a desire overcame the prince to see A.’s wife.’

(Sri Lankan Malay. Nordhoff 2009)

7.3.2.6 Entry strategies

Finally, the entry strategies are those coding strategies of which the coding potential
comprises the Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (B and C), while
excluding their Address-central counterparts A and D. Four languages in the sample
have such strategies.

Tidore The canonical clause structure in Tidore can be used to convey B and C
articulations, but no A and D articulations. Examples are given below. In (50),
new information is asserted about the ongoing Topic ‘the woman’:

(50) (She did not speak) C
[mina ]⊤
3sgf

⟦duga
only

sango
answer

una
3sgm

sarat⟧⊩.
sign

‘She only answered him with signs.’

(Tidore, West-Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 363/42)

In (51), the same strategy is used to convey an Entry-central Thetic articulation:

(51) (what’s this now?) B
⟦gorango
shark

goli
bite

una
3sgm

si⟧⊩.
first

‘A shark bit him.’

(Tidore, West-Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 368/86)

Krongo In Krongo, the canonical clause structure has the coding potential of an
Entry-central Thetic articulation. In (52), the canonical clause is used to convey a
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B articulation:

(52) (start of discourse) B
⟦m-àtúná
f-pfv:find:tr

ìttóN
rabbit

àttúmántàará
hyena

N-ánkwà-N
conn:m-impf:go-trr

án-úudà⟧⊩.
instr-meat

‘A rabbit meets a hyena that carries about some meat.’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: [376/2)

The event in (52) is introduced out-of-the-blue, and serves as the background
against which the story evolves. In (53), the same construction is shown to convey
the Entry-central Categorical articulation as well. Here, ‘wild dog’ is an established
Topic which new information is proffered:

(53) (Wild Dog planted peanuts across a brook) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦m-óc̀idò-N

f-impf:freq:cut-tr
bìit̀i⟧⊩.
water

‘She crosses the water.’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: 379/44)

Ma’di Ma’di allows for the occurrence of bare predicates. Their interpretation is
compatible with the Entry-central Thetic articulation (B), as in (54):

(54) (Caragule performed a water-dance) B
áá
people

ō-mvŪ
3-drink

èj́i.
water

⟦ví⟧⊩.
thirst

èj́i
water

Ō-Ùā
3-reach

kŪ.
neg

‘The people drank water. Thirst. The water was not enough.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 676/648)

The event-referent ‘thirst’ denotes a situation that is not ‘about’ any established
Topic, but which is not a Topic itself either. For this reason, the statement in (54)
has been classified as a B articulation. Similarly, bare predicates can be used to
convey an Entry-central Categorical articulation when there is no change of Topic,
as in (55):

(55) (Encantation: ‘I am Caragule. It is me.’) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦tÈndÈrÈ⟧⊩.

huge_upright_strong
‘Huge, upright and strong.’

(Ma’di, Central Sudanic. Blackings and Fabb 2003: 708/288)

Kambera Nominal clauses can be used in Kambera for stylistic and narrative
reasons. In addition, it seems that this strategy is used to convey only B and
C articulations, but not D and A articulations. An example of an Entry-central
Thetic articulation conveyed by a nominal clause is given in (56). The Speaker
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introduces a circumstance out of the blue, which serves as background and cause
to the subsequent development of the story.

(56) (Thus it went on, you know) B
lupa
until

⟦tàka-du-na-nya-ka
arrive-emph-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

hidu
illness

nyuna
3sg

nuna
deic.3sg

na
art

kuru uma-na⟧⊩.
wife-3sg(gen)
‘until illness arrived at her, his wife.’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 370/6)

In (57), the same construction is used to convey a C articulation. The Topic slot
is left uninstantiated here because the Topic ‘Umbu Mada’ is the same as in the
preceding discourse.

(57) (So he about reaches school-age, this Umbu Mada) C
[∅i ]⊤ ⟦uru-uruh-ma-nai-nyaj-ka

red-organise-emph-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv
naj

art
njara⟧⊩.
horse

‘He is looking after his horse (all the time).’

(Kambera, Malayo-Polynesian. Klamer 1998: 369/4)

7.3.2.7 Intermediate summary

In the preceding subsections, we have seen that all classes of articulations, defined
on the basis of the proposed paradigmatic structure of information packaging,
are indeed reflected as the coding potential of strategies attested in one or more
languages of the sample. Furthermore, if we compare the total number of strategies
that exhibits each of the coding potentials (bottom row in Table 7.1), we see that
the classes CD and BC are notably more frequent as coding potential than the
other classes.

The assumed information packaging paradigm also predicts that no strategies
should occur with the coding potentials mentioned as non-classes in (2). In the
next section, this prediction will be checked.

7.3.3 Coding potential and non-classes

In addition to the six classes of articulations that the paradigmatic structure of the
informational domain allows for, four non-classes were mentioned in section 7.2.3.
Coding strategies are not expected to range over these non-classes, because they
have no parameter settings in common. Nevertheless, a number of ‘illegitimate’
strategies are attested in the languages of the sample. A summary is given in
Table 7.2; the individual languages are discussed in the remainder of this section.
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Language AB CD AD BC ACD BCD

Begak – – – – 1 –
Hixkaryana 1 – 1 – 1 –
Greenlandic Inuktitut 1 – 1 – 1 –
Kambera 1 1 – 1 – 1
Kayardild – – – – – –
Krongo – – – 1 – –
Lango – – – – – 1
Lezgian – 1 – 1 – –
Tidore – 1 – 1 – –
Udihe – 1 1 1 – –
Movima – – – – – –
Slave – 1 – – – –
Sri Lankan Malay – – 1 – – 1
Tariana – 1 – – – –
Ma’di – 1 – 1 1 1

Total 3 7 4 6 4 4

Table 7.1 Class-based coding potentials as attested per language

Language AC BD ABC ABD

Begak – – – –
Hixkaryana – – – –
Greenlandic Inuktitut 1 – – –
Kambera – – – –
Kayardild – – – –
Krongo – – 1 –
Lango – – – –
Lezgian – – – –
Tidore 1 – – –
Udihe – – 1 –
Movima – – 1 –
Slave – – 1 –
Sri Lankan Malay – – – –
Tariana – – – –
Ma’di – – – –

Total 2 – 4 –

Table 7.2 Non-class-based coding potentials as attested per language
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7.3.3.1 Non-class 1: AC

Greenlandic Inuktitut and Tidore have a coding strategy that can be used to convey
both the A and C articulations.

Greenlandic Inuktitut In Greenlandic Inuktitut, this strategy makes use of the
postverbal position:

(58) (Piuaatsuq had a hard time) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦irnumagi-nirpaa-pa-i

worry-most-ind-3sg>3pl
kamik-ni⟧⊢.
kamik-3sg>3pl

‘(but) he worried most about his kamiks [boots].’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007a: 8/4)

In the canonical constituent order, the Undergoer referent ‘kamiks’ would have
occurred in preverbal position. The reason why it is placed in post-verbal position
has to do with its future saliency in the discourse; ‘kamiks’ is what could be
called an expectant Topic, which apparently is a relevant functional category
in Greenlandic Inuktitut. However, in the context of this research, the statement
in (58) is classified as a simple Topic-Comment assertion (C): it conveys new
information about an established Topic (‘Piuaatsuq’).

The same coding strategy is also used to create a new discourse address, i.e. to
convey an A articulation. In (59), the referent ‘Tuuma’ is the protagonist of the story.
It is introduced as part of a predication that does not denote relevant information
about ‘Tuuma’. Therefore, the statement is classified as an Address-central Thetic
articulation:

(59) (end of discourse segment) A
maanna=lu
now=conj

tusa-ssa-v-at
hear_about-ffut-ind-2sg>3sg

[nukappiara-q
boy-abs(sg)

Tuuma
T.

savaatilikkurmiu ]⍑.
sheep_herding_folk:dweller
‘Now you shall hear about the boy Tuuma who dwelt with the
sheep-herders.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut. Fortescue 1985: 176)

Tidore Tidore has a coding strategy in which a referent is evoked by multiple
juxtaposed coreferential expressions, optionally separated by a pause. The strategy
can be used to convey a C articulation, as is illustrated in (60). The referent ‘them
seven in the lake’ is an established, active Topic in the conversation.

(60) (Jafar Sadik broke off a branch) C
wo-tongo=ge
3sgm.a-break=there

[ona
3pl

ngai-tomdii
clf-seven

toma
loc

talaga
lake

ma-doya
3nhum.poss-inside
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nange ]⊤,
rel

⟦ona
3pl

kage⟧⊩
be_shocked

‘Breaking it, them seven in the lake, they got scared.’

(Tidore, West Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 361/22)

The same strategy is used to introduce a new Topical referent, as in (61). Note that
the predication used to introduce this referent is not informative, as it predicates a
trivial property of its denotatum, which is not relevant in the context of discourse.
For this reason, the statement is not classified as Address-central Categorical
articulation (D), but as a Thetic one instead.

(61) (end of segment) A
suru
long

ua=ge,
neg=there

gufu
fly

roi
fly_around

[gufu
fly

sang
bluebottle

rimoi ]⊤
one

yo-soro
3nhum.a-fly

ino.
this_way
‘Before long, a fly was flying around, a bluebottle fly was flying this way.’

(Tidore, West Papuan. Van Staden 2000: 397/362)

Discussion It has been argued before that the Address-central Thetic articulation
and the Entry-central Categorical articulation do not constitute a class because
they do not share a parameter setting to the exclusion of all other articulations:
the property they have in common (i.e., a positive value on the constitution
parameter [±Top]) is also shared by the Address-central Categorical articulation.
The question then is whether an alternative explanation is available for the fact
that two languages appear to have a coding strategy with AC coding potential.
Two potential explanations come to mind, both of which result in a reanalysis of
the coding potential of these strategies.

One is that the occurrence of AC strategies in Tidore and Greenlandic Inuktitut
has to do with the fact that both the postposing strategy in the latter and the
preposing strategy in the former target a referent that has a ‘special’ status. The
postposing strategy in Greenlandic Inuktitut is used to express referents that
are new Topics (in its A reading) or future Topics (in its C reading), while the
preposing strategy in Tidore is used to express new Topics (in its A reading) and
retrieved Topics (in its D reading). More importantly, neither strategy is used to
convey ‘normal’, continued Topical referents in the C reading. The above gives
rise to the speculation that established Topics and Focal Topics constitute the
prototypical members of a continuum in which future Topic and retrieved Topic
are also individuable categories in some languages. This is represented tentatively
in Figure 7.1.

Apparently, retrieved Topic patterns with Focal Topic patterns in Greenlandic
Inuktitut, just as future Topic does in Tidore. Viewed in this way, the articulation
conveyed by both strategies is not that of Entry-central Categorical, but rather that
of Address-central Categorical articulation. That is, the perceived coding potential
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TopGiven TopRetrieved TopFuture TopNew

increase in focality

Figure 7.1 Possible Topic continuum

of the postposing and preposing strategies in Greenlandic Inuktitut and Tidore is
not AC, but rather AD, or Address-based (see section 7.3.2.5).

Alternatively, the apparent occurence of AC-strategies may relate to the fre-
quency of Discourse Acts that aim at Topic maintenance as opposed to those that
aim at Topic creation in natural language discourse. It can be assumed that Topic
maintenance is overall more frequent in human communication than Topic creation:
the creation of a large number of discourse addresses, each containing very little
information, would be very poor use of limited processing capacity. Therefore, it is
likely that in any random stretch of discourse, the articulations are not distributed
evenly, but that Entry-central Categorical (and possibly, Entry-central Thetic)
articulations are more frequent than Address-central articulations. In light of
this skewed distribution, it is possible that the apparent coding potential that
is identified on the basis of a limited amount of text does not correspond to the
actual coding potential of a strategy. In the case of the AC strategies in Tidore
and Greenlandic Inuktitut, it may be that these strategies can also be used to
convey the Addres-central Categorical articulation (D), but that this use simply
has not come to light in the limited corpus that was available. That is, these
strategies may need to be reclassified as Topic-based strategies of the kind discussed
in section 7.3.2.3, a class that is predicted on the basis of the paradigmatic structure
of the informational domain.2

7.3.3.2 Non-class 2: BD

None of the languages in the sample has a coding strategy with a coding potential
that comprises only the Entry-central Thetic and Address-central Categorical
articulations.

2Although the assumedly skewed distribution of established versus newly created Topics
in natural discourse makes the problem especially salient for the apparent AC-strategies, a
similar argument in principle applies to all classifications proposed in this study; the coding
potential of any coding strategy may need to be readjusted as more data is examined.
This highlights the necessity for the current study to be repeated on a larger scale, with
more data from more genres in more languages.
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7.3.3.3 Non-class 3: ABC

Four languages of the sample – Krongo, Udihe, Movima and Slave – have a coding
strategy whose coding potential comprises the Address-central and Entry-central
Thetic (A, B), and the Entry-central Categorical (C) articulations. After a brief
presentation of the data, the last part of this section will consider a possible
explanation.

Krongo In Krongo, the so-called narrative construction can be used to convey
any articulation except the Address-central Categorical (D). The examples in (62),
(63) and (64) illustrate how the strategy can be used to convey the C, A and B
articulations, respectively.

(62) (a mouse comes. It passes along Lion’s face) C
n-áa
conn:3n-cop

[t̀ikàamù ]⊤
lion

⟦t-ássàlà
inf-see

kà-níf̀i⟧⊩.
loc-mouse

‘Lion sees the mouse.’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: 397/263)

In (62), ‘Lion’ is an established Topic. In (63), the same strategy is used to introduce
a new Topic in an A articulation:

(63) (Lion is resting under a tree. He is asleep.) A
m-áa
conn:3f-cop

[níf̀i ]⍑
mouse

ádìyà.
come(inf)

‘(A) mouse comes (by).’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: 397/262)

In (64), the strategy is used to convey a B articulation. The difference in articulation
between (63) and (64) depends on the informativity of the remainder of the
predication. While the sole purpose of the predication x coming by is to introduce
the referent ‘mouse’, the predication x resting under a tree is information
relevant to the development of the story.

(64) (start of discourse) B
n-áa
conn:3n-cop

⟦t̀ikàamù
lion

ófùNò
rest(inf)

kí-ffá
loc-tree

kúbú⟧⊩.
under

‘Lion is resting under a tree.’

(Krongo, Nilo-Saharan. Reh 1985: 397/261)

Udihe The canonical constituent order – Subject-initial, Verb-final, with the
Object immediately preceding the Verb and optional spatiotemporal expressions in
pre-Subject position – in Udihe allows expression of the A, B and C articulations.
An example of this strategy conveying an Entry-central Categorical articulation
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(C) is given in (65):

(65) (Otter dove and brought up a bunch of fish) C
[uta ]⊤
dem:dist.nom

⟦tuge-zi
quick-instr

olokto:-ni⟧⊩,
cook.pst-3sg

[g’ai ]⊤
crow

⟦diga-ili⟧⊩.
eat-3sg

‘He cooked (dinner) quickly, Crow eats.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 897)

The Entry-central Thetic articulation can be conveyed by what appears to be the
same construction:

(66) (start of discourse) B
⟦minti
1pl

ba:-di-fi
place-dat-1pl.inal

kuti
tiger

wats’a
few

bie⟧⊩.
cop.prs.hab

‘In our woods tigers are few.’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 868)

Finally, (67), illustrates how the same strategy is used to convey the A articulation.
The ‘Chinese’ are the Topic of the first part of the story.

(67) (start of discourse) A
⟦NiNka-ziga
Chinese-pl

bagdi-e-ti⟧⊩.
live-pst-3pl

‘The Chinese lived (there).’

(Udihe, Tungus. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)

Movima In Movima, the canonical coding strategy is predicate-initial. The order in
which core arguments follow the predicate is determined by their respective position
on the Nominal Hierarchy. When two arguments rank equally, the Speaker can use
constituent ordering in the post-predicate field to express pragmatic distinctions.
While the data is insufficient, it appears that the post-verbal position is used to
express established Topical and other given referents, while the second argument
position is used to express referents that are new, focal or otherwise special. While
several discourse particles appear to play a role in the presentation of information in
narratives, the available data is insufficient to consider their contribution. In (68),
an example is given of the canonical strategy used to convey a C articulation:

(68) (and we walked through the forest) C
Ùe
and

⟦manaje=[is
find:dr=art.pl

pa:ko ]⊤
dog

os
art.nt.pst

rulrul⟧⊩.
jaguar

‘. . . and the dogs came across a jaguar.’

(Movima. Haude 2006: 562/3)
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In (68), ‘the dogs’ are the established Topic about which new information is asserted.
The new referent ‘jaguar’, which is to be used as a Topic itself later on in the
discourse, is expressed in absolutive position following the predicate. In (69), the
same construction can be seen at work to convey a B articulation:

(69) (Our dogs were many) B
Ùe
and

⟦ilo:ni=j’ìi
walk=1pl

n-os
obl-art.nt.pst

Ùa
>
pPmmo⟧⊩

forest
‘and we were walking through the woods . . . ’

(Movima. Haude 2006: 562/2)

The predication in (69) gives background information about the circumstances in
which the actual story, a party of dogs attacking a jaguar, took place. The ‘we’ in
this statement is not a Topic, since neither this assertion nor the ones preceding or
following are ‘about’ the Speaker and his company. In (70), we see that the same
strategy is used to introduce a new Topical referent into the discourse:

(70) (start of discourse) A
[kaw-poj
many-br.animal

is
art.pl

pa:ko
dog

di’
rel

pa:ko=j’ìi ]⍑.
dog=1pl

‘Many (were) the dogs that (are) our dogs → we had many dogs.’

(Movima. Haude 2006: 114)

Slave In Slave, the canonical SOV constitutent order can also be used to convey
Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articulations, as well as Address-central Thetic
ones. An example of the former is given in (71):

(71) (That is how it was.) C
[Pariyuné
?

bek’aoweridao ]⊤
manager

⟦dechilekuéke
rfl:pl:worker

ta
among

goi–de
3:pf:talk

dedi⟧⊩.
evd

‘The manager talked with his workers.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1351/95)

In (71), ‘the manager’ is an established Topic, about whom new information is
asserted in this statement. In (72), a B articulation is conveyed by means of the
canonical strategy, while (73) illustrates how the strategy can be used to introduce
a new Topic in an A articulation.

(72) (start of discourse) B
⟦Peyi
dem

gots’e–
agr:from

Pekúhní–e
then

ìets’ego–⟧⊩
nonspec:impf:recp:kill

⟦dzá
bad

ago– t’e⟧⊩.
agr:impf:be

‘In those days they killed each other and it was bad.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1342/1ff)
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(73) (the Dene girl saw a white people’s house for the first time) A
hai–lé
pro:pst

Peyi
dem

gots’e–
agr:from

śi–a
evd

[ts’éeku
woman

dek’ate
rfl:among

bekw íghá
3:head:hair

dekwoi ]⍑
3:impf:be_yellow

⟦kadéhtla
3:pf:go_out

dedi⟧⊢.
evd

‘Then a woman with blond hair came out from there.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1348/73)

Discussion Like the combination of Address-central Thetic and Entry-central
Categorical articulations (AC) discussed in section 7.3.3.1, the combination of
Address-central and Entry-central Thetic and Entry-central Categorical does not
have a common feature setting that makes them constitute a class in the informa-
tional paradigm.

A possible explanation relates to the complexity of the Address-central Cate-
gorical articulation and the supposed violation of processing restrictions it entails
(Chafe 1986). As has been remarked at various points in this study, the D ar-
ticulation is challenging to the Addressee, because it instructs him to identify a
new address and simultaneously assert information relevant to this new address.
For this reason, many languages prefer to achieve the same effect by using two
separate articulations, segmenting the message in a Topic-creation part (equivalent
to an A articulation) and a Topic-maintenance part conveying the information
(equivalent to a C articulation). In surface structure, this leads to constructions
that Lambrecht (1994) refers to as separation of role and reference, whose
function is to neutralize the dual informational task that the Speaker imparts. It
may be the case that the apparent ABC-strategies in Krongo, Udihe, Slave and
Movima are not so much motivated by that particular coding potential, but simply
incompatible with the duality that is inherent in the D articulation. Put otherwise,
these coding strategies would be ‘all-inclusive’ strategies, if it were not for the fact
that they are incapable of conveying an Address-central Categorical articulation.

If this is the case, we would expect these strategies to be morphosyntactically
‘unitary’. This appears to be the case: the strategies with ABC coding potential are
the canonical strategies in Udihe, Slave and Movima, in which the normal constituent
order is employed and in which no special positions, embedding constructions or
segmental markers are exploited to achieve some kind of segmentation. In Krongo,
the narrative construction (Reh 1985: 193ff) can be interpreted as presenting the
sentence in a single post-copular slot, which would also clearly qualify as a unitary
strategy.

Furthermore, we would expect the strategies that are capable of conveying the
Address-central Categorical articulation in those languages to be ‘dual’.3 To some

3It must be stressed that the notional pair dual – unitary is used here in a very loose,
intuitive sense, somewhat parallel to the better-known monoclausal – biclausal distinction.
Neither makes reference to specific classes of morphosyntactic or phonological constructs.
Examples of prototypical dual strategies would be dislocation constructions with an
extraclausal constituent, but also certain cleft constructions. Examples of prototypical
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extent, the construction that Krongo, Udihe, Slave and Movima use to convey
Address-central Categorical articulations can indeed be analysed as such. Krongo
and Movima, both of which have V-initial basic constitutent order, present the
clearest cases, as the strategies they use to convey D both employ the use of the
preverbal position, which in those languages may be understood to be outside the
core clause. In Slave, the strategy that can convey D makes use of a headless
relative clause, which essentially embeds a identificational construction (he who is
an X) in a Categorical articulation. This, too, is clearly a dual structure. Udihe,
finally, expresses the D articulation by means of two strategies, both of which
express the Focal Topic in sentence-initial position. While exploitation of this
position does not necessarily seem to result in a ‘dual’ structure in this language, it
is notable that the referent that is used as Focal Topic is often segmentally marked.

In sum, while this is definitely something that should be investigated more
systematically, the data seems to favour the second analysis of ABC-strategies. That
is, they present cases of strategies that are most likely informationally neutral, but
simply incapable of expressing the Address-central Categorical articulation. This is
due to the specific morphosyntactic behaviour of the language, in conjunction with
the tendency for D articulations to be expressed by means of coding strategies that
are ‘dual’.

7.3.3.4 Non-class 4: ABD

None of the languages in the sample has coding strategies with this type of coding
potential.

7.3.3.5 Intermediate summary

On the basis of the hypothesis, four combinations of articulations are expected not
to occur as the coding potential of strategies. In total, six of the fifteen languages
in the sample exhibit coding strategies whose coding potential constitutes such a
non-class. This may seem like a lot of counterevidence to the hypothesis in 7.3, but
it should be remarked that these six strategies form only 7% of the total number of
strategies identified across the sample (which is eighty-two; cf. Table 8.1).

Furthermore, two of the four non-classes are not attested at all. No language
in the sample has coding strategies with a coding potential ranging over the
Address-central and Entry-central Thetic (A, B) and the Address-central Categorical
articulations (D); likewise, no coding strategies were attested with a coding potential
ranging over the B and D articulations. Two languages – Tidore and Greenlandic
Inuktitut – have coding strategies that can be used to convey A and C articulations,
but not B or D. It has been argued that this can be explained by the special
status of retrieved Topics and future Topics in those languages, which may justify
a reclassification of the Entry-central Categorical articulations expressed by those
strategies as Address-central Categorical ones, thereby effectively removing them
as counter-examples. The other apparent violation of the hypothesis concerns

unitary strategies would be ‘regular’ sentences, but also holophrastic utterances.
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strategies capable of conveying A, B and C articulations, attested by four languages
(Udihe, Krongo, Movima, Slave). The occurrence of these strategies has been
attributed to the fact that the D articulation imposes special requirements on the
strategies by means of which it can be conveyed, requirements which are not met
by the strategies that exhibit the ABC coding potential. This leads to a potential
reclassification of those strategies as informationally neutral ABCD strategies, from
the coding potential of which D is omitted for reasons related to processing, rather
than to information packaging proper.

7.3.4 Differentiated coding strategies
The previous two subsections were concerned with the expression of informational
articulations by means of flexible coding strategies. Now, we will turn to the
expression of articulations by means of differentiated coding strategies, that can
only be used to convey a single articulation. A summary of all differentiated
strategies is given in Table 7.3.

Language A B C D E

Begak – – 2 – 1
Hixkaryana – 1 – – –
Greenlandic Inuktitut – – – – –
Kambera – – 1 – 3
Kayardild 1 1 1 1 1
Krongo – – – – 1
Lango – 1 – 1 1
Lezgian 1 – – – –
Tidore 1 – 1 – –
Udihe – – – – –
Movima – – – – 1
Slave – 1 – – 2
Sri Lankan Malay – 1 1 – 1
Tariana – – – – 2
Ma’di – 3 3 – 3

Total 3 8 9 2 16

Table 7.3 Differentiated coding strategies as attested per language

Distribution of differentiated strategies One observation that stands out is the
fact that the overall number of differentiated coding strategies for the Address-
central Thetic and Categorical articulations (A and D) is considerably lower than
the number of differentiated coding strategies for the Entry-central Thetic and
Categorical articulations (B and C).
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This is remarkable because of the assumed ‘salience’ of the respective articu-
lations. In particular, Topic creation (which is achieved by means of the A and
D articulations) presumably is more salient than Topic maintenance (achieved by
means of the C articulation). Speakers tend to construe a limited set of Topics in
the course of a communicative exchange, because the simultaneous maintenance
of too large a number of context sets in the discourse knowledge organization
would diminish the speed at which new assertions can be evaluated. Given the
organizational importance and lower frequency of Topic creation, it is reasonable
to expect a preference for new Topics to be expressed by dedicated formal means,
so as to minimize the chance that their intended construal is misinterpreted by the
Addressee. Opposed to the specialness of Topic creation, it is generally accepted
that the Entry-central Categorical articulation (C) is the least special one (cf.
Lambrecht 1994: 132). To make informative assertions that are relevant to establi-
shed Topics is the most frequently used strategy for Speakers to harmonize their
Addressee’s discourse knowledge with their own. Given the high frequency of C
articulations in natural discourse, it is reasonable to expect a less strong preference
for such articulations to be expressed by means of a differentiated strategy. In this
line of reasoning, Event-central Thetic (B) articulations occupy an intermediate
position. They are special in that they lack the Topic-Comment structure of C
articulations, but less so than Address-central articulations (A and D), in that they
do not construe new discourse addresses.

In view of the above, one would expect the A and D articulations to exploit
differentiated coding strategies more often than the C articulation. However, the
opposite seems to be the case in the languages of sample: three and two instances of
differentiated A and D strategies are attested, respectively, while nine differentiated
C strategies occur, in six of the fifteen languages of the sample.4 A possible
explanation for this skewed distribution is that factors other than specialness favour
the availability of a differentiated coding strategy. The most obvious one would be
the avoidance of informational ambiguity, especially where Topic status is concerned.
That is, we would expect the occurrence of differentiated C strategies in contexts
where there is potential confusion about the topicality of one or more referents in
the assertion. Potential confusion arises when multiple referents in the Speaker’s
Discourse Act are equally eligible as the Topic of the assertion, or when a less
obvious Topic candidate is to be selected at the expense of a more eligible one.5

An example of the latter is given in (74), where the argument of the existential
verb akay would be the preferred Topic of the assertion. However, as the Speaker
intends to maintain the current Topic for a while, a relevance relation is explicitly

4It should be noted that these simple counts reflect type frequency, not token frequency.
It may well be the case that the differentiated A and D strategies, though limited in
number, are used more frequently than differentiated Entry-central Categorical strategies
in discourse.

5Note that the activation state of the Topical referent does not seem to trigger the use
of a differentiated C strategy. That is, none of the C strategies attested in the sample
were used to convey Topic-Comment articulations in which the Topic is retrieved from an
earlier point in the discourse.
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predicated to hold between the existence of the Civets’ child and ‘Mr. and Mrs.
Civet’ themselves. Note that the Civet couple have no clear semantic function in
the predication, which would make them a very unlikely Topic without the presence
of the marker ton.

(74) (The Civets wanted to go fishing with a creel) C
jadi
so

⟦iro
coll

gamo
couple

R@ngngon
Civet

ton,
top

akay
exist

anak⟧⊩,
child

‘So as for the Civets, there was a child,’

(Begak, Malayo-Polynesian. Goudswaard 2005: 406/7)

Identificational strategies Table 7.3 also clearly shows that the number of differen-
tiated coding strategies used to convey the Identificational articulation (E) is high.
Ten languages in the sample have at least one dedicated E strategy, five of which
even have more than one. This is related to the function of the Identificational
articulation, which is to signal a non-retrievable semantic entity that instantiates a
slot in an otherwise presupposed structure. It seems that many of the strategies
that are used to convey this articulation are sensitive to the semantic function of
the entity in the predication. Slave, for instance, employs two differentiated E
strategies. One – a preposing construction – is used when the slot-filling entity is a
PP that expresses a non-core argument or complement. The other – an equative
construction involving an NP and a headless relative clause – is used when the
slot-filling entity is a core argument.

(75) (nowadays, they only hunt with guns) E
goweri
3:before

ûa
long

[deneke ]⊤
person:pl

⟦⟨beká
spear

t’á
instr

zo– ⟩�
only

Pekwé–
caribou

ìakehdee⟧⊢.
3pl:kill:pl:hab:impf

’Long ago, people killed caribou only with spears.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1337/2)

(76) (The woman was the wife of the store manager) E
⟦⟨Peyi
dem

bedeneĺi–⟩�
3:husband

Peyi
dem

śi–a
evd

bets’é–
3:to

dene
person

kwíhwé
scalp

tsáwé
fur

náedí⟧⊢.
3:impf:pass:sell

‘It was her husband to whom the human head skins were sold.’

(Slave, Nuclear Na-Dene. Rice 1989: 1349/81)

7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have examined the surface structure encoding of the five
core informational articulations that were defined on the basis of the theoretical
framework provided in the previous chapters. In particular, we have focused on the
way in which multiple articulations may be combined in the coding potential of a
single strategy.
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Ample support has been found for the hypothesis provided in section 7.3,
which predicted that the coding potential of coding strategies prefers to combine
articulations that constitute a class in the information packaging paradigm. A
large majority of the flexible coding strategies of the sample languages supports
this prediction. Moreover, of the few apparent counterexamples, the majority can
be accounted for in accordance with the hypothesis as well. It seems, then, that a
qualitative analysis of the encoding of information packaging distinctions in the
languages of the sample provides support for the theory of information packaging
proposed in the previous chapters.

With regard to the classes of articulations, Table 7.1 reveals that strategies
with categoriality-based (CD) and address-based (AD) coding potential are notably
more frequent in the sample than strategies with another coding potential. In
conjunction with the low number of differentiated D-strategies (Table 7.3 above),
this may be an indication that the Address-central Categorical articulation (D) is
less ‘stable’ than the other four articulations, in that it tends to associate more
consistently with one of the other Topic strategies (the Address-central Thetic
articulation or the Entry-central Categorical articulation).6 In the next chapter,
we will see a similar tendency emerge from a quantitative analysis of the data.

Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the data presented so far make it clear
that all four core articulations (A, B, C and D) are relevant in their own right to
the description of the languages in the sample. There is only one language in the
sample in which the Entry-central and Address-central Categorical articulations
(C and D) share the exact same means of expression: this is Tariana, where
both articulations can be conveyed by means of the ABCDE-strategy and the
CD-strategy, and by nothing else. In the same vain, the Address-central and
Entry-central Thetic articulations (A and B) share the exact same coding strategies
in only two languages (Tariana and Movima). But except for these two cases and
these three languages, no two other articulations share the exact same means of
expression. This differentiation in surface structure encoding constitutes clear proof
of the fact that the articulations are non-conflatable.

6Raw frequencies cannot be taken at face value in this study because of the lacking
representativity of the sample that was used. This observation has to be treated with the
utmost caution.
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8
Quantitative analysis

8.1 Introduction
The mapping design chosen in this study makes it possible to explore various sets
of questions. One such set concerns questions in which the coding strategies used
to convey informational articulations are central: what are their informational
functions and morphosyntactic properties, how are these two aspects related to
each other, and how are the coding strategies of a language related to other known
typological parameters of that language? Some of these questions have been ad-
dressed in the previous chapter, where the combinations of coding strategies and
articulations that occur in the languages of the sample were analysed qualitatively
and in isolation (that is, per strategy). It was shown there that the joint expressa-
bility of multiple articulations by means of a single coding strategy is subject to
restrictions that derive from the paradigmatic structure of the set of informational
articulations as a whole.

Such questions can be answered by looking at the coding strategies of a language
in isolation, i.e. without considering the interplay between them. Another set of
questions is aimed at the co-occurrence of strategies in a configuration and, related
to that, the constitution of the functional domain underlying this configuration. In
order to answer such questions, it is not enough to examine the form and function
of isolated coding strategies. Instead, a more integral approach is necessary, where
the informational configuration of a language is considered in its entirety.

A systematic qualitative investigation of informational configurations is compli-
cated for several reasons. Most importantly, informational configurations frequently
exhibit a number of many-to-many relationships, where multiple articulations can
be conveyed by multiple coding strategies, and vice versa. This is due to the
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fact that informational articulations can typically be conveyed through more than
one coding strategy, and the fact that most coding strategies in the domain of
information packaging are functionally underspecified. Given the fact that the
number of discernable coding strategies per language cannot be restricted a priori,
and given the fact that thirty different coding potentials are logically possible, a
tremendous amount of variation in these configurations has to be expected.

Furthermore, the level of complexity of the informational configurations differs
too strongly to allow for a prima facie cross-linguistic comparison. The degree of
complexity of a configuration is dependent on at least three factors: the number of
coding strategies, the number of articulations that are available per strategy, and
the number of strategies that are available per articulation. In a first attempt to
characterize the complexity of the configurations, these factors are summarized in
Table 8.1, where N refers to the total number of distinct coding strategies S in the
language; �cp refers to the average number of articulations per strategy (i.e., the
average coding potential); and �pe refers to the average number of strategies per
articulation. The table shows that the languages of the sample differ considerably
in terms of all three factors.

Lg N �cp �pe

Begak 6 1.67 1.80
Hixkaryana 4 2.50 2.00
Grl Inuktitut 4 2.75 2.20
Kambera 9 1.89 3.40
Kayardild 6 1.17 1.40
Krongo 4 2.25 1.80
Lango 3 1.75 1.40
Lezgian 3 2.33 1.40

Lg N �cp �pe

Tidore 5 1.80 1.80
Udihe 4 2.75 2.20
Movima 4 2.25 1.60
Slave 7 1.86 2.60
SLM 5 2.00 2.00
Tariana 4 2.25 1.80
Ma’di 14 1.71 4.80

Total 82 2.10 2.15

Table 8.1 Three determinants of configurational complexity

In fact, these measurements aim to show that the variability of the parameters
that determine configurational complexity is so great that it will be difficult to make
meaningful comparisons when the configurations are taken at face value. Instead,
the present chapter will explore a quantitative alternative approach to the form-
function mapping data. A technique will be proposed that makes the complexity
of the informational configurations manageable, so that questions regarding the
constitution of the conceptual domain can be explored.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 8.2, a general method will
be proposed to calculate a quantified measure of similarity between underlying
categories in a domain, based on their coding in surface structure. This measure
will be exploited to make a number of observations about the informational configu-
rations of the sample languages in section 8.3. In particular, I investigate whether
quantitative support can be found for the research question discussed in chapter 6:
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does the paradigmatic structure of the domain of information packaging assert an
influence on the degree to which individual articulations are associated with one
another? In section 8.4, quantified similarity judgements will be exploited to arrive
at a typology of informational configurations as a whole, based on the parameters
predicationality, constitution and locus of Focus proposed in the previous chapter.
The chapter is concluded with a brief discussion in section 8.6.

8.2 Calculating a measure of similarity
First, a technique will be proposed to make quantifiable statements about the
constitution of the conceptual domain of information packaging; that is, about the
conceptual distance between the five informational articulations A, B, C, D, E. As
a point of departure, I will take Haiman’s iconicity principle (Haiman 1985: 26),
according to which the conceptual distance between underlying categories is a
function of their surface structure expression: recurrent similarity in form is taken to
be indicative of conceptual contiguity. In the informational configurations, however,
different coding strategies may provide conflicting clues as to the contiguity of the
underlying informational articulations. As an example, consider the informatogram
of Greenlandic Inuktitut, repeated below as Figure 8.1.

B A E C D

ACDE

AC AD

ABE

Figure 8.1 Informational configuration of Greenlandic Inuktitut

Based on the presence of the coding strategies AD and ABE, the iconicity
principle allows for the prediction that A (Address-central Thetic) must be close to
both D (Address-central Categorical) and to B (Entry-central Thetic): A shares a
coding strategy with both, and such consistent similarity in expression should be
indicative of conceptual closeness. However, the same figure also makes clear that
D and B must be far apart, as no coding strategy is shared between them. The
same must be true for B and C, while A and C are again close (an assumption
warranted by the presence of the strategy labelled AC).

A second issue is more problematic. As an illustration, consider the possible
distance between E (Identificational) and C (Entry-central Categorical) in the figure
above. How should that be classified? On the one hand, they can be expressed by
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means of the same strategy (ACDE), which means that they should be close. On
the other hand, they are both contained in the coding potential of other strategies
(ABE and AC, respectively) that do not overlap. This would increase again the
conceptual distance between them. A related problem is encountered in Lango, the
informational configuration of which is repeated as Figure 8.2:

A B C D E

B D E

BCDE

Figure 8.2 Informational configuration of Lango

In this configuration, one would like to make a motivated statement about
the respective distances between B (Entry-central Thetic) and C (Entry-central
Categorical), and B and D (Address-central Categorical), respectively. That is,
while all three can be conveyed by the same strategy, the fact that D and B can both
be conveyed by means of a dedicated strategy as well, while C cannot, intuitively
makes the distance between the former two greater than between either and C. In
short, a lot of factors have to be taken into account to arrive at a transparent, well-
motivated distance measure for functional categories that are expressed by multiple,
partially overlapping means of expression. The measure that I will propose in this
section places the informational configuration in the context of a communicative
exchange between two interlocutors, and is based on the mutual ‘confusability’ of
intended and identified articulations.

Calculation of the measure is straightforward, and can be divided in three
separate steps. The first step is to derive a probability distribution from the infor-
mational configuration that expresses the probability of how a specific articulation
intended by the Speaker (IS) is interpreted by the Addressee (IA). The second step
is to understand that these probability distributions can be seen as sets of potential
events, which can be compared in terms of the percentage of identical members
that they contain. The final step is to use this insight to arrive at a similarity index
that expresses the extent to which two or more articulations are similar as a figure
between 0 and 1. All steps of the procedure are described below.

8.2.1 Probabilities of intention and identification
In a communicative exchange, Speakers apply an informational articulation to
their Communicated Content because they intend to manipulate the state of the
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Addressee’s discourse knowledge in a particular way. The Addressee’s identification
of the Speaker’s intended articulation is mediated by the coding strategy used in
the expression. The structure of the configuration provides information regarding
the probability that a Speaker is successful in getting across his intention. To this
end, the configuration has to be read ‘in two directions’. In the remainder of this
section, Udihe will serve as the example language. The informational configuration
of Udihe (Figure 6.5) is repeated here as Figure 8.3.

D A C B E

AD

CD

BCE

ABCE

Figure 8.3 Informational configuration of Udihe

Reading in the direction towards the rectangular boxes, the diagram can be
understood to provide information about the probability that a Speaker selects a
particular coding strategy (rectangle) to convey the articulation (circle) of his choice.
If a Speaker of Udihe wants to convey an Entry-central Categorical articulation
(C), he has three coding strategies at his disposal: ABCE, BCE and CD. In the
absence of realistic data regarding the overall frequency of occurrence of those
coding strategies, it will be assumed that the odds are evenly distributed. Therefore,
the Speaker has a 33.3% chance of resorting to the use of ABCE, BCE or CD,
respectively.1 Reading from the rectangular boxes towards the circles, the diagram
provides information about the probability that an Addressee is successful in
identifying the articulation intended by the Speaker on the basis of the coding
strategy used. This chance is dependent on the strategy’s coding potential: in the
case of ABCE, there is a 25% chance that the Addressee identifies the Speaker’s
intention correctly, and a 75% chance that he does not – assuming that the odds of
the Addressee selecting a particular interpretation are distributed evenly as well.2

Combining the two directions yields the conditional probability that the Addres-
see correctly identifies the intended articulation (IS) given the use of a particular

1Obviously, the selection of a particular coding strategy may be conditioned by other
aspects of the communicative intention, such as activation state of the referents involved,
their semantic functions, considerations of coherence and emphasis, etc. It should be
stressed again that this study is a pattern study of information packaging in discourse, not
a process study. Therefore, these additional conditions are left out of consideration.

2Clues from context are of limited use to the Addressee, since information packaging is
not governed by an assumption of cohesiveness.
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coding strategy (S ). By summing the probabilities associated with all S where I is
in the coding potential (cp), the outcome is the unconditional probability that the
intended articulation is identified accordingly by the Addressee (IA). The general
formula to calculate this probability is

P(IS = IA) =
n

∑
n=1

( 1

n
× 1

cpS
)

where n is the number of coding strategies S such that IS ∈ cpS , and cpS is the size
of the coding potential of each S in n. In the example below, the formula is used
to calculate the probability that the Speaker’s intention to convey an Entry-central
Categorical articulation (C) is correctly identified by the Addressee in Udihe:

P(CS = CA) = (1

3
× 1

2
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
CD

+(1

3
× 1

3
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
BCE

+(1

3
× 1

4
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ABCE

= 13

36
≈ 0.361

The procedure can be used to calculate probabilities of all (mis)matches between
any IS and any IA. The full matrix for Udihe is given in Table 8.2. The table
illustrates that the informational configuration of Udihe entails a .083 probability
that a Speaker’s intention to convey an Entry-central Categorical articulation (CS)
is interpreted by the Addressee as an Address-central Thetic articulation (AA), a
.194 probability that CS is interpreted as BA, et cetera.

AA BA CA DA EA

AS .375 .125 .125 .250 .125
BS .125 .292 .292 .000 .292
CS .083 .194 .361 .167 .194
DS .250 .000 .250 .500 .000
ES .125 .292 .292 .000 .292

Table 8.2 Probability matrix P(IS = IA) for Udihe

8.2.2 Comparing probability distributions
Probability matrices of the kind introduced in the previous section can be exploited
to quantify the similarity of informational articulations in a language. That is,
probability distributions can be interpreted as sets, and the similarity between sets
can easily be quantified.

The probability distribution associated with an intended articulation IS essen-
tially is an infinite set of events: the interpretations of IS as IA. The members of
this set can be divided into five subsets (the Addressee’s interpretation of IS as A,
B, C, D or E) whose proportionate sizes are denoted by the individual probabilities.
Consider for example the distribution of interpretations of a Speaker’s intended
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Entry-central Categorical articulation in Udihe (CS; grey line in Table 8.2 above).
CS forms a set where 8.3% of the members consist of misinterpretations of CS as
AA; 19.4% of its members are misinterpretations of CS as BA; 36.1% are correct
interpretations of CS as CA; 16.7% are misinterpretations of CS as DA; and 19.4%
of the set is formed by misinterpretations of CS as EA.

This interpretation makes it possible to quantify the affinity between two or
more intended articulations within a language in terms of the degree of similarity
between the sets of their interpretations. The similarity of two sets can be quantified
as the maximized percentage of members in their intersection that can form
pairs across both sets with two identical members. Figure 8.4 gives a theoretical
example, featuring two identically-sized bags of ten marbles in four different colours.
According to the illustration, it is possible to compose eight identical cross-set
pairs, leaving 20% of the marbles in each bag that cannot be matched to identically
coloured marbles from the other bag. The similarity of both bags can therefore be
said to be 80%. This number can be calculated by identifying the lowest proportion
across bags for each colour (because it is the smallest of the subsets that exhausts
the possibility of forming further identical cross-set pairs), and summing them.

Bag I Bag II I∼II
n % n % %

b 3 .300 2 .200 .200
g 4 .400 4 .400 .400
r 1 .100 3 .300 .100
y 2 .200 1 .100 .100

.800

Figure 8.4 Calculating set similarity

The same procedure can be applied to the sets of interpretations IA of intended
articulations IS. As an example, consider the probability distributions P(IA ∣ BS)
and P(IA ∣ CS) in Udihe, repeated as Table 8.3 below. The numbers printed in grey
in the rows under AA, DA and EA are left out of consideration in establishing the
similarity between B and C. The reason for this follows from the iconicity principle:
when assessing the conceptual affinity between two categories as a function of their
structural similarity, their uniqueness and mutual ‘confusability’ are extremely
relevant. Whether they are similar in terms of confusion with other categories does
not influence their proximity; therefore, the similarity of both distributions on these
irrelevant interpretations is not taken into account.3

3The interpretations of either intended articulation as A, D and E could be removed
from the set comparison altogether by treating the interpretations under consideration as
the set total, and express the observed percentages as proportions of that total. This is
done in the table below.
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AA BA CA DA EA

BS .125 .292 .292 .000 .292
CS .083 .194 .361 .167 .194

B∼C .194 .292 .486

Table 8.3 B∼C similarity in Udihe

Table 8.3 reveals that 48.6% of the relevant parts of the probability distributions
of Entry-central Categorical and Entry-central Thetic articulations in Udihe are
identical. Their affinity will therefore be said to be .486.4 Pairwise similarity
scores can be presented as a graph, which is done for Udihe in Figure 8.5. The
graph is undirected, unlike the probability matrix from which it is derived in which
P(IS=IA) ≠ P(IA=IS). Note again that the values represent similarity: therefore, the
higher the score, the ‘closer’ two articulations are in the conceptual domain. The
reason for choosing a metric that expresses similarity rather than distance is mostly
a matter of preference: however, it is also the case that the finiteness of the scale
that the similarity score can take (which ranges from .000 to 1.000) is not very
compatible with an infinite concept of distance. The graph reveals that the similarity
between the Entry-central Thetic and Identificational articulations (B∼E) in Udihe
is highest at .583, and that the Address-central Categorical and Identificational
articulations (D∼E) have no similarity at all. Furthermore, since the similarity
scores form a continuous scale, it is also possible to characterize the similarity of the
Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (A∼D) as twice as great as the
similarity of the Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations (A∼B), and
the Entry-central Categorical articulation as twice as similar to the Address-central

BA CA

BS .500 .500
CS .350 .650

B∼C .350 .500 .850

The table shows that the similarity score resulting from this
calculation is substantially higher. In fact, this calculation
would rate two articulations as fully identical whenever they
make use of the same coding strategies, irrespective of the
fact whether these coding strategies can also convey other
articulations. This is not in agreement with the underlying
assumptions of this study, which posit that all articulations
exist independently, even though their use of surface structure
encoding may point to stronger or weaker ties between them.

4Except for section 8.3.3 of this chapter, this study only considers pairwise similarity
scores. However, the procedure can be performed for clusters of articulations of any size,
as any number n of sets can be compared in terms of the proportion of identical cross-set
n-tuples that can be drawn from it. If this is done, the resulting similarity scores can only
be meaningfully compared between clusters of the same size. For instance, the similarity
value of the pair C∼D can only be compared to that of another pair, and not for instance
with the triplet C∼D∼E. The results for differently-sized clusters may be in conflict, in the
sense that a larger n-tuple may well have a higher similarity score than pairs formed of its
constituent articulations.
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Categorical articulation than to the Address-central Thetic articulation. This is a
considerable advantage in comparison to the qualitative analysis given in chapter 7,
where one could merely establish the presence of similarity, but were unable to
differentiate between articulations that were closer or less close together.

A B

CD

E

.250

.208
.500

.250

.486
.000

.583

.417

.486.000

Figure 8.5 Udihe similarity graph

8.2.3 Some further remarks
The method described in the previous paragraphs provides an intuitive, motivated
way to quantify type-based conceptual affinity on the basis of surface structure
categorization in domains with substantial overlap of surface structure categories.
As such, it may provide a rather useful tool for other areas of functional typology
as well, especially in those cases where empirical experimental research (such
as categorization tasks) or elicitation in the field are impossible, and sufficient
data to run a statistical token-based comparison (using a technique like Multiple
Correspondence Analysis, such as the one proposed in Majid et al. 2007) is not
available. Despite the fact that an isolated similarity score is rather difficult to
interpret, its universal range – .000 to 1.000 for whatever domain or language –
greatly facilitates cross-linguistic as well as cross-category comparison. Moreover,
the similarity score is a variable of the continuous or ‘scale’ type, which means that
it is amenable to a wide array of mainstream statistical techniques not normally
available to typologists. Of particular interest in this respect would be principal
components analysis (PCA), which could be used to detect latent variables that
might explain patterns found in the distribution of similarities.5 Finally, the
method is rather flexible in that actual or imputed frequency data regarding the
occurrence of surface structure categories (or, when available, Addressees’ preferred
interpretations) can easily be incorporated on a per-language basis. In the context

5The reason why no such techniques are used in this study has to do with the size and
quality of the sample. PCA and other incarnations of factor analysis require much larger
data sets: minimally 10-15 cases per tested variable. In the case of the present study – in
which the five informational articulations can be combined in ten pairs for which similarity
can be calculated – this would amount to a desired sample size of at least 100 languages.
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of the present study, for instance, a choice could be made to skew the frequency
distribution in such a way that the ‘default’ coding strategy is set to a probability
of occurrence twice as high as other strategies.6 In this way, the method can
potentially produce rather ‘realistic’ data on which to base a multidimensional map
of the domain under investigation.

8.3 Exploring similarity

In comparison to the analyses presented in chapter 7, the quantified measure of
similarity that has been proposed in the previous section has the advantage that
it does away with any conflicting overlaps that may exist between the separate
coding strategies that constitute the informational configuration of a language. It
takes into account all of these in a transparent manner, and converts them to a
single value that expresses the extent to which underlying categories themselves
are similar. This allows one to evaluate the pairwise or n-wise association between
the informational articulations directly.

If we think of the informational articulations as points in a conceptual space,
and of similarity scores as statements about their respective proximity, it becomes
clear that similarity scores can be used to explore the informational configuration of
languages in three ways. First, the similarity between the points in the configuration
can be used to qualify single articulations in terms of their overall connectedness to
other articulations. Second, equally-sized clusters of articulations can be compared
to each other. Finally, the arrangement of articulations in a configuration can be
considered in its entirety. The remainder of this chapter it will show how these
questions can be approached.

The first two of the questions above will be treated in this section. The first
part discusses how similarity can be exploited to establish which articulations
occupy the most central and most peripheral position in the configuration of a
single language. In the second part, I will look at the position of the Identificational
articulation (E) in the paradigm, and whether any sense can be made of the way in
which it associates with the other articulations in the domain. In third part of the
section, the hypothesis that was investigated in 7.3 will be revisited, and I will be
explore whether the restrictions that the paradigmatic structure of the domain of
information packaging could be seen to impose on the coding potential of individual
coding strategies also impact the informational configuration of languages as a
whole.7

6This has indeed been tried, but the resulting similarity scores were not significantly
different from the ones reported.

7It has been argued in 6.3 that the Identificational articulation (E) is best considered
separately, due to the special position it occupies in the information packaging paradigm.
Apart from the analyses to be presented in the second part of this section, which are
dedicated specifically to the behaviour of E, the articulation will not be considered here.
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8.3.1 Centrality and peripherality
Figure 8.5 represented the similarity scores of Udihe in the shape of a graph
whose edges express the conceptual distance between its nodes. These distances
can be considered individually and comparisons can be made between them; in
addition, they can be used to make statements about the connectedness of
individual articulations. That is, the information can be used to calculate the
average similarity of the pairs I∼x, where I is one of the informational articulations
A, B, C or D, and x stands for I’s three complements.

The articulation with the highest average pairwise similarity score can be consi-
dered the best connected or most central node in the graph, while the articulation
with the lowest average pairwise similarity can conversely be understood as the
worst connected or most peripheral node in the graph. Given the manner in
which the similarity scores have been calculated, it seems fair to say that the most
central node constitutes the ‘default’ articulation, while the most peripheral node
constitutes the articulation that is in a sense most ‘marked’. It is important to
stress that defaultness and markedness have been used here in a rather loose sense,
and are most certainly not to be interpreted in terms of Lambrecht’s ‘pragmatic
(un)markedness’, which refers to the informational (under)specification of coding
strategies (Lambrecht 1994: 17ff).8 The most central and most peripheral articula-
tions of the languages in the sample are listed in Table 8.4 (the third column of the
table will be discussed in the next section).

Centrality Table 8.4 shows that the Entry-central Categorical articulation (C) is
the most central articulation in seven of the fifteen languages. In view of the fact
that this articulation – the topic-comment articulation – is generally considered
to be the ‘basic’ mode of information packaging, this number is remarkably low.
Moreover, three languages treat the Entry-central Thetic articulation (B) as the
most central one. If centrality as operationalized here is indeed a good determinant
of basicness, this observation may be indicative of the fact that categoriality is not
the universal default in information packaging. The informational configurations of
Krongo, Movima and Kambera seem to suggest that speakers of certain languages
rely primarily on other principles to facilitate mutual understanding and the
exchange of information in discourse, which allows them to posit asserted events
one by one, without bothering too much about the construal of relevance. On a
similar note, there are two languages – Begak and Greenlandic Inuktitut – that
treat the Address-central Thetic articulation as the most central one. This is very
peculiar: assuming if one assumes that the construal of a new discourse address is a
cognitively demanding task, it is very counter-intuitive that a language would code
this instruction in such a way that it is highly similar to the other articulations.

8Seen that peripherality essentially is a function of the specificity of the coding strategies
used to convey the articulation, the type of markedness at issue here may be seen as the
informational counterpart of what Haspelmath (2006: 26) has labelled Trubetzkoyan
markedness, according to which the marked member of an opposition is the one that is
least readily neutralized in surface structure.
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Language Central Peripheral ?E

Kambera B A AE

Slave C A AE

Tariana C A ABE

Tidore C A BE

Lango C A CE

Lezgian C A CE

Sri Lankan Malay D A DE

Greenlandic Inuktitut A B BE

Begak A B BE

Udihe C B BE

Hixkaryana D B AE

Ma’di C B DE

Movima B D DE

Krongo B D DE

Kayardild – – CE

Notes. No central and peripheral articulations can be established for Kayardild.
See the similarity scores in Table 8.5 and the discussion in section 8.4.3.5.

Table 8.4 Centrality, peripherality and association with E
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Likewise, although somewhat less problematic, there are two languages in which
the Address-central Categorical articulation is the most central one (Hixkaryana
and Sri Lankan Malay). For now, I will restrict myself to highlighting these facts. A
tentative explanation will need to wait until some other facts have been discussed,
and is therefore presented as part of section 8.4.4.

While the present sample is clearly of insufficient size to warrant any firm
conclusion in this regard, the distribution of the most central articulations at
the very least seems to challenge the widespread assumption regarding the cross-
linguistic basicness of topic-comment information structuring. Looking at it from a
pattern perspective (i.e., not taking into account the frequency of occurrence of the
respective articulations in discourse, nor the frequency with with individual coding
strategies are used to convey a particular articulation in their coding potential), it
seems that languages may also treat other articulations as more basic. It would be
extremely interesting to subject this matter to empirical testing cross-linguistically,
something which to my knowledge has never been done.

Peripherality As regards the most peripheral articulations in the languages of the
sample, Table 8.4 shows that a majority of the languages either has the Address-
central (A) or the Entry-central (B) Thetic articulation as its most peripheral
mode of information packaging. This seems to suggest that [–predicational] (the
feature that A and B have in common) is generally an important consideration for
treating articulations differentially. In addition, no language is attested in which the
Entry-central Categorical articulation (C) is the most peripheral. Some additional
observations about the peripheral articulations will be made in the remainder of
this section as well as in the next.

8.3.2 Association with Identificational Focus
The table on page 180 also lists for each language in the sample the articulation that
the Identificational articulation (E) is most similar to. It has been observed several
times now that the Identificational articulation deviates from the other four articu-
lations in that the dimension of addressation is irrelevant to its characterization,
which is done entirely in terms of actualization: the Identificational articulation is
used to update an otherwise presupposed proposition by filling an empty slot or
replacing its contents with something else. Whether or not the presupposition at
hand consists of a Comment layer, a Topic layer or both is immaterial.

Table 8.4 shows that in eight of the fifteen cases, the Identificational articulation
is most similar to the peripheral articulation. This is true for three cases – Kambera,
Slave, Tariana – where E associates with A, three cases – Greenlandic Inuktitut,
Begak and Udihe – where E associates with B and two cases – Krongo and Movima
– where E associates with D. In the remaining seven languages, E associates with
the most central instead of the most peripheral articulation in three cases (Lango,
Lezgian and Sri Lankan Malay). Finally, in three languages – Tidore, Hixkaryana
and Ma’di – E is closest to an articulation that is neither the most central nor the
most peripheral articulation in the configuration.
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The convergence between the peripheral articulation and E strengthens the
idea that peripherality is indeed a good measure of markedness, as there is general
consensus in the literature that E is very marked itself, pragmatically as well as
situationally and morphosyntactically. Configurations in which the two converge
may be characterized as systems that attach considerable importance to the para-
meter that sets apart the most peripheral articulation from the other ones, and
exploit this split to achieve the same emphasis for the E articulation. For example,
the Entry-central Thetic articulation in Begak is the most peripheral, suggesting
that the lack of a Topic layer (which is the property that sets apart B from A, C
and D) is an important consideration in that language for treating the articulation
differentially. From the fact that E is most similar to B, it can be concluded that
the same strategies are used overall to mark the denotatum of a specific evocational
Subact as the asserted part of an otherwise presupposed proposition. This is exactly
what is also argued in Lambrecht and Polinsky (1997), who state that, in order
to achieve a paradigmatic contrast between a Topical Subject and a non-Topical
Subject in romance languages, the Subject is not only ‘detopified’ by removing
it from its canonical position, but is also ‘focalized’ by moving it to the position
whose occupants are maximally dissimilar from regular continued Topics. The two
principles work in tandem, which explains the dual interpretation of postverbal
Subject constructions in most romance languages as both thetic, presentational
and narrow-focus constructions.

8.3.3 Paradigmatic structure revisited
In 7.3, a hypothesis was formulated regarding the coding potential of individual
coding strategies used to convey informational articulations. It was stated there
that the informational articulations constitute a paradigm, and that the structure
of this paradigm imposes restrictions on the combinations of articulations that a
single coding strategy is able to convey. The qualitative analysis of the languages in
the sample provided general support for this hypothesis. The quantified measure of
similarity that was proposed in the previous section enables us to formulate a parallel
hypothesis regarding the conceptual affinity of articulations in an informational
configuration as a whole. That is, based on the paradigmatic structure of the domain,
it is expected for articulations that have features in common (i.e., articulations
that form a class) to be more similar than those that do not.

Paradigm-induced similarity. Informational articulations that
form a class in the information packaging paradigm are more similar
than articulations that do not form a class.

In chapter 7, six classes and four non-classes were proposed. Four of the classes and
two of the non-classes consist of two articulations; two of the classes and two of the
non-classes consist of three articulations. It was stated in the previous section that
only similarity scores of equally-sized n-tuples can be compared. Therefore, I will
first compare the pairwise similarity scores of the classes AB (the theticity-based
class), AD (the address-based class), BC (entry-based) and CD (categoriality-based)
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with those of the non-classes AC and BD. The relevant similarity scores are given
in Table 8.5.

Language A∼B A∼D B∼C C∼D A∼C B∼D

Tariana .400 .300 .300 .700 .300 .300
Udihe .250 .500 .486 .417 .208 .000
Greenlandic Inuktitut .417 .563 .000 .250 .563 .000
Movima .500 .000 .375 .000 .375 .000
Sri Lankan Malay .000 .458 .250 .250 .000 .250
Ma’di .000 .313 .257 .327 .286 .113
Krongo .375 .000 .750 .000 .375 .000
Tidore .000 .000 .417 .625 .375 .000
Kambera .444 .000 .356 .583 .000 .278
Slave .250 .000 .208 .583 .208 .000
Hixkaryana .278 .556 .000 .500 .444 .000
Lezgian .000 .000 .500 .500 .000 .000
Lango .000 .000 .375 .375 .000 .250
Begak .000 .667 .000 .417 .417 .000
Kayardild .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

mean .364 .480 .389 .461 .355 .238

Notes. Languages in grey present counterevidence to the hypothesis. Zero
similarity scores are treated as absent values.

Table 8.5 Pairwise similarity scores

Table 8.5 makes apparent that most languages in the sample exhibit zero
similarity for one or more groupings, classes and non-classes alike. These zero
similarity scores are not taken into consideration in the discussion below, because
it is assumed that full absence of similarity is qualitatively different from low
similarity. That is, two articulations that are kept entirely separate in surface
structure encoding need not constitute refutation of the hypothesis presented above.

If the zero similarity scores are thus left out of consideration, Table 8.5 provides
strong support for the hypothesis that the similarity of classes in the information
packaging paradigm is greater than the similarity of non-classes. For eleven of the
fifteen languages, all positive similarity scores for classes of articulations (the left
part of the table) are greater than the similarity scores for non-classes (the right
part of the table). The only three exceptions to this pattern are Ma’di, Hixkaryana
and Greenlandic Inuktitut, in which the similarity of the non-class AC is greater
than that of one or more of the classes. An even more compelling picture emerges if
the average similarity of the classes is compared for each language with the average
similarity of the non-classes (not in the table): except in Greenlandic Inuktitut,
the average similarity of the classes is greater than that of the non-classes for all
languages. Finally, looking at the average similarity per class or non-class across
the entire sample it becomes clear that the classes in the left part of the table all
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have higher average similarity scores than the non-classes in the right part.
In addition to the pairwise groupings, two classes (the topic-based class ACD

and the comment-based class BCD) and two non-classes (ABD and ABC) have
been formulated in 7.2.2 that consist of three articulations. The similarity scores for
these triplets are listed in Table 8.6; again, zero similarity is left out of consideration.
The data in this table support the hypothesis as well: except for Krongo, Movima
and Slave, the similarity of the classes ACD and BCD is higher than that of
the non-classes in all languages of the sample. The same is true for the average
similarity scores per grouping across the entire sample.

Language A∼C∼D B∼C∼D A∼B∼C A∼B∼D

Tariana .500 .500 .400 .400
Udihe .375 .250 .333 .125
Greenlandic Inuktitut .625 .000 .333 .333
Movima .000 .000 .500 .000
Sri Lankan Malay .125 .375 .000 .125
Ma’di .363 .263 .150 .050
Krongo .000 .000 .625 .000
Tidore .250 .333 .250 .000
Kambera .000 .467 .133 .167
Slave .125 .125 .292 .000
Hixkaryana .667 .000 .167 .167
Lezgian .000 .333 .000 .000
Lango .000 .375 .000 .000
Begak .500 .000 .000 .000
Kayardild .000 .000 .000 .000

mean .392 .336 .318 .195

Notes. Languages in grey present counter evidence to the hypothesis. Zero
similarity scores are treated as absent values.

Table 8.6 Similarity scores for triplets of articulations

8.3.4 Intermediate summary
In this section, the notion of a quantified measure of similarity between functional
categories that was proposed in section 8.2 has been applied to the informatio-
nal configurations of the languages in the sample. Various properties of their
configurations have been highlighted.

It has been shown how similarity scores can be employed to establish the
most central and most peripheral categories in a configuration. With regard to
centrality, the sample has been shown to cast some doubt on the concept that
topic-comment information packaging is the cross-linguistically preferred default.
With regard to peripherality and the association of the Identificational articulation
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with the other articulations, it has been shown that there is a notable connection
between the two, albeit too weak to warrant any definitive conclusion. Most
interestingly, however, the quantified similarity between articulations, which is
essentially a generalization over the impact of the combined coding strategies in a
configuration, has been shown to provide ample support for the hypothesis that
articulations which constitute a class in the information packaging paradigm are
more similar than articulations that do not constitute a class. In other words,
whether informational articulations are considered with regard to individual means
of encoding or whether a generalization is made across all coding strategies that
are employed in the informational configuration, the same picture emerges. The
conclusion therefore seems justified that the parameters [predicationality], [locus of
Focus] and [constitution] that were proposed in 6.3 provide an adequate account of
the way the domain of information packaging is structured.

Second, Table 8.5 provides quantitative support for the observation made earlier
regarding the ‘stability’ of the Address-central Categorical articulation (D): as
can be seen in the bottom row, the average quantified similarity of the address-
based (AD) and categoriality-based (CD) classes is much larger than that of the
other classes. Also, D is the most peripheral articulation in only two languages.
Apparently, the D articulation quite strongly tends to be associated with either the
Address-central Thetic or the Entry-central Categorical articulation.

8.4 Towards an informationally based typology
The previous section has employed similarity scores to explore the association
between separate classes of articulations. No attention has been paid to the
question whether the members of some classes are more similar than those of others,
nor have any attempts been made to consider the various similarities that obtain
in a configuration simultaneously. Both matters are pursued in this final section.
By characterizing configurations in terms of the comparative similarity between
different classes of articulations, a typology of information packaging will eventually
be proposed that centres around a notion of informational alignment.

8.4.1 Introducing alignment
The first part of this section briefly sketches the notion of alignment as used
in semantic typology. In the second part, it is argued that alignment is a useful
concept in the context of the mapping design of this study as well, and informational
alignment is introduced. The third section proposes a view of alignment not in
terms of the interaction between surface structure and underlying structure, but in
terms of the respective proximity of points in the conceptual domain, enabling a
gradient understanding of alignment. The final part of this section elaborates on
this idea, and proposes a way to evaluate the extent to which an alignment pattern
is representative of a configuration in scalar terms.
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8.4.1.1 Semantic alignment

In typological studies, the notion of alignment typically refers to the interaction of
semantic roles and syntactic functions, as attested by the restrictive neutralization
in syntax of these roles in various grammatical environments (Van Valin and
LaPolla 1997). Most approaches to alignment assume a three-way division of
core semantic roles, distinguishing between S (sole argument in an intransitive
predication), A (prototypical Actor in a transitive predication) and U (prototypical
Undergoer in a transitive predication). Given these three roles and no further
conditions, five alignment patterns are logically possible. In (1) below, the patterns
are classified according to the number of classes distinguished in the pattern, and
labelled according to Song (2001: 141).

(1) Alignment patterns of S, A and U
a. Unipartite alignment pattern

SAU neutral alignment
b. Bipartite alignment patterns

(i) SA U nominative – accusative alignment

(ii) SU A ergative – absolutive alignment

(iii) AU S AU / S alignment9

c. Tripartite alignment pattern
S A U tripartite alignment

As a semantic alignment pattern is usually identified on the basis of the neutraliza-
tion attested by syntactic functions manifest in surface structure, it is in a sense
discrete: a specific grammatical environment exhibits either one type of alignment
or another. The basic five-way typology in (1) can be extended by taking into
account additional parameters, such as intrinsic, extrinsic or relative properties of
the referents fulfilling the respective semantic roles, aspectuality of the predication,
syntactic status of the predication, mood and modality, et cetera. Alignment
has convincingly been shown to be a fundamental parameter of cross-linguistic
variation, and the alignment of semantic roles in the basic clause has been shown
to correlate with phenomena in a large number of other syntactic domains, such as
head/dependent marking and constituent order.

8.4.1.2 Informational alignment

In essence, the concept of alignment is highly compatible with the mapping design
used in this study. What I referred to above as a grammatical environment is
tantamount to a coding strategy: a means to convey a functional structure. Just
like a coding strategy relevant to information packaging has a coding potential

9While logically possible, this alignment pattern is rare and rather dysfunctional,
because it neutralises two prototypical semantic roles that are diametrically opposed. See
Song (2001: 146) and references cited therein.
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defined in terms of a set of informational articulations, so syntactic functions in
these environments have a coding potential defined in terms of a set of semantic
roles. Therefore, in the same way that semantic alignment aligns semantic roles
with syntactic functions in a grammatical context, informational alignment can
be understood to align informational articulations with coding strategies. By means
of illustration, consider the three – slightly artificial – Italian sentences in (2) below.

(2) Informational alignment in Italian (contrived)
a. entra

enters
la stanza
the room

la donna
the woman

b. la donna
the woman

entra
enters

la stanza
the room

c. la stanza
the room

la
it

entra
enters

la donna
the woman

For the sake of illustration, let’s accept that the construction with postverbal Subject
in (2a) aligns with the Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations
(AB); the canonical construction in (2b) aligns with the Entry-central Categorical
articulation (C), and the left-dislocated construction in (2c) aligns with the Address-
central Categorical articulation (D, where ‘the room’ would be the new Topic). On
the basis of the coding potential of these three coding strategies, the informational
alignment of Italian could therefore be represented as

(3) AB C D tripartite informational alignment

The number of logically possible alignment patterns depends on the number of
underlying categories in the domain. For a configuration with three underlying
categories, it was shown in (1) that five alignment patterns are logically possible,
which belong to three combinatorial groups (unipartite, bipartite, tripartite). Lea-
ving aside the Identificational articulation (E), the domain of information packaging
consists of four categories: the Entry-central and Address-central Categorical and
Thetic articulations A, B, C and D, respectively. With those four categories, fifteen
alignment patterns are logically possible. They are summarized in Table 8.7.

E is left out for reasons of methodology: if a fifth category is included, the
number of logically possible alignment patterns increases to thirty-seven. With a
sample of just fifteen languages, such a large number of possible patterns cannot
be tested (in fact, the sample is too small already to make any firm statements
about the fifteen patterns in Table 8.7). However, it was also noted in chapter 7
that E differs from the other articulations in that it does not require a value on
the parameters [constitution] and [predicationality], because it targets only one of
the dimensions (actualization) of information packaging. Due to its qualitatively
different nature, it may well be the case that it behaves differently in terms of
alignment. Therefore, rather than including E in the alignment patterns, its
association with the other articulations was discussed separately in section 8.3.2.
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Unipartite Bipartite I Tripartite
4 1 + 3 2 + 1 + 1

ABCD

A BCD

B ACD

C ABD

D ABC

AB C D

AC B D

AD B C

BC A D

BD A C

CD A B

Bipartite II Tetrapartite
2 + 2 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

AB CD

AC BD

AD BC

A B C D

Table 8.7 Logically possible alignment patterns if N = 4

8.4.1.3 Discrete vs. gradient alignment

I have argued before that, while it is possible to identify the coding potential of
individual coding strategies, the behaviour of an entire informational configuration
is much more difficult to classify because of overlapping and conflicting strategies.
Unfortunately, cases like (3) above that have only complementary non-overlapping
strategies are an idealized situation that is very rare in the real world. Due to
their conflicting coding potentials, it is often impossible to derive a classification
of the overall configuration from the discrete coding potentials of its constituent
coding strategies. Incidentally, it appears that the problems also occur in classifying
semantic alignment as a property of a language rather than of individual grammatical
environments. Like the individual coding strategies in a configuration, these may
give rise to different, conflicting alignment patterns. This makes it effectively
impossible to establish a single alignment pattern as a global, unconditional property
of a language, based on a qualitative analysis of its syntactic functions. Instead,
studies of alignment are limited to alignment in a specific grammatical context
(typically, the declarative present clause with all referents expressed), or they
evaluate alignment patterns in terms of their respective frequencies (the most
frequent one being identified as the dominant alignment pattern).

As a solution to such problems, this study proposes to move away from a discrete
notion of alignment that obtains between underlying categories and surface struc-
ture categories, towards a gradient notion of alignment that obtains between
underlying categories with respect to each other. The iconicity principle provides
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a direct link between both interpretations, given that consistent neutralization in
surface structure is indicative of close conceptual proximity. Therefore, rather than
defining alignment patterns on the basis of neutralization behaviour of individual
coding devices, they can also be defined on the basis of relative proximity of under-
lying categories in conceptual space. In this interpretation, the ergative – absolutive
pattern discussed above is one in which the similarity between the semantic roles S
and U is greater than the similarity between either S and A or U and A. Conversely,
the nominative – accusative alignment pattern obtains when the similarity between
S and A is greater than between either S and U or A and U. In the same vein,
informational alignment patterns can be defined by comparing the similarity of
pairs of articulations with respect to each other. The quantifiable measure of
similarity introduced in the previous section makes it possible to evaluate languages
on the basis of such gradient definitions, which will be proposed in the following
sections for all logically possible alignment patterns mentioned in Table 8.7.

By way of illustration, consider the definition of the B ACD alignment
pattern. Parallel to what has been said before about semantic alignment, this
pattern arises if the respective similarity of the Address-central Thetic articulation
(A) and the Address-central and Entry-central Categorical articulations (C, D) is
greater than the similarity between either of these and the Entry-central Thetic
articulation (B). In terms of the pairwise similarity scores, this situation obtains
if all similarity scores B∼x are less than the similarity between x and its other
counterparts. Greenlandic Inuktitut is one of the languages in the sample for which
this is the case. The pairwise similarity scores of Greenlandic Inuktitut are plotted
in Figure 8.6; as can be seen there, the similarity scores that involve B (dotted
lines) are indeed smaller than their respective counterparts that do not involve B.
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A∼C > A∼B A∼C > B∼C A∼D > B∼D
A∼D > A∼B C∼D > B∼C C∼D > B∼D

Figure 8.6 B ACD informational alignment in Greenlandic Inuktitut

8.4.1.4 Absolute vs. scalar classification

As I stated before, informational alignment patterns are defined as situations
in which similarity scores between certain pairs of articulations are higher than
between certain other pairs. Because the similarity scores on which the definitions
are based are gradient, the judgement whether an informational configuration
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exhibits a certain alignment pattern can be cast in both absolute and gradient
terms. Figure 8.6 shows that the definition of the B ACD alignment pattern
can be divided into six separate criteria, two for the pairwise similarity scores of
each counterpart of B. In the figure, these criteria are formulated as comparative
statements: the similarity score A∼B must be less than the similarity scores between
A and its other counterparts (C and D), the similarity score B∼C must be less than
the scores between C and its other counterparts (A and D), and the similarity score
B∼D must be less than the scores between D and its other counterparts (A and
C). These criteria are absolute in the sense that they can only be true or false.
In the case of Greenlandic Inuktitut, all six statements are true. Consequently,
the classification of the informational alignment of Inuktitut as B ACD is also
true. However, there is an alternative to this all-or-nothing classification.

If a higher number is divided by a lower number, the result is always larger
than one. This trivial fact can be exploited to convert the six discrete criteria in
Figure 8.6 to six quotients that are amenable to a scalar evaluation. The left-side
term of each criterion serves as the numerator of the quotient; the right-side term
serves as the denominator.10 A quotient lower than 1.000 indicates that the criterion
is poorly met; a quotient over 1.000 indicates that a criterion is met. The quotients
for all criteria (six in the case of bipartite ‘1+3’ alignment patterns) can be averaged
to produce a scalar judgement of overall type membership, i.e. the extent to which
any given alignment pattern is representative of the informational configuration of
a language. This method has an obvious advantage over the absolute evaluation
of an informational configuration, because it allows for certain criteria that define
an alignment pattern not to be met, as long as the average quotient is still over
1.000. More importantly, if the quotient calculated for one alignment pattern is
higher than that for another pattern, the former pattern can be said to be more
representative of the informational configuration at hand. The average quotient is
referred to as M (membership index). For the case at hand, M of the alignment
pattern B ACD in Greenlandic Inuktitut (ISO 639-2 code: kal) is

Mkal

B ACD
=

A∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼C+1
B∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼D+1

6

=
1.563
1.417

+ 1.563
1.417

+ 1.563
1.000

+ 1.250
1.000

+ 1.563
1.000

+ 1.250
1.000

6
≈ 1.142

It must be stressed that M is a relative measure, and meaningless when regarded in
isolation. At best, the value calculated above indicates that Greenlandic Inuktitut
indeed exhibits B ACD alignment. However, the value ofM for various alignment
patterns in a single language can be used to determine which of these patterns is most
representative of its informational configuration; alternatively, the value of M for

10A constant of 1.000 has been added to all terms to get rid of unwanted .000 similarity
scores in the denominators.
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the same alignment pattern can be compared across various languages to determine
which language has the informational configuration that is best representative of
that pattern. Also, M is useful to distinguish between the primary, secondary and
n-ary alignment pattern of a language when its configuration meets the absolute
definition of multiple patterns, or of no pattern at all. As such, the scalar approach
makes it possible to assign all languages in the sample to an alignment class in an
objective, motivated manner.

In the tables provided in the remainder of this section, the representativity is
listed of various informational alignment patterns for the languages of the sample
in both absolute (A) and scalar terms (M). When the configuration of a language
meets all criteria that define an alignment pattern, this pattern is said to be
absolutely representative of the configuration of that language; this is indicated by
a tick (✓) in the A-column of the table. M is calculated as explained above. The
highest M -value of each language identifies the primary alignment pattern of
the language. It is printed in bold face.

8.4.2 Expectedness of alignment patterns

There are obvious parallels between the grouping of articulations in an informational
alignment pattern on the one hand and the coding potential of individual coding
strategies on the other. Like the coding potentials that were discussed in Chapter 7,
some of the logically possible alignment patterns apply a split between articulations
that is in accordance with the assumed paradigmatic structure of the domain of
information packaging: they divide the domain into groups that have the status
of a class, motivated by a common feature. Other alignment patterns apply splits
that cannot be explained in terms of a single feature value. In the previous chapter,
it was shown that the paradigmatic structure of information packaging imposes
limits on the coding potential of strategies, such that articulations that form a class
are more likely to co-occur in the coding potential of a strategy than those that
do not form a class. A similar assumption can be formulated with regard to the
expectedness of informational alignment patterns.

Representativity of informational alignment patterns. Infor-
mational configurations will be more representative of alignment pat-
terns that result in a split between articulations in accordance with the
paradigmatic structure of information packaging, than of alignment
patterns for which this is not the case.

The rather vague ‘expectedness’ is operationalized in this hypothesis in terms of the
degree to which an informational configuration is representative of an alignment
pattern, expressed by M . Simply put, the hypothesis predicts that languages have
higher values of M for alignment patterns that respect the paradigmatic structure
of information packaging, and lower values for those patterns that do not.
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8.4.3 Informational alignment patterns
This section introduces all logically possible alignment patterns according to the
groups invoked in Table 8.7 (unipartite, bipartite I, bipartite II, tripartite, tetrapar-
tite). If the alignment pattern can be characterized in terms of a parameter from
the information packaging paradigm (which is the case for all patterns that impose a
split between classes or articulations), that will be mentioned. The defining criteria
– phrased as comparisons between pairwise similarity scores – are listed for each
pattern, as well as the method for calculating M . For each pattern, the languages
are listed that meet its definition ‘absolutely’ (i.e., for which all the criteria that
define the alignment pattern are true). Also, the languages whose informational
configuration are most representative and least representative of the alignment
pattern (i.e., the languages with the highest and lowest value of M) are mentioned.
Discussion of each group will be concluded with an intermediate summary.

8.4.3.1 Unipartite informational alignment

Absolute ABCD unipartite alignment obtains if full similarity exists between
all pairs of articulations, i.e. if their similarity scores are 1.000. Defined in this
way, unipartiteness is tantamount to informational neutrality: all articulations are
treated identically in surface structure. The surface structure of a language with this
type of informational alignment would be completely insensitive to informational
considerations, and its speakers would have to rely entirely on their extralinguistic
communicative skills to keep track of the information flow through discourse. No
languages are attested in the sample that exhibit such neutral alignment.

Alternatively, unipartiteness can be defined not in terms of full similarity
between all pairs of articulations, but rather in terms of equal similarity between
all pairs of articulations. This obtains if all pairwise similarity scores are the same,
though not necessarily 1.000. Such a definition does not entail neutrality, but rather
balance. Balance between scores can be operationalized as minimized variability,
for which various measures are available. The so-called coefficient of variation
(CV) is the most intuitive one. Under this definition, Tariana would be a language
whose informational configuration is closest to being unipartite.11

8.4.3.2 Bipartite informational alignment I

The first group of bipartite alignment patterns consists of the ‘1+3’ patterns. As has
already been explained in section 8.4.1.3, bipartite alignment patterns of this kind
obtain if the similarity between one articulation and its three counterparts is less

11CV is a measure of normalized variability (cf. Shriberg et al. 2003). It expresses the
standard deviation of values in a population proportionate to the mean of the population.
A small CV indicates low variability of the individual observations, while a high value
indicates high variability. I am hesitant to attach much importance to a definition of
unipartiteness in terms of balance, because it is difficult to relate to the interpretation as
well as the expression of informational categories. It has merely been mentioned here by
means of illustration; Tariana is classified with a different alignment pattern later on.
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than the similarity between the counterparts themselves. An abstract representation
of bipartite 1 + 3 alignment is given in Figure 8.7. Note that the three comparative
statements only regard the similarity between each counterpart of Q and its other
counterparts; it is crucial that the similarity between the other counterparts (Y∼Z
when considering Q∼X, X∼Z when considering Q∼Y, and X∼Y when considering
Q∼Z) is not involved.

Q X

YZ

Q XYZ alignment obtains if

(X∼Y ∧ X∼Z) > X∼Q
(Y∼X ∧ Y∼Z) > Y∼Q
(Z∼X ∧ Z∼Y) > Z∼Q

Figure 8.7 Bipartite 1 + 3 alignment

Four of these alignment patterns can be distinguished, and are discussed
separately below.

A BCD Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simi-
larities not involving the Address-central Thetic articulation (A) are all greater
than the complementary pairwise similarities in which A figures. As such, this
alignment pattern applies a split between articulations that are [+Cm] (B, C, D) and
articulations that are [–Cm] (A) in terms of the information packaging paradigm.
Hence, the feature [±Cm] can be understood to be salient for languages whose
informational configuration is highly representative of this alignment pattern, and
less salient if the configuration is less representative of this pattern. The criteria
for this alignment pattern are summarized in (4).

(4) Criteria for A BCD informational alignment
a. B ∼ C > A ∼ B
b. B ∼ D > A ∼ B
c. B ∼ C > A ∼ C
d. C ∼ D > A ∼ C
e. B ∼ D > A ∼ D
f. C ∼ D > A ∼ D

Lango is the only language in the sample whose informational configuration satisfies
these criteria absolutely. To calculate M for this alignment pattern, the criteria
in (4) are converted to quotients, such that
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M
A BCD

=
B∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼D+1

6

The languages most representative of this alignment pattern are Lango and Lezgian,
where M = 1.333. The language whose configuration is least representative of this
pattern is Greenlandic Inuktitut, where M = 0.715.

B ACD Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise similarities
not involving the Entry-central Thetic articulation (B) are all greater than the
pairwise similarities in which B figures. The criteria are summarized in (5). In
terms of the paradigm of information packaging, this alignment pattern applies a
split between articulations that are [+Top] (A, C, D) and those that are [–Top]
(B). Hence, the feature [±Top] can be understood to be salient for languages whose
informational configuration is highly representative of this alignment pattern, and
less salient if the configuration is less representative of this pattern.

(5) Criteria for B ACD informational alignment
a. A ∼ C > A ∼ B
b. A ∼ D > A ∼ B
c. A ∼ C > B ∼ C
d. C ∼ D > B ∼ C
e. A ∼ D > B ∼ D
f. C ∼ D > B ∼ D

Four languages (Begak, Ma’di, Hixkaryana and Greenlandic Inuktitut) meet these
criteria absolutely. To calculate M for this alignment pattern, the criteria in (5)
are converted to quotients, such that

M
B ACD

=
A∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼C+1
B∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼D+1

6

The language that is most representative of B ACD informational alignment is
Begak, where M = 1.500. Krongo (M = 0.847) is least representative of this pattern.

C ABD Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise similarities
not involving the Entry-central Categorical articulation (C) are all greater than
the pairwise similarities in which C figures. The criteria are summarized in (6).
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In terms of the paradigm of information packaging, the split that this alignment
pattern applies between articulations cannot be ascribed to the value of a single
parameter (ABD is a non-class of articulations; see section 7.3.3.3).

(6) Criteria for C ABD informational alignment
a. A ∼ B > A ∼ C
b. A ∼ D > A ∼ C
c. A ∼ B > B ∼ C
d. B ∼ D > B ∼ C
e. A ∼ D > C ∼ D
f. B ∼ D > C ∼ D

There are no languages in the sample that meet these criteria absolutely. To calculate
M for this alignment pattern, the criteria in (6) are converted to quotients, such
that

M
C ABD

=
A∼B+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼C+1

+ B∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
C∼D+1

6

A language in which M is higher than 1.000 is representative of this alignment
pattern, while a language where M is lower than 1.000 is less representative of the
alignment pattern. The language most representative of this alignment pattern is
Sri Lanka Malay, where M = 1.071. However, this value is only slightly over 1.000,
indicating a rather poor fit. What is more, the pattern A BCD – is much more
representative of Sri Lanka Malay at M = 1.119.

D ABC Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise similari-
ties not involving the Address-central Categorical articulation (D) are all greater
than the pairwise similarities in which D figures. The criteria are summarized
in (7). Like the previous pattern, the split that the D ABC pattern applies
between articulations cannot be attributed to a single parameter in the paradigm
of information packaging. However, the split may be due to the special status of
the Address-central Categorical articulation (D), as pointed out in section 7.3.3.3.

(7) Criteria for D ABC informational alignment
a. A ∼ B > A ∼ D
b. A ∼ C > A ∼ D
c. A ∼ B > B ∼ D
d. B ∼ C > B ∼ D
e. A ∼ C > C ∼ D
f. B ∼ C > C ∼ D
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Movima and Krongo meet these criteria. To calculate M for this alignment pattern,
the criteria in (7) are converted to quotients, such that

M
D ABC

=
A∼B+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
C∼D+1

6

A language in which M is higher than 1.000 is representative of this alignment
pattern, while a language where M is lower than 1.000 is less representative of
the alignment pattern. Krongo is most representative of D ABC informational
alignment (M = 1.500), while Sri Lanka Malay (M = 0.829) is least representative
of this pattern.

Intermediate summary Table 8.8 contains an intermediate classification of the
languages in the sample, in terms of their absolute and relative membership of the
four bipartite alignment patterns discussed so far.

The data in Table 8.8 allow for three important observations. First of all, there
are no languages in the sample whose informational configurations are most repre-
sentative of the C ABD alignment pattern, where the Entry-central Categorical
articulation (C) is split off from the other ones. This fact is significant in two
respects. On the one hand, it provides further support for the observation made
in chapter 7.3.3.3 regarding the non-class status of ABD. There, it was argued
that those three articulations do not form a class because they have no common
parameters in the information packaging paradigm, which explains why no coding
strategies are attested with ABD coding potential. Table 8.8 tells us that the
same is true for informational configurations as a whole; even though individual
strategies may cause high pairwise similarity between the members of the cluster
ABD, there are no languages in the sample in which their combined within-group
similarity is greater than the between-group similarity between C and ABD. On the
other hand, the lack of C ABD informational alignment is compatible with the
central status that the Entry-central Categorical articulation (C) is often awarded
in theories of information packaging. Many theories regard the Topic-Comment
articulation as the preferred, default or basic way of structuring information in
discourse, because expanding the contents of a mutually agreed context set is
arguably the most efficient way to make use of human cognitive resources. However,
it has been argued in 8.3.1 that this postulation may need to be treated with some
caution, as it has been shown there that only in half of the languages in the present
sample, C can actually be established as the most central articulation. In view of
the lack of C ABD primary alignment, and the lack of languages in which C is
classified as the most peripheral articulation, it is probably most appropriate to say
that both facts make clear that, while C may not necessarily be the most default
articulation cross-linguistically, at least it never is the most special one either.
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Language A BCD B ACD C ABD D ABC

M A M A M A M A

Tariana 1.079 1.079 0.947 0.947

Udihe 1.000 1.142 0.926 1.046

Grl Inuktitut 0.715 1.305 ✓ 1.062 1.062

Movima 0.885 0.885 0.939 1.417 ✓

SLM 1.119 1.071 1.071 0.829

Ma’di 1.040 1.175 ✓ 0.884 0.948

Krongo 1.000 0.847 0.847 1.500 ✓

Tidore 1.209 1.186 0.683 1.085

Kambera 1.271 0.885 0.982 1.021

Slave 1.110 1.110 0.831 1.074

Hixkaryana 0.817 1.391 ✓ 0.991 0.943

Lezgian 1.333 1.028 0.778 1.028

Lango 1.333 ✓ 0.938 0.879 0.938

Begak 0.859 1.500 ✓ 0.961 0.859

Kayardild 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

mean 1.051 1.103 0.919 0.983

Notes. M is the membership index; numbers printed in boldface represent the
overall highest M for that language. A is the absolute membership judgement.
Candidates for reclassification are printed in grey.

Table 8.8 Bipartite I alignment in the languages of the sample
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A second observation concerns the occurrence of A BCD and B ACD
informational alignment patterns, which are governed by the two constitution
parameters [±Cm] and [±Top], respectively. As the bottom row of the table shows,
both patterns have the highest average M values, indicating that the informational
configurations of the languages of the sample on the whole are rather representative
of these patterns. This provides support for the hypothesis in 8.4.2. The good fit
onto the data is especially true for the B ACD pattern, the absolute criteria of
which are met by four languages in the sample. Apparently, the presence versus
absence of Topic is an important determinant of the way languages organise their
informational configurations.

A last observation concerns the D ABC pattern, which applies a split
between the Address-central Categorical articulation (D) and the other articulations.
The hypothesis would predict that such alignment is unlikely to be the most
representative pattern in a language because it applies a split that is not in
accordance with the paradigmatic structure of information packaging. There is
no parameter in the paradigm of information packaging that would motivate the
separation of D from the other articulations, nor is there a parameter that would
motivate the combination of ABC but not D. With regard to the occurrence of
ABC-strategies, it has been argued in section 7.3.3.3 that these are best seen as an
epiphenomenon, resulting from the inability of its morphosyntactic characteristics
to deal with the ‘duality’ of the Address-central Categorical articulation. In this
light, it should be noted that the informational configurations of the languages with
ABC-strategies – Krongo, Udihe, Movima and Slave – are not all the same. Slave
and Udihe have additional CD-strategies: the jointness of ABC brought about by
the existence of an ABC-strategy is cancelled out in their overall configuration by
the existence of other strategies, due to which their primary alignment pattern
is not one which separates D. In the informational configurations of Krongo and
Movima, on the other hand, the expression of D is kept entirely separate from that
of the other core articulations A, B and C. The fact that classification of a language
as one that has D-separating alignment is overridden as soon as any strategy is
available that is able to convey both D and another articulation strongly suggests
that the classification of Krongo and Movima is an epiphenomenon, caused not
by a ‘reason’ to keep D apart and ABC together, but simply by the fact that the
available strategies in the configuration cannot handle the duality of D very well.
It may therefore be more appropriate to consider the apparent primary alignment
pattern of Krongo and Movima as a quirk, and reclassify both languages according
to their secondary alignment pattern. In section 8.4.4, this issue will be addressed
further.

8.4.3.3 Bipartite informational alignment II

The second group of bipartite alignment patterns consists of the ‘2 + 2’ patterns.
An abstract representation of bipartite 2 + 2 alignment is given in Figure 8.8. This
alignment pattern obtains if the pairwise similarities between two complementary
pairs of articulations are both greater than all pairwise similarities between articu-
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lations across these pairs. Three of these alignment patterns can be distinguished,
which are introduced separately below.

Q X

YZ

QX YZ alignment obtains if

Q∼X > (Q∼Z ∧ Q∼Y ∧ X∼Z ∧ X∼Y)
Y∼Z > (Q∼Z ∧ Q∼Y ∧ X∼Z ∧ X∼Y)

Figure 8.8 Bipartite 2 + 2 alignment

AB CD Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise similarity
between the Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations (A∼B) and
the pairwise similarity between the Address-central and Entry-central Categorical
articulations (C∼D) are both greater than any of the pairwise similarities of arti-
culations shared between those pairs. The criteria are summarized in (8). This
alignment pattern applies a split between thetic and categorical articulations, which
can be attributed to the feature [± predicational]. The feature can be understood to
be salient for languages whose informational configuration is highly representative
of this alignment pattern, and less salient if the configuration is less representative
of this pattern. The criteria for this alignment pattern are summarized in (8).

(8) Criteria for AB CD informational alignment
a. A ∼ B > A ∼ C
b. A ∼ B > A ∼ D
c. A ∼ B > B ∼ C
d. A ∼ B > B ∼ D
e. C ∼ D > A ∼ C
f. C ∼ D > A ∼ D
g. C ∼ D > B ∼ C
h. C ∼ D > B ∼ D

Three languages (Tariana, Kambera, Slave) meet these criteria. To calculate M for
this alignment pattern, the criteria in (8) are converted to quotients, such that

M
AB CD

=
A∼B+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼B+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼D+1

8

Kambera is the language that is most representative of AB CD alignment
(M = 1.332); the language that is least representative of this type of alignment is
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Sri Lankan Malay (M = 0.924).

AC BD Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise similarity
between the Address-central Thetic and Entry-central Categorical articulations
(A∼C) and the pairwise similarity between the Entry-central Thetic and Address-
central Categorical articulations (B∼D) are both greater than any of the pairwise
similarities of articulations shared between those pairs. The criteria are summarized
in (9). Like C ABD alignment and D ABC alignment that were discussed
in the previous section, this alignment pattern is not motivated by the information
packaging paradigm; there are no common features that define AC as a class,
there are no features that define BD as a class, and there is no single feature that
distinguishes AC from BD.

(9) Criteria for AC BD informational alignment
a. A ∼ C > A ∼ B
b. A ∼ C > A ∼ D
c. A ∼ C > B ∼ C
d. A ∼ C > C ∼ D
e. B ∼ D > A ∼ B
f. B ∼ D > A ∼ D
g. B ∼ D > B ∼ C
h. B ∼ D > C ∼ D

There are no languages that meet these criteria. To calculate M for this alignment
pattern, the criteria in (9) are converted to quotients, such that

M
AC BD

=
A∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼C+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ B∼D+1
C∼D+1

8

The language most representative of this alignment pattern is Greenlandic Inuktitut
(M = 1.008). However, it is not the pattern that this language is most representative
of. A comparison of all the M -scores of Greenlandic Inuktitut reveals that seven
of the fifteen possible alignment patterns are a better fit with its informational
configuration than AC BD .

AD BC Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (A∼D) and
the pairwise similarity between the Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articula-
tions (B∼C) are both greater than any of the pairwise similarities of articulations
shared between those pairs. The criteria are summarized in (10). This alignment
pattern applies a split according to the parameter ‘locus of Focus’: articulations
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that are [+Foc Top] (the Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations A
and D), and the articulations that are [+Foc Cm] (the Entry-central Thetic and
Categorical articulations, B and C).

(10) Criteria for AD BC informational alignment
a. A ∼ D > A ∼ B
b. A ∼ D > A ∼ C
c. A ∼ D > B ∼ D
d. A ∼ D > C ∼ D
e. B ∼ C > A ∼ B
f. B ∼ C > A ∼ C
g. B ∼ C > B ∼ D
h. B ∼ C > C ∼ D

One language – Udihe – meets these criteria. To calculate M for this alignment
pattern, the criteria in (10) are converted to quotients, such that

M
AD BC

=
A∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼D+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼C+1

+ B∼C+1
B∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
C∼D+1

8

Udihe is also most representative of AD BC alignment in scalar terms (M =
1.244). The informational configuration of Sri Lankan Malay also happens to be
most representative of this alignment pattern (M = 1.219), even though it does
not meet all of the criteria in (10) absolutely. This is a clear illustration why it is
useful to be able to make both discrete and scalar judgements of alignment type
membership: without it, languages like Sri Lanka Malay would not be classifiable.

Intermediate summary Table 8.9 contains an intermediate classification of the
languages in the sample, in terms of their absolute and relative membership of the
three ‘2+2’ alignment patterns discussed so far.

First of all, it is apparent from the table that AC BD alignment is not
attested at all and has a very low average M . The latter observation is entirely
in line with the hypothesis in section 8.4.2, since the alignment pattern applies a
split that is not in accordance with the paradigmatic structure of the domain of
information packaging. Second, it appears that the alignment pattern AB CD ,
which splits the configuration along the parameter [±predicationality], occurs as
the primary alignment pattern twice as often as the pattern that applies a split
along the parameter [locus of Focus], AD BC . This may be taken to mean that
the placement of the Focus operator is less influential in the overall informational
configuration of languages than the question whether or not a relation of relevance
is asserted.
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Language AB CD AC BD AD BC

M A M A M A

Tariana 1.192 ✓ 0.923 0.923
Udihe 1.056 0.785 1.244 ✓

Grl Inuktitut 1.093 1.008 1.008
Movima 1.080 1.008 1.008
SLM 0.924 0.924 1.219
Ma’di 0.941 0.992 1.102
Krongo 0.979 0.979 1.188
Tidore 1.127 0.986 1.010
Kambera 1.332 ✓ 0.872 0.915
Slave 1.295 ✓ 0.900 0.900
Hixkaryana 1.158 0.945 1.004
Lezgian 1.146 0.833 1.146
Lango 1.047 0.972 1.047
Begak 0.999 0.999 1.137
Kayardild 1.000 1.000 1.000

mean 1.091 0.942 1.057

Notes. M is the membership index; numbers printed in boldface represent the
overall highest M for that language. A is the absolute membership judgement.

Table 8.9 Bipartite II alignment in the languages of the sample
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8.4.3.4 Tripartite informational alignment

Tripartite alignment patterns are ‘2 + 1 + 1’ patterns. An abstract representation is
given in Figure 8.9. This alignment pattern obtains if the similarity of one pair
of articulations is greater than the pairwise similarities of either member of this
pair and any of the other articulations, and if the similarity of the complementary
pair is less than the similarities of either member of this pair and any of the other
articulations. Six of these alignment patterns can be distinguished, which are
introduced separately below.

Q X

YZ

QX Y Z alignment obtains if

Q∼X > (Q∼Z ∧ Q∼Y ∧ X∼Z ∧ X∼Y)
Y∼Z ≤ (Q∼Z ∧ Q∼Y ∧ X∼Z ∧ X∼Y)

Figure 8.9 Tripartite alignment

AB C D Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations (A∼B) is
greater than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either A or B, and
where the similarity between the Address-central and Entry-central Categorical
articulations (C∼D) is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise similarities
that involve either C or D. In terms of the paradigm of information packaging, this
alignment pattern keeps together the articulations that are [–predicational] (A and
B) and applies a three-way split between these and the other two articulations.
The criteria for AB C D alignment are summarized in (11).

(11) Criteria for AB C D informational alignment
a. A ∼ B > A ∼ C
b. A ∼ B > A ∼ D
c. A ∼ B > B ∼ C
d. A ∼ B > B ∼ D
e. C ∼ D ≤ A ∼ C
f. C ∼ D ≤ A ∼ D
g. C ∼ D ≤ B ∼ C
h. C ∼ D ≤ B ∼ D

Movima meets the criteria for this alignment pattern. To calculate M for this
alignment pattern, the criteria in (11) are converted to quotients, such that
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M
AB C D

=
A∼B+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼B+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ A∼D+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
C∼D+1

8

The language with the informational configuration that is most representative of
this pattern is Movima (M = 1.241), although it is not the primary alignment
pattern of that language. Tidore is least representative of AB C D alignment
(M = 0.798).

AC B D Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Address-central Thetic and Entry-central Categorical articulations
(A∼C) is greater than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either A or
C, and where the similarity between the Entry-central Thetic and Address-central
Categorical articulations (B∼D) is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise
similarities that involve either B or D. This alignment pattern cannot be attributed
to any particular parameter of the information packaging paradigm. The criteria
are summarized in (12).

(12) Criteria for AC B D informational alignment
a. A ∼ C > A ∼ B
b. A ∼ C > A ∼ D
c. A ∼ C > B ∼ C
d. A ∼ C > C ∼ D
e. B ∼ D ≤ A ∼ B
f. B ∼ D ≤ A ∼ D
g. B ∼ D ≤ B ∼ C
h. B ∼ D ≤ C ∼ D

There are no languages in the sample that meet the criteria in (12). To calculate M
for this alignment pattern, the criteria in (12) are converted to quotients, such that

M
AC B D

=
A∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼C+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
B∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼D+1

8

The language that is most representative of this pattern is Greenlandic Inuktitut,
where M = 1.268 (which makes it the secondary alignment pattern of this language).
Lango and Sri Lankan Malay are least representative of this pattern.
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AD B C Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simi-
larity between the Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (A∼D) is
greater than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either A or D, and
where the similarity between the Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articulations
(B∼C) is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve
either B or C. In terms of the paradigm of information packaging, this alignment
pattern keeps together the articulations with feature value [+Foc Top] (A and D),
and applies a three-way split between those and the other two. The criteria are
summarized in (13).

(13) Criteria for AD B C informational alignment
a. A ∼ D > A ∼ B
b. A ∼ D > A ∼ C
c. A ∼ D > B ∼ D
d. A ∼ D > C ∼ D
e. B ∼ C ≤ A ∼ B
f. B ∼ C ≤ A ∼ C
g. B ∼ C ≤ B ∼ D
h. B ∼ C ≤ C ∼ D

Begak and Hixkaryana meet these criteria. To calculate M for this alignment
pattern, the criteria in (13) are converted to quotients, such that

M
AD B C

=
A∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼D+1
C∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
B∼C+1

+ A∼C+1
B∼C+1

+ B∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼C+1

8

AD B C is the secondary alignment pattern of Begak, where M = 1.315. This
case illustrates why it is useful to be able to define category membership both in
absolute and scalar terms: M provides an elegant way to decide between primary
and secondary alignment patterns in cases where a language meets the absolute
criteria of both.

BC A D Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Entry-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (B∼C) is greater
than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either B or C, and where the
similarity between the Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations (C∼D)
is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either C
or D. The criteria are summarized in (14). In terms of the paradigm of information
packaging, this alignment pattern keeps together the articulations that are [+Foc
Cm] (B and C), and applies a three-way split between these and the other two.

(14) Criteria for BC A D informational alignment
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a. B ∼ C > A ∼ B
b. B ∼ C > A ∼ C
c. B ∼ C > B ∼ D
d. B ∼ C > C ∼ D
e. A ∼ D ≤ A ∼ B
f. A ∼ D ≤ A ∼ C
g. A ∼ D ≤ B ∼ D
h. A ∼ D ≤ C ∼ D

There are no languages in the sample that meet these criteria. To calculate M for
this alignment pattern, the criteria in (14) are converted to quotients, such that

M
BC A D

=
B∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼C+1

+ B∼C+1
B∼D+1

+ B∼C+1
C∼D+1

+ A∼B+1
A∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
A∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼D+1

8

Krongo is the language whose informational configuration is most representative of
this pattern (M = 1.349). BC A D is the secondary alignment pattern of both
Krongo, Lango and Tidore.

BD A C Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Entry-central Thetic and Address-central Categorical articulations
(B∼D) is greater than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either B or
D, and where the similarity between the Address-central Thetic and Entry-central
Categorical articulations (A∼C) is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise
similarities that involve either A or C. The criteria are summarized in (15). This ali-
gnment pattern cannot be attributed to parameters in the paradigm of information
packaging.

(15) Criteria for BD A C informational alignment
a. B ∼ D > A ∼ B
b. B ∼ D > A ∼ D
c. B ∼ D > B ∼ C
d. B ∼ D > C ∼ D
e. A ∼ C ≤ A ∼ B
f. A ∼ C ≤ A ∼ D
g. A ∼ C ≤ B ∼ C
h. A ∼ C ≤ C ∼ D

No languages in the sample meet the criteria in (15). To calculate M for this
alignment pattern, the criteria in (15) are converted to quotients, such that
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M
BD A C

=
B∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ B∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ B∼D+1
C∼D+1

A∼B+1
A∼C+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼C+1

8

A language in which M is higher than 1.000 is representative of this alignment
pattern, while a language where M is lower than 1.000 is less representative of the
alignment pattern. Kambera is the language in the sample whose informational
configuration is most representative of BD A C alignment, but its configuration
is more representative of other patterns.

CD A B Alignment obtains in those configurations where the pairwise simila-
rity between the Entry-central and Address-central Categorical articulations (C∼D)
is greater than any of the other pairwise similarities that involve either C or D,
and where the similarity between the Address-central and Entry-central Thetic
articulations (A∼B) is equal to or less than any of the other pairwise similarities
that involve either A or B. In terms of the paradigm of information packaging,
this alignment pattern keeps together the articulations that are [+predicational]
and applies a three-way split between those and the other two. The criteria are
summarized in (16).

(16) Criteria for CD A B informational alignment
a. C ∼ D > A ∼ C
b. C ∼ D > A ∼ D
c. C ∼ D > B ∼ C
d. C ∼ D > B ∼ D
e. A ∼ B ≤ A ∼ C
f. A ∼ B ≤ A ∼ D
g. A ∼ B ≤ B ∼ C
h. A ∼ B ≤ B ∼ D

The informational configuration of Ma’di meets the absolute criteria in (16). To
calculateM for this alignment pattern, the criteria in (16) are converted to quotients,
such that

M
CD A B

=
C∼D+1
A∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
A∼D+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼C+1

+ C∼D+1
B∼D+1

+ A∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ A∼D+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼C+1
A∼B+1

+ B∼D+1
A∼B+1

8

Tidore is the language whose informational configuration is most representative of
this pattern (M = 1.296). This makes it Tidore’s primary alignment pattern, even
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though the language does not fit the absolute criteria.

Intermediate summary Table 8.10 contains an intermediate classification of the
languages in the sample, in terms of their absolute and relative membership of the
six tripartite alignment patterns discussed in this section.

The overall conclusion with regard to tripartite alignment patterns seems to be
that few languages are highly representative of them. Three of the six patterns –
AB C D , AD B C and CD A B – are represented by one language
each, but none of these serves as the primary alignment pattern of the languages
in which they occur. However, CD A B alignment is the primary pattern of
Tidore (M = 1.296), even though its configuration does not fully meet the criteria
for the alignment pattern. Finally, no languages occur in the sample that meet the
criteria of the remaining three alignment patterns absolutely. This includes the two
patterns that keep together AC and BD, respectively. The fact that these patterns
are lacking provides further support for the hypothesis.

8.4.3.5 Tetrapartite informational alignment

Absolute A B C D tetrapartite alignment obtains if full dissimilarity exists in
all pairs of articulations, i.e. if their similarity scores are .000. Like with unipartite
alignment, for a language whose informational configuration exhibits tetrapartite
alignment, the value of M for every alignment pattern is 1.000 because all pairwise
similarities are equal. Kayardild is the language in the sample that exhibits this
type of informational alignment.

8.4.4 Discussion
In the section 8.4.3, definitions in terms of pairwise similarity were proposed for all
fifteen logically possible patterns of informational alignment. Also, the languages of
the sample were classified according to the representativity of their informational
configurations of these alignment patterns, absolutely as well as in scalar terms
(M). Table 8.11 lists the primary alignment pattern of each language in the sample.
A number of concluding remarks are made below.

Classifiability It can be concluded from this table that the informational configu-
ration of each language in the sample can be classified satisfactorily in terms of
one or more of the alignment patterns listed in Table 8.7. What is more, it appears
that their primary classification is quite robust: the value of M for the primary
alignment pattern of each language is well over 1.000, and with the exception of
Sri Lankan Malay, Lezgian and Tidore, all languages in the sample fit the absolute
definitions of their primary alignment pattern as well.

Support for the hypothesis The primary alignment patterns furthermore provide
support for the hypothesis formulated in section 8.4.2. With the exception of the
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Language alignment pattern M D

Lango A BCD 1.333 ✓

Lezgian A BCD 1.333

Begak B ACD 1.500 ✓

Hixkaryana B ACD 1.391 ✓

Grl Inuktitut B ACD 1.305 ✓

Ma’di B ACD 1.175 ✓

Krongo D ABC 1.500 ✓

Movima D ABC 1.417 ✓

Kambera AB CD 1.332 ✓

Slave AB CD 1.295 ✓

Tariana AB CD 1.192 ✓

Udihe AD BC 1.244 ✓

SLM AD BC 1.219

Tidore CD A B 1.296

Kayardild A B C D 1.000 ✓

Notes. M is the membership index; D is the discrete membership judgement.

Table 8.11 Primary alignment patterns of the sample languages
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bipartite pattern D ABC , no primary alignment patterns are attested that apply
a split between articulations that cannot be explained by a parameter setting. The
attested patterns make clear that all parameters that were proposed in chapter 7
are necessary to classify the informational alignment exhibited by the languages
of the sample. As is shown in Table 8.12, each of the parameters is necessary to
account for the primary alignment pattern of at least one language.

Parameter Explains primary alignment pattern of

[±predicationality] Kambera, Slave, Tariana, Tidore, Krongo, Movima
[±locus of Focus] Udihe, Sri Lankan Malay, Tidore, Krongo, Movima
[±Topic] Greenlandic Inuktitut, Ma’di, Begak, Hixkaryana
[±Comment] Lezgian, Lango

Notes. Krongo and Movima are listed under the parameters that govern their
secondary alignment pattern (cf. 8.4.3.2).

Table 8.12 Parameters determining primary alignment

Finally, if we look at the average value of M for each alignment pattern across
the languages of the sample (bottom rows of tables 8.9, 8.9 and 8.10), we see that
the ‘legitimate’ alignment patterns have a much higher average representativity
than the ones whose occurrence cannot be attributed to one of the parameters
[constitution], [locus of Focus] and [predicationality].

8.5 Beyond alignment
In the previous section, the notion of informational alignment was introduced. It was
shown that the primary alignment pattern that the languages of the sample exhibit
provides support for the hypothesis that information packaging is a paradigmatically
structured domain that can be described with three parameters – [constitution],
[predicationality] and [locus of Focus]. That is, the alignment patterns apply a split
in the domain of information packaging that reveals the relatively greater importance
of one of those parameters over the others, as is summarized in Table 8.12.

As was explained in section 8.4.1.4, the extent to which an informational
configuration is representative of a certain alignment pattern can be expressed
in scalar terms using the membership index M . The use of this index makes
it possible to rank any number of alignment patterns for a single language in
order of decreasing representativity: besides the primary alignment pattern, this
procedure enables the identification of secondary, tertiary . . . thru 15-ary alignment
patterns. Assuming that alignment patterns are indicative of the relative impact of
the parameters that govern the paradigmatic structure of information packaging,
ranking alignment patterns provides a way to establish a hierarchical ordering of
the informational features for each language.

This feature ordering is the final topic this chapter will address. I will refrain
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from exploring these orderings systematically, because the number of languages
in the sample is too small to cover all possible orders of the features that can
be distinguished. Instead, I will try to show that feature ordering provides some
further insight into the alignment patterns that the languages of the sample exhibit.

Feature ordering and stability Tidore, Krongo and Movima are listed in two rows
in Table 8.12. Their primary alignment pattern is tripartite: it applies a double
split between the articulations concerned. The split between articulations that the
primary alignment pattern of, for instance, Tidore brings about can be thought of
in terms of the consecutive application of splits governed by two parameters. Tidore
keeps together the Entry-central and Address-central Categorical articulations (C
and D) and splits these off from their Thetic counterparts. This split is induced by
the parameter [±predicationality]. The [±locus of Focus] parameter applies a further
split between the Address-central (A) and Entry-central Thetic (B) articulations.
However, it is not applied to the [categorical] branch of the earlier split, leaving the
CD class unaffected. The reverse is the case for Movima, where the [thetic] class AB
is kept together, and the [categorical] branch is split according to [locus of Focus].
Note also that the order of the relevant features matters a lot. The alignment
pattern of Tidore only results if [±predicationality] takes precedence over [locus
of Focus]. If the order were reversed, the patterns AD B C or BC A D
(which happens to be the pattern of Krongo) would be the outcome. A schema
of the way in which the tripartite alignment pattern of Tidore is determined by a
particular ordering of the information packaging features is provided in Figure 8.10.

predicationality

locus of Focus

CD A B

categorical

thetic

f Top

f Cm

Figure 8.10 Feature ordering that results in CD A B alignment

The idea that a tripartite alignment pattern can thus be described in terms of
the order of application of the parameters of information packaging can be extended
to the description of primary and secondary alignment patterns as well. As a
starting point, the table is repeated below as 8.13, only now the M -values for the
secondary alignment patterns are included.
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primary alignment secondary alignment
Language pattern M D pattern M D

laj A BCD 1.333 ✓ BC A D 1.184

CD A B 1.184

lez A BCD 1.333 BC A D 1.250

CD A B 1.250

dbj B ACD 1.500 ✓ AD B C 1.135 ✓

hix B ACD 1.391 ✓ AD B C 1.264 ✓

kal B ACD 1.305 ✓ AC B D 1.268

AD B C 1.268

mhi B ACD 1.175 ✓ CD A B 1.158 ✓

kgo D ABC 1.500 ✓ BC A D 1.349

mzp D ABC 1.417 ✓ AB C D 1.241 ✓

xbr AB CD 1.332 ✓ A BCD 1.271

scs AB CD 1.295 ✓ CD A B 1.165

tae AB CD 1.192 ✓ CD A B 1.118

ude AD BC 1.244 ✓ B ACD 1.142

sci AD BC 1.219 BD A C 1.133

CD A B 1.133

tvo CD A B 1.296 BC A D 1.217

gyd A B C D 1.000 ✓

Notes. M is the membership index; D is the discrete membership judgement.

Table 8.13 Primary and secondary alignment patterns of sample languages
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The feature ordering of Slave, based on what are identified as its primary
and secondary alignment pattern, is given in Figure 8.11. The primary alignment
pattern of Slave (1) can be explained by the parameter [±predicationality], which
applies a split between the Categorical (CD) and Thetic (AB) articulations. The
secondary alignment pattern (2) can by explained by application of the parameter
[±locus of Focus] to the [–predicational] class, resulting in a split between the
Address-central and Entry-central Thetic articulations. The CD cluster is kept
‘stable’ in this second step, as is indicated by the dotted line. All this seems to
warrant the conclusion that in Slave, predicationality (i.e., the question whether or
not relevance is established in the assertion) takes precedence over locus of Focus
(i.e., which part of the assertion is presupposed, and which part is informative)
in the organization of information packaging. It is important to repeat at this
point that a pattern model of Grammar is assumed in this study. Consequently,
feature ordering is not to be understood to play an active role in the generation of
utterances; the term ordering is merely used here in the sense of relative importance.

predicationality

ABCD(1)

locus of Focus

B ACD(2)

thetic

categorical

f Cm

f Top

Figure 8.11 Feature ordering in Slave

For all languages, such feature ordering schemas are listed in the appendix.
These schemas make clear that the informational configurations of most languages
in the sample are congruous in the same sense as Slave. Their secondary alignment
pattern applies a split that does not result in a recombination of articulations that
were separated in the primary pattern: it typically only yields a subdivision in one
of the remaining classes, while keeping ‘higher’ splits stable. The sample is too
small to establish any patterns in the distribution of feature orderings. From the
available data, no particular ordering seems to be notably more or less frequent than
any other: any order of the features [locus of Focus], [predicationality], [±Topic]
and [±Comment] seems to occur.
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One area in which the concept of feature ordering proves useful is in the pos-
sible reclassification of Krongo and Movima, a topic that was briefly discussed
in section 8.4.3.2, where it was argued that Krongo and Movima should be re-
classified according to their secondary alignment patterns, and that the apparent
predominance of D ABC alignment should be ascribed to the fact that in the
informational configurations of both languages, there is no overlap at all in the
expression of D and A, B or C. The feature orderings introduced in this section are
helpful in understanding what may be happening in those languages. Consider the
feature ordering schema of Krongo in Figure 8.12. A provisional ‘duality’ parameter
is introduced to motivate the primary alignment split. The secondary alignment
pattern is tripartite, and motivated by the [±locus of Focus] parameter. It was
noted in the discussion of ABC-strategies in section 7.3.3.3 that these strategies
may in fact be ‘neutral’ strategies which are not used to express D because they
are not compatible with its duality. As can be seen in the figure, a similar story
may explain the situation in Movima and Krongo: it may be the case that what
is scored as their secondary alignment pattern is in fact the primary pattern, in
which D plays a special role. The double dashes in the figure mean to reflect this:
informational alignment in Krongo would then be motivated by [±locus of Focus],
whereby D is separated because of its duality. This in turn would mean neither
language constitutes counter evidence to the hypothesis proposed in section 8.4.2.

duality

ABC D(0)

locus of Focus

BC A D(1)

–dual

+dual

f Cm

f Top

Figure 8.12 Feature ordering in Krongo

Feature ordering and centrality In section 8.3.1, it was noted that the sample
provides a number of counterexamples to the widespread assumption that the Entry-
central Categorical articulation is the most basic mode of information packaging
cross-linguistically.
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In the sample used for the present study, this was shown to be the case for
Greenlandic Inuktitut, Hixkaryana and Begak. As can be seen in Table 8.11, these
three languages have B ACD as their primary alignment pattern. This pattern
is governed by the parameter [±Topic]; this may provide an explanation as to the
lack of centrality of C in these languages. That is, it is conceivable that presence or
absence of Topic is such an influential determinant of the informational configuration
in these languages that the question which of the [+Topic] articulations is the most
basic one simply is not relevant. This would explain why B-separating languages
are found in the sample in which the central-most articulation is either A, C or
D. Similarly, the relative importance of features may be used to account for the
centrality of B in Kambera. While the primary alignment pattern of Kambera
applies a split governed by [±predicationality], the split of the secondary pattern
(which is still very representative of Kambera, as is indicated by its high M value
of 1.271) is governed by [±Comment]. The Entry-central Thetic articulation is the
most typical member of the [+Comment] class as it consists of a Comment layer
only; this may explain its centrality in the configuration of Kambera. Finally, the
centrality of B in Krongo and Movima may be related to the apparent difficulty
these languages have in expressing D: it is not unlikely that this difficulty is ‘caused’
in a sense by the centrality of the Entry-central Thetic articulation, from which
the Address-central Categorical articulation is maximally distinct in the sense
that it not predicates relevance (which, given the centrality of B in Krongo and
Movima, already is a special thing to do), but instructs the Addressee to do so
while construing a new discourse address at the same time.

In sum, the relative importance of the various dimensions of information
packaging may help to gain insight into the behaviour of individual articulations
in that configuration. While only a larger sample can help to disentangle these
interrelationships in a more systematic fashion, it seems reasonable to say in view of
the data presented in this study that the dynamics of an informational configuration
depend on a lot of factors that mutually influence one another.

8.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the correspondences between informational articulations and surface
structure coding strategies have been subjected to quantitative analysis.

In section 8.2, a method based on a specific interpretation of the iconicity
principle has been proposed to calculate the similarity between any number of
underlying categories, as a function of the extent to which the available means of
surface structure encoding are shared between them. The resulting similarity scores
have been exploited in section 8.3.1 to establish the most central and most peripheral
articulations of each language in the sample, and to identify the articulation that
is most similar to the Identificational articulation. Some doubts were cast on
the idea that the Entry-central Categorical articulation is the preferred mode of
information packaging cross-linguistically, and it has been shown that there is a
solid correspondence between the most peripheral (most ‘marked’) articulation and
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E. Most importantly, however, it was shown that the quantitative data supports
the pattern that was found when examining the coding potential of individual
articulations. That is, when generalized over the combined coding strategies of
a language as well, the similarity between articulations that form a class in the
information packaging paradigm on the whole is greater than the similarity between
articulations that do not form a class. This provides strong support for the structure
of the information packaging domain that was proposed in chapter 6.

In section 8.4, a shift was made from the investigation of individual pairs and
triplets of articulations to the behaviour of informational configurations as a whole.
A notion of gradient informational alignment was introduced that is based on
the comparative similarity of certain clusters of articulations over others. Also,
a method was proposed that expresses the extent to which an alignment pattern
is representative of an informational configuration as a scalar judgement. This
makes it possible to evaluate every language in terms of every possible alignment
pattern, and rank these according to their goodness-of-fit. It has been shown that
all languages in the sample exhibit a primary alignment pattern that applies a split
between articulations along one of the parameters of the information packaging
domain.

Finally, in section 8.5, a representation of alignment in terms of ‘feature ordering’
has been shown to shed light on the behaviour of individual articulations in a
configuration.

The ultimate generalization The sample used in the current study is too small and
ill-distributed to make any meaningful cross-linguistic generalizations regarding
parameter ordering. As becomes clear from both the data in Table 8.11 and the
schemas of parameter ordering in the appendix, the languages in the sample exhibit
too much variation to make any firm generalizations at all. It is not possible to
determine whether any parameter is more influential than others in determining
the choice of primary alignment, nor can any correlations be established between
the primary and secondary alignment patterns. At best, we could point to the
fact that primary alignment patterns governed by [±predicationality] seem to be
dominant in the sample: as was noted in Table 8.12, six out of the fifteen languages
exhibit such patterns. However, this assumption should be tested on a sample of
better quality.

As the ultimate generalization over the current sample – and meant more as a
diversion than a scientific exercise – Figure 8.13 presents the parameter ordering
based on the primary and secondary alignment patterns calculated on the basis of
the average pairwise similarity scores listed in the bottom row of Table 8.5. As the
schema shows, [±predicationality] governs the primary alignment pattern of this
‘language’, while [±Topic] governs its secondary alignment pattern.
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Figure 8.13 Average feature ordering of sample languages



9
Epilogue

9.1 Introduction
The first chapters of this study have stated that the job of information packaging is
to shape the expression of a piece of information in such a way that it is ‘properly
dressed’ for the occasion, i.e. the communicative exchange in which it is invoked.
What we found is that languages differ as to the scenarios of information packaging
they care to distinguish, and that these differences seem to be systematic.

In chapter 5, a paradigm consisting of five such occasions – operationalized
as informational articulations – has been identified. Some of these articulations
form syntagmatic constructs, consisting of multiple units. All of them are two-
dimensional, in that they unite categories from two orthogonal dimensions of
information packaging: addressation and actualization. As is pointed out in
chapter 6, they can be grouped along three parameters; predicationality, constitution
and locus of Focus. Thetic articulations form non-predicational structures since
they consist of a single informational unit, while categorical articulations consist of
two units which engage in a predicational configuration. Topic-based articulations
contain a Topic layer, while Comment-based articulations contain a Comment layer.
Finally, articulations may differ as to the locus of the Focus operator. Address-
based articulations place a Focus operator on the Topic layer, while Entry-based
articulations place a Focus operator on the Comment layer.

In chapter 7 it was shown that the parameter-based groupings that were hypo-
thesized in chapter 6 manifest themselves in the coding strategies that languages
adopt to convey the informational articulations. That is, hardly any coding stra-
tegies are attested in the languages of the sample that are capable of conveying
articulations in a combination that is not governed by one of the three parameters
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above. In chapter 8 the same overall tendency was shown to exist for the entire
constellation of articulations and coding strategies per language: almost without
exception, the quantified similarity of clusters of articulations governed by a pa-
rameter is greater than that of clusters of articulations for which this is not the
case. Both the qualitative, per-strategy analysis and the quantitative analysis of
the languages’ entire constellations of form-function correspondences in the domain
of information packaging suggest the same thing: the parameters along which
the domain of information packaging was operationalized are indeed relevant to
the form-function interaction in a broad range of languages, and the idea that
addressation and actualization are dimensions that should be considered in their
own right yet in interaction with one another, is reflected in their grammars.

In this chapter, I will revisit some of the conclusions that were reached in this
dissertation. Also, a number of prospects for further research will be discussed.

9.2 Conclusions

9.2.1 Theory
This study has presented a ‘mechanistic’ theory that relates information packaging
in linguistic expressions to a structured representation of discourse knowledge that
exists outside grammar: in Functional Discourse Grammar, this ‘module’ is placed
in the Contextual Component. Speakers maintain a model of their interlocutors’
state of discourse knowledge, which they aim to manipulate by making assertions
that contain information as well as a set of instructions to allocate the assertion
and to actualize the Addressee’s state of discourse knowledge.

By characterising the nature of the linguistic categories Topic, Comment and
Focus in terms of what they do rather than in terms of what they mean, much
clearer definitions can be given that do not depend on ill-understood and hard-
to-operationalize interpretive notions like aboutness (in the case of Topic) or
importance or saliency (in the case of Focus). Also, rooting the linguistic categories
that deal with discourse knowledge management in a model of discourse knowledge
itself leads to a coherent picture of the relations between the various notions.
It makes clear, for instance, why multiple Topics are unlikely to occur, whereas
multiple Foci are quite possible.1 Finally, some sort of clearly defined extralinguistic
motivation for informational categories is an essential requirement for a strictly
function-oriented investigation as has been carried out in this study. In order to
explore the structural manifestation of informational categories, one must be able
to identify these independently from their expression. The theory that has been
proposed here is a good candidate to do so, because it couples a clearly defined

1Obviously, the supposed uniqueness of Topic is restricted to the functional category
by that name. It may have a formal correlate that can occur more than once in the same
utterance: in most cases, it will be possible to explain such distributions by the fact that
the formal category at hand correlates to other functional categories besides Topic (such
as Given) which can occur multiple times in the same utterance.
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architecture of discourse knowledge with a deeply interpersonal understanding of
communication. This provides all the ingredients that are necessary to identify the
manifestation of informational categories on the basis of the context in which they
occur rather than the morphosyntactic means that are used to express them.

The postulation of articulations encourages the study of informational categories
in interaction with one another and their joint impact on surface structure, thereby
improving FDG’s descriptive adequacy. For one, there is a crucial difference
between a categorical assertion of which the Topic instruction is not instantiated by
a Subact of Reference, and a thetic assertion in which simply no Topic instruction
is imparted at all. This is a distinction that is reflected in the surface structure
of many languages, but that can only be identified if informational categories are
considered as parts of more complex structures. In this sense, the informational
units are on a par with arguments in a predication, whose semantic functions can
only be assessed when they are considered as part of the predication in which they
occur. Just like a predication and its constituent elements, the interaction between
the informational units contributes to the meaning of the complex structure they
are part of.

Incorporating a frame-based approach to information packaging requires several
changes to the treatment that these categories are given in Functional Discourse
Grammar, where they are canonically modelled as pragmatic functions attached to
Subacts of evocation at the Interpersonal Level. It has been argued that on grounds
of theory-internal consistency and descriptive adequacy, this treatment ought to
be abandoned. The proposed alternative is to model informational articulations
by means of frames that are predefined in the Fund, parallel to what has become
the standard treatment in FDG for predication, illocutions and other complex
exocentric Layers. An important advantage of this modification is that typological
variation in the domain of information packaging with these changes can be located
easily in the Fund rather than in the combinatorial machinery of Grammar, which
is the preferred solution in Functional (Discourse) Grammar.

9.2.2 Methodology
This study was set up as a strictly function-oriented investigation. Informational
articulations were identified on the basis of preceding and following context, and
not on the basis of their morphosyntactic manifestation. In this way, the expres-
sion of the entire domain of information packaging, operationalized in five basic
articulations, can be subjected to a comprehensive survey for all languages in the
sample, including categories whose typical mode of realization is non-expression
(continued Topics) and categories which are not expressed by means of a dedicated
coding strategy but only a functionally underspecified – or default – one.

For each articulation, a list was compiled of coding strategies that can be used
to convey it. In this process, the language-specific morphosyntactic means that the
strategy employs are disregarded. Instead, we concentrated on the coding potential
of the strategy: the question which articulations can be conveyed by each of the
strategies. Since coding strategies are often multifunctional and articulations can
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often be conveyed by multiple strategies, the entire constellation of form-function
correspondences for each language takes the shape of a complex network of many-
to-many relationships. Except for the ‘aprioristic’ decision to only investigate
the encoding of five articulations, no other a priori assumptions are made. In
particular, no lower or upper limit has been formulated as to the number of
relevant coding strategies that should be considered per language. This aspect of
the methodology reflects the assumption that no utterance is void of information
structure: consequently, coding strategies whose most obvious function is something
else besides the conveyance of informational distinctions may nevertheless be
informationally conditioned.

Haiman’s principle of iconicity dictates that recurrent similarity in form is
indicative of proximity in meaning. This principle is central to the methodology
proposed in this study, which is in essence a semantic maps approach. If two
basic articulations in a language consistently make use of the same coding strategy,
they can be said to be close to each other in the language user’s ‘cognitive space’
of information packaging. If they are consistently expressed by means of different
coding strategies, they will be far apart. By plotting the articulations according
to the extent to which they belong to a single coding potential, an informational
map arises. This study has concentrated on the construction of such maps per
language, with specific attention to a number of classificational aspects. The logical
next step is to move away from mere classification towards ‘typology proper’, and
subject the maps of a larger number of languages to cross-linguistic comparison.
In such an exercise, two classes of issues will be at stake, the first of which is the
robustness of the classification. The results of this study show that the restrictions
on the possible orientation of articulations on the informational map can be
described by means of the three parameters that define the paradigm of information
packaging: predicationality, constitution and locus of Focus. It would be interesting
to see whether this is also the case for an adequately representative sample and
if so, whether the result would tell us something about the relative impact of
each parameter. Second, this study has concentrated on the establishment of
‘informational type’. It has refrained from relating this characteristic of a language
to other features, such as its genealogical or areal position, or any of the better-
known morphosyntactic typological parameters such as constituent order, semantic
alignment and morphological type. More comments on the topic will be made
below.

Quantifiable typology It has been stated above that this study is classificational
in that it aims to group the informational articulations into maps based on the
total set of coding strategies, group these maps in terms of alignment patterns, and
group languages in terms of the extent to which they conform to these alignment
patterns. An important aspect of the various classificatory techniques that are
proposed is their emphasis on quantitative rather than qualitative classification.

Quantitative classification offers a major advantage, which is its gradient nature.
It is a truism to say that typological classes are never absolute: for a typological
study of any phenomenon x, the data available for each object language will contain
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token expressions that constitute counter-evidence against its classification. The
usual solution to this problem is to look at tendencies in the available material.
Simply put, a single counter-example in the face of a hundred confirming examples is
less problematic than if the number of confirming examples is ten or less. However,
this step relies on the representativeness of the available corpora, which is often
questionable. That is, if phenomenon x has a 1:100 ratio of occurrence in the
data, this finding cannot be safely extrapolated to the language in actual use.
The ultimate risk of discrete classification based on a decision to neglect apparent
counterexamples on account of a perceived tendency in imperfect data is that
we pursue a typology of corpora rather than languages. Part of this problem is
overcome if a classificatory method is devised that is capable of taking into account
both confirming examples and counter-examples, and combining them to produce
a somewhat balanced judgement. This is exactly what we need to do justice to
the high dimensionality of the informational configurations, even though the data
points in this study are coding potentials rather than linguistic expressions.

Given that an articulation may be in the coding potential of more than one
coding strategy, a technique is needed to integrate the individual contributions that
each coding strategy makes to the proximity of an n-tuple of articulations. To this
end, a distance metric is proposed that capitalises on the idea that communication
is a matter of coding and decoding. This insight is used to arrive at a matrix
that expresses the probability of a Speaker’s intention to convey articulation IS
being identified by the Addressee as articulation IA. These probability distributions
constitute sets which can be compared yielding a percentage of similarity that can
be expressed as a value between .000 (no similarity) and 1.000 (full similarity).
The calculation of the probabilities is ‘parametric’, which enables the researcher to
include known skewings in the analysis (this aspect of the technique has not been
exploited in this study).

The metric that is proposed is a fairly straightforward tool with a much wider
potential domain of application. It could be used in any domain of linguistic
typology where the researcher seeks to quantify the conceptual affinity between a
set of underlying categories, but where sufficient data to use a canonical statistical
technique to calculate similarity (such as Correspondence Analysis and related
methods, or Multidimensional Scaling) is lacking. Moreover, the technique yields a
quantified measure of similarity that has the same scale across languages, irrespective
of the complexity of the network of form-function correspondences. Therefore, the
results are valid both within and across languages, and very small differences in
similarity may still be considered meaningful.

The language-specific informational maps can be classified in terms of the
relative distances between the articulations, as is explained in section 8.4; the
definitions of these alignment patterns are also gradient rather than absolute, as
they depend on the quantified similarity between each pair of articulations. Finally,
a simple measure is proposed to express the extent to which each alignment pattern
is representative of the informational configuration of each object language. This
last step is especially useful, because it makes it possible to characterize a language
in terms of more than one pattern: it can be most representative of pattern x,
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somewhat less representative of pattern y, not quite so representative of pattern z,
et cetera. This is superior to discrete classification, where a language is put in a
single class but much information is lost in the process.

In conclusion, this study hopefully has shown that typological classification by
means of quantitative rather than qualitative criteria is not just reserved for those
studies that have access to massive amounts of data. Even though such conditions
are obviously preferable to small-scale exercises of the kind reported in chapters 7
and 8, it is a mistake to think that quantification is crucially reliant on the amount
of input. On the contrary, even with limited data a successful attempt can still be
made to merge conflicting qualitative observations into a single judgement, and to
apply scalar rather than absolute classification.

9.3 Prospects for further research
The classificatory approach pursued in this dissertation has its limits. It convincingly
shows that the paradigmatic structure of the informational domain is reflected in
the way in which languages go about the encoding of informational distinctions
in surface structure. It also illustrates that languages attach different importance
to the various parameters that regulate information packaging: some languages
make much of the distinction between thetic and categorical, whereas others care
more for the distinction between focal and non-focal. However, the results of the
classification do nothing to deepen our understanding of the interaction between
form and function, which was the original aim of the overarching research project.

That said, I would like to argue that this study constitutes the necessary first
step in such an endeavour. Without a clear picture of the expected band width
of informational distinctions, an investigation into their interdependencies with
surface structure is not possible. Therefore, the most important conclusion of this
dissertation is the classifiability per se of information packaging systems, rather
than the actual classification of the languages of the sample. Nevertheless, a number
of prospects for future research are conceivable. They will be discussed below.

Role of semantics This study was interested in the impact of information packaging
on surface structure. A moderately successful attempt has been made to keep
the impact of semantic structure out of the equation, by taking into account only
assertions that denote canonical events (Langacker 1999: 24ff): happenings that,
representationally speaking, are remarkable to the least extent possible.

Even though precautions have been taken, the influence of semantics cannot be
neutralized completely. It seems that semantics has a particularly important role to
play in two areas. First, the acceptability of referents as the Topic of the assertion is
partly dependent on semantic factors, as was argued in chapter 3. Likewise, certain
semantic distinctions affect the possibility of imposing a thetic articulation onto
the assertion, as is discussed in detail in Jäger (1997) for the distinction between
Stage-Level and Individual-Level predications. It would be worthwhile to pursue
both issues and investigate whether the interdependencies between informational
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and representational structure can somehow be incorporated in the methodology
proposed here.

Cross-linguistic comparison It has been mentioned several times that this study
is classificatory rather than typological. It shows that classification is possible
and that the attested systems can be related to the paradigmatic structure of
the informational domain, but it does not engage in a thorough cross-linguistic
comparison of the various possible configurations. It would be very interesting to
see whether the similarity between certain informational articulations is consistently
greater than that between others cross-linguistically, and whether such distributions
can be made sense of in terms of genealogical or areal relations between languages.
Ideally, such a study would need to be conducted on the basis of larger data sets
per language, so as to take into account the relative frequency of occurrence of
the relevant coding strategies in the calculation of similarity. If a larger number of
languages were considered, this could also help to gain better insight into the way
in which features are ranked as proposed in section 8.5.

Information packaging and morphosyntax The most interesting topics for further
research concern the relation between information packaging and morphosyntax.
In particular, it would be worthwhile to see how known typological parameters
correlate with the relative impact of predicationality, constitution and locus of
Focus on the informational configuration.

A number of such parameters may prove especially relevant. One of these may
be the position of the verb in the basic constituent order. That is, it has often been
noted that the inflected verb functions as an important boundary in the clause which
for instance is exploited to mark off the Topic from the Comment. For languages
with Verb-initial basic constituent order, it could then be expected that unambiguous
marking of the Topical status of a referent is something which requires a special
operation. Since the presence of a Topical referent is a property that is shared
between Address-central Thetic and Categorical articulations, it may be the case
that Verb-initiality correlates with AD BC alignment. Conversely, languages
that have an S-initial basic constituent order may need dedicated operations to
‘detopify’ the inital Subject. The result may be a strong correlation of S-initiality
with B ACD alignment. A similar influence may come from the syntactic
property of cross-reference marking. It is conceivable that languages which employ
cross-reference marking care less for the Focality of the Subject/Topic, since it
is doubly evoked anyway. Hence, it is plausible to expect a correlation between
cross-reference marking and AB CD marking.

Controlled experiments are needed One thing is needed more than anything else,
however: controlled experiment. That is, in the absolute ideal situation, the
mapping approach proposed for this study is implemented by changing the conver-
sational context of a very limited controlled set of semantic structures in such a
way that they match the informational articulations, and then see how this affects
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the surface structure of the expression. Various experiments are conceivable. The
easiest one to carry out is probably to have a non-verbal stimulus like the Pear Story
or Frog Story that provides contexts that warrant the use of all five articulations
and let a large number of speakers select the expressions that are contextually most
appropriate to convey particular chunks of the story. If the story has sufficient
length and the number of test subjects is sufficiently large, this should give a fairly
reliable impression of the coding potential of that language’s coding strategies in
the domain of information packaging. A less ‘aprioristic’ approach, however, would
be not to constrain the response, but to place the same event in different contexts
and see how speaker care to express it. In order for this approach to be sufficiently
reliable, however, a massive number of test subjects is necessary.

As an intermediate solution, reliability of the analyses would improve greatly if
it were carried out by experts in the various languages. If this study has illustrated
anything, it should be the fact that a consistent approach towards information
packaging is needed. If grammars discussed information packaging in terms of
articulations, and if the informational coding potential of coding strategies were
surveyed, our understanding of the relation between information structure and
surface structure would much improve.



Appendix

Introduction
This appendix contains the informatograms, similarity graphs, feature ordering
schemas and underlying evidence for the informational configurations of the lan-
guages of the sample. Each section has two subsections: one in which the three
figures mentioned above are listed, and one in which examples are given that
illustrate the relevance of the established coding strategies as well as their coding
potential. Numbers along the edges of the informatograms refer to the relevant
example numbers in the corresponding section.

The examples follow the scheme for Interlinear Morphemic Translation originally
proposed by Lehmann (1982) and updated as part of the eurotyp project.2

Glosses for specific grammatical categories were taken primarily from appendix
3.2 of eurotyp. Labels for language-specific categories were retained in their
original form, but were abbreviated where the result was visually unpleasant
otherwise. Where the original authors’ language-specific conventions for writing
their language were particularly cumbersome (e.g. in Hixkaryana), these were
converted to symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet following the author’s
comments on phonology.

In the examples used in this chapter, the informational segmentation of utte-
rances is tentatively indicated by means of bracketing in the primary data. This
approach is far from perfect, since the packaging of information in the assertion
does not necessarily keep pace with segmental encoding in the expression. To give
just two examples: non-evoked referents can serve as Topic of categorical assertions,
which necessitates the use of ∅ to host the Topic interpretation; and constituents
that express a Topical referent may interrupt a linear sequence that expresses the
Comment relevant to that Topic. Obviously, at the Interpersonal Level this does
not imply that the Topic itself occurs ‘inside’ the Comment, but merely that their
expression is mingled. It must be stressed that neither notation has any theoretical
implication. The use of ∅ does by no means imply the presence of a covert syntactic
category, and the nesting of Topic and Comment bracketing likewise should not be
taken to mean that Topic and Comment are in any way ‘layered’.

2http://www-uilots.let.uu.nl/ltrc/eurotyp/.

http://www-uilots.let.uu.nl/ltrc/eurotyp/
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Morphosyntactic elements that express the Topic are put between single square
brackets ([ ]); when no overt element expresses the Topic, for instance in cases where
the preceding context has ensured sufficient accessibility of the referent, a provisional
∅ is included in the L1 line. The elements that express the Comment are included
in double square brackets (⟦ ⟧), while the constituents that express an element in
Identificational Focus are put between hooks (⟨ ⟩). The three domains indicated
by brackets are labeled for extra clarity. Topic is indicated by ⊤, following Bittner
(2007a). Construal of a new Topic, either in a thetic or categorical articulation, is
indicated by ⍑. Comment is indicated by ⊩; when it is not the Comment that is
informative (in Focus), ⊢ is used instead. Identificational Focus is indicated by �.

Krongo

Krongo informational properties
Figure 1 gives the informatogram of Krongo, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering.

Krongo examples
Narrative construction The first coding strategy is referred to as the narrative
construction (Reh 1985: 193). It consists of a Subject-inflected copula followed
by an optional lexical Subject, an optional narrative verb, an infinitival main verb
and an optional lexical Object. The narrative construction appears to have a
‘distancing’ flavour, presenting the propositional content as a mental object outside
the Addressee’s immediate sphere of perception, rather than as an eventuality with
respect to which s/he is expected to relate. The typical usage of the narrative
construction is illustrated in (1), where it is used categorically, to assert new
information relevant to an active discourse address:

(1) (a mouse comes. It passes along Lion’s face) C
n-áa
conn:3n-cop

[t̀ikàamù ]⊤
lion

⟦t-ássàlà
inf-see

kà-níf̀i⟧⊩.
loc-mouse

‘Lion sees the mouse.’ (Reh 1985: 397/263)

In (62), the event of lion seeing mouse is presented as relevant to the Addressee’s
knowledge about ‘lion’. The fact that a lexical expression is used to evoke an active
referent is arguably due to its change of one thematic role to another. Second, the
construction can be used to construe a new address in the Addressee’s discourse
knowledge, as illustrated in (2):

(2) (Lion is resting under a tree. He is asleep.) A
m-áa
conn:3f-cop

[níf̀i ]⍑
mouse

ádìyà.
come(inf)

‘(A) mouse comes (by).’ (Reh 1985: 397/262)
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Figure 1 Krongo informational configuration: informatogram, similarity
graph, feature ordering
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In (63), ‘mouse’ is introduced in discourse, not just as a new referent, but as one
to which future assertions are going to be relevant. A third informational context
in which the narrative construction is encountered is that of thetic statements,
in which an informative assertion is posited without relating it to an address in
discourse knowledge. This happens frequently at the start of narratives, as is
illustrated in (3):

(3) (start of discourse) B
n-áa
conn:3n-cop

⟦t̀ikàamù
lion

ófùNò
rest(inf)

kí-ffá
loc-tree

kúbú⟧⊩.
under

‘Lion is resting under a tree.’ (Reh 1985: 397/261)

Two alternative interpretations of (3) are conceivable. First, this assertion arguably
can be classified as a categorical statement with a focal Topic, given the fact that
‘lion’ is a future Topic in discourse. However, at this point in the narrative it is
not, nor is a relation of relevance construed between it and the event it is involved
in. Another possibility would be to classify (3) as a presentational statement. One
could argue that the predication is ‘semantically bleached’ and has the sole function
of introducing ‘lion’ as a discourse address for the future evaluation of information,
because ófùNò ‘rest’ “is not interpreted as signalling a potential contrast with other
verbs from the same lexical field which might have been used in its place” (Cornish
2004: 219). However, such an analysis would not do justice to the presence of an
overt localizing expression. If the predication had as its only purpose to assist in
the introduction of a referent without being informative in its own right, the use
of the simple copular-existential verb áa ‘be’ and the omission of the localizing
expression would have provided a far more economical context.3

Fourth and finally, the narrative construction is employed in cases of identi-
ficational Focus on a single referent in the context of an otherwise presupposed
propositional content. This is exemplified in (4) for the object ìPìN, ‘him’:

(4) (Wolverinej is looking for someonei to give the billy goats to for dinner so
that hei would get fat) E
m-áa
conn:3f-cop

àakù
3sg.f

t-úsú
inf-can

k-áakù
loc-inf:eat

⟨̀iPìN⟩�
3sg.m

t́ićil̀i.
advrs

‘(then) shej could eat himi in turn.’ (Reh 1985: 387/148)

The predicate eat, as well as the involvement of ‘Wolverine’ and some unspeci-
fied individual have all been activated in the context immediately preceding this
utterance. It is the intended informational effect of (4) to signal the construal
of a hitherto unpredictable relationship between a active referent and an active
propositional content.

3Accidentally, this kind of argumentation shows how both the global development of
the Addressee’s presuppositional state, as well as the specific use of semantic elements
must be taken into account in order to successfully identify the informational articulation
of individual utterances.
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Canonical construction The second coding strategy can be labelled the canonical
construction. It consists of a main predicate prefixed with the obligatory Subject
cross-reference marking and followed by an optional lexical Subject and Object.
Regarding the division of labour between it and the narrative construction, it seems
that statements which express eventualities that are crucial to the development of
the story employ the narrative construction, whereas less important information
may be expressed using either the canonical clause structure or the narrative
construction. However, the two strategies differ in their coding potential: while the
canonical construction and the narrative construction share the capacity to express
Entry-central Thetic and Categorical statements, only the latter can be used to
convey an Address-central Thetic articulation. In (5), an instance of a canonical
clause with an Entry-central Categorical articulation is given.

(5) (Wild Dog planted peanuts across a brook) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦m-óc̀idò-N

f-impf:freq:cut-tr
bìit̀i⟧⊩.
water

‘She crosses the water.’ (Reh 1985: 379/44)

In (6), an example is given where a canonical clause expresses an Entry-central
Thetic statement:

(6) (start of discourse) B
⟦m-àtúná
f-pfv:find:tr

ìttóN
rabbit

àttúmántàará
hyena

N-ánkwà-N
conn:m-impf:go-trr

án-úudà⟧⊩.
instr-meat

‘A rabbit meets a hyena that carries about some meat’ (Reh 1985: 376/2)

Cleft construction A third coding strategy is clefting (Reh 1985: 187). It seems
that clefting in Krongo is exclusively used to express identificational Focus on Actor
referents in an otherwise presupposed event. An example is given in (7):

(7) (Squirrel tells Wild Dog to check out Housedog) E
bíĺin-t́in-bó
maybe-prt-emph

⟨̀iPìN⟩�
3sg

N-áa
conn:m-cop

ákù-r̀i.
eat(inf)-intr

‘Maybe he was (who) ate (them).’ (Reh 1985: 381/87)

Preposing The fourth and final coding strategy used for the conveyance of in-
formational articulations is a preposing strategy by means of which a referential
element, irrespective of its semantic role, is realized in the position preceding the
inflected verb form. The data suggest that this strategy can be used in two informa-
tional contexts: to express identificational Focus on a referent in an identificational
construction, and to introduce a new Topic in a Categorical articulation. The
former is illustrated in (8), the latter in (9).

(8) (she accidentally takes a beating and cries) E
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⟨àPàN⟩�
1sg

n-áa-màt̀inì.
1/2-cop-ref

‘It is me (and not Jackal)!’ (Reh 1985: 393/246)

(9) (Squirrel calls Housedog and tells him) D
[ffàa-t́iN ]⍑
tree-prt

⟦ácc̀i
m:impf:be

kí-dì
loc-house

món-tùtùkkúbú
gen-peanut(pl)

kít̀ikàanì
inside

ká-kùfàakúN⟧⊩.
poss-wild_dog
‘A tree is in Wild Dog’s peanut field.’ (Reh 1985: 379/49)

It should be pointed out that the utterance in (9) does not just aim to construe
ffàa-t́iN, ‘tree’ as a new discourse address: the localizing expression does not merely
serve to anchor this new address in discourse, but is a crucial piece of information
that is highly relevant to the subsequent development of the action.

Kayardild

Kayardild informational properties
Figure 2 gives the informatogram of Kayardild and the pairwise similarity of the
informational articulations. As the informatogram shows, Kayardild distinguishes
six different coding strategies for the conveyance of informational articulations. No
feature ordering is included for Kayardild, because the language exhibits neutral
alignment (see chapter 8).

Kayardild examples
Preverbal S construction The preverbal S strategy in Kayardild is characterized by
a Subject in left-most position, followed by the verbal predicate and, if applicable,
its complements. The preverbal S strategy in Kayardild is used to convey assertions
with an Entry-central Categorical articulation, as is illustrated in (1):

(1) a. (end of discourse segment) C
[bujuku ]⊤
crane(nom)

⟦kurri-j⟧⊩,
look-affmt

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦ngudi-ja
cast-affmt

ri-in-ki
east-from-loc

mibur-i⟧⊩.
eye-loc

‘Crane searched, from the east he cast his eye.’ (Evans 1995: 612/13)
b. (Cod was a Sweers person, a great big fellow) C

[niya ]⊤
3sg

⟦raa-j
spear-affmt

thangakara
shaft(nom)

wumburu-warri⟧⊩
spear-prv

‘He [Crane] speared (him) with a spearless shaft’ (Evans 1995: 624/11)

The same strategy is also used to convey Identificational Focus on Undergoers,
illustrated in (2). Whether the same strategy is also used for Identificational Focus
on other participants cannot be determined on the basis of the available texts.
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(2) a. (Crane made a trap. Turtles are caught, trevally is caught) E
⟨kawarrk-a⟩�
queenfish-nom

dii-j
be_caught-affmt

dathin-ki
dem-loc

ngurruwarra-y
fish_trap-loc

‘Queenfish is (also) caught in that trap’ (Evans 1995: 615/30)
b. (Crane made a trap for fish but not dugong) E

⟨bijarrba⟩�
dugong(nom)

dii-jarri
get_caught-neg

dathin-ki
dem-loc

ngurruwarra-y
fish_trap-loc

‘Dugong don’t get caught in that trap’ (Evans 1995: 616/41)

Postverbal S construction The postverbal S strategy is characterized by the im-
mediate postverbal placement of the lexical Subject while the Verb occurs in
sentence-initial position. As is illustrated in (3), this expression strategy is used
only to convey Entry-central Categorical articulations:

(3) (She held it up to the east,) C
⟦wakirii-ja
carry_under_arm-affmt

niwan-da⟧⊩
3sg:poss-nom

[wakath ]⊤
sister(nom)

‘his sister carried it under her wing’ (Evans 1995: 612/12)

Left dislocation construction This strategy is characterized by the extraclausal
evocation of a core participant, separated by a pause from the clause proper.
Clause-internally, a coreferential element occurs in canonical position. This strategy
appears to be used exclusively to convey assertions with an Entry-central Thetic
articulation, as illustrated in (4):

(4) (He lit his torch to attract the fish) B
⟦yalulu,
flame(nom)

jungarra
big(nom)

yalulu
flame(nom)

burri-j⟧⊩
come_out-affmt

‘Flames, big flames came out’ (Evans 1995: 578/4)

It should be noted that yalulu ‘flames’ is not a referent that is relevant to the
development of subsequent discourse. Rather, the assertion in (4) is posited in the
discourse as an isolated occurrence.

Postposing construction This strategy resembles the left dislocation strategy in
that a core participant is evoked extraclausally, but the clause-internal coreferential
element is lacking. This strategy does not appear very frequently in the available
data; where it does, it is invariably used to convey an Address-central Thetic
articulation, as in (5). Note that the direction is not relevant information in the
discourse: the abundant mention of compass directions is characteristic of Kayardild
story-telling. The verbal predicate is semantically bleached.

(5) (Crane is fishing but doesn’t catch anything. Then) A
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ee
hey

dan-da
here-nom

ri-in-da
east-from-nom

burri-j,
come_up-affmt

[jungarr-a
big-nom

dibirdibi ]⍑
rock_cod-nom

‘Hey, here comes from the east a big rock cod’ (Evans 1995: 623/98)

Fronting construction The fifth strategy used in Kayardild is one in which a
referent other than the Subject is expressed in preverbal position. This strategy
is used exclusively to convey Identificational Focus on that referent, as illustrated
in (6). Interestingly, it seems that the preverbal position cannot be used to place
Identificational Focus on the Subject referent.

(6) (Hey, my brother is sitting on Sweers Island again, Seagull said) D
⟦⟨rangurrnga⟩�
Sweers_Island(nom)

dii-ja⟧⊢
sit-affmt

niwan-da
3sg.poss-nom

[kularrin-d ]⊤.
sibling-nom

‘On Sweers Island her brother lived.’ (Evans 1995: 613/19)

Separation construction The separation strategy consists of separate extraclausal
constituents that serve to evoke the referents and other denotations that play a
role in the utterance, and a clause in which they are amalgamated and turned
into a coherent predication. All denotations are extraclausally evoked prior to the
construal of their semantic relationships. The strategy appears to be quite rare, but
nevertheless occurs several times in the available data. It is used convey assertions
with an Address-central Categorical articulation, as illustrated in (7):

(7) (Crane looks for his sister from the north and from the east) D
[ngijin-da
1sg.poss-nom

wakath ]⍑,
sister

dii-j,
sit-affmt

riya-thi
east-dist

Burririy ,
Burririy

⟦B.
B.

dii-ja
sit-affmt

ngijin-da
1sg.poss-nom

wakath⟧⊩.
sister

‘My sister, (she) lives, far in the east at Burririy, at Burririy my sister must
be living.’ (Evans 1995: 613/14)

Lango

Lango informational properties
Figure 3 gives the informatogram of Lango, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering.

Lango examples
The coherence strategy In the coherence strategy, the main predicate is expressed
as the infinitival complement of an inflected ‘coherence verb’. The Subject and
Object are expressed in their respective canonical positions. It appears to be the
strategy that is informationally most flexible. As is illustrated by (1) – (4), it can
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be used to convey the Entry-central and Address-central Categorical, Entry-central
Thetic and Identificational articulations, respectively.

(1) (Then Elephant tried to dig for water) C
[pì ]⊤
water

⟦tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

lÒÒyÉ⟧⊩
defeat:inf:3sg(obj)

‘(but) the water defeated him’ (Noonan 1992: 294/8)

(2) a. (end of discourse segment) B
⟦lyètC
elephant

tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

nèkké
kill:inf:3sg.obj

àgògò⟧⊩.
chameleon

‘And then Elephant killed Chameleon.’ (Noonan 1992: 296/24)
b. (Chameleon grabbed the drum) B

Ékká
and_then

⟦màtC
fire

tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

bínô⟧⊩.
come:inf

‘And then the fire came.’ (Noonan 1992: 299/53)

(3) (long ago there was a drought) D
Ékká
and_then

[tòtò
mother

à
attr.prt

ñákô ]⍑
girl

⟦tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

kèllò
bring:inf

ñàR-È⟧⊩
daughter-3sg.assoc
‘And then the girl’s mother brought her daughter.’ (Noonan 1992: 296/24)

(4) (‘whoever bores water, he can marry my daughter’) E
⟨lyètC⟩�
elephant

dòN
then

tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

pòòRò
try:inf

kÙññÙ
dig:inf

pì
water

‘Elephant then tried to dig for water’ (Noonan 1992: 294/7)

Canonical construction The strategy is characterized by the basic SVO constituent
order. It is used in Lango to convey assertions with Entry-central Thetic articulation
as illustrated in (5).

(5) a. (start of discourse) B
⟦nwàn
long_ago

g̀ın
3pl

òláRò
3pl:compete:pf

ñákô
girl

mÉ
for

ñòm⟧⊩.
marriage

‘Long ago they competed to marry a girl’ (Noonan 1992: 294/1)
b. (Elephant found out that the woman was pregnant) B

⟦dàkô
woman

dòN
then

àmÊ
rel

ònwóNò
3sg:finish:pf

òyàtC
3sg:be_pregnant:pf

òñwàlò
3sg:bear:pf

ltCÔ⟧⊩
male

Ékká
and_then

⟦àt̂ın
child

òbèdò⟧⊩.
3sg:stay:pf

‘And the woman who had been pregnant bore a boy and then the child
lived.’ (Noonan 1992: 296/27)
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Reinforced Subject construction The reinforced Subject construction is a construc-
tion with a pronominal copy of the Subject, which according to Noonan (1992: 151)
is used to reestablish Topical referents that have been evoked previously in the
discourse. However, the available texts suggest that this construction is rather used
to introduce a new – albeit rather familiar – referent (in this case, ‘fire’) as the
Topic, and in the same utterance give information about it. Note that màtC ‘fire’ is
a discourse referent here, relevant to the subsequent development of the narrative.

(6) (Kite made a line of fire as he was ordered) D
⟦Én
3sg

[màtC ]⍑
fire

tÊ
3sg.coh.hab

wàN⟧⊩
burn:inf

‘and the fire it burned’ (Noonan 1992: 298/44)

Pseudocleft construction The pseudocleft construction consists of a headless rela-
tive clause that is equated to an NP. The strategy is rare, and appears to be used to
convey Identificational articulations as illustrated by (7). Note that, syntactically,
the construction shows parallels to the canonical strategy: a bipartite structure in
which a Topic precedes its Comment.

(7) (when the child grew up, his mother told him) E
àmÊ
rel

ònwòNò
3sg:find:pf

ònèkò
3sg:kill:pf

pàpí
father:2sg.assoc

⟨lyètC⟩�
elephant

‘who killed your father (was) elephant’ (Noonan 1992: 297/32)

Sri Lanka Malay (SLM)

SLM informational properties
Figure 4 gives the informatogram of Sri Lanka Malay, the pairwise similarity of the
informational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows
that five coding strategies can be distinguished.

SLM examples
Canonical construction The canonical strategy in SLM has two defining charac-
teristics, Verb-finality and Subject-initiality, while constituents in between show
some flexibility as to their respective ordering. The canonical strategy can be used
in SLM to convey assertions with an Entry-central Categorical articulation: the
examples in (1) illustrate this for topical referents with various activation statuses.
(1a) shows a lexical Subject used to reactivate an established Topic; (1b) show
the anaphoric use of a demonstrative, while the second clause in (1c) shows that
complete omission of the Subject is also possible.

(1) a. (in the tree top there was group of monkeys) C
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[ini
dem.prox

oorang=nang ]⊤
man=dat

⟦itthu
dem.dist

thera-thau⟧⊢
neg-know

‘the man did not know that’ (Nordhoff p.c.)
b. (once upon a time, near the village, a little cottage stood) C

[itthu ]⊤
dem.dist

⟦bannyak
much

laama
old

hatthu
indef

ruuma⟧⊢
house

‘It was a very old house’ (Nordhoff p.c.)
c. (after the man fell asleep, the monkeys took the hats) C

[oorang ]⊤
man

⟦su-baawung⟧⊢,
pst-rise

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦thoppi
hat

pada=yang
pl=obj

ana-caari⟧⊢
pst-search

‘The man got up (and) searched for the hats’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

The same strategy is also used to convey Address-central Categorical articulations,
in which a new discourse address is construed and information relevant to it is
asserted in a single utterance. This is illustrated in (2):

(2) (start of discourse) D
[Andare
A.

katha
quot

ara-biilang ]⍑
prog-say

⟦raaja
king

mliiga=ka
palace=loc

hatthu
indef

oorang
man

koocak⟧⊢
joke

‘Andare was a jester at the king’s palace.’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Third, the canonical strategy can be used to convey the Identificational articulation,
as is shown in (3):

(3) (we stay right here) E
karang
now

[⟨inni⟩� ]⊤
dem.prox

⟦kithang=pe
1pl-poss

nigiri
town

su-jaadi⟧⊢
pst-become

‘Now this has become our town’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

The fourth informational articulation that can be conveyed by means of the canonical
strategy is the Entry-central Thetic, as illustrated in by the complex Subject NP
in (4).

(4) (end of discourse segment) B
suda
thus

⟦puthri=le
prince=assoc

biini=le
wife=assoc

ara-caanda
prog-meet

aari=le
day=assoc

su-dhaathang⟧⊩
pst-come

‘Thus came the day for the prince and wife to meet’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Fronting construction The fronting strategy is characterized by the fact that a
constituent precedes the Subject, which in the canonical clause is the left-most
element. This can either be another core participant, a localizing expression or an
element expressing discourse coherence. The fronting strategy is used to convey
Address-central Thetic articulations that construe a new discourse address, as
illustrated in (5):

(5) (the hat-seller sat down under a tree) A
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ini
dem.prox

pohong
tree

atthas=ka
top=loc

[mooyeth
monkey

hatthu
indef

kawanan ]⍑
group

su-aada.
pst-be

‘In the top of that tree was a group of monkeys.’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Also, the articulation is compatible with contexts in which a new discourse address
is construed and information relevant to it is asserted in a single utterance. This
Address-central Categorical use is exemplified in (6):

(6) (Andare was a jester in the king’s palace) D
hatthu
indef

aari
day

[puthri=nang ]⍑
prince=dat

⟦Andare=pe
A.=poss

biini=yang
wife=obj

ma-diyath=nang
inf-watch=dat

hatthu
indef

sukahan
favour

su-dhaathang⟧⊩
pst-come

‘One day, a desire overcame the prince to see A.’s wife’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Third, fronting can be used to convey the Identificational articulation, both on core
participants (7a) and complement-like elements (7b):

(7) a. (after having gone to school, we stayed in this town) E
⟦⟨luuwa-nigiri⟩�
outside-country

[kithang=nang ]⊤
1pl=dat

ara-pi
prs=go

thraa
neg

suuka⟧⊢.
like

‘Abroad we did not want to go’ (Nordhoff p.c.)
b. (another day, when they were picking berries, a big bird flew past) E

⟦⟨banthu-an
help-nmz

asa-mintha
comp-beg

ara-naangis
prog-cry

suaara
noise

hatthu⟩�
indef

[derang=nang ]⊤
3pl=dat

su-dinggar⟧⊢
pst-hear

‘A noise of crying for help they heard’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Extraclausal construction The extraclausal strategy is characterized by the expres-
sion of a core participant preceding the clause in a prosodically separate position,
without clause-internal resumption. It is not entirely clear which referents can be
separated in this manner; the available texts suggest that it is only available for
Subjects, which are then interpreted as Topic while the remainder of the clause
conveys new information relevant to this Topic. In other words, the strategy is
used to convey an Entry-central Categorical articulation, illustrated in (8):

(8) (one day a desire overcame the prince to see Andare’s wife, (so)) C
[puthri ]⊤,
prince

⟦Andare=nang
A.=dat

asa-panggel
comp-call

ana-biilang,
pst-say

‘‘Sedang
1sg.dat

Andare=pe
A.=poss

biini=yang
wife=obj

ma-caanda
inf-meet

suukka’’
like

katha⟧⊩
quot

‘. . . the prince, (he) called Andare and said “I would like to meet your wife”.’
(Nordhoff p.c.)
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Framing construction The framing strategy resembles the extraclausal strategy
in that an element in placed in extraclausal position, but differs from it in that
this element typically bears no relevance to the development of the narrative in
subsequent discourse. Instead, it is meant exclusively to ‘frame’ the utterance by
providing it with a (ideationally underspecified) spatiotemporal location, typically
hatthu aari, ‘one day’. This strategy is employed to convey Entry-central Thetic
statements, as illustrated in (9).

(9) (start of discourse) B
hatthu
indef

aari,
day

⟦hatthu
indef

oorang
man

thoppi
hat

ma-juwal=nang
inf-sell=dat

kampong=dheri
village=from

kampong=nang
village=dat

su-jaalang
pst-walk

pii⟧⊩.
go

‘One day, a man went from village to village to sell hats.’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

=jo construction The fifth expression strategy in SLM that is used to convey
information packaging is the use of the enclitic =jo, which can be used on participants
in their canonical position. The presence of the enclitic conveys a specialized
Identificational Focus interpretation, and can be used on referents in various
semantic functions, witness (10a) – (10c):

(10) a. (so, (while) the king was planning to make a fool out of Andare) E
[⟨raaja=jo⟩� ]⊤
king=foc

⟦su-jaadi
pst-become

enco⟧⊢
fool

‘. . . the king (himself) became a fool’ (Nordhoff p.c.)
b. (Now that we’ve done all this,) E

⟦⟨siini=jo⟩�
here=foc

ara-duuduk⟧⊢
prs-stay

‘. . .here we stay’ (Nordhoff p.c.)
c. (start of discourse) E

[kithang ]⊤
1pl

⟦⟨Kandy-ka=jo⟩�⟧⊢.
Kandy-loc=foc

‘We are from Kandy.’ (Nordhoff p.c.)

Greenlandic Inuktitut

Greenlandic Inuktitut informational properties

Figure 5 gives the informatogram of Greenlandic Inuktitut, the pairwise similarity
of the informational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure
shows that four coding strategies can be distinguished.
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Greenlandic Inuktitut examples
Canonical construction The canonical strategy in Greenlandic Inuktitut is cha-
racterized by its verb-finality; although it is typically also S-initial, this is not a
defining property. Even though most canonical clauses have SOV basic constituent
order, this is not necessarily the case since overt case-marking is used to distinguish
between Subject, Object and Oblique referents. The order of the core participants
in the preverbal slot is determined by non-semantic considerations, and it appears
that Topicality is the decisive factor. As can be seen from the difference between (1e)
and (1a), the Topical referent precedes any non-Topical referents in the preverbal
slot.

As can be seen in (1), the main informational articulation conveyed by the
canonical strategy is the Entry-central Categorical articulation, in which a previously
irretrievable relationship is established between a Topical referent and a Comment.
The typical case is illustrated by (1a) and (1b) which illustrate a continued and a
retrieved Topic, respectively. The fact that ‘Piuaatsuq’ is lexically evoked in (1a)
is caused by the change of case between the expression at hand and the preceding
context: as can be seen in (1c) (intransitive) and (1d) (transitive), if no case change
occurs, independent evocation of the Topical referent can be omitted from the
expression.

(1) a. (Piuaatsuq was very upset) C
[Piuaatsuq-p=mi ]⊤
P.-erg(sg)=because

⟦Qillarsuaq
Q.(abs)

asa-qi-pa-a⟧⊩.
love-ints-ind-3sg>3sg

‘. . . because P. loved Q. very much’ (Bittner 2007a: 27/1)
b. (End of lengthy aside in which P. figures. New segment) C

[Piuaatsuq ]⊤
P.(abs)

⟦sivi-tuuq-:suaq-mik
duration-aug-aug-instr(pl)

siku-:suaq-ni=it-pu-q⟧⊩.
ice-aug-loc(pl)=be-ind-3sg
‘Piuaatsuq spent a very long time out on the ice’ (Bittner 2007a: 8/1)

c. (Piuaatsuq spent a very long time on the ice) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦naajanik

seagull-instr(pl)
. . . inuu-ssut-qar-pu-q⟧⊩.

live-nr-vr-ind-3sg
‘(he) lived of seagulls’ (Bittner 2007a: 8/2)

d. (Piuaatsuq found an abandoned home. Feeling his way in,) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦illiq-a

sleeping_platform-3sg>3sg
misissur-lir-pa-a⟧⊩.
examine-ingr-ind-3sg>3sg

‘. . . he began to examine its sleeping platform’ (Bittner 2007a: 8/2)
e. (Sooty’s mother gave birth in an abandoned coal barrel) C

[piaraq-i ]⊤
baby-3sg>3pl

⟦miiraq-t
child-erg(pl)

nassaari-pa-it⟧⊩
find-ind-3pl>3pl

‘the pups the children found’ (Bittner 2007b: 2/1)

The canonical strategy can also be used to convey the Adress-central Categorical
articulation, as is illustrated in (2). This example construes ‘Qillarsuaq’ as a new
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Topic, and in the same utterance predicates new information over it that is relevant
to the subsequent development of the narrative. It should be noted that the referent
is not entirely new; ‘Qillarsuaq’ has been mentioned before, but in non-Topical
capacity, and over fifty assertions ago.

(2) (end of discourse segment) D
[Qillarsuaq ]⍑
Qillarsuaq.abs(sg)

⟦ima=iliur-sima-pu-q⟧⊩
so=do-pfv-ind-3sg

‘(Meanwhile) Qillarsuaq had done as follows’(Bittner 2007a: 27/1)

Third, the canonical strategy can convey the Address-central Thetic articulation as
well. In (3), ‘the pups’ are introduced as a new Topic; unlike in (2), however, what
is predicated about them is not relevant information to the subsequent development
of the narrative.

(3) (Paakujuk’s mother gave birth in an abandoned coal barrel) A
[piaraq-i ]⍑
baby-3sg>3pl

miiraq-t
child-erg(pl)

nassaari-pa-it.
find-ind-3pl>3pl

‘The pups were found by the children.’

(Greenlandic Inuktitut, Eskimo. Bittner 2007b: 2/1)

Finally, the canonical strategy, given the proper context, can be used to convey
Identificational Focus. Consider (4), where the location of the birth, an ‘abandoned
coal barrel’, is the only information in the utterance that is not contextually
retrievable:

(4) (but insted of the kennel where they meant her to give birth,) E
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨nappartaq-mi

barrel-loc(sg)
aamarsuaq-t
coal-abs(sg)

siqqug-niq-t-nik
crush-nr-pl-instr(pl)

imaq-lik-mi⟩�
content-with-loc(sg)

. . . irni-sima-pu-q⟧⊢.
give_birth-pfv-ind-3sg

‘. . . she gave birth in an abandoned coal barrel.’ (Bittner 2007b: 2/3)

Postposing construction Bittner (2005, 2007a,b) remarks that the postverbal slot
in Greenlandic Inuktitut is used for referents with special informational status.
In her terminology, the slot is used to introduce new backgrounded referents,
which are typically picked up by the subsequent utterance as its Topic. Elsewhere in
the literature, these referents are referred to as new Topics (Dik 1997a; Bolkestein
1998). Both labels are somewhat confusing, because upon their first mention, these
referents are not topical, nor backgrounded in the canonical sense of the term. It
would be more correct to refer to them as expectant Topics. The expectant
Topic is typically part of the comment of an Entry-central Categorical articulation,
as is illustrated by (5):

(5) a. (Sooty’s owner has lost control over the sled) C
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[∅ ]⊤ ⟦siunnir-vik-at-ni
head_for-loc-3pl>3sg-all(pl)

taku-pa-a
see-ind-3sg>3sg

taar-tuq⟧⊩.
dark-nr:abs(sg)
‘Ahead of them, he [Sooty] saw something black.’
(Thither was where they were trying to go) (Bittner 2007b: 29/1)

b. (Piuaatsuq had a hard time,) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦irnumagi-nirpaa-pa-i

worry-most-ind-3sg>3pl
⟨kamik-ni⟩�⟧⊢
kamik-3sg>3pl

‘(but) he worried most about his kamiks’
(because he did not have another pair) (Bittner 2007a: 8/4)

The second articulation that can be expressed by means of the postverbal strategy
is the Address-central Thetic articulation. This is unsurprising, since it is the
case in many languages that expectant Topics and new Topics are very closely
related. Two examples are given in (6). In (6a), a predicate of ‘appearance on the
scene’ is used that is representationally empty (tusa, ‘hear about’); in addition,
the Addressee himself does not serve as the Topic of the utterance, because the
interlocutors are not included in the Communicated Content of the utterance. In
(6b), an intransitive example is given.

(6) a. (end of discourse segment) A
maanna=lu
now=conj

tusa-ssa-v-at
hear_about-fut-ind-2sg>3sg

[nukappiara-q
boy-abs(sg)

Tuuma
T.

savaatilikkurmiu ]⍑.
sheep_herding_folk:dweller
‘Now you shall hear about the boy Tuuma who dwelt with the
sheep-herders.’ (Fortescue 1985: 176)

b. (no context given)
kinguninnuga
then

takkup-pu-t
appear-ind-3pl

[angut-it
man-abs(pl)

marluk ]⍑
two

‘Then, two men showed up.’ (Fortescue 1985: 182)

Cleft construction According to Fortescue (1985: 74ff), the commonest cleft construc-
tion used in Greenlandic Inuktitut is a prototypical cleft of the kind illustrated by
(7):

(7) Maalia-m=una
M.-rel=dem

mattak
mattak

tama-at
all-3sg

niri-sima-gi-a
eat-pf-ptcp-3sg>sg

‘Maalia is who ate all the mattak’ (Fortescue 1985: 74)

Clauses like (7) are essentially an equation of two referential expressions: one
that identifies a referent, and one that denotes the event in which that referent
figures. In a prototypical cleft construction, the clefted predication is marked in
some way as a non-predicating syntactic element (substantivized); in Greenlandic
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Inuktitut, this dependency is signalled by the use of participial mood (-gi-), and by
the relativiser on the Noun expressing the clefted referent (Greenlandic Inuktitut
is a double-marking language according to Koptjevskaja-Tamm (1993: 113), that
marks relations both on the head and the dependent). According to Fortescue, the
demonstrative enclitic una marks the focal status of the clefted referent.

No contextualized instances of a canonical cleft were attested in the data. We do
find a construction that is similar, but in which the predicate is not substantivized
by means of nominal morphology. It is illustrated in (8):

(8) (Ahead of them, they saw something black) D
[taanna=una ]⍑
there=dem

⟦urniq-niar-pa-at⟧⊢.
approach-tent-ind-3pl>3sg

‘that was where they were trying to go’ (Bittner 2007b: 38/9)

Note that the preceding clause has been discussed in (4) above as a clause that
introduces an expectant Topic. Indeed, as we can see here, the Destination argu-
ment of the predication in (8) is presented here as a Topic, about which relevant
information is communicated. Furthermore, the location (‘perilous, water-logged
ice’) remains the Topic of the next series of utterances as well. The construction
can also be used to introduce a new Topic in an Address-central Thetic articulation
(A), as in (9):

(9) (no context) A
a-ana
d-dem

⟦oujurtuliiraq
motor_boat

aggir-pu-q⟧⊩
come-ind-3sg

‘there is a motorboat coming’ (Fortescue 1985: 75)

Verbalization construction The final strategy that Greenlandic Inuktitut employs to
convey information packaging instructions is what I tentatively called ‘verbalization’.
Again, as with the cleft-like construction discussed in (6) above, it is not entirely
certain whether this is a single strategy, or a set of very similar ones.

The defining property of the verbalization strategy is that it realigns the
syntactic structure of the utterance and the semantic structure of the predication
underlying it, in such a way that one of the referents is recast as a (intransitive) verb.
In (10), this strategy is put to use to convey a Entry-central Thetic articulation:

(10) a. (Piuaatsuq was unable to continue) B
⟦nuna
land:abs(sg)

aput-qar-lir-riir-pu-q⟧⊩.
snow-vr-ingr-already-ind-3sg

‘snow was already on the land.’ (Bittner 2007a: 13/2)
b. (end of discourse segment) B

ukiuq-r-pu-q.
winter-vr-ind-3sg
‘Winter fell.’ (Bittner 2007a: 14/1)

The same strategy is also used to convey identificational Focus. In the case of (11)
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below, the whole predication, namely the event of Piuaatsuq finding something rock-
like, but not quite, has been asserted in the previous utterance. In the utterance at
hand, only the identity of the Undergoer is instantiated:

(11) (Piuaatsuq found something that didn’t seem to be a rock) E
illu-u-mi-pu-q.
house-vr-excl-ind-3sg
‘Wow, it was a house!’ (Bittner 2007a: 14/4)

Finally, we see how the same strategy is used to introduce a new Topic into the
discourse in (12):

(12) (end of discourse segment) A
Qillarsuaq-kku-t=guuq
Q.-assoc-pl=rpt

ningaa-qar-mi-pu-t
son_in_law-vr-excl-ind-3sg

‘Among Qillarsuaq’s folk, there was a son-in-law (named Piuaatsuq)’
(Bittner 2007a: 2/1)

Lezgian

Lezgian informational properties
Figure 6 gives the informatogram of Lezgian, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that three
coding strategies can be distinguished.

Lezgian examples
Canonical construction The canonical strategy in Lezgian is characterized by what
I will tentatively label a SXOV constituent order. Tentatively, because Haspelmath
warns that “most of the properties that often serve to identify subjects in other
languages do not uniquely identify subjects in Lezgian.” (Haspelmath 1993: 294).
Notwithstanding the author’s claim that Lezgian has a very flexible constituent
order, the canonical SOV order is by far the most frequent in the available texts,
with oblique adjuncts occurring between the Object and the Subject almost without
exception.

The canonical construction is informationally very flexible, and can be used to
express an Entry-central Categorical articulation, as is illustrated in (1):

(1) (But this time the beast did not get to steal another melon) C
a. [za ]⊤

1sg:erg
⟦ada-l
3sg(nt)-supess

dalba=dal
one_after_another

q’we
two

gylle
bullet(abs)

aqhaj-an⟧⊩.
fire-pf.
‘I fired two bullets after another at it.’
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b. wahši
[wild(abs) ]⊤

cawu-z
⟦sky-dat

gadar
throw

xa-na,
acaus-aor⟧⊩

‘The beast was thrown up,’
c. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦aXpa

then
Ùile-l
ground-supess

aluq’-na⟧⊩
fall-aor

‘. . . then fell on the ground (and did not move anymore).’ (Haspelmath
1993: 450/48)

In (1a), we see a typical Entry-central Categorical articulation, in which the speaker
predicates the event of him firing at the wolf as relevant information about himself.
Then, the Undergoer of the previous predication is chosen as the informational
vantage point of the next assertion. The use of the periphrastic anticausative does
not depend on considerations of information packaging; rather the potential Actor
referent in this predication (‘two bullets’) is obviated for its lack of volition and
animacy, and as a result, ‘the wolf’ remains as the most plausible Topic of the
assertion. Finally, in (1c), we see that the Actor argument can be omitted from
the expression (arguably only if its casemarking and Topic status remain constant
with regard to the preceding context).

The same construction may also be used to convey Identificational Focus.
Consider (2):

(2) (In the forest, gardens are sown) E
[i
dem

bustan-r-a ]⊤
garden-pl-iness

⟦⟨qarpuz-ar,
melon-pl(abs)

gat-u-n
summer-gen

Xali-jar,
melon-pl(abs)

afni-jar,
cucumber-pl(abs)

buran-ar⟩�
pumpkin-pl(abs)

ca-zwa⟧⊢.
sow-impf

‘In these gardens, melons, summer melons, cucumbers and pumpkins are
sown’ (Haspelmath 1993: 447/3)

The notion of sowing as well as the location have been activated in the previous
assertion; what this assertion aims to achieve, is to instantiate what exactly is
sown. Finally, the canonical order can be used to construe a new Topic and provide
relevant information about it in the same assertion, as can be seen in (3). Here,
the Agent of the predication (‘my neighbour’s dog’), who has not been mentioned
before, is construed as the Topic of the assertion:

(3) (What will this wolf do if it does not get anything else?) D
[zi
1sg:gen

qunSi-di-n
neighbour-sf-gen

kits’-i ]⍑
dog-erg

⟦hi
which

jemiS
fruit

xajit’ani
indef

ne-da⟧⊩,
eat-fut

‘My neighbour’s dog would eat any fruit, (once he even ate a cucumber)’
(Haspelmath 1993: 449/38)

Fronting construction The fronting construction is characterized by the fact that
another referent than the Actor argument of the predication is expressed as the
left-most constituent. This strategy can be used to convey an Entry-central Thetic
and Categorical articulation, as illustrated in (5) and (4), respectively. Also, the
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fronting construction can be used to convey Identificational Focus on a referent (6).

(4) (But first let me cut you a good melon;) C
[qhsan
good

qarpuz ]⊤
melon

⟦bustanÙ-di-z
gardener-sf-dat

Ùi-da⟧⊩!
know-fut

‘Good melons a gardener knows about!’ (Haspelmath 1993: 448/18)

A second example in (5) illustrates a case of fronting where the strategy appears
to be employed in order to bar a Topic interpretation of the Agent referent. At
the same time, however, the location ‘in the huge old forest’ is not relevant to the
subsequent discourse, and serves as a mere frame to posit this situation as a point
of departure for the narrative.

(5) (start of discourse) B
⟦deh
old

zaman-di-n
time-sf-gen

zurba
huge

tam-a
forest-iness

Ùi
1pl:gen

kolXoz-di-qh

kolchoz-sf-poess
jeke
big

belgen-ar
patch-pl(abs)

awa⟧⊩.
cop

‘In the huge old forest, our kolchoz owns large patches of land’ (Haspelmath
1993: 446/1)

Finally, it seems that this strategy can convey Identificational Focus. The difference
between this example and the one in (4) is, that the Undergoer argument i kar ‘this
thing’, is not the left-most constituent in the clause, which together with its lack of
typical Topic properties (such as animacy, activatedness) seems to conspire against
its being interpreted as the Topic of the utterance.

(6) (by day, the dogs are sound asleep) E
akwa-r
see-ptp

hal-ar-aj,
state-pl-inel

⟦⟨i
dem

kar⟩�
thing(abs)

[Zanawur-di-z ]⊤
wolf-sf-dat

qhsan
good

Ùi-da⟧⊢.
know-fut

‘Apparently, this thing the wolf knows well.’ (Haspelmath 1993: 450/44)

Extraclausal construction A third construction that can be identified – although
admittedly, it is attested very sparsely in the available data, and may well be
less systematic than the preceding constructions – is one in which one referent
is evoked extraclausally, then to be repeated in its canonical position inside the
clause. The construction seems to be used exclusively to convey Adress-central
Thetic articulation:

(7) (Uncle B. hissed in my ear ‘look!’, and as we looked) A
[hi-m
which-nt.sg.abs

jat’ani ]⍑,
indef

[sa
one

wahSi
wild

hajwan ]⍑
animal

kul-ar-aj
bush-pl-inel

eqeÙ’-na
emerge-aor

‘. . . a something, a wild animal emerged from the bushes’ (Haspelmath
1993: 448/22)
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Concluding remarks Although three coding strategies relevant to the expression
of information packaging can be identified with a reasonable degree of certainty,
the general picture in Lezgian appears to be that referent activation (section 2.4.4)
has a farther-reaching impact on grammar. This ties in with Haspelmath’s own
remark that “the order of arguments with respect to each other seems to be
determined by information structure rather than by grammatical relations. Given
information tends to precede new information and the Subject simply is most often
given information”(Haspelmath 1993: 301, emphasis mine). In fact, the influence
of referent management on constituent ordering in Lezgian is so great that, on
the basis of the available material, the alternative conclusion may be reached
that Lezgian does not distinguish between different coding strategies to convey
different articulations at all. The three ‘strategies’ discussed above all be different
instantiations of a single macro-strategy of the kind ‘old before new, Verb comes
last’, in which permutations are due entirely to the recency of mention of the
referents concerned. If analysis were followed, Lezgian would classify as a language
with unipartite informational alignment. The same problem presents itself in other
languages of the sample, notably Udihe which is discussed in the next section.
A more definitive classification of such languages cannot be arrived at without a
thorough examination of more – preferably oral – data than is provided in the
respective grammars.

Udihe
Udihe informational properties
Figure 7 gives the informatogram of Udihe, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that four
coding strategies can be distinguished.

Udihe examples
Canonical construction The canonical expression strategy in Udihe exploits SXOV
constituent order, which (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 840) hesitantly qualifies as
the basic constituent order on account of its frequent occurrence. A spatiotemporal
framing expression may precede the Subject, which itself may be left unexpressed
if its referent is sufficiently recoverable from the preceding context. The canonical
construction is used to convey assertions that have a Entry-central Categorical
articulation, as is illustrated in (1). Pronominal and lexical evocation of the Topical
referent are exemplified in (1a), while a non-evoked continued Topic is given in (1b).
In (1c), the Topical referent is expressed as the Possessor of the Subject referent:

(1) a. (Otter dove and brought up a bunch of fish) C
[uta ]⊤
dem:dist.nom

⟦tuge-zi
quick-instr

olokto:-ni⟧⊩,
cook.pst-3sg

[g’ai ]⊤
crow

⟦diga-ili⟧⊩.
eat-3sg

‘He cooked (dinner) quickly, Crow eats.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya
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2001: 897)
b. (Now where can he [Crow] be, Otter thought)

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦joxo
pot

do-lo-ni
inside-loc-3sg

ise-si-gi-ni⟧⊩,
see-impf-iter-3sg

‘He [Otter] looks inside the pot, . . . ’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya
2001: 899)

c. (the tiger is the size of the Manchu bear)
⟦iNakta-[ni ]⊤
fur-3sg

soligi-zi
orange-instr

p’aligi-zi
black-instr

kede-ñeñe
stripe-adjr

o:-i⟧⊩.
make-prs.part

‘Its coat has orange and black stripes [lit. ‘. . .makes stripy with
orange and black’].’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 868)

Another usage of the canonical construction is illustrated in (2), where it is employed
to convey an Entry-central Thetic articulation. This statement describes the
appearance of ‘hares’ from all directions. Even though one of them is the Topic of
subsequent discourse, the assertion is not considered to be Categorical; rather, the
purpose of the utterance in (2) solely appears to be the description of the event,
without relating it to any Topic.4

(2) (a hare singing a song to call other hares from various locations) B
⟦tukca
hare

eme-kte:-ni⟧⊩
come-dstr.pst-3sg

. . . tu:
all

eme-kte:-ni.
come-dstr.pst-3sg

‘Hares come from all directions. They all came.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya
2001: 905)

Another example of a Thetic articulation is the existential statement in (3), which
sets the scene for a monologue about ‘tigers’. Of similar expressions, Nikolaeva and
Tolskaya (2001: 619) mention explicitly that Subject referents in them are not the
Topic.5

(3) (start of discourse) B

4It is uncertain whether the singular verbal inflection (-ni) is relevant in this respect
as well. As is noted in Lambrecht (2001b), many languages employ ‘desubjectivization’
devices such as suspension of agreement to signal theticity. On the other hand, the
singular inflection here may result from the use of a distributive derivation, and hence be
semantically motivated.

5Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001) translate existential constructions of this type as ‘there
are few tigers’. This does not seem entirely correct, since both the postnominal position
of the adjective and its lack of case and number marking seem to suggest that it is used
predicatively rather than attributively (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 175ff, 846ff). It is
uncertain how this relates to the authors’ claim that the referent in such constructions is
not a Subject syntactically. It may be that this construction needs to be reanalysed as an
ascriptive predication, in which the occurrence of the existential copula bie is warranted
by the fact that the property ascribed is contingent on its referent as in an individual
level predication (Jäger 1997).
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⟦minti
1pl

ba:-di-fi
place-dat-1pl.inal

kuti
tiger

wats’a
few

bie⟧⊩
cop.prs.hab

‘In our woods tigers are few (in warm places, many).’ (Nikolaeva and
Tolskaya 2001: 868)

The third articulation that can be expressed using the canonical construction is
Address-central Thetic, as illustrated in (4):

(4) (start of discourse) A
Sukpai
Sukpai

b’æsa-du-ni
river-dat

. . . [omo-s’o-go
one-adjr-foc

sita ]⍑
child

bagdi-e-ni.
live-pst-3sg

‘On the river Sukpai in the taiga a child was born.’ (Nikolaeva and
Tolskaya 2001: 871)

(5) (start of discourse) A
⟦N iNka-ziga
Chinese-pl

bagdi-e-ti⟧⊩.
live-pst-3pl

‘The Chinese lived (there).’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)

Finally, the construction can also be used to convey Identificational Focus on
elements that occur canonically in the position immediately preceding the inflected
verb. Two examples, with Identificational Focus on an Undergoer referent and the
complement of a non-verbal predication, respectively, are given in (6) and (7):

(6) (the cat hunts mice, the marten hunts squirrels in the forest;) E
[kuti
tiger

tene ]⊤
contr

⟦⟨nakta-wa⟩�
boar-acc

wakca-ini⟧⊢.
hunt-3sg

‘The tiger hunts boar.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 869)

(7) (in our woods tigers are few;) E
⟦⟨ñamahi
warm

ba:-du⟩�
place-dat

tene
contr

[∅ ]⊤ ⟨egdi⟩�⟧⊢.
many

‘. . . in warm places many.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 868)

Example (8) illustrates the expression of an Instrument referent in preverbal position
in order to convey Identificational Focus.

(8) (explaining why hare’s ears are black) E
[Kanda
Kanda

mafa ]⊤
old_man

⟦⟨p’aligi
black

tamu-zi⟩�
stick-instr

cinge-da:-ni⟧⊢,
hit-vr.pst-3sg

⟨to:
fire

tamu-zi-ni⟩�.
stick-instr-3sg
‘Old man Kanda hit (it) with a black stick, with a fiery stick.’ (Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya 2001: 907)

In the absence of overt mention of the Undergoer (‘hare’) in this example, it is
difficult to determine whether use is made of the canonical strategy or a marked
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strategy here. I have decided to classify it as the former, because the Undergoer
referent is assumedly omitted on account of its high activation state. The situation
referred to above illustrates clearly that information packaging conspires with other
aspects of functional structure (in particular referent activation state, coherence and
semantic valency) to arrive at a particular surface structure. A similar phenomenon
occurs in many presentational constructions; the preferred semantic rendering of
these constructions is by means of an intransitive predication, which enables the
only argument to occupy a position that would otherwise require the use of a special
morphosyntactic operation.

Postverbal construction Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 840) note that Udihe is a V-
final language. Nevertheless, the postverbal position may host referential expressions
under a number of specific circumstances. First, the postverbal position may host
referents that need to evacuate their canonical position in order for remaining
elements to receive a special interpretation; this is the case for Identificational
Focus on the denotation of the predicate (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 844), a
category that is not considered in this study. Second, the postverbal position is
employed to ‘detopify’ Subjects referents (which are the preferred Topic), and thus
enable an Entry-central Thetic interpretation. This is illustrated in (9):

(9) (the kettle began to boil, while Otter sat opposite of it) B
⟦joxo
pot

culi
through

xuiN-ku-niee
dive-pst-3sg

g’ai⟧⊩.
crow

‘Crow dove into the kettle.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 899)

In (9), ‘Crow’ is not used as a Topic; the previous assertions all concerned Otter, as
well as the next part of the story. It seems that here, the use of a Thetic articulation
is motivated by the unexpected turn of events that this assertion means to get
across: Crow cannot swim, and indeed this event proves a fatal mistake on the part
of the protagonist. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 840) call this the ‘urgent news
report’, and it seems that narratological and informational considerations conspire
in the use of the postverbal Subject here.

However, not all postverbal Subject referents are non-Topical. Indeed, it seems
that the same position can also be employed to express Topical Subjects that are
salient to an extent. In (10), a Categorical example is given where ‘Otter’ had been
established as a Topic in the previous discourse, and is now resumed at the start of
a new episode:6

(10) (Direct speech: Otter offering Crow to make dinner) C
⟦kawa
house

do-lo-ni
inside-loc-3sg

joxo-i
pot-rfl

toxolo-gi-e⟧⊩
put_on_fire-iter-pst.part

[z’oto ]⊤.
otter

‘Inside the house, Otter put the pot on the fire.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya

6The lack of accusative marking on the Object in (10) is explained by the occurrence
of a reflexive marker which makes further indication of its semantic function unnecessary.
Cf. Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 757ff).
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2001: 897)

Another case of ‘salient’ Subjects constitute presentational constructions (Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya 2001: 844), where the Subject tends to be expressed postverbally
as well. However, two observations are in order here. In the first place, it must
be stressed again that presentation is a representational, not an informational
category; the informational value of a presentational construction need not always
be the construal of a new discourse address. A case in point is (2) above, where
new referents (‘hares’) are introduced onto the scene without any intention of their
ever becoming Topics in the narration. This lack of a rigid one-to-one correlation
between certain semantic representations and informational articulations illustrates
the necessity of context in order to categorize separate assertions. Even though
it is tempting to interpret the authors’ observations concerning the status of
postverbal Subjects as if these are instances of Adress-central Thetic (or Categorical)
articulations, given that no corroborration can be found in contextualized data, I
will refrain from doing so.

Another case of postverbal Subject is illustrated by the example in (11). The
context of this utterance is a long-lasting custom of Crow and Otter to have dinner
at Otter’s. Crow is determined to return the favour:

(11) (Otter came to Crow’s) E
eme-mie
come-inf

⟦joxo-i
pot-rfl

toxolo-gi-e-ni⟧⊢
put_on_fire-iter-pst-3sg

[⟨g’ai⟩� ]⊤
crow

xaisi.
too

‘When it [Otter] came, Crow put the pot on the fire as well.’ (Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya 2001: 898)

This case is noteworthy, because it presents one of the few instances of Identifica-
tional Focus not within the Comment of the assertion, but within the Topic. In
order to understand why this is so, it should mentioned that the event of ‘x coming
over to y and putting a pot on the fire’ has been evoked a short while ago, using
the exact same strategy (only with the two core participants in reverse semantic
function). The only thing that is informative (hence, focal) in this assertion, is
the involvement of ‘Crow’ as the Agent of the predication. Crucially, it is not
its topicality that is focal, since it had already been established as such. This is
arguably reflected by the peculiar placement of the additive particle xaisi, ‘too’,
which normally precedes but now follows the presupposed part of the predication
(Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 438).

A final case of postverbal placement of a referent does not concern the Subject,
but identificational Focus on a Location:

(12) (turtles don’t live in fast waters;) E
[waNba ]⊤
turtle

⟦bagdi-mi
live-inf

⟨to:go
quiet

uli-le⟩�⟧⊢.
water-loc

‘. . . turtles live in quiet waters.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 900)
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It seems that, all in all, the postverbal position is used for highlighting referents
that are salient both for reasons of activation state (10) and identificational Focus
(11), (12). Regarding the placement of non-Subject referents in postverbal position,
Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 23) note that this is a structural feature that may
have arisen recently under the pressure of intensive language contact with Russian.

Preverbal construction Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 840) note that the preverbal
position is the dedicated position for Identificational Focus. Notwithstanding the
two cases discussed above, this seems true in general. The typical constituent in
preverbal position is the Object, as has already been illustrated in (6). However,
also the Subject may be expressed in this position. Typically, this is done by
expressing another referent which would have occurred between the Subject and
the inflected verb in the canonical strategy, to postverbal position. In the examples
below, for instance, the lative and prolative adjuncts are realized postverbally,
while the canonical placement of such elements is preceding the preverbal Object
(Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 556):

(13) (Elk proposes a running contest to Frog. They took off;) D
[e:xi-gde ]⍑
Frog-contr

⟦xetige-Ni-e-ni
jump-iter-pst-3sg

ogbø
Elk

xeje-tigi-i⟧⊩.
forehead-lat-3sg

‘Frog jumped onto Elk’s forehead.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 875)

The articulation that is conveyed is an Address-central Categorical one: ‘frog’,
while having been evoked before, is construed as a Topic for the first time in this
assertion, and relevant information is predicated in the same utterance. A similar
example is given in (14), where ‘czar’ is introduced as a new discourse address:

(14) (The Chinese lived there) D
⟦namu
sea

bugasa-tigi-ni
island-lat-3sg

eze-ti
czar-3pl

igbe:-ni⟧⊩,
chase.pst-3sg

⟦⟨wa-zaNa-zi⟩�
kill-fut-instr

igbe:-ni⟧⊢,
chase.pst-3sg

[omo
one

miNga
thousand

ni:-we ]⊤.
man-acc

‘To an island their czar chased (them), (he) chased them so that they were
not killed, one thousand men.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)

The utterance in (15) conveys an Address-central Thetic articulation. Note that,
in contrast to (2), the ‘hare’ in this assertion is a particular individual, crucial to
the further development of the story. Furthermore, the rest of the predication is
not informative, since the temporal location of the event (ele: sikiegie, ‘later that
evening’ has been activated in the immediately preceding discourse.

(15) (Kanda lies on the river bank, pretending to be dead) A
ele:
soon

sikie-gie
evening-iter.prs.part

[omo
one

tukca ]⍑
hare

eme:n-zi:
come-pst.part-instr.ss
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kæ-li.
near-prol
‘In the evening, a hare came along.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 904)

Fronting construction The last construction is one in which a referent is fronted
to sentence-initial position for special treatment. This is most clear in cases where
the referent precedes any spatiotemporal adjuncts which normally occur in that
position, as in the Address-central Categorical articulation in (16) below:

(16) (end of discourse segment) D
[keige ]⍑
cat

⟦⟨zugdi-du⟩�
house-dat

⟨siNe-we⟩�
mouse-acc

waktsa-ini⟧⊩,
hunt-3sg

[kahi ]⍑
marten

⟦⟨ba:
place

xuon-di-ni⟩�
top-dat-3sg

⟨oloxi-we⟩�
squirrel-acc

wakca-ini⟧⊢
hunt-3sg

‘The cat hunts mice in the house, the marten hunts squirrel in the
forest’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 869)

The fronting construction can also be used to convey an Entry-central Categorical
articulation with a Topic other than the Subject, as in (17):

(17) (his mother brought him home and wrapped him in clothes) C
[uti
dem

b’ata-wa ]⊤
boy-acc

⟦ZuaNÙi-zi
Zuanchi-instr

gegbi-Ni-e-ti⟧⊩.
call-iter-pst-3pl

‘This boy they called Zuanchi.’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 872)

It is important to stress that (17) is not an instance of the canonical strategy; as
is illustrated in (10) and (11), not all categorical statements have their Topical
referent in sentence-initial position. Hence it follows that Udihe is Subject-initial
rather than Topic-initial; hence cases like (17) are not instances of the canonical,
but of some marked expression strategy.

Ma’di

Ma’di informational properties
Figure 8 gives the informatogram of Ma’di, the pairwise similarity of the infor-
mational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that
fourteen coding strategies can be distinguished.

To preserve legibility, no example numbers were included in the schema.

Ma’di examples
Canonical construction Ma’di has two basic constituent orders that reflect a past-
nonpast distinction. The canonical order of both paradigms can be used to express
the Entry-central Categorical articulation, as is shown in (1)-(3). The examples
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in (1) and (2) illustrate the assertion of a (series of) past affirmative and negated
present predications which use the uninflected SVO order, while (3) illustrates the
assertion of a present affirmative predication that makes use of the inflected SOV
order.

(1) (The people were called) C
a. dr1̀á

now
[áá ]⊤
people

⟦Ō-ÙÉ
3-say

àP1̄
3pl

kÒ-sÒ
3(sub)-dig

ámvú⟧⊩
plot

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦Ō-Ùā
3-reach

núsù
half

gá⟧⊩
loc

c. mgáĒ
immediately

⟦èj́i-ví
water_thirst

Ō-zā
3-overpower

[áá ]⊤
people

kpÓ⟧⊩.
cmp

‘Now the people said they would dig a field, they reached half,
immediately thirst overpowered the people.’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 672/10)

in (1a), ‘the people’ are evoked lexically as the Topical referent of the assertion by
means of an adjoined NP, arguably because their semantic function has changed
with respect to the previous clause. In (1b), evocation of the Topical referent is
suppressed, whereas in (1c), where another change of function has occurred, it
is evoked lexically again. Another thing that (1c) illustrates is the fact that the
correlation between (adjoined) Subject and Topic in Ma’di is not very strong, and
can be overridden given the right context.

(2) (she hides it from you; and so) C
[ñ1̀ ]⊤
2sg.dir

⟦nì
know

āná-à
3sg-poss

éP1́-̀
home-spec

n1̄,
3sg.sp

kàká-̀
kin-spec

n1̄
3sg.sp

kŪ⟧⊩.
neg

‘You don’t know her home, her kin.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 720/376)

(3) (if a person dies,) C
[āvù
dead

āPí ]⊤
accept

⟦ká
3sg

áá
people

n1̄
def.spec

áśi
heart

`-ē-âú
npst-ven-take

âákŪ⟧⊩.
a_lot

‘. . . receiving-the-dead it gives people a lot of heart-ache.’ (Blackings and
Fabb 2003: 694/179)

The second articulation that the canonical construction can express, is Entry-central
Thetic. Again, examples of both inflectional paradigms are given in (4) and (5):

(4) (If she returns home,) B
⟦áâ1̄
indef

ìndŕi
goat

àrÓn1̀
female

`-kkŌ⟧⊩
npst-catch

‘. . . female goats are caught [lit. they catch female goats]’ (Blackings and
Fabb 2003: 702/239)

(5) (The people drank water. They were thirsty.) B
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⟦èj́i
water

Ō-Ùā
3-reach

kŪ⟧⊩.
neg

‘The water was not enough.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 676/648)

With regard to (4), the context makes clear that the referent expressed by the
impersonal Subject pronominal áâ1̄, which is a disfavoured topic candidate by
default, indeed plays no role at all in the preceding nor in the following context.
The expression merely serves to posit the event in the development of the narrative,
introducing the referent ‘female goats’ that is instrumental in the subsequent
predication. As regards (5), ‘the water’ is also a dispreferred topic referent by
default, nor can the narrative be interpreted as being ‘about’ it at any stage.

Third, the canonical strategy can be used to convey Address-central Categorical
articulations, as is illustrated by (6) and (7):

(6) (The dry season had begun.) D
dr1̀
now

[̀itó
Ito

ādrúp1̀
brother

n1̄
3sg.spec

Ùárágūlé
Caragule

n1̄ ]⍑
3sg.spec

⟦ūNgwē
call(3)

áá
people

míà
hundred

àz1́á
six

ān1́
3sg

n1́
ben

ámvú
plot

sÒ-rĒ⟧⊩.
cultivate-sr

‘Now Ito’s brother Caragule called six hundred people to cultivate him a
field.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 672/8)

(7) (in a discussion about kinds of payments during courtship) D
źi
other

ááà
pred.ptc

⟦p1̄
pl

áâ1̄
impr

[kàsùrùbée ]⍑
fine

`-Ē-kÈ
npst-ven-give

rá⟧⊢.
affmt

‘At times a ‘violation fine’ will certainly be paid [lit. they will certainly pay
a fine].’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 727/436)

Both ‘Ito’s brother Caragule’ in (6) and ‘violation fine’ in (7) are introduced in the
discourse for the first time, both are Topics in the subsequent context, and about
both relevant information is given upon their first mention. Fourth and finally, the
canonical construction can be used to convey Identificational Focus on postverbal
NPs of whatever kind, as is illustrated in (8):

(8) (. . . or you kill him with your hand,) E
áÚ
or

[ñ1́ ]⊤
2sg

⟦âī
kill

⟨àdZú⟩�
spear

s1̀⟧⊢.
instr

‘. . . or you kill (him) with a spear.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 699/214)

‘Bare Noun’ construction The ‘bare’ strategy makes use of bare nominals. The
construction can convey two articulations, illustrated in (9) and (10): Entry-central
Thetic and Categorical, respectively.

(9) (Caragule performed a water-dance) B
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áá
people

ō-mvŪ
3-drink

èj́i.
water

⟦ví⟧⊩.
thirst

èj́i
water

Ō-Ùā
3-reach

kŪ.
neg

‘The people drank water. Thirst. The water was not enough.’ (Blackings
and Fabb 2003: 676/648)

(10) (Encantation: ‘I am Caragule. It is me.’) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦tÈndÈrÈ⟧⊩.

huge_upright_strong
‘Huge, upright and strong.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 708/288)

It is not entirely clear whether ví in (9) is a Noun or an Adjective. I analysed it
here as the former: if it is the latter, it may also be the case that (9) and (10) both
reflect instances of a Categorical articulation of a non-verbal predication without
an overt Subject.

Fronting construction Blackings and Fabb (2003: 541) point out that Object and
PPs may be fronted to a position preceding the adjoined Subject in order to make
it interpretable as a topic. This is shown in (11) and (12) for an uninflected and
inflected predication with Categorical articulation, respectively. Note that both are
‘Chinese-style Topics’, in the sense that they fulfill no coded semantic function in
the predication they are relevant to:

(11) (so, how was this courtship handled in the past?) C
[̄iSōmā ]⊤
courtship

⟦àñ1́
2pl

vÙ
go

áàrú⟧⊩.
home

‘(For) courtship you went home.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 709/295)

(12) (while discussion bed-cleansing) C
[gúmbéré dr̀i
bed_cleansing

drŪ ]⊤
pred.ptc

⟦ñí
2sg

àâŪ
what

`-̄1dÉ
npst-do

áŪ⟧⊩?
foc

‘For bed-cleansing what do you do?’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 685/109)

Another use of fronting appears to be introduction of new Topical referents in
Address-central Categorical assertions, as in (13):

(13) (in case of a death, all quarrels should be put aside) D
k1́
but

dr1̀á
now

â1̀
dem.prox

Òz1̄
yet

[āná-à
2sg-poss

āmvót̄i
sister

Pà
poss

áārá
child

`

spec
n1̄ ]⍑
foc

⟦drá
death

kÓ-̀ -kŌ-ā⟧⊩
3(n)-npst-catch-obj

⟦ē-mú
ven-go(3)

sáà
even

ndrĒ-ā
see-obj

rú
rfl

kŪ⟧⊩.
neg

‘but now, the child of your sister, death gets to her (and he doesn’t even
come to visit).’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 696/192)

Third, fronting is also used to express Identificational Focus of the fronted consti-
tuent. A case in point is (14); as becomes apparent from the surrounding context,
the entire predication of someone paying ransom to someone else had already
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been activated at the moment of the speaker’s uttering (14), and only the relation
between the location ‘from Sudan’ and the (activated) predication is non-retrievable
and therefore focal:

(14) (it is indeed the case that you and me came here in 1989) E
[sùdán1̀
Sudan

gá
loc

s1̀ ]⍑
src

⟦É-vÙ
ven-go(pl)

`

spec
P1̄⟧⊢.
foc

‘From Sudan is (whence) we came.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 680/73)

Note that the occurrence of P1̄ in cases like these is a result from syntax, rather than
a conscious choice by the speaker. That is, the verb cannot be the final constituent
in the clause; the occurrence of P1̄ can be seen as a repair strategy employed by
the speaker to avoid violation of the termination constraint (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 146ff).

Postposing construction Normally, the adjoined Subject precedes the inflected
verb. However, the order may also be reversed as in (15) which conveys an
Entry-central Thetic articulation. Note that Subject postponement is a typical
detopicalization strategy in many S-initial languages (cf. Lambrecht 2001b).

(15) (start of story) B
⟦ōâú
day

z̀i
indef.art

s1̀
src

àlŪ
once

ēsú
find(3)

vŪ
earth

mĒĺ1⟧⊩.
dry_season

‘One day once, it was the dry season [lit. the dry season found the earth].’
(Blackings and Fabb 2003: 672/7)

Copying construction The copying strategy is exclusively used to convey Iden-
tificational Focus on the main predicate of the clause. In order to achieve this
interpretation, a copy of the verb is placed in clause-final position. The copy carries
a low tone indicating specificity, and is not inflected or otherwise marked. An
example is given in (16):

(16) (in discussing ways how someone might accidentally get killed) E
[ñ1́ ]⊤
2sg

⟦mgbā
beat

màâí
person

nā
afm

⟨mgbà⟩�⟧⊢.
beat-foc

‘Either you beat that person to death, . . . ’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 699/211)

Cleft construction Cleft constructions in Ma’di are basically non-verbal predica-
tions, in which the non-verbal predicate (and optionally, also the Subject) is a
referentialized main clause. This can either be achieved by using a subordinate
verb form as in (18), or by simply attaching a determiner to the clause as in (19).
A combination of both is also possible, as is illustrated in (17) below. Interestingly,
while cleft constructions are typically associated with Identificational Focus, in
Ma’di they appear to be used exclusively to convey Entry-central Categorical arti-
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culations. The referential phrase mostly refers back to a recent chunk of discourse,
as in (17):

(17) (Some girls turn away their suitors) C
[â1̀
dem.prox

1̄-sáà ]⊤
foc-even

⟦má-à
1sg-poss

`-ndrĒ-lÉ
npst-see-sr

áÒndZ1̀
childhood

n1̄
def.spec

mī
eye

s1̀
src

rá
affmt

r1̀
dem.dist.def

P1̄⟧⊢.
foc

‘This as well is what I have seen as a kid [lit: with the eyes of childhood].’
(Blackings and Fabb 2003: 716/352)

A similar example is (18), where the Subject referent is probably also the immedia-
tely preceding discourse, but where it is not explicitly evoked:

(18) (24.000 pounds for an eloped girl) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦àP1̄-à

3pl-poss
`-ūNgwē-lé
npst-call-sr

dr1̀ádrŪ
now

màgéndó
black_market

drÙ
pred.ptc

â1̄
dem.prox

P1̄⟧⊩.
foc
‘(That’s) what they ask as their black-market price these days.’ (Blackings
and Fabb 2003: 728/438)

In (19) an example is given in which both the Subject and the non-verbal predicate of
the superordinate construction are clausal. This is a fine example of accommodation,
since much of the information that is embedded in the clausal Subject assumedly
is non-retrievable to the Addressee, while it is presented as though it would be.

(19) (I will ask you about one other ritual that is among us) C
[tà
thing

`-āzá-rĒ
npst-pain-sr

àmà
1pl(excl)

lÈ
want

`-kÒ-PĒ
n-3-do

ìjō
absent

r1̀ ]⊤
dem.dist.def

⟦ñ1́
2sg

tà
thing

`-Ē-ndZÉ
npst-ven-explain

dr̀i
on

ā-rú
on-it

r1̀
dem.dist.def

P1̄⟧⊩.
foc

‘This thing that pains us and that we want an end to, is what you (should)
explain us something about.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 687/126)

Scope of negation Normally, the Topical referent escapes negation (Strawson 1971;
Reinhart 1981; Payne 1990, 1992). A ‘thetic’ scope of negation that includes also
the adjoined Subject NP, can be achieved in Ma’di by manipulating the respective
order of negative marker and the ‘evidentiality’ marker rá. Compare the two
examples in (20) that convey an Entry-central Categorical and Entry-central Thetic
articulation, respectively:

(20) (no context)
a. ⟦Óp1́

Opi
ō-âū
3-take

íźi
woman

rá
affmt

kŪ⟧⊩.B
neg

‘It’s not that Opi certainly takes a woman’ (Blackings and Fabb
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2003: 578/205)
b. [Óp1́ ]⊤

Opi
⟦ō-âū
3-take

íźi
woman

kŪ⟧⊩
neg

rá.C
affmt

‘Opi certainly does not take a woman’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 582/230)

lÉ construction Blackings and Fabb analyse the particle lÉ as a ‘relevance predicate’.
It can also occur with an isolated NP, in which case the interpretation is ‘what about
. . . ?’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 232ff). When used on NPs that are embedded
in complete sentences, the informational interpretation is that of a Entry-central
Categorical articulation with a Topic that has special significance or emphasis. An
example is given in (21):

(21) (the people took off, grumbling, and said) C
[̀itó
ito

ñ1̄
2sg

lÉ ]⍑
as_for

⟦ñá̀
2sg.poss

âÚkw1́
millet

kÒ-Pā⟧⊩.
3(dir)-yield

‘Ito, as for you, your millet must yield.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 677/51)

n1̀ construction According to Blackings and Fabb (2003: 559ff), n1̀ is a Focus
particle used to convey Identificational Focus on Subject NPs in their canonical
position. This is indeed by far its most frequent use, as the examples in (22) and
(23) illustrate:

(22) (but we are not allowed to eat this) E
⟦⟨áá
people

āmbā⟩�
big(pl)

kÓ-̀ -ñā-[ā ]⊤
3-npst-eat-obj

n1̀⟧⊢.
foc

‘elders eat it.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 708/283)

(23) (because Caragule knew full well that) E
a. [áá

people
nà ]⊤
dem.dist

⟦⟨ān1̄⟩�
3sg

ūNgwē
call(3)

n1̀
foc

kŪ⟧⊢
neg

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨̀itó
Ito

n1̄
3sg.spec

ādrúpì⟩�
brother

ūNgwē
call(3)

n1̄⟧⊢.
foc

‘these people, he hadn’t called; his brother Ito called (them).’
(Blackings and Fabb 2003: 676/45)

Note that the examples above share the fact that another constituent than the
focussed Subject serves as the Topic of the utterance. In (22), an adjoined Object
NP is missing, but the pronominal affix Pā, obligatory in the inflected paradigm, can
be interpreted as such. In (23b), the Topical Object referent is omitted altogether.

If no other referent can be construed as the Topic, it seems that n1̀-marked NPs
can also convey Address-central Categorical articulation. An example is given in
(24), where the Topical referent ‘Mr. Christopher Anyama’ is introduced into the
discourse and information relevant to him is given in the same assertion:
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(24) (start of discourse) D
[dr1̀á
now

â1̀
dem.prox

Mister Christopher Anyama
Mr. Christopher

n1̄
3sg.spec

làpwóñ1́
teacher

àlÉrÉ primary school
Alere Primary School

gá
loc

r1̀ ]⍑
def

⟦kÓ-ÓtÒ-ā
3(npst)-tell-obj

n1̀⟧⊩.
foc

‘Now him here, Mr. Christopher Anyama, the teacher at Alere primary
school, he will tell (about) it.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 671/1)

A third usage of this strategy is to introduce special circumstances under which an
event may take place. Following Haiman (1978), who argues that conditionals often
serve as Topics, these cases may likewise be analysed as Address-central Categorical
assertions:

(25) (explaining the ritual ‘receiving-the-dead’) D
dZÒ
if

[màâí
person

Ō-drà
3-die

n1̀ ]⍑
foc

. . .

‘If a person dies, (receiving-the-dead gives people a lot of heart-ache).’
(Blackings and Fabb 2003: 694/179)

The áŪ construction (1) The particle áŪ occurs clause-finally like n1̀, but is employed
to convey Identificational Focus on adjoined Object NPs according to Blackings
and Fabb (2003: 553ff). Closer inspection of the discourse material reveals that
this is only the case when the adjoined Object NP occurs in canonical preverbal
position in the inflected paradigm, as illustrated in (26) and (27):

(26) (‘give me her receiving-of-the-dead’, you then say) E
a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦áâ1̄

impr
⟨ÉPÉ⟩�
arrow

`-kÈ
npst-give

áŪ⟧⊢.
foc

‘Arrows are given [to you]’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 695/187)
b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨áâ1̄

impr
màâí
person

1̀lÉâ1̀
dem.dist

áâ1̄
impr

tà
thing

1̀lÉâ1̀⟩�
dem.dist

`-kÈ
npst-give

áŪ⟧⊢.
foc

‘That person, that thing is given’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 696/188)

(27) (what is it you give during mouth-opening?) E
[ñ1́ ]⊤
2sg

⟦⟨pÉsà⟩�
money

`-kÈ
npst-give

áŪ⟧⊢.
foc

‘You give money’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 691/149)

In all other cases, assertions marked with áŪ convey the Entry-central Categorical
articulation. These cases have been classified as a separate strategy (see next
paragraph).

The áŪ construction (2) In all other environments than the one discussed above, áŪ
conveys Entry-central Categorical articulations. Since the distribution appears to
be fully systematic in this respect, I analysed both as separate constructions. The
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‘other environments’ are all cases of áŪ in the ‘uninflected’ paradigm, illustrated in
(28) and (29), as well as cases of áŪ in the inflected paradigm with fronted Object,
as in (30):

(28) (now [the case of] a woman, she goes to leave her husband) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦ō-âū

3-take
ágÓ
man

z̀i
another

áŪ⟧⊩.
foc

‘She takes another man.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 707/275)

(29) (all these wrongs multiplied in the camp here) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦kŪ

neg
sáà
even

kūkú
Kuku

n1̄
def.spec

śis̄it̄imù
system

Ó-kŌ
impr-catch

áŪ⟧⊩.
foc

‘Or maybe the Kuku system was adopted (for them).’ (Blackings and
Fabb 2003: 703/247)

(30) (nowadays, they don’t give suitors anything anymore) C
dr1̀á
now

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦mèndíl̀i
handkerchief

t1̀
pl

áâ1̀
indef

`-sÒ-ā
npst-sew-obj

áŪ⟧⊩.
foc

‘Now, they sew handkerchiefs (for them)’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 721/382)

Clause-final P1̄ construction Although Blackings and Fabb (2003) describes the
clause-final occurrence of the marker P1̄ as its primary use, this appears to be
exceptionally rare in the available texts. Moreover, when P1̄ does occur clause-
finally, it more often seems to be a consequence of syntactic rules (especially the
constraint on unmarked postverbal definite Objects) than a result of informational
considerations; examples of this have been discussed earlier. Even in cases where
clause-final P1̄ is not cause by purely syntactic requirements, its scope cannot be
determined with absolute certainty because no instances were found in which it
immediately follows the verb: other constituents intervene, which allow for two
distinct analyses, clause-final P1̄ and ‘local’ P1̄. A good example of this is (31) below,
which according to Blackings and Fabb (2003: 573) may be given an Entry-central
Thetic interpretation under the clause-final analysis. Given the right context,
however, the same construction may also be interpreted as a case of local P1̄ on the
PP èáù gá, ‘to work’, leading to an Identificational articulation.7

(31) (no context) B/E
⟦má
1sg

`-mū
npst-go

⟨èáù
work

gá
loc

`

spec
P1̄⟩�⟧⊩
foc

‘(It’s that) I am going to work / I am going to work’ (Blackings and
Fabb 2003: 573/176)

7In the Thetic interpretation, P1̄ may be interpreted as a ‘predification operator’, conver-
ting the entire sentence into the higher-order predicate of an ‘it’s that . . . ’-construction.
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‘Local’ P1̄ construction In addition to its clause-final occurrence discussed in the
previous section, P1̄ most frequently occurs ‘locally’, attaching to adjoined NPs or
lexical PPs with special informational significance. Often, this concerns the first
evocation of referents that are to become Topics later on in discourse, as in the
Address-central Thetic articulation illustrated in (32):

(32) (new discourse segment) A
bàdénì
later

dr1̀ádrŪ
now

[àP1̄
3pl

dr1́
poss

ı̄ Sōmā
courtship

dr1́
poss

â1̀
dem.prox

P1̄ ]⍑.
foc

‘Now, this courtship of us [our people].’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 708/290)

The sole function of (32) is to introduce the referent ‘courtship’, which is the subject
of the next part of the conversation. However, the same strategy can also be used
to evoke a new Topical referent and predicate information relevant to it in the same
clause, as in (33):

(33) (Now, regarding this ritual,) D
[̀1ndZÒndZ1̄
girl.pl

z̀ibáà
indef.pl

P1̄
foc

nás1̀
maybe

ñ1́
2sg

lÈ
want

ān1̄
3sg

kŪ
neg

r1̀
def

P1̄ ]⍑
foc

⟦nás1̀
maybe

ñ1́
2sg

ñáà
2sg.poss

súrú
tribe

`-̄1tēâè
npst-show

rá⟧⊩.
affmt

‘some girls, maybe the one that you do not fancy, maybe you introduce
(her to) your tribe.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 719/372)

Third, local P1̄ can be used to convey an Entry-central Categorical articulation. In
view of what has been remarked in section (30), it should be noted that this example,
given an appropriate context, could probably also convey Thetic or Identificational
articulation:

(34) (this mouth-opening thing has been inflated) C
[t̄i
mouth

āwí ]⊤
open

⟦̀ijō
absent

ándráā
past

ĒzÈ
long

s1̀
src

P1̄⟧⊩.
foc

‘Mouth-opening was absent in the past’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 688/133)

Fourth, as has been argued when discussing (31) above, local P1̄ can also be used
to convey identificational Focus on the constituent it attaches to.

‘Subject-P1̄’ construction A final strategy in Ma’di again involves the particle P1̄,
but now attaching to Subject-adjoined NPs in postverbal position. The articulation
it conveys in such cases invariably is Identificational Focus on the Subject referent,
as illustrated by (35) and (36):

(35) (but as for you, our brother-in-law,) E
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⟦ñ́ -Ē-mÚ
2sg-ven-gather

àmā
1pl(excl)

â1̄Pā⟧⊩
here

[⟨ñ1̄⟩�
2sg

P1̄ ]⊤.
foc

‘it is you who gathered us here.’ (Blackings and Fabb 2003: 690/143)

(36) (for chair-taking-in, you will give a hoe) E
⟦ká
3sg

r-̀ -ūNgwē
rfl-npst-call

kÓm1́
chair

tÒ
take

dZÓ
house

gá⟧⊢
loc

[⟨1̀lÉâ1̀⟩�
dem.dist

P1̄ ]⊤.
foc

‘That’s what is called chair-taking-in.’ (Blackings and Fabb
2003: 710/305)

Slave

Slave informational properties
Figure 9 gives the informatogram of Slave, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that seven
coding strategies can be distinguished.

Slave examples
Canonical construction The canonical strategy in Slave consists of the use of basic
constituent order, which is Subject-initial and Verb-final. The Object tends to occur
in preverbal position, but intervening adjuncts do not trigger another informational
interpretation. An example of the canonical expression strategy conveying an
Entry-central Categorical articulation is given in (1):

(1) (That is how it was.) C
[Pariyuné
?

bek’aoweridao ]⊤
manager

⟦dechilekuéke
rfl:pl:worker

ta
among

goi–de
3:pf:talk

dedi⟧⊩.
evd

‘The manager talked with his workers.’ (Rice 1989: 1351/95)

The Subject may also be epxressed pronominally, as in (2) and (3). Note that (3)
conveys an Identificational articulation: the entire predication, save the identity of
the oblique referent as its Actor, was given information at the time of this assertion
being uttered.

(2) (a woman with blonde hair came out from there) C
Peyi
dem.dist

śi–a
evd

yútl’ulé
clothes_string

ni–t’u
3:impf:stretch

k’e
on

śi–a
evd

yú
clothes

daeìee
3:impf:pl(obj):hang

dedi⟧⊩.
evd

‘She put clothes on the clothes-line.’ (Rice 1989: 1235/2)

(3) (the brother lived with a Chipewyan woman, and) E
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Figure 9 Slave informational configuration: informatogram, similarity
graph, feature ordering
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[Pededine ]⊤
3sg

⟦⟨k’átseleht’ine
Chipewyan

dene
man

ìée⟩�
one

ghá
with

wheda⟧⊢.
3:impf:live

‘she [sister] lived with a Chipewyan man.’ (Rice 1989: 1343/17)

The lexical Subject may be omitted if the referent can be retrieved from the context,
as in the identificational articulation in (4).

(4) (Since the whites did not give them anything to make clothing of,) E
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨Pekwé–

caribou
zo– ⟩�
only

yú
clothing

Pa-ke-t’i–⟧⊩.
thus-pl.hum(sbj)-3:impf:do

‘. . . they thus made only caribou clothing.’ (Rice 1989: 1338/18ff)

Subject continuity plays no role in the decision whether or not the Subject is
expressed pronominally. Unlike in many of the other languages discussed so far, the
pronominal Subject referent need not have served as Subject in the preceding clause.
The lack of a Subject continuity criterion leads to cases of potential ambiguity, as
in (5):

(5) (they lived like that among the Chipewyan) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦hi–t’a

now
suré
really

go-k’ékedí
(3)>3pl-pl.hum(sbj):3:impf:keep

dúwé⟧⊩
really

dedi
evd

‘They [the Chipewyan] kept them [the siblings] really well.’ (Rice
1989: 1343/19)

In (5), ‘the Chipewyan’ figured in the preceding clause as an oblique referent, while
‘the siblings’ were the Subject of that clause. Both change their semantic function in
(5). The ambiguity that is caused by this lack of continuity can only be resolved in
the wider context of the story, which makes the reverse interpretation of the Subject
and Object referents in (5) highly unlikely. Also, the canonical construction is
used to convey an Entry-central Thetic articulation, as in (6), and Address-central
Thetic articulation, as in (7) and (8):

(6) (start of discourse) B
⟦Peyi
dem

gots’e–
agr:from

Pekúhní–e
then

ìets’ego–⟧⊩
nonspec:impf:recp:kill

⟦dzá
bad

ago– t’e⟧⊩.
agr:impf:be

‘In those days they killed each other and it was bad;’ (Rice 1989: 1342/1ff)

(7) (the Dene girl saw a white people’s house for the first time) A
hai–lé
pro:pst

Peyi
dem

gots’e–
agr:from

śi–a
evd

[ts’éeku
woman

dek’ate
rfl:among

bekw íghá
3:head:hair

dekwoi ]⍑
3:impf:be_yellow

⟦kadéhtla
3:pf:go_out

dedi⟧⊢.
evd

‘Then a woman with blond hair came out from there.’
(Rice 1989: 1348/73)

(8) (end of discourse segment) A
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suré
really

⟦hi–náa
across

[betsi– ]⍑
3:grandmother

kw’ila
too

yetahts’é–
4:opposite

nágwe⟧⊢
3sg:impf:live

‘Now her grandmother lived right opposite of her (and guarded her
carefully).’ (Rice 1989: 1345/32)

Reduplication construction The reduplication or topicalization strategy (Rice
1989: 1197ff) consists of the use of basic constituent order: in addition to the Subject,
the lexical Object is also cross-referenced on the inflected verb. Topicalization serves
a number of different pragmatic purposes. On the one hand, it may be used to
construe a less preferred Topic candidate as the Topic of the utterance; on the other,
topicalization is used to evoke new referents that are in a POset-relation to other
refererents (either explicitly evoked, or implied in the discourse context). It should
be repeated that POset membership in the classification used here is not treated as
an aspect of information packaging, but of discourse coherence. Even though POset
membership greatly facilitates the occurrence of referents in particular informational
roles on account of its bridging role which improves the accessibility to the referent’s
denotation, it should not be equated with it. Hence, while there is a conspicuous
correlation between POset membership and Identificational Focus, POset-related
referents may also be introduced as part of an assertion that is also informative
otherwise, in which case it would be classified as having a Categorical articulation.

Although Rice claims differently, topicalization in Slave is mostly used to convey
Entry-central Categorical and Identificational Focus articulations, and does not
serve to introduce new Topics. A case in point is (9), where bewkí ‘its front’ is
contrasted here with betlá ‘its back’ in the subsequent clause, both of which are
members of the POset dimensions of 3-d objects. Nevertheless, in (9a) the
remainder of the assertion is also informative, which justifies its classification as a
Categorical articulation. In (9b) on the other hand, the action of tying together
xU is given information on account of its having been mentioned in the preceding
clause, and only the identity of the POset-related Undergoer (not even its semantic
function) constitutes new information.

(9) (they tie string to the middle of the shoe. Then) C
a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦bewkí

3:head
ìe-ki-hshá⟧⊢
togetherAdv-(3)pl>3sg-3:impf:tie

gots’e–
and

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨betl’á
3:back

kwila⟩�
also

ìe-ki-hshá⟧⊢.
togetherAdv-(3)pl>3sg-3:impf:tie

‘. . . they tie its front and its back together.’ (Rice 1989: 1335/7)

Something peculiar is going on in (10), where the Objects are members of the
POset of snowshoe parts. In the second clause, Subject number should have been
marked overtly. It is not: moreover, the Object affix -ye- implies a singular, not a
plural Subject, which is clearly not compatible with the context of the utterance.

(10) (If the skin has dried, they make holes for the string. After that) E
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a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨tl’uhgo– ⟩�
babiche

ki-k’eniki–lee⟧⊩
(3)pl>3sg-3:impf:place

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨bePekw’a⟩�
3:crosspiece

kw’ila
too

ye-k’eniki–lee⟧⊢.
(3sg)>3sg-3:impf:place

‘they place babiche and its crosspiece as well.’ (Rice 1989: 1336/12)

The only case in which topicalization is used to convey a Categorical articulation
rather than Identificational Focus on the topicalized referent is the topicalization of
the complement of the incorporated postposition -ka- given in (11). Topicalization
of complements of incorporated postpositions behaves as Object topicalization
(Rice 1989: 1203).

(11) (the whites did not gives them anything. This being so,) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦suré

really
Pekwé– i

caribou(obl)
ka-na-goi-ke-hwhe⟧⊩.
for-hab-(3)>3pl-pl.hum(sbj)-impf:search

‘. . . they looked for caribou really hard.’ (Rice 1989: 1338/20)

As regards the topicalization of Subjects and non-incorporated oblique referents,
Rice (1989: 1200) mentions that this is mostly a theoretical construct. Since
Subject person is obligatorily cross-referenced on the verb, and non-incorporated
obliques cannot be cross-referenced at all, the distinction between topicalized and
non-topicalized instances is impossible to tell, even more so because linear ordering
is not a defining property of the construction. As is illustrated in (12) and in (3)
discussed earlier, ‘canonical’ Subject NPs and PPs can be identificationally focussed
on account of being in a POset-relationship, respectively:

(12) (they place babiche and its crosspiece as well. After that) E
a. [⟨ts’éekukuke⟩� ]⊤

woman
⟦tl’uhgo–
babiche(obl)

dá-ke-yegha⟧⊩.
closePP-pl.hum(sbj)-3:impf:lace

b. Peyi
dem

tl’uhgo–
babiche

Po– t’e
3:impf:be_done

ni–dé
if

c. [⟨deneyué⟩� ]⊤
man

⟦yekehìe–
4:sole

nezo–
3:impf:be_good

Pa-ke-hPi–⟧⊩.
thus-pl.hum(sbj)-3:impf:do

‘the women lace the babiche. Once that babiche is done, the men make
the sole.’ (Rice 1989: 1336/14)

PP – Obj order What is the canonical order of the Object NP and oblique re-
ferents cannot be established with much certainty. Nevertheless, it seems that
their respective ordering reflects informational considerations. That is, in case of
identificational Focus the focal referent always occurs as the left-most constituent.
Consider (13):

(13) (once the wood has the desired size) E
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a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦tl’u
string

t’á
instr

Pah
snowshoe

kw í
head

ke-ni–lú⟧⊩
pl.hum(sbj)-3:impf:hang and

b. gots’e–
and

[∅ ]⊤ Pa-ki-yehPi–
thus-(3)pl>3sg-3:impf:do

gotl’á–hó–o
agr:after

c. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦Pah
snowshoe

⟨tani⟩�
middle

gots’é–
too

tl’u
string

yée
in

ke-ke-ni–yá⟧⊢.
upAdv-pl.hum(sbj)-impf:tie

‘Once it is that big, they hang the tip of the shoe with string and after
they do thus they tie up the middle of the shoe with string as well.’ (Rice
1989: 1335/5)

In (13a), the entire act of the Bearlake people hanging the tip of the shoe with
string is informative, and is interpreted as an Entry-central Categorical articulation.
In (13c), the only new element is the identity of (part of) the Undergoer referent.8

That part occupies the left-most position in the clause. More examples are given in
(14) and (15): also relevant in this respect is (4) discussed earlier, which conveyed
identificational Focus on the material the clothes are made of.

(14) (Caribou was the main thing they lived on. If there was no caribou,) E
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨ìue⟩�

fish
t’are
by_means_of

gokedí⟧⊢.
3pl:live

‘. . . they (would) live on fish.’ (Rice 1989: 1338/21)

(15) (nowadays, they only hunt with guns) E
goweri
3:before

ûa
long

[deneke ]⊤
person:pl

⟦⟨beká
spear

t’á
instr

zo– ⟩�
only

Pekwé–
caribou

ìakehdee⟧⊢.
3pl:kill:pl:hab:impf

’Long ago, people killed caribou only with spears.’ (Rice 1989: 1337/2)

Cleft construction Fourth, there is a strategy that strongly resembles clefting. An
example conveying Identificational Focus is given in (16), which is syntactically an
equation of two NPs headed by a demonstrative (the practice of the Chipewyan
to sell the scalps of their victims to the whites as animal furs has been discussed
extensively in the preceding discourse):

(16) (The woman was the wife of the store manager) E
⟦⟨Peyi
dem

bedeneĺi–⟩�
3:husband

Peyi
dem

śi–a
evd

bets’é–
3:to

dene
person

kwíhwé
scalp

tsáwé
fur

náedí⟧⊢.
3:impf:pass:sell

‘It was her husband to whom the human head skins were sold.’ (Rice
1989: 1349/81)

Extraclausal NP + yá construction A fifth strategy is the construction in (17),
which conveys an Identificational articulation. The construction consists of an

8Incidentally, note that here we have a POset relation without the Object being
topicalized
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extraclausal NP, followed by the marker yá:

(17) (she told the manager all about it;) E
[Peyi
dem

t’eere ]⊤
girl

[Peyi
dem

yá ]⊤
top

⟦⟨bek’aoweredao⟩�
manager

hé
with

goade⟧⊢
3:pf:talk

dedi.
evd

‘That girl, she talked with the manager.’ (Rice 1989: 1350/90)

There is considerable emphasis at work in this example, probably because the
referent ‘the girl’ has not been evoked lexically for quite some time, while another
female participant, ‘the settler woman’, has. What may also play a role is that it
is much more logical for the settler woman to talk to the manager (which is her
husband) than it is for the Slave girl. In the light of remarks made in Lambrecht
(1994), it is likely that the same construction can also be used to introduce new
Topical referents. Indeed, an Address-central Thetic example is given in (18)
(classified as such because of the semantically bare predicate, and the fact that the
time of occurrence is entirely irrelevant to the development of the story): note, that
the referent sah ‘bear’ is entirely new, despite of being marked with a (non-deictic)
demonstrative. This may be a signal to the Addressee to construe the referent as
somehow familiar.

(18) (start of story) A
é–e–
yes

dla
foc

Peyi
dem

sah
bear

yá
top

thaa
long

t’ó–h
ago

góhdli
agr:be_cold

yíe
in

Pajá.
3:impf:come

‘Yes, that bear once came in the winter long ago.’ (Rice 1989: 394/6)

la construction The marker la was already introduced in (18), where it serves to
signal a particular narrative setting (story-telling). In fact the use of this particle
ranges over a wide variety of interpersonal categories, of which Focus is just one.
The kind of Focus appears to be sentential, resulting in an Entry-central Thetic
articulation as in (19):

(19) (end of discourse segment) B
⟦xéhts’é–
evening

la
foc

Pagodedade⟧⊩.
3:impf:prog:become

‘It was becoming evening.’ (Rice 1989: 1347/57)

A second example shows how larger constructs with la can be embedded under
matrix verbs to convey the same articulation:

(20) (it looked like there were rocks scattered about) B
⟦Peyi
dem

la
foc

mó– la
white_person

kó–
house

gó– ìa
3:impf:be_there

śi–a⟧⊩
evd

Pagó–ht’e.
3:impf:be_thus

‘It’s (the case that) that is where the whites had their houses.’ (Rice
1989: 1347/62)
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śi–i construction The relativiser śi–i is used to convey Address-central Categorical
articulations with Focus on the new Topical referent, which invariably appears
to be the Subject. Note that referents thus focussed are in fact expressed as the
complement of a headless relative clause:

(21) (back in the days they [vague] killed each other) D
gots’e–
and

[k’átseleht’ineke
Chipewyan

śi–i ]⍑
rel

⟦dene
people

kegho–⟧⊢.
3pl:impf:kill

‘(they who were the) Chipewyan killed people.’ (Rice 1989: 1342/1ff)

(22) (the children were taken hostage by the Chipewyan) D
hi–t’a
now

ìek’á
apart

[bechile
3:younger_brother

śi–i ]⍑
rel

⟦k’átseleht’ine
Chipewyan

ts’e–
from

ts’éeku
woman

ghá
with

wheda⟧⊩
3sg:impf:live
‘Now (he who was the) younger brother lived with a woman from the
Chipewyan, (and the sister with a Ch. man).’ (Rice 1989: 1343/17)

Also, it is used to convey Entry-central Categorical articulations with a Topic that
has to be retrieved over a long distance. An example is given in (23), where ‘the
girl’ has been the Topic of the past eleven assertions.

(23) (The girl came over to the settler woman) C
[mó–ola
white

ts’éeku
woman

śi–i ]⊤
rel

⟦kahxone
suddenly

dene
person

gúlú
other

gháeda⟧⊩.
3:impf:see

‘The white woman saw another person for the first time [a person of a
different tribe]’ (Rice 1989: 1349/79)

Note, that śi–i marking occurs both on transitive and intransitive Subjects.

Kambera
Kambera informational properties
Figure 10 gives the informatogram of Kambera, the pairwise similarity of the
informational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows
that nine coding strategies can be distinguished.

To preserve legibility, no example numbers were included in the schema

Kambera examples
Canonical construction The canonical strategy in Kambera is characterized by the
fact that nothing fills the prepredicative position, and by the lack of an overt Subject
DP. It conveys an Entry-central Categorical articulation or Identificational Focus
on the Object referent, which appears in immediately postpredicative position. The
Subject is the (continued) Topic.
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Figure 10 Kambera informational configuration: informatogram, similarity
graph, feature ordering
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As is illustrated by (1) and (2a), the canonical construction can be used to
convey categorical articulations with both intransitive and transitive predications.
The example in (3) shows a categorical articulation with a non-verbal predication
that has absolutive Subject alignment. The use of the construction to convey
Identificational Focus on the Object referent is exemplified in (2b).

(1) (Umbu Mada is busy looking after his foal) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦na-ana

3sg(nom)-dim
laku
go

nàhu
there

pa-kàu-nya
sr-cut-3sg(dat)

uhu-na⟧⊩
rice-3sg(gen)

‘He goes out there a bit to cut his grass for him.’ (Klamer 1998: 369/4)9

(2) (Umbu Ndilu is at a loss:) E
a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦na-namu-nya

3sg(nom)-remember-3sg(dat)
na
art

kuru uma-na⟧⊩,
wife-3sg(gen)

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦na-hili
3sg(nom)-again

namu-nya
remember-3sg(dat)

⟨na
art

ana-na⟩�⟧⊢.
child-3sg(gen)

‘He cares for his wife, but he also cares for his child.’ (Klamer 1998: 382/55)

(3) (those meats were of our own cattle,) C
tapi
but

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦tobu
slaughter

wini-njai⟧⊩
secret-3pl(dat)

‘. . . but slaughtered secretly.’ (Klamer 1998: 384/3)

VSO strategy What I labelled the VSO strategy is characterized by a Nominative
Subject proclitic on the main predicate, and a lexical Subject in postpredicative
position. This strategy lends special emphasis to the postpredicative Subject NP.
For transitive predications like (4) and (5), the postpredicative Subject conveys
Identificational Focus on the referent:

(4) (that meat was of our own cattle, but slaughtered in secret) E
⟦nda
neg

na-pi-a-nya
3sg(nom)-know-mod-3sg(dat)

⟨N ipong⟩�
Japan

ma-tobu-[nja ]⊤⟧⊢
s.rel-slaughter-3pl(dat)
‘The Jap didn’t know who slaughtered them.’ (Klamer 1998: 384/3)

(5) (no context) E
⟦na-tinu-nya
3sg(nom)-weave-3sg(dat)

⟨nyuna⟩�⟧⊢
3sg

[na
art.sg

lau ]⊤
sarong

‘she weaves the sarong’ (Klamer 1998: 85/89)

9Pronominals in Kambera are clitics that adjoin to a particular phrasal constituent,
not affixes attaching to a stem (cf. Klamer 1998: 47). The placement of the adverbs ana
and hili in (1) and (2b) is fully canonical.
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It appears that the same strategy can also be used to convey the Entry-central
Thetic articulation, witness (6). It is a bit puzzling what should be the relation
between those two articulations, especially since the Categorical articulation appears
to be excluded.

(6) (Umbu Mada never tells his father about his mother) B
⟦na-palu-ka-i
3sg(nom)-hit-1sg(acc)-iter

i
art

ina⟧⊩
mother

“ ‘Mum hit me again” (he doesn’t say to him)’ (Klamer 1998: 369/2)

For intransitive predications, the postpredicative Subject referent appears to be
not just focussed, but also constitutes a new Topic as illustrated by (7) and (8).
I have analysed these cases as Address-central Thetic articulations on account of
the fact that the predicates are semantically bare. The absence of a nominative
proclitic in (8) is explained by the fact that the Subject referent ama bokul ‘wise
men’ is non-specific (see also Klamer 1998: 68).

(7) (we had plenty at home) A
lupa
until

ba
conj

na-laku
3sg(nom)-go

[na
art

N ipong ]⍑
Japan

‘until the Jap came’ (Klamer 1998: 386/9)

(8) (end of discourse segment) A
∅-ngadàl
gather

nú
deic

[ama
father

bokul ]⍑
big

‘Wise men gather there’ (Klamer 1998: 371/8)

SVO 1 construction This is what I will tentatively label the ‘preverbal nominative
S’ strategy. It has nominative-accusative alignment, and the Subject NP is realized
in preverbal position. This construction only conveys Identificational Focus on the
Subject NP. In addition, the existence of a POset relation in the discourse appears
to be obligatory.

(9) (so I was lucky enough to have something decent to wear) E
[⟨mbuta-na
complete-3sg(gen)

na
art

tau⟩� ]⊤
person

⟦na-pàki
3sg(nom)-wear

kambala⟧⊩
kambala

‘All the other people wore kambala (sacks).’ (Klamer 1998: 385/7)

(10) (all our friends the young girls went into the cofee house,) E
[⟨nyungga⟩� ]⊤
1sg

⟦nda
neg

ku-tama-a
1sg(nom)-enter-mod

la
loc

rumah
house

kopi⟧⊢
coffee

‘. . . but I didn’t enter into the coffee house.’(Klamer 1998: 386/10)

SVO 2 construction This is what I will tentatively label the ‘preverbal accusa-
tive S’ strategy. The Subject NP is realized in prepredicative position, but is
cross-referenced on the predicate by means of an accusative enclitic instead of a
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nominative proclitic. In contrast with the examples discussed above, this construc-
tion exclusively appears to convey Entry-central Categorical articulations that have
the prepredicative Subject referent as their non-focal Topic.

(11) (after a while, they Japanese came back again) C
tapi
but

[na
art

ama-nggu ]⊤
father-1sg(gen)

⟦mbada
already

la
loc

toku
shop

Suma-ya-ka⟧⊩
Sumba-3sg(acc)-pfv

‘. . . but my father already was (off) to the Sumbanese toko.’ (Klamer
1998: 387/12)

(12) (we cut it like grass and steamed it and ate it with meat) C
[da
art

tolung
meat

nu-da ]⊤
deic-3pl

⟦banda
cattle

wiki-ma-ma-nja⟧⊩
self-1pl(gen)-emph-3pl(dat)

‘those meats were of our own cattle’ (Klamer 1998: 384/3)

One or two strategies? Despite the systematic interpretive distinction between
nominative and absolutive preverbal Subjects, the question should be addressed
we are dealing with two distinct expression strategies between which a Kambera
speaker can make a conscious choice, or with a single one (S – Pred), the information
packaging of which is conditioned by the way the predication is aligned. In other
words, how can we distinguish cause from consequence in the methodology adopted
by the present study? In order to settle this issue, it needs to be determined what
the status is of case marking in Kambera. Is it dictated by some semantic feature
inherent in the denotation of the speaker’s communicative intention, or is it a
manipulable syntactic parameter that can be exploited to convey construction-
specific functional structure?

The evidence seems to favour the latter option. First, Kambera has a highly
flexible parts-of-speech system, in which most lexical elements are precategorial
and most phrases are functionally underspecified (cf. Klamer 1998: 115). That is,
a given element can be combined with a genitive pronominal to denote an entity,
or with a nominative (and accusative) pronominal to denote an action. Moreover,
both entity-denoting and action-denoting phrases can be associated with an article
to produce a referential phrase, or with TMA marking to yield a predicate.

Thus, the association of lexical elements with syntactic environments does
not appear to be constrained by inherent semantic features. In addition, Klamer
(1998: 161ff) observes that verbal predicates may be take nominative as well as
ergative alignment in order to reflect control and specificity of the Actor. In this
light, it is reasonable to assume that alignment is a consciously controlled parameter,
exploited either to convey semantic or informational features, and not a lexically
determined one.10 From this in turn we can conclude that both prepredicative

10In the generative paradigm, Woolford (2006) has recently introduced a distinction
between ideosyncratic lexical case and semantically determined inherent case. Although a
considerable step forward with regard to earlier accounts of Case Theory in that it enables
non-syntactic explanations of alignment, Woolford’s approach still falls short of accounting
for alignment that is pragmatically determined.
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expression of the Subject referent and the type of alignment are parameters relevant
to determining the expression strategy.

Genitive Subject construction Besides the nominative and accusative Subject cli-
tics, postverbal Subject NPs may also be cross-referenced by means of a genitive
enclitic. Klamer (1998: 96ff) classifies clauses with genitive Subject marking as
nominal clauses. According to her, nominal clauses can serve as main clauses
when expressing parts of a narrative that are circumstantial, or otherwise serve as
background information to the ‘core development’ of the story (also see Moody
1991: 146. The same behaviour was shown earlier for participial clauses in Lezgian).
As such, their occurrence is assumed to be motivated primarily by narrative rather
than by informational considerations. Nevertheless, while primarily a narrative
device, that is not to say that assertions made by means of a nominal clause have
no information packaging. One would only expect that articulations which are not
easily compatiable with the status of background knowledge do not occur.

In particular, this would go for Identificational Focus, Address-central Thetic
and Address-central Categorical articulations, since all of these typically involve the
introduction of new, noteworthy referents. Indeed, no instances have been found
of nominal clauses that convey these articulations, while (13) and (14) illustrate
that they can be used to convey Entry-central Categorical and Thetic articulations.
Thus the nominal clause strategy in Kambera constitutes an excellent illustration
of the claim that narrative and informational considerations may conspire in the
choice for a particular expression strategy.

(13) (So he about reaches school-age, this Umbu Mada) C
[∅i ]⊤ ⟦uru-uruh-ma-nai-nyaj-ka

red-organise-emph-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv
naj

art
njara⟧⊩.
horse

‘He is looking after his horse (all the time).’ (Klamer 1998: 369/4)

(14) (Thus it went on, you know) B
lupa
until

⟦tàka-du-na-nya-ka
arrive-emph-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

hidu
illness

nyuna
3sg

nuna
deic.3sg

na
art

kuru uma-na⟧⊩.
wife-3sg(gen)
‘until illness arrived at her, his wife.’ (Klamer 1998: 370/6)

With respect to (14), it should be pointed out that the event of the stepmother
falling ill is definitely part of the story’s core development. One can, however,
formulate an alternative characterization of the narrative context in which nominal
clauses are used, which relies not on the distinction between core development and
circumstantial events, but rather on stance or perspective. That is, in nominal
clauses the narrator chooses to ‘zoom out’ on the events, taking a bird’s eye
perspective.11

11There may be a relation here to claims made in Lehmann (1988: 193) concerning the
relation between ‘desententionalization’ and the compression of semantic structure. In
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Nominal clauses are also attested in a third context. Because they mark
the Subject by means of the enclitic genitive pronominal instead of the proclitic
nominative and do not allow for the occurrence of prepredicative NPs, they provide
the unique opportunity to express the lexical verb as the very first element in
the clause. This property appears to be exploited in order to express assertions
with Identificational Focus on the predicate, as in (15) and (16). Both examples
express predications that are in no way circumstantial, but instead central to the
development of the story.

(15) (she doesn’t feed Umbu Mada) E
ndia,
no

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨palu⟩�
hit

mànu-na-nya-ka
always-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

nú⟧⊢
deic

‘No, she hits him all the time’ (Klamer 1998: 368/1)

(16) (Umbu Ndilu feels very sorry for Umbu Mada) E
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨namu⟩�-ma-na-nya-i

remember-emph-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-iter
una
emph.3sg

na
art.sg

ana-na⟧⊢
child-3sg(gen)
‘He cares for him, his child.’ (Klamer 1998: 374/19)

Clefting 1 construction Kambera exhibits two distinct cleft constructions. The first
consists of a clausal predicate, identifiable as such by the presence of Subject cross-
reference marking and/or TMA-marking, followed by a simplex Subject. Although
similar to it, this type of cleft does not fit the definition of a prototypical cleft
(see Dik 1997b: 293ff), because the simplex referential phrase does not serve as
the ‘verb’ but as the Subject. This can be seen clearly in (17), where the Subject
relative clause carries the dative pronominal -nya that cross-reference the Subject,
as well as the perfective marker -ka:

(17) (so they say that, and she says “oh well, in that case”) E
⟦ma-padening-ma-nya-ka
s.rel-true-emph-3sg(dat)-pfv

⟨una
emph.3sg

nú⟩�⟧⊢
deic

‘this here is what is true’ (Klamer 1998: 372/13)

In (17), the relative clause contains a lot of information which is assumedly new
to the Addressee, but is presented as though it is not, relying on the Addressee’s
willingness to accommodate it accordingly (see Lambrecht 1994: 66ff). What is very
a-typical, is that the informational status ‘non-focal’ patterns syntactically with the
predicate, and not the Subject (Prince 1978; Lambrecht 2001b; Paul 2001: see also).
It makes good sense, though, in view of the special status of the postpredicative
position in Kambera, which seems the slot par excellence for the expression of focal
elements. Another example, with the same informational articulation, is given in

view of the behaviour of Kambera nominal clauses, this compression may take a wider
scope than the predication, and be also used to condense events on a discourse level.
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(18). This example also shows that the Topical referent can be expressed as part of
the clausal predicate:

(18) (that’s when I can stop my illnes, she says) E
⟦wà-na⊤-ka
say-3sg(gen)-pfv

⟨nú⟩�⟧⊢
deic

‘thus she says’ (Klamer 1998: 373/16)

Clefting 2 construction The second type of cleft construction is a more standard
one. Here, the focal referential element is raised to the syntactic status of predicate,
while the rest of the clause is expressed as a complex Subject referent. The element
serving as predicate conveys the identificational Focus of the assertion, while the
Subject contains presupposed knowledge (or information presented as such). The
Topical referent may be expressed as part of the complex Subject.

(19) (no context) E
⟦⟨nyuna-ka⟩�
3sg-pfv

na
art

ma⊤-mayilu-nya⟧⊢
s.rel-first-3sg(dat)

‘He was the one who came first [lit. he-was who came before him]’
(Klamer 1998: 88/105)

(20) (no context) E
⟦⟨mud-a⟩�
easy-mod

hanggil-na
bump_into-3sg(gen)

tau⟧⊢
person

[na
art

motur ]⊤
truck

‘The truck may just hit someone [lit. easy is a bumping of the truck’s
into someone]’ (Klamer 1998: 97/18)

In (20), the lack of cross-reference marking on the predicate muda ‘easy’ may be
explained by the fact that any (occurrence of the) event of ‘the car bumping into
someone’ is likely, and not a specific one. For the same reason, the embedded main
predicate hanggil ‘bump into’ is only cross-referenced for its Actor argument, and
not for its non-specific Undergoer.

(21) and (22) illustrate cases where the Subject of the matrix expression is
expressed twice, by means of a pronoun in postpredicative position and a complex
phrase. The complex phrase, while typically formally dependent, need not be, as is
illustrated by (23):

(21) (she knows only too well how dearly Umbu Mada loves his foal) E
⟦⟨nú-ya-ka⟩�
deic-3sg(acc)-pfv

una
deic.3sg

hi
conj

na⊤-hidu
3sg(nom)-ill

kapilandu⟧⊢
simulate

‘It’s thus why she simulates being ill’ (Klamer 1998: 373/14)

(22) (Umbu Mada looks after his horsey) E
⟦⟨lai
loc

nú-ki-ya-i-ka⟩�
deic-mod-3sg(acc)-iter-pfv

duna
emph.3sg

na
art

ngia
place

pa-harua
o.rel-support
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eti-na⊤
liver-3sg(gen)

duna
emph.3sg

nú⟧⊢
deic

‘It is-there that he finds solace [lit. it is there the place where he supports
his liver]’ (Klamer 1998: 373/16)

(23) (no, she always hits him, because she hates his guts) E
⟦⟨nú-ya-ka⟩�
deic-3sg(acc)-pfv

una
deic.3sg

palu-palu-bia-na-nya-ka⟧⊢
red-hit-mod-3sg(acc)-3sg(dat)-pfv

[duna ]⊤
emph.3sg
‘It’s thus (why) she just hits him’ (Klamer 1998: 368/2)

‘Predification’ construction Besides the two clefting strategies discussed so far,
Kambera features an additional construction that, while bearing some resemblance
to clefting, is not quite similar to it. By means of introduction, compare (24) and
(25):

(24) (my mum came from a foreign home)
[{dangu
much

barang}i]Pred

stuff
[pai-ngandi-naj

obj.rel-take-3sg(gen)
weling
abl

la
loc

uma
house

jawa]Sbj,
stranger

{na
art

ina-nggu}j

mother-1sg(gen)
‘much stuff is what she took from the foreign house, my mother’ (Klamer
1998: 385/6)

(24) is a cleft construction of the type discussed in section (18), where a proposition
is realigned such that the focal part (dangu barung) is expressed as a simplex
non-verbal predicate, and the non-focal part as a complex postpredicative Subject.

(25) (but when Rambu E was born,)
amai

father
pai-àu-naj-nya?-ka
obj.rel-call-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

pai-ràma
ctr-work

la
loc

toko
shop

Sumba
Sumba

‘Dad was whom he called to work in the Sumbanese toko.’ (Klamer
1998: 385/5)

In (25), the situation is different. While the Actor and Undergoer of the underlying
proposition are cross-referenced on the verb by the Object relative marker pa- and
the genitive pronominal -na, respectively, the head of the Object relative clause
‘whom he called to work in the Sumbanese toko’ also carries a dative pronominal
-nya that does not appear to refer to any participant.

Klamer (1998: 154ff) provides a diachronic analysis of this construction, arguing
that it may have derived historically from a Subjectless non-verbal predication
with a possessed nominal predicate. The dative pronominal, used because the slot
for accusative agreement is already taken by the genitive that marks the Actor of
the non-verbal predication, is coreferential with the Subject of the superordinate
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predication.12 Klamer reports that Kambera speakers reject modifications to this
construction that result in separation of the genitive and dative clitic, and from
this she concludes that gen-nya sequences have grammaticalized to a single person
marker, of which the -nya part has assumed a continuative aspect function. Under
this analysis, expressions like (25) may be regarded normal nominal clauses of the
kind discussed in (10).

The problem with this solution is the presence of the perfective marker -ka,
since perfectivity is logically incompatible with continuation. Second, if gen-nya-
sequences have become fully grammaticalized in the continuative reading, one would
expect this construction also to be possible with transitive predications, yielding
a pronominal cluster in which gen-nya is followed by another dative pronominal
coreferential with the Undergoer argument. This is not the case, which to me
is a clear indication that -nya has retained its status as a pronominal in its own
right, rather than that of an aspectual marker. Therefore, I will treat instances
of Klamer’s continuative as cases of a complex embedding construction that I will
tentatively refer to as ‘predification’.13 Predification is very similar to clefting.
However, while clefting is a syntactic process through which a single proposition is
split in two parts that are then equated, predification addresses the superordinate
logical procedure of converting something into a predicate, without this necessarily
affecting the integrity of the input. Thus, while clefting entails predification, the
reverse is not necessarily true.

The use of predification in Kambera appears to be the creation of a superordinate
Subject role which can be used for the informational purpose of predicating relevance
or the lack thereof. This is illustrated by (26). Here, the Subject position of the
non-verbal predication is occupied by the anaphoric pronoun yena, and that the
construction is thus exploited to explicitly predicate relevance between the event
of ‘x not eating anymore’ and its Actor referent. While this may seem an overly
complex strategy, it may be remembered that simple preverbal realization of the
Subject in order to incite a categorical interpretation is restricted to those cases
where the Subject referent is POset-related, which is not the case here. Also, simple
omission of the Subject to indicate its topicality may not be possible either, given
that the antecedent of yena, ‘stepmother’, has not been mentioned for a long time
and hence has to be evoked in order to avoid ambiguity.14

12Note that this analysis is not available for cases like (13), where both pronominals are
clearly coreferential with core participants in the transitive predication.

13This notion appears to have been coined in Cooke Brown (1999). I will not refer to
this process as predicate formation (pf) in the sense of (Dik 1997b), which is a lexical
operation with strictly semantic scope, while predification is a grammatical operation with
informational scope.

14There is an interesting interaction between predification, and syntactic processes of
desententialization (Lehmann 1988: 193). While Lehmann associates desententialization
with the compression of semantic structure, examples like (26) show that predification,
which also results in the input becoming desententionalized, can be used to expand
functional structure, by freeing up a structural position in order to give it an exclusively
informational function. In this regard, predification is similar to certain uses of noun
incorporation discussed in Mithun (1984), where incorporation is applied so that another
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(26) (Umbu Ndilu is at a loss:) C
[yena ]⊤
deic.3sg

⟦nda
neg

ngangu-ma-naj-i-pa
eat-emph-3sg.cont-iter-impf

yena⟧⊩
deic.3sg

‘This one, she isn’t eating anymore, (this stepmother, his wife).’ (Klamer
1998: 375/22)

Apparently, the Topical referent serving as the matrix Subject may either be focal or
not. In (25), repeated here as (27), predification is used to convey an Identificational
articulation:

(27) (but when Rambu E was born,) E
[amai ]⍑
father

⟦pa-àu-na-nyai-ka
obj.rel-call-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

pa-ràma
ctr-work

la
loc

toko
shop

Sumba⟧⊢
Sumba
‘Dad was whom he [the Jap] called to work in the Sumbanese toko.’
(Klamer 1998: 385/5)

The strategy can also be used without exploiting the additional Subject position,
in which case an Entry-central Thetic articulation results:

(28) (end of discourse segment) B
njadi
so

⟦ana
dim

hakola-nai-nya-ka
school-3sg(gen)-3sg(dat)-pfv

{una
emph.3sg

yena-ngga}i

deic.3sg-mod
{i
art(pn)

Umbu Mada}i

Umbu Mada
nú ⟧⊩
deic

‘So (it happens that) this one, Umbu Mada is about to reach school-age.’
(Klamer 1998: 369/3)

Finally, the construction also seems to have a use that is indeed aspectual. I
tentatively labelled it ‘externalization’ here. A case in point is (29), which constitutes
a Categorical articulation. What seems to motivate the embedding of the intransitive
predication as the predicate of a higher non-verbal predication here, is the desire of
the narrator to ‘zoom out’, and take a helicopter view. In this usage, the predification
construction seems to capitalize on its desententionalization capabilities, like the
nominal clauses discussed in (12).

(29) (When Umbu Mada’s father is not there,) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦laku-ma-ki-a-nai-nya-ka

go-emph-mod-mod-3sg.cont-pfv
u-nai

deic-3sg
nàhu⟧⊩
there

‘. . . she is just sneaking out there’ (Klamer 1998: 370/5)

Left dislocation construction A final strategy employed in Kambera is one where
one referent is evoked separate from the clause it belongs to. It seems that this

element can assume the vacant slot in surface structure.
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strategy is employed for given Topics that have not been evoked for a while, as well
as for Undergoer Topics.15 It is not clear to what extent the existential marker
jia influences this strategy, although it may be noted that in (31), a conditional
construction appears to be used to introduce a new Topic, similar to cases discussed
in Haiman (1978).

(30) (new discourse segment) C
njadi
thus

[nuna ]⍑
deic.3sg

. . . , ⟦nda
neg

na-wua-nya-pa
3sg(nom)-give-3sg(dat)-impf

pa-ngangu
obj.rel-eat

i
art

Umbu Mada
Umbu Mada

una⟧⊩
deic.3sg

‘So she (when Umbu Ndilu goes to the garden to get something), she
doesn’t food-give Umbu Mada.’ (Klamer 1998: 368/1)

(31) (no context) D
[jàka
if

jia-ha
exist-3pl(acc)

da
art

banda ]⍑,
cattle

⟦banda-nda-ma-nja⟧⊩
cattle-3pl(gen)-emph-3pl(dat)

‘As for the cattle, it is ours [lit. if there is cattle, (it’s) our
cattle]’(Klamer 1998: 156/34)

Tariana
Tariana informational properties
Figure 11 gives the informatogram of Tariana, the pairwise similarity of the infor-
mational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that
four coding strategies can be distinguished.

Of all languages analysed so far, Tariana dedicates least of its morphosyntactic
resources to information packaging, favouring the expression of coherence and
referent management. The language commands an extensive array of strategies
to indicate how events in a story relate to one another, or to convey the assumed
familiarity of referents figuring in that story. Addressation and actualization
instructions in Tariana are much less prominent in the expression, and rely primarily
on constituent order permutations (and probably, intonation).

Aikhenvald (2003: 562ff) remarks that three topological fields in the Tariana
sentence have informational relevance: the postpredicative slot, which is reserved
for constituents with special emphasis because their referents are contrastive and/or
need to be disambiguated, the prepredicative slot which is the default position for
non-Subject referents, and the sentence-initial position which is associated with
Topicality. Closer inspection reveals that much of what is covered by Aikhenvald’s

15Klamer (1998: 86) cites one non-contextualized example of a preverbal lexical Object
used as Topic, in a construction strongly resembling a passive. However, given the source
(a bible translation) and the fact that no corroborration for this construction is found in
the discourse data, I have not considered Object preposing to be a viable Topicalization
strategy in Kambera.
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notion of topicality in my approach should be classified as referent management
and/or discourse cohesion; nevertheless, it seems fair to say that the left side of the
clause is the preferred locus for the expression of Topical referents that have no
further special significance.

Tariana examples
SOV construction Even though no predominant constituent order can be esta-
blished on the basis of the available data (Aikhenvald 2003: 562), Tariana is
typologically consistent with SOV basic constituent order. Assertions exhibiting
this order are relatively rare, mostly because given Subject referents strongly tend
not to be expressed by means of independent DPs at all. When they are, though,
they pattern as Topics of Entry-central Categorical articulations almost without
exception. Examples are given in (1)-(2). The elements preceding an independent
preverbal Subject do not express categories relevant to information packaging, but
rather seem to be engaged in the expression of discourse coherence. These are not
only sequencing and tail-head linkage devices as in (1), but can also be elements
that evoke the protagonists of a story, as in (2).

(1) (The Yanomami chieftain ordered his followers to desist) C
ne-na
then-rpv

[nha ]⊤
3pl

⟦kaya-na
thus-rpv

nhematha-na-niki
3pl:shout-rpv-cmp

na-yaRupe-ne⟧⊩
3pl-language-instr

‘Then they shouted like this in their language.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 574)

(2) (We were standing among them, and) C
⟦wa-na
1pl-nsbj

ne-na
then-rpv

[diha
art

nekana ]⊤
3pl:chief

di-Reta
3sgnf-order:caus

di-pe-na⟧⊩
3sgnf-leave-rpv

‘. . . then (for) us their chieftain ordered them to leave it.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 633/15)

Overt evocation of Topical Subjects typically occurs when a change is made from one
given Topic to another. If the Topic is kept stable, Subject evocation is exceedingly
rare, although (3) seems to present evidence that it is possible:

(3) (Thunder acted as if offering a pepperpot) C
a. kay

so
dii-ni
3sgnf-do

[dihaj-ne ]⊤
3sgnf-sbj

⟦di-ka-ka
3sgnf-see-sr

kuphe-pidana⟧⊩
fish-rpr

b. [dihaj ]⊤
3sgnf

⟦di-ñha-pidana⟧⊩
3sgnf-eat-rpr

‘When he did it, he [the brother] seeing it, it was fish. He ate.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 640/13)

The Subject may be marked with tense-evidential clitics, as in (4). However, the
correlation between the occurrence of such ‘floating’ tense-evidential clitics and
the informational articulation conveyed is rather unsystematic. This is clearly
illustrated when (4) is compared to (5): while both have tense-evidential marking
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on the Subject, in (5) an interpretation in terms Identificational Focus is ruled out
by the context.

(4) (Now only one thing is lacking, they said) E
[⟨diha-pidana⟩� ]⊤
3sgnf-rpr

⟦hipatu-nuku
snuff-nsbj

di-de⟧⊩
3sgnf-have

‘He [Thunder] has snuff (and we do not).’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 641/17)

(5) (It is not like Thunderi gives away snuff to everybody) C
[diha-pidana ]⊤
3sgnf-rpr

⟦kuphe-nuku
fish-nsbj

dhita⟧⊩
3sgnf:bring 3sgnf-come-rpr

‘Hei brought fish (, broke it and put it down).’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 642/23)

It seems that floating tense-evidential markers convey a more general kind of empha-
sis or highlighting which, given the proper context, may aid in the disambiguation
of what is focal and what is not. They do not, however, constitute an expression
strategy for information packaging in its own right. Accordingly, their occurrence
will not be considered separately in the analysis.

In sum, the Subject position conveys Topics, the identity of which may be
focussed. Turning now to the ‘Object’ position, the referent evoked there typically
is construed as part of a focal Comment as in most of the examples discussed so
far. It should be noted that case marking of non-Subjects in that position does
not seems to affect the informational articulation that is conveyed. For instance,
the overt marking of hipatu-nuku in (4) seems to mark the activation state of the
referent ‘snuff’ rather than its status as a (expectant) Topic. In fact, ‘snuff’ does
not make it to Topic status at any stage in the discourse, despite it being a central
concept in the development of the story.16 Also, (6) illustrates that the preverbal
position can be exploited to convey Identificational Focus on non-Subject referent
without the use of overt case marking:

(6) (They took us, and made it fearsome for us) E
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨nha

3pl
yawithepu-pe⟩�
bow-pl

⟨nha
3pl

kwaka-nha⟩�
what-prs.vis.inter

⟨nha
3pl

na-muRu-nita-pe⟩�
3pl-pierce-acnr:clf-pl

⟨heku-pada-pe⟩�
wood-clf-pl

na-de-na⟧⊢
3pl-have-rpv

‘They had their bows, their what else?, their spears, pieces of wood.’
(Aikhenvald 2003: 633/14)

That is not to say that overt case marking (or, for that matter, floating tense-
evidential marking) is incompatible with a special informational interpretation.
As is illustrated by (7), preverbal non-Subjects can very well be identificationally
focussed:

(7) (She went up there with her husband’s brother. He was also there) E

16The most plausible explanation is that ‘snuff’, as well as most of the other case marked
non-Subjects, are inanimate while the protagonists are animate.
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[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨di-na-pidana⟩�
3sgnf-nsbj-rpr

dhuta
3sg:bring

dusa
3sg:go_up

du-a⟧⊢
3sg-go

‘him she brought up there.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 639/8)

(8) (Yapirikuri had Thunder as his father-in-law) E
yema
tobacco

sede-ka
neg.exist-sr

[∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨pana-phe-pidana⟩�
leaf-clf-rpr

di-sita
3sgnf-smoke

di-a-nhi⟧⊢
3sgnf-go-ant
‘There not being tobacco, he was smoking leaves.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 638/4)

Aikhenvald (2003: 479ff) observes that NPs may be expressed discontinuously to
convey certain pragmatic distinctions. Again, the categories concerned mainly seem
to be related to referent management. An example of a discontinuous non-Subject
NP is given (9); according to Aikhenvald, an approximate translation could be ‘and
we arrived at – guess what – the mouth of that river’.

(9) (we went upstream, and) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦diha

art
wa-patu-na
1pl-arrive-rpv

diha-pua
art-clf

numana⟧⊩
mouth

‘. . . arrived at the mouth of that river.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 630/4)

The case in (10) is interesting, because it seems to suggest that the relevant preverbal
position for focal elements is not necessarily the immediately preverbal slot, but
may also be further to the left. The evidence is inconclusive, but it may be that
non-specific, unmarked non-Subjects are more closely linked to the verb, which
enables the interpretation typically associated with the preverbal position to ‘shift’
further to the left:

(10) (You are YapiRikuRi, she said) E
[nu-ha-niRi ]⊤
1sg-parent-m

⟦⟨puaya-na⟩�
elsewhere-rpv

yema
tobacco

di-de
3sgnf-have

di-ña-nhi⟧⊢
3sgnf-stay-ant

‘My father was keeping tobacco elsewhere.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 639/5)

Because an argument could be made that yema and dide form a single unit in
(10), I will group the expression strategy used there under the same label as the
other examples seen so far. In sum, (S)OV clauses in Tariana convey Entry-central
Categorical and Identificational articulations.

Furthermore, it seems that SOV order can also be used to convey Address-central
Categorical articulations, as is shown in (11):

(11) (the fire was everywhere, it took all) D
[hiwe
lizard

ka:siwa ]⍑
small_crocodile

⟦isa-tupe-pidana
smoke-dim:pl-rpr

nhepa⟧⊢
3pl:take

‘A lizard and a small crocodile took little bits of the fire.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 646/44)
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In this light, presentational constructions like (12c), which convey an Address-
central Thetic articulation, are also relevant. That is, Aikhenvald (2003: 250) points
out that first arguments of prefixless copulas are real Subjects, and not Objects
underlyingly, as can be seen from the overt case marking they may take.

(12) (End of segment. New scene)
a. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦dusa

3sgf:go_up
du-a⟧⊩
3sgf-go

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨du-siRi-ne⟩�
3sgf-husband’s_brother-instr

du-a-pidana⟧⊢
3sgf-go-rpr

c. [du-siRi-tiki
3sg-husband’s_brother-dim

alia-pidana ]⍑
exist-rpr

d. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦⟨di-na-pidana⟩�
3sgnf-nsbj-rpr

dhuta
3sg:bring

dusa
3sg:go_up

du-a⟧⊢
3sg-go

‘She went up there. She went with her husband’s brother. There was a
younger husband’s brother. Him she brought up there.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 639/8)

Finally, the construction can be used to convey Entry-central Thetic articulations
as in (13)-(15). Note that -ni, which Aikhenvald (2003: 283ff) analyses as a ‘Topic
advancement marker’ in most cases behaves like a general nominalizing suffix. In
(13b), an example is given of Identificational Focus on the complement of such a
nominalization.

(13) (yes, I have tobacco, Thunder said to her) B
a. ⟦di-mita-ni-kayama-Re

3sgnf-smoke-acnr-clf-poss
di-swa-pidana⟧⊩
3sgnf-stay-rpr

b. ⟦⟨diha
art

kuphe
fish

kayu⟩�
as

di-mita-ni-kayama-Re
3sgnf-smoke-acnr-clf-poss

di-swa-pidana⟧⊢
3sgnf-stay-rpr

‘A smoking grid was [lit. stayed] there. A smoking grid for fish was there.’
(Aikhenvald 2003: 640/11)

(14) (In the beginning, we had everything) B
⟦h̃ı
dem.gnr

yema
tobacco

sede-sina
neg.exist-rpi

walikasu⟧⊩
in_the_beginning

‘(But) this tobacco did not exist in the beginning.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 638/3)

(15) (End of discourse segment) B
⟦pa:-da
one-clf

daikina-pidana
afternoon-rpr

uni-se-pidana
water-loc-rpr

keRaphe-da
flame-clf

nhepa⟧⊩
appear-paus

‘In the afternoon, flames appeared on the water.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 646/44)
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Postverbal Subject construction Postverbal Subject referents occur frequently.
One of the main uses of this order seems to be the conveyance of Address-central
Categorical articulations. This is illustrated in (16) and (17), where ‘YapiRikuRi’
and ‘YapiRikuRi’s wife’ are both evoked for the first time.

(16) (But tobacco did not exist in the beginning) D
⟦yema
tobacco

sede-ka
neg.exist-sr

di-ka⟧⊢
3sgnf-see

[h̃ı
dem.gnr

kuite ]⍑
what’s_his_name

‘This one what’s-his-name [YapiRikuRi] saw that there was no tobacco.’
(Aikhenvald 2003: 638/3)

(17) (Having no tobacco, YapiRikuRi smoked leaves) D
⟦pana-phe
leaf-clf

di-sita-ka
3sgnf-smoke-sr

du-ka⟧⊢
3sg-see

[di-sa-do ]⍑
3sgnf-spouse-f

‘His wife saw him smoke leaves.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 638/4)

In (18), the postverbal Subject strategy is used to convey an Entry-central Catego-
rical articulation.

(18) (we arrived at a plain where a lofty mountain was standing) C
⟦diha-na
art-clf

ithani-se
near-loc

waka-ka-na⟧⊩
1pl:arrive-decl-rpv

[wha ]⊤
1pl

‘We arrived close to this mountain.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 632/10)

Fronting construction Postverbal Subjects also occur in circumstances where they
are very clearly not focal. For instance in (19), the Topic ‘the Yanomami’ is
continued, but the Subject is expressed postverbally. In (20), ‘Thunder’ has been
mentioned before and is now reinstated as the Topic of the assertion.

(19) (The Yanomami shouted like this in their language) E
⟦⟨ma:nhina-ma-na⟩�⟧⊢
be_difficult-exc-rpv

[nha ]⊤
3pl

‘Difficult they were (to understand).’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 574)

(20) (End of segment. Explanatory remark by narrator) E
⟦⟨yenu-ni-se-pidana⟩�⟧⊢
sky-affmt-loc-rpr

[diha
art

enu ]⊤
Thunder

‘Up in the sky Thunder is.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 639/7)

(21) (I will tell you a story) E
⟦⟨iÙi⟩�
yanomami

[nawiki ]⊤
people

nhua
1sg

nu-ka-nipe-de
1sg-see-acnr-fut.evd

nu-kalite-de⟧⊩
1sg-tell-fut.evd

‘about the Yanomami I will tell what I saw myself.’ (Aikhenvald
2003: 630/1)

It seems that in all four cases, the left-most element is focussed, and the Subject is
expressed postverbally in order to realize the focal element as the first element of
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the clause. The same could be true for (22). Here, the previous assertion contained
the exact same information; the only added value of (22) is to Focus the unexpected
and highly informative fact that, of all possible candidates, the old widow married
a deer.

(22) (There was widow who had children with a deer) E
⟦⟨ne:Ri-ne-pidana⟩�
deer-instr-rpr

du-henita⟧⊢
3sgf-remarry

[uphe-do-miki-Ru ]⊤
pst.parent-fem.nom.pst-fem

‘with a deer she remarried, the old widow.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 652/4)

Topic advancement construction It has been mentioned in (13) that Aikhenvald’s
‘topic advancement’ in most cases can be analysed as a type of nominalization, the
occurrence of which is not informationally conditioned. There are a few scattered
instances of this construction however, that really seem to serve the purpose of
promoting something to an informational status it could not easily be assigned
otherwise. Consider (23):

(23) (The house that they inhabited was large, a big house) E
[nha ]⊤
3pl

⟦⟨iñe-dapana⟩�
spirit-clf

na:-ni-dapana⟧⊢
3pl.call-top.adv-clf

‘They called it spirit house.’ (Aikhenvald 2003: 630/1)

The classifier agreement between ‘verb’ and Object in this example seems to suggest
that they form a nominal constituent, but this is not easily reconciled with the
interpretation. Alternatively, it could be argued that this realignment strategy
simply serves to get the focal element in canonical preverbal position.

Begak

Begak informational properties
Figure 12 gives the informatogram of Begak, the pairwise similarity of the informa-
tional articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that six
coding strategies can be distinguished.

Begak examples
Canonical construction Begak has a semantically determined VAU constituent
order with a preverbal Subject position. The language has a three-way tense/aspect
system, distinguishing past, non-past and neutral tense (cf. also Moody 1991).
It has a voice system similar to that of Tagalog and other Philippine languages,
in which the argument promoted to Subject is marked on the verb by means of
a corresponding voice inflection. Unlike Tagalog, only core arguments can be
promoted this way (Goudswaard 2005: 120). Goudswaard (2005: 116) argues
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that only fronted arguments are Subjects while arguments in their semantically
determined position are not, irrespective of voice marking.

Subjects are privileged syntactic arguments in Begak: they are the only consti-
tuents that can be relativized, and the only ones to figure in raising and control
constructions. Their reference must be definite, and only Subjects can be omitted
when contextually retrievable. The semantically determined, Subjectless constituent
order without overt voice marking I will label the canonical expression strategy. It is
one of two ‘unmarked’ expression strategies in Begak (Goudswaard 2005: 386), and
also the most versatile one informationally, covering three of the five articulations
that were defined for this study. In (1) and (2), examples are given of the canonical
expression strategy conveying a Entry-central Categorical articulation:

(1) (Tempitut and Mousedeer were playing) C
⟦titik-tambur
play_drums

kat⟧⊩
cdm

[Tikung-k@row ]⊤,
Tempitut

⟦biluk
dance

kat⟧⊩
cdm

[P@lanuk ]⊤
Mousedeer

‘Tempitut played the drums, and Mousedeer danced’ (Goudswaard
2005: 408/25)

The most typical usage of the canonical strategy seems to be the expression of a
Entry-central Categorical articulation where a new referent is introduced as the
Undergoer argument. Examples are given in (2) and (3).

(2) (along the way, ) C
⟦t@gbuk
meet

[miro ]⊤
3pl

P@lanuk⟧⊩
Mousedeer

‘. . . they came across Mousedeer.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 406/8)

(3) (They went along the river, and) C
⟦t@gbuk
meet

[miro ]⊤
3pl

R@ngog⟧⊩.
R@ngog

‘. . . they came across R@ngog.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 419/89)

The second articulation this strategy can convey is the Address-central Categorical
one that construes a new Topic. An example is given in (4).

(4) (so while P. was working the field,) D
⟦ratu’
fall

[bua’
fruit

t@gwakwak ]⍑
t@gwakwak

sakko
from

ttas
top

langit⟧⊩.
sky

‘. . . a t@gwakwak fruit fell from the sky.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 422/3)

Finally, the assertion in (5) illustrates how the canonical strategy can be exploited
to convey and Address-central Thetic articulation as well. It may be noted that,
while bua’ t@gwakwak in (4) was a non-controlling SU argument, ulun in (5) is a
controlling SA argument.

(5) (The t@gwakwak fruit broke, and) A
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[buruy
stand

ulun ]⍑.
person

‘. . . (there) stood a person.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 422/5)

S–V–U, controlling Subject The other unmarked expression strategy is that with
a [+Control] Subject, signalled by AV-marking on the predicate. This expression
strategy is typically used to convey Categorical assertions, as in (6). In (6b), it is
shown that the Subject referent may be dropped when contextually retrievable:

(6) (There was a deity called P@ng@limo.) C
a. [P@ng@limo ]⊤

P.
⟦b@-kaung
av-burn

umo⟧⊩,
ricefield

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m@ng-@-kot
av-lv-work

umo⟧⊩.
ricefield

‘P. burnt the ricefield, worked the ricefield.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 422/2)

In (7), the Topicality of the Subject referent is highlighted by means of the marker
ton:

(7) (What is it, Mousedeer asked) C
suga’
but

[P@lanuk
Mousedeer

ton ]⊤
top

⟦g@-runi
av-speak

sakko
from

di’
loc

dtu’⟧⊩
far

‘But Mousedeer spoke from far away.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 418/80)

In (8), we have an SA argument in Subject function (as can be told from the fact
that it is omitted) combined with neutral tense. I have classified neutral tense as
part of the Subject-active expression strategy.

(8) (Thereupon, Mousedeer took a cloth) C
a. sa’

seq
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦@m-tuan⟧⊩

neut-wrap_in_cloth
b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦t@muan⟧⊩,

neut:wrap
c. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m-@-kkos

neut-lv-tie
kasu’⟧⊩
foot

d. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m-@-kkos
neut-lv-tie

ppi’⟧⊩,
arm

‘. . . and wrapped [dead baby Civet]. (He) wrapped (it), tied (its) feet, tied
(its) arms,’ (Goudswaard 2005: 411/41-2)

An example with a core development marker is given in (9):

(9) (They had barely started playing, when Baby Civet began to cry) C
a. ⟦l@ppap

immediately
kat
cdm

[P@lanuk ]⊤
Mousedeer

m-uat
neut-pick_up

anak
child

R@ngngon
Civet

sakko
from
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di’
loc

ubut
cradle

adi⟧⊩
dem

sa’
seq

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m@-u-langgo⟧⊩
neut-neut-put_to_sleep

‘Immediately, Mousedeer picked up baby Civet from that cradle and put
him to sleep on the floor.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 408/22)

Another use of this strategy is to express Identificational Focus on the Undergoer
argument, as illustrated in (10b) – (10c):

(10) (end of segment) E
a. jadi,

so
⟦apon
neg

jadi
become[Malay]

[miro ]⊤
3pl

m@ng-bunu’
av-kill

nong
obl

P@lanuk⟧⊩,
Mousedeer

b. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m@ng-bunu’
av-kill

nong
obl

⟨Tikung-k@row⟩�⟧⊢,
Tempitut-bird

c. [∅ ]⊤ ⟦m@ng-bunu’
av-kill

⟨P@sawow⟩�⟧⊢
Prawn

‘So, it did not happen that they killed Mousedeer, killed Tempitut bird,
killed Prawn,’ (Goudswaard 2005: 420/93)

The example is (11) illustrates what is commonly classified as a contrastive Topic
construction, which involves the same event and the same referents twice, but with
the referents in reversed semantic functions. As can be seen, such contrastive Topics
morphosyntactically behave exactly similar to their non-contrastive counterparts.
In (11b), the information that is conveyed is the Undergoer status of the referent
that served as the Actor in (11a). It is therefore the Identificational Focus of the
assertion.

(11) (Tempitut and Mousedeer blame each other) E
a. [satu ]⊤

one
⟦m@ng-tagbis
av-blame

suru
direct

anan
place

satu⟧⊩,
one

b. [satu
one

ino ]⊤
dem

⟦da
prog

m@ng-tagbis
av-blame

⟨suru
direct

anan
place

satu
one

ino⟩�⟧⊢
dem

‘One blamed the other, and the other blamed the first.’ (Goudswaard
2005: 410/37)

V–A–U with voice inflection In Begak the presence of overt Actor Voice marking
licenses promotion of the Actor argument to Subject. This is not necessary, however,
and occasationally AV marking is attested in combination with the semantically
motivated constituent order as well. Goudswaard (2005: 386) analyses this as a
‘marked’ construction, used to indicate thematic continuity. It is not entirely clear
what she takes this to mean; moreover, based on the narrative data available in
the grammar, it appears that the construction marks discontinuity rather than
continuity. In particular, the use of this construction seems to be to detopicalize the
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Actor argument, and to present an event a single chunk of information, typically to
mark the transition from one segment to another, as in (12):

(12) (end of segment) B
⟦da
prog

buay,
long

k-uli’
av.nv-go_home

iro
coll

gamo
couple

R@ngngon⟧⊩.
Civet

‘At long last, Mr. and Mrs. Civet came home.’ (Goudswaard
2005: 411/44)

Even though ‘Mr. and Mrs. Civet’ have served as the Topic earlier in the story,
there as been a long intermittent piece of discourse about two other protagonists.
An example with core development marking is given in (13):

(13) (end of segment) B
jadi,
so

⟦na
prt

g@-lisang
av-play

kat
cdm

Tikung-k@row
Tempitut bird

bio
and

P@lanuk⟧⊩
Mousedeer

‘So, they were playing, Tempitut bird and Mousedeer.’ (Goudswaard
2005: 408/24)

In (14), the asserted event is one of a long series that describes the ancestry of
Begak weather deities. Again, these are posited as isolated events, and the AV
marking is used:

(14) (Thunderstorm is already in heaven with his mother) B
dadi
so

⟦b@ganak
av-child

L@ppit
Thunderstorm

anu
whatever

B@riot
Flash

Tembasung⟧⊩.
Tembasung

‘So Thunderstorm, er. . . , Flash gave birth to Tembasung.’ (Goudswaard
2005: 430/55)

In (15), a sudden event is posited, and again the SA argument is realized postver-
bally:

(15) (but they had barely started to play) B
⟦tota’
neut:cry

anak
child

R@ngngon⟧⊩.
Civet

‘When baby Civet began to cry.’(Goudswaard 2005: 408/21)

Another use of this construction is to place Identificational Focus on an Actor argu-
ment. Notably, this seems to involve the suppression of the Undergoer argument.

(16) (The bridegroom has to sing first) E
⟦b@g-aus⟧⊢
av-bring

[⟨k@palo
chief

ino⟩� ]⊤
dem

‘The headman invites (him).’ (Goudswaard 2005: 445/7)

S–V–(A), non-controlling Subject Non-controlling Subjects can either be Undergoer
arguments of transitive predications, in which case the Actor argument must be
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expressed in its semantically determined postverbal position in Genitive case, or
SU arguments of intransitive predications. An example of the latter (in which the
Subject is dropped) is given in (17).

(17) (suddenly, a t@wakwak fruit fell from the sky) C
[∅ ]⊤ ⟦sawot

arrive
nong
obl

buta’
earth

no
dem

nong
obl

kilid
side

rumo
3sg

ne⟧⊩.
dem

‘(it) came down on the earth beside him.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 422/4)

U–V–A with voice inflection I noted in section (16) that Undergoer Topics do not
seem to occur. Nevertheless, Undergoer arguments may appear preverbally, but
are interpreted as Identificational Focus when they do, as in (18)-(19).

(18) (Tempitut bird asked Mousedeer: you like to play games?) E
⟦⟨nu
what

lisang⟩�
play

a-tow⟧⊢
nvol-know

[mo ]⊤?
2sg.gen

‘What play do you know?’ (Goudswaard 2005: 407/12)

(19) (Why has Mousedeer left before we came home? After all,) E
⟦⟨ino
dem

rumo⟩�
3sg

ni-arab
pst-find

[kito ]⊤
1pl

b@g-ami’
av-babysit

nong
obl

m@r@gkang
baby

ino⟧⊢
dem

‘. . .Him we found to look after yonder baby.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 414/56)

Periphrastic Topic marking A final construction is one that we have seen before in
other languages as well, notably in Ma’di. It is illustrated in (20).

(20) (The Civets wanted to go creeling) C
jadi
so

⟦iro
coll

gamo
couple

R@ngngon
Civet

ton,
top

akay
exist

anak⟧⊩,
child

‘So as for the Civets, there was a child,’ (Goudswaard 2005: 406/7)

(21) (The Civets went on their way) C
[miro
3pl

ton ]⊤,
top

⟦malu’
des

panow
go

m@niud⟧⊩
av:creel

‘As for them, they wanted to go creeling.’ (Goudswaard 2005: 405/6)

Here, an intransitive stative predication that introduces a new participant (which
is not a Topic at this stage in the discourse) is ‘enriched’ by predicating relevance
between it and the established Topic ‘the Civets’. Because ‘the Civets’ are not
a core participant in the (inherently intransitive) existential clause, this type of
relevance predication cannot be classified under one of the existing strategies.
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Tidore

Tidore informational properties

Figure 13 gives the informatogram of Tidore, the pairwise similarity of the infor-
mational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows that
five coding strategies can be distinguished.

Tidore examples

Canonical construction The canonical expression strategy of Tidore conforms to
the semantically determined AVU constituent order. As can be seen in (1), the
strategy can be used to express an Entry-central Categorical articulation:

(1) (She did not speak) C
[mina ]⊤
3sgf

⟦duga
only

sango
answer

una
3sgm

sarat⟧⊩.
sign

‘She only answered him with signs.’ (Van Staden 2000: 363/42)

(2) (father said ‘go home’) C
ah
ah

turus,
then

[ona ]⊤
3pl

⟦wako⟧⊩
return

‘Ah, then they went home’ (Van Staden 2000: 404/435)

Also, the strategy can be used to convey Identificational Focus as in (3) and (4):

(3) (Thus they lived, they had a child, Ternate) E
a. dadi

so
[ngofa
child

Tarnate ]⊤
Ternate

⟦ngofa
child

toma
loc

kayangan⟧⊩.
heaven

b. ∅ ⟦ngofa
child

⟨ka-re⟩�
pred-here

ua⟧⊢.
neg

‘So Ternate was a child from heaven. Not a child from here.’ (Van Staden
2000: 403/425)

(4) (Tortoise fooled Monkey, because) B
∅ ⟦yadi

jambu
ua⟧⊩
neg

se
but

∅ ⟦rica⟧⊩
chilly_pepper

‘. . . (it’s) not jambu but pepper.’ (Van Staden 2000: 419/70)

Finally, it seems that the canonical strategy is compatible with Entry-central Thetic
articulation, as illustrated in (5). Thetic assertions appear extremely infrequently
in Tidore, (5) being the only unambiguous case in a 250-page text corpus.

(5) (what’s this now?) B
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A B E DC

A C

AC CD

BCE

(15) (6)

(18) (21)

(8)
(12)

(5) (1)
(3)

A B

CD

E

.000

.375

.000

.000

.417

.000

.667

.625

.417.000

constitution

predicationality

CD B A

locus of Focus (locus of Focus)

D C B A

–Cm

+Cm

thetic

categorical

f Top

f Cm

(f Cm)

Figure 13 Tidore informational configuration: informatogram, similarity
graph, feature ordering
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⟦gorango
shark

goli
bite

una
3sgm

si⟧⊩
first

‘A shark bit him.’ (Van Staden 2000: 368/86)

Assertions that occur at the beginning of new discourse segments strongly tend to
exploit this expression strategy as well. Even though most of these cannot possibly
be interpreted as Thetic assertions, it is remarkable that this strategy is consistently
preferred over the one discussed in section (5) below.

Actor prefixing construction Predications with an actor prefix are necessarily in-
terpreted as Entry-central Categorical assertions. That is, the thetic interpretation
that is available for predications that lack the prefix appears to be out of the
question for their prefixed counterparts. Illustrations are given in (6) and (7):

(6) (The way this story begins is with a traveller from Arabia) C
[una ]⊤
3sgm

⟦wo-ado
3sgm.a-arrive

ka-re⟧⊩
pred-here

‘He arrived here [on the island].’ (Van Staden 2000: 358/2)

(7) (Whatever there was to be organized, Jafar Sadik organized) C
waktu
time

walo-moi,
time-one

[una ]⊤
3sgm

⟦wo-tagi
3sgm.a-go

usu
enter

banga⟧⊩.
forest

‘One day, he went into the forest.’ (Van Staden 2000: 359/9)

Framing construction Tidore has a semantically determined AVU constituent order.
In addition, it has a special position preceding the Actor, where a core participant
can be evoked instead. Such ‘framed’ constituents (Van Staden 2000: 271ff) are
necessarily marked by one of the activation state markers enage / ngge or enare /
nde. If this is the case, the interpretation of the assertion is necessarily that of an
Entry-central Categorical articulation, as is shown in (8)-(10) for framed Objects,
Beneficiaries and Actors, respectively:

(8) (You’ve played quite enough tricks on me!) C
[ngona
2sg

nde ]⍑
3nhum:here

⟦ngoto
1sg.a

fikir
think

labilaha
better

ngoto
1sg.a

koru
kill

ngona
2sg

nde
3nhum:here

sone
die

ka-re⟧⊩.
pred-here

‘As for you, I think I better kill you (so that) you die here.’ (Van Staden
2000: 420/86)

(9) (The Kakandepag informs us that haji candidates have to pay their fees at
the local branch of the BRI) C
dadi
so

[te
loc

ona
3pl

calon
candidate

jama
plurality

haji
haji

toma
loc

daera
area

ena=re ]⊤
3nhum=here
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⟦Kakandepag
k.

so-nyota
caus-nr.send

suba
praise

se
and

salam⟧⊩
greeting

‘So to all haji candidates the Kakandepag sends praise and greetings’
(Van Staden 2000: 514/17)

(10) (Monkey finds out about Tortoise’s scam) C
ala
lord

getege
thus

gira
long

[Jafa Laba
Monkey

ngge ]⊤
3:there

wo-hawaa.
3sgm.a-angry

‘Well then, Monkey became angry.’ (Van Staden 2000: 417/55)

The example in (11) shows the same for a nominal predicate:

(11) (There will be a flag ceremony to celebrate scouting day) C
se
and

dadi
cnj

[inspektur
inspector

upacara=ge
ceremony=there

Bupati
Bupati

. . . ]⊤ ⟦o-selaku
3sgm.a-also

kapabigus kwarcap
head of scouting

Halteng⟧⊩
Halteng

‘. . . and the inspector of this ceremony, the Bupati (of this region) is also
the head of scouting in Halteng.’ (Van Staden 2000: 512)

It seems that framed Topics can be either given or new, which gives rise to another
use of this construction, namely to convey Address-central Categorical articulations
as illustrated in (12) and (13):

(12) (Tortoise planted bananas close to the seashore) D
getege
thus

rai
already

ma-suru
3nhum.poss-long

rai
already

[Jafa Ori
Jafa Tortoise

koi
banana

ena=re ]⍑
3nhum=here

⟦ngolo
sea

yo-dahe⟧⊩.
3nhum.a-find

‘Thus, a long time later, Tortoise’s bananas the sea found [them].’
(Van Staden 2000: 411/3)

(13) (I will now read the main points of the news) D
[upacara
ceremony

. . . ena=re ]⍑
3nhum=here

⟦ona
3pl

gahi
make

soma
add

upacara
ceremony

. . . ⟧⊩

‘The ceremony held to remember scouting day they make by means of a
flag ceremony in the cultural arena.’ (Van Staden 2000: 511/8)

Bare nominals Bare nominals are consistently used to introduce new Topical
referents in Address-central Thetic articulations. This is typical at the start of
discourse, as in (14), where both referents evoked serve as Topics later on in the
narrative:

(14) (start of narrative) A
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[miskir ]⍑
destitute

se
and

[miskin ]⍑
poor

‘The destitute and the poor’.’ (Van Staden 2000: 428/1)

The same construction is also encountered when a new Topical referent is introduced
in the midst of the narrative, as in (15) and (16):

(15) (Jafar Sadik sat down to think) A
kage
moment

yali=ge
again=there

[kumikumi ]⍑
butterfly

‘The next moment (there was) a butterfly’ (Van Staden 2000: 401/403)

(16) (A man going to an island. New segment) A
a. turus

so
[una ]⊤
3sgm

⟦tagi
go

ia⟧⊩,
that_way

b. [no-nau
nr-male

romoi
one

ena=ge ]⍑
3nhum=there

‘So he went on his way (and there was) this man’ (Van Staden
2000: 429/11)

Note that in (16), the new Topic ‘this man’ is marked upon its first introduction
by the activation state marker enage, combined by a non-specificity marker rimoi.

A more complex case is given in (17), which also occurs at the start of discourse.
Here, the new referent is again introduced by means of a bare nominal, but is
preceded by a nange-clause. According to Van Staden (2000: 299ff), such ‘relative
clauses’ are used to “retrieve known information”. Here, the clause does not convey
any information by itself (after all, it is self-evident that the story begins here, there
is little communicative purpose in getting that information across), but rather sets
the stage for the introduction of the central protagonist.

(17) (start of discourse) A
carita
story

tuju
seven

putri,
woman

ena=re=ge
3nhum=here=there

ena
3nhum

ma-asal
3nhum.poss-roots

awal
begin

nange=ge
just=there

[musafir
traveller

rimoi
one

dari
from

tana
land

Arab ]⍑
Arabia

‘The story of the seven beauties, the way its beginnings are is (with) a
traveller from Arabia.’ (Van Staden 2000: 358/1)

Double evocation Double evocation of referents tends to be rare in most contexts,
but occurs a number of times when an Actor referent is introduced as new Topic.
In (18)-(20), we see examples where a new referent is introduced as a Topic in an
Address-central Thetic assertion:

(18) (end of segment) A
suru
long

ua=ge,
neg=there

gufu
fly

roi
fly_around

[gufu
fly

sang
bluebottle

rimoi ]⊤
one

yo-soro
3nhum.a-fly
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ino.
this_way
‘Before long, a fly was flying around, a bluebottle fly was flying this way.’
(Van Staden 2000: 397/362)

(19) (Jafar Sadik was at a loss how to separate the sugar and sand) A
suru
long

ua=ge
neg=there

bifi,
ant

[bifi
ant

toma
loc

dunya
world

nde ]⍑
3nhum:here

ma-polu
rfl-collect

ino
this_way

ka-ge
pred-here

moi-moi.
red-one

‘Before long ants, ants from all over the world gathered there.’
(Van Staden 2000: 390/291)

(20) (Jafar Sadik was at a loss how to remove the oil from the water) A
ma
but

kage
moment

yali=ge
again=there

nyao
fish

nguci-nguci
red-spit

se
and

. . . nyao
fish

serompet
trumpet

se,
and

[ena=ge ]⍑
3nhum=there

ma-polu
rfl-gather

ino.
this_way.

‘After a moment, spittle fish as well as trumpet fish, they gathered.’
(Van Staden 2000: 392/313)

The same construction can also be used to express a Entry-central Categorical
articulation in which the Topical referent has not been mentioned for a while, and
has to be retrieved. Examples are given in (21) and (22):

(21) (Jafar Sadik broke off a branch) C
wo-tongo=ge
3sgm.a-break=there

[ona
3pl

ngai-tomdii
clf-seven

toma
loc

talaga
lake

ma-doya
3nhum.poss-inside

nange ]⊤,
rel

⟦ona
3pl

kage⟧⊩
be_shocked

‘Breaking it, them seven in the lake, they got scared.’ (Van Staden
2000: 361/22)

(22) (Monkey threw down some of the bananas and others he ate,) C
padahal
however

[koi
banana

⟨yang
rel

kam
fill

tora
downwards

toma
loc

saloi
bag

ena=ge⟩� ]⊤
3nhum=there

[ena ]⊤
3nhum

⟦yoso
leak

tora
downwards

sorai⟧⊩.
all

‘. . . but the bananas he threw down into the bag they all fell through.’
(Van Staden 2000: 417/49)
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Hixkaryana

Hixkaryana informational properties
Figure 14 gives the informatogram of Hixkaryana, the pairwise similarity of the
informational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows
that four coding strategies can be distinguished.

Hixkaryana examples
Canonical construction Hixkaryana is well-known for its Verb – Subject canonical
constituent order. In the canonical order, the Subject either follows the main
predicate (preceded by its complements) directly, or is separated from it by a
prosodic break. This coding strategy can be used to convey an Entry-central
Categorical articulation, as is shown in (1):

(1) (Hmph, he made) C
⟦n-oseRyehok-ekOnW⟧⊩,
3-upset-dpc(ncoll)

[SofRye ]⊤.
sloth

‘He was upset, sloth.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 28/13)

(2) (New segment; Moon reappears on the scene) C
⟦Wto
there.med

n-ehS-akOnW
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

ha-tW⟧⊩,
ints-evd

[nuno ]⊤.
Moon

‘There he was [again], Moon.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 23/26)

(3) (As buzzards they went [i.e., flying]) C
⟦toto
person

me
attr

n-ehS-akOnW
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

amnyehRa
long_ago

haka⟧⊩,
then

[kuRumu ]⊤.
vulture

‘It used to be(have) like people then, long ago, the buzzard.’ (Derbyshire
1965: 32/106)

In the canonical strategy, the postverbal Subject expression is frequently suppressed,
especially when the Topical referent is highly active as in (4)– (7):

(4) (They ate what had gone bad, the vulture people) C
∅ ⟦oske

thus
n-at-akWhto-ÙownW⟧⊩.
3-detr-make-dpp(coll)

‘Thus they were made [such is their nature].’ (Derbyshire 1965: 32/99)

(5) (Immediately, they were on top of it. Yum, yum, yum,) C
∅ ⟦foRu

plantain
heno
nom.pst

y-onah-yaÙkOnW,
3>3-eat-dpc(coll)

Wto
there.med

ha-tW⟧⊩
ints-evd

‘. . . they ate the plantains, right there.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 14/38)

(6) (he went to seduce his sister) C
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Figure 14 Hixkaryana informational configuration: informatogram, simila-
rity graph, feature ordering
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∅ ⟦tW-noÙha-RW
3.rfl-sister-pssd

Rma
cntr

hoko
rfr

n-ehS-akOnW⟧⊩.
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

‘He was occupied with his sister.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 23/4)

(7) (The sun was right up there there at the zenith) C
∅ ⟦kokman-pWRa

set-neg.advr
n-ehS-akOnW
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

amnyehRa⟧⊩.
long_ago

‘Long ago it did not set.’(Derbyshire 1965: 16/7)

In (8) and (9), the postverbal Subject construes a new address in the discourse
knowledge organization. These examples ilustrate the use of the canonical strategy
to convey an Address-central Categorical articulation. With regard to (9) and
(9), note that the location of either new Topical referent is highly informative in
the context of the discourse in which they are introduced; because of the relation
of relevance that is construed between them and the new Topic referents, these
assertions were classified as categorical instead of thetic.

(8) (start of discourse) D
a. ⟦tW-noÙha-RW

3.rfl-sister-pssd
y-ahe-ye⟧⊩,
3>3-seduce-dpp(ncoll)

[noRo ]⍑
3.nd.an

b. ⟦t-o-ye
3-go-dpp(ncoll)

ha-tW,
ints-evd

kohsaya⟧⊩,
at_night

[⟨nuno⟩� ]⊤.
Moon

‘He seduced his sister, he. He went, by nightfall, Moon.’ (Derbyshire
1965: 23/1-2)

(9) (start of discourse) D
⟦Samata
island

ymo
aug

mkawo
on_top_of

n-ehS-akOnW⟧⊩,
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

[saRaho ]⍑,
manioc

amnyehRa
long_ago

‘At the top of the big island it was, manioc, long ago.’ (Derbyshire
1965: 13/1)

(10) (What’s up, old man? WeSeweSe asked) D
⟦hakaRa
vanity_box

ya-wo
clf-in

tW
evd

n-ehSk-akOnW
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

ha⟧⊩,
ints

[awaRWnW
darkness

ymo ]⍑
aug

‘The great darkness was in the vanity box.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 17/41)

Finally, (11) and (12) illustrate that this strategy can also be used to convey an
Address-central Thetic articulation.

(11) (end of segment) A
[n-omok-ye
3-come-dpp(ncoll)

ha-tW
ints-evd

hoRy-komo ]⍑.
big-coll

‘(There) came the chief.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 16/19)

(12) (Let them come, the shaman said) A
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⟦Wto
there.med

n-ehSk-akOnW
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

ha-Rha⟧⊢,
ints-seq

[WeSeweSe ]⍑.
W.

‘WeSeweSe was there as well.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 17/39)

Preverbal Subject construction The Subject expression may precede the main
predicate. In such cases, Subject referents end up in what Derbyshire seems to
consider the position for new information; in the canonical strategy, the lexical
Object is realized here. This coding strategy is used to convey an Address-central
Thetic articulation, as illustrated in (13):

(13) (It was light) A
[kamWmW ]⍑
sun

n-ehS-akOnW.
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

‘The sun was (there).’ (Derbyshire 1965: 16/5)

In (14), we see that the same strategy can be used to express the Adress-central
Categorical articulation as well:

(14) (start of discourse) D
[kuRumu ]⍑
vulture

⟦n-anotom-eÙkOnW⟧⊩.
3>3-employ-dpc(coll)

‘The vultures enslaved him.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 28/1)

Finally, the preverbal Subject strategy can be used to convey the Identificational
articulation. A clear example can be seen in (15). Here, the entire assertion
is presupposed on account of the preceding information; what constitutes new
information are the identity of the Topical referent (which had been introduced
before, and hence does not constitute a new Topic), and the polarity of the event
ascribed to that referent.

(15) (The parrot people were not listening) E
[⟨yWRWsW⟩� ]⊤
cricket

⟦n-enÙa-ye
3-listen-dpp(ncoll)

ha⟧⊢.
ints

‘The cricket-people were listening.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 25/58)

The example in (16) illustrates one aspect of a pervasive property of Hixkaryana
grammar that Derbyshire (1977) describes as ‘discourse redundancy’. Especially
in story-telling, Hixkaryana speakers add very little information with every new
assertion they produce. In the case of (16), everything is presupposed except for
the nominal past marker heno, which expresses the Speaker’s sympathy for the
Topical referent, ‘sloth’.

(16) (He was upset, sloth) E
[SofRye
sloth

⟨heno⟩� ]⊤
nom.pst

⟦n-oseRyehok-ekOnW⟧⊢
3-upset-dpc(ncoll)

‘Poor old sloth was upset’ (Derbyshire 1965: 28/13)
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Preverbal position + tW Third, Hixkaryana seems to exploit a strategy where
constituent placed in the immediately preverbal position is marked by means of
the evidential marker tW. By far the most frequent use of this strategy is to convey
an Identificational articulation, as illustrated in (17)– (20).

In (17), we see an illustration of the variability that Hixkaryana displays with
regard to the respective position of the Subject and spatiotemporal adjuncts. While
the adjunct follows the Subject when it serves as a frame, as in (12), it precedes it
when it is part of the Comment. That is, the information communicated in (17)
is the applicability of the fact that ‘they used to be like people long ago’ to ‘the
buzzards’, while in (9), the qualification ‘long ago’ restricts the applicability to
‘manioc’ of the fact that ‘it grew on top of the island’. While that used to be the
case long ago, it is not (necessarily) in the present time.

(17) (That’s how they got the plantains down) E
[⟨noRo
3.nd.an

mak
advrs

tW⟩� ]⊤
evd

⟦n-awoto-ye
3>3-cut-dpp(ncoll)

ha-Ryhe
ints-contr

tW,
evd

⟨tukusu⟩�⟧⊢
humming_bird
‘he cut it, humming bird.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 14/46)

(18) (They ate it like that [i.e. uncooked]) E
⟦⟨t-koke-mW
rfl.poss-go_bad-nr

Rma
cntr

tW⟩�
evd

y-onah-yaÙkOnW
3>3-eat-dpc(coll)

tW⟧⊢,
evd

[kuRumu
vulture

yana
coll

ha ]⊤.
ints

‘They ate what had gone bad, the vulture people.’ (Derbyshire
1965: 32/98)

(19) (alone he [Sloth] was) E
⟦⟨koho
many

mak
advrs

tW⟩�
evd

n-ehS-aÙkOnW
3-cop-dpc(coll)

ha-Ryhe⟧⊢,
ints-emph

[kuRumu
vulture

yana
people

komo
coll

ha-Ryhe
ints-emph

tW ]⊤.
evd

‘But many they were, the vultures.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 29/34)

(20) (The light was there long ago. My father was who said it thus) E
⟦⟨amnyehra
long_ago

tW⟩�
evd

n-ehS-akOnW⟧⊢,
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

[t-awas-nye ]⊤.
rfl.poss-light-agnr

‘The light (already) existed long ago.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 16/3)

Another articulation that can be conveyed by means of this strategy is the Address-
central Thetic one, in which a new address is construed:

(21) (start of myth) A
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[wayamo
jabuti

tW
evd

n-ehS-akOnW ]⍑.
3-cop-dpc(ncoll)

‘There was a turtle.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 44/1)

Finally, the construction is used to present an event in its entirety, as is done in
(22) below. With regard to this example, it may be noted that WmSekRW, ‘baby
anaconda’ is what has been called an ‘expectant Topic’ elsewhere, which often has
special informational importance.

(22) (start of story) B
⟦oko-ymo
snake-aug

WmSekRW
baby

tW
evd

y-ahos-aÙkOnW⟧⊩,
3>3-catch-dpc(coll)

amnyehRa.
long_ago

‘They caught a baby anaconda, long ago’ (Derbyshire 1965: 79/1)

Predicate only A final expression strategy with informational relevance in Hix-
karyana seems to be the use of a predicate without any further arguments. Two
examples are given below. Note that they differ from canonical constructions with
a suppressed Subject expression; this is particularly clear for the detransitivsed
example in (24), that does not command a Subject slot at all.

(23) (WeSeweSe opened the vanity box) B
puwa,
ideo

rW. . . ,
ideo

⟦n-awana-ye
3-be_dark-dpp(ncoll)

hatW⟧⊩.
evd

‘Puwa (he did, and) rW, it went dark.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 18/53)

(24) (let it dawn, they said) B
⟦n-ot-kuSma-no
3-detr-wait-imm.pst(ncoll)

mpa⟧⊩
prt

‘It [a new dawn] was being waited for.’ (Derbyshire 1965: 19/73)

Movima

Movima informational properties
Figure 15 gives the informatogram of Movima, the pairwise similarity of the
informational articulations and the resulting feature ordering. The figure shows
that four coding strategies can be distinguished.

Movima examples
Predicate-initial construction The predicate-initial constituent order in Movima
constitutes the canonical expression strategy. The linear order of postpredicatively
expressed core arguments is dictated in Movima by the position of their referents
on a Nominal Hierarchy (NH), while voicing is employed to express semantic
function assignment. The higher referent obligatorily encliticises to the predicate,
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.000
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ABC D

predicationality

AB C D

thetic

categorical

Figure 15 Movima informational configuration: informatogram, similarity
graph, feature ordering
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while the lower referent is an absolutive argument and constitutes the PSA of
the clause. Affirmative intransitive predications always take absolutive arguments,
while negative intransitive predications always take bound arguments.

In narratives, it frequently happens that the referents of both core arguments of
a transitive predication rank equally on the NH. If this situation obtains, speakers
in theory are free to express either argument as the bound or absolutive argument.
Movima speakers in such cases appear to make a consistent choice, using the bound
argument position to express the accessible Topical referent, and the absolutive
argument position to introduce new referents.

This is illustrated in (1) and (2), both of which convey Entry-central Categorical
articulations. ‘The dogs’ in (1) have been established as the Topic in the preceding
context, while ‘a jaguar’ is newly introduced here as part of a focal Comment
ascribed to the Topical referent. In (2), ‘the jaguar’ is the continued Topic of the
assertion, and is therefore realized as the bound argument. INVerse voice is applied
to reflect the proper semantic function assignment.

(1) (and we walked through the forest) C
Ùe
and

⟦manaje=[is
find:dr=art.pl

pa:ko ]⊤
dog

os
art.nt.pst

rulrul⟧⊩
jaguar

‘. . . and the dogs came across a jaguar.’ (Haude 2006: 562/3)

(2) (the jaguar didn’t climb back up again because it stood on the ground) C
Ùe
and

⟦mumeìe-kaj-a=[as ]⊤
encircle-inv-lv=nt.abns

is
art.pl

pa:ko⟧⊩
dog

‘and it got surrounded by the dogs’ (Haude 2006: 563/10)

In transitive predications, it seems that the bound argument without exception
outranks the absolutive argument in its interpretability as the Topic of the assertion.
In intransitive predications, on the other hand, the (sole) absolutive argument can
convey the Topic without problems, as illustrated in (3):

(3) (the jaguar was angry where he was sitting on the forest floor) C
⟦sutu:k-a⟧⊢
angry-evd

[os
art.nt.pst

rulrul ]⊤.
jaguar

‘the jaguar was angry.’ (Haude 2006: 562/7)

However, the absolutive argument in intransitive predications can also be used to
convey the construal of a new address, as in the Address-central Thetic articulation
in (4). This is somewhat similar to observations by Du Bois (1987), who notes that
ergative alignment can be explained as informational neutralization. Accidentally,
(5) shows that the canonical construction can also be used to convey Identificational
Focus, as in (5).

(4) (turning point in a story)17 A

17The absolutive argument in (4) is externally cliticized to the predicate, according to
Haude’s analysis. For the sake of simplicity, it is rendered here as a separate constituent.
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ban
but

hajna
dsc

[ho’jah
arrive

i’ìi
1pl

hajna ]⍑,
dsc

‘But then we arrived,’

(5) [ho’jah
arrive

⟨kus
art.nt.absn

pa:pa=is
father_of=art.pl

mahni
my_child

hajna⟩� ]⊤
dsc

‘. . . the father of my children arrived.’ (Haude 2006: 565/32-3)

Finally, the construction can be used to convey an all-new assertion, as in the case
of the non-verbal predication in (6):

(6) (start of discourse) B
⟦kaw-poj
much-br.animal

is
art.pl

pa:ko
dog

di’
rel

pa:ko=ìi⟧⊩.
dog=1pl

‘Many were the dogs that (were) our dogs’ (Haude 2006: 562-1)

Fronting construction The other main expression strategy that Movima employs
is the use of the preverbal position. This position can host one element (typically
a referential element) at most, which receives a special pragmatic interpretation.
The most typical use of this construction is to unambiguously mark the preposed
element as the Topic, as in the Entry-central Categorical articulation in (7):

(7) (the jaguar fought, it made ‘heee’ as it caught the dogs) C
bo
reas

[is
art.pl

pa:ko ]⊤
dog

⟦ìow-na=is
pull-dr=pl.absn

is
art.nt.pst

baìew-a=as⟧⊩
tail-lv=nt.absn

‘. . . because the dogs pulled its tail’ (Haude 2006: 265/32)

Note that this option is only available for absolutive arguments; the complementary
strategy used to prepose bound arguments is illustrated in section (8). Another
informational motivation for the use of the prepredicative position is identificational
Focus of referents belonging to a partially ordered set, as in (8):

(8) (it put the dogs under its armpit) E
a. Ùe

and
[os
art.nt.pst

ba<kwa∼>kwa=os
head<inal∼>=art.nt.pst

pa:ko ]⊤
dog

⟦nej
here

Ùi:∼Ùi⟧⊩
mid-go_out

b. Ùe
and

[os
art.nt.pst

⟨Ùinki⟩�=os
back_part=art.nt.pst

pa:ko ]⊤
dog

⟦n-os
obl-art.nt.pst

bu<ra∼>da=os
front<inal∼>=art.nt.pst

rulrul⟧⊩.
jaguar

‘And the head of the dog came out here. And the back part of the dog was
in front of the jaguar.’ (Haude 2006: 565/20-2)

Antipassive + fronting By using the antipassive construction, however, bound
arguments can be ‘promoted’ to absolutive status and then be preposed. Examples
of this are given in (9) and (10): the preposed argument in such construction
appears to convey either an Identificational or an Address-central Categorical
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articulation. Possessors can also make use of this strategy. A nice minimal pair
between a higher argument in canonical, and one in preposed position is given in
(9):

(9) (no context) D/E
a. ⟦bay-a-cho=[us ]⊤

knock-dr-inside(br)=m.absn
as
art.nt

wa:so⟧⊩
glass

‘He has broken the glass’
b. [⟨usko

pro.3
kwej⟩� ]⊤
detr

⟦bay-a-cho
knock-dr-inside(br)

n-as
obl-art.nt

wa:so⟧⊢
glass

‘He has broken the glass’ (Haude 2006: 287/120)

double evocation It appears that higher-ranking arguments can also be expressed
in the prepredicative position without the use of the antipassive marker, but by
means of a copy strategy as in (10). It is uncertain what type of informational arti-
culation is conveyed by constructions of this type. It has been analysed tentatively
as Identificational; it may well be the case, however, that this is not a separate
strategy, but has to be merged with the antipassive case discussed in the previous
section.

(10) (no context) E
⟦⟨usko⟩�
pro.m.absn

bay-a-cho=[us ]⊤
knock-dr-inside(br)=m.absn

as
art.nt

wa:so⟧⊢
glass

‘He has broken the glass’ (Haude 2006: 287/121)
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Summary

In the context of communication language can be understood as a trinity of form,
meaning and function. The use of formal elements such as words, constructions
and intonation patterns is dictated by the meaning that a language user wishes
to convey. The function of the utterance in the communicative exchange between
interlocutors is an important codeterminant of its eventual form.

This dissertation aims to shed light on how functions belonging to the domain
of information packaging exert their influence on the form of the utterance. Speci-
fically, the question is addressed how these functions cluster with regard to their
neutralization in surface structure, and whether such ‘alignment patterns’ provide
a useful means of typological classification.

Information packaging (Chafe 1976) is concerned with instructions imparted by
the Speaker to the Addressee to process and store the information conveyed to him
in a specific manner. In chapter 2, I argue that information packaging is one aspect
of the wider domain of information structure, which is concerned with “the relation
of what is being said to what has gone on before in the discourse, and its internal
organization into an act of communication” (Halliday 1967: 199). Information
structuring is a deeply interpersonal aspect of the linguistic system in that the
assignment of information structure to the utterance is Speaker-driven as much as
it is Addressee-oriented. That is, the Speaker has an interest in getting across his
communicative intention, but can only succeed in doing so if he takes into account
his interlocutor’s state of knowledge. Since this is not directly accessible to him, the
Speaker plans his communication on the basis of a nested set of representations of
interlocutors’ presuppositional states: he makes assumptions about the knowledge
of his Addressee, assumptions about the Addressee’s assumptions about his own
knowledge and that of others, et cetera. Information structuring in this light is
understood as the body of categories that facilitate the transmission of units of
knowledge from one such subset to another.

Besides information packaging, information structure is concerned with referent
management and the maintenance of discourse coherence. Referent management
keeps track of the activation status of referents evoked in the discourse: the
estimated amount of effort it takes for an interlocutor to construe or retrieve the
mental image belonging to a referent. Referent management deals with categories
like Given and New, which have a long history of being conflated with concepts
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related to information packaging. The same is true for coherence management,
which keeps track of the sequential relations between propositional contents. While
it is fairly easy to keep apart information packaging, referent management and
coherence management notionally, categories belonging to these classes have a
strong tendency to make use of the same expressive devices, making it rather
difficult to identify their individual contribution to surface structure.

Information packaging in this study is viewed as a mechanistic aspect of language
rather than something interpretive: it tells the Addressee ‘what to do’ with an
incoming assertion in relation to his current state of knowledge, rather than ‘what
to understand’. The mechanistic approach presupposes some model of the way in
which discourse knowledge is structured, stored and accessed. In chapter 3 I propose
such a model of discourse knowledge management, which has two independent
dimensions. Adressation (Jacobs 2001) ensures a thematic ordering of the knowledge
that is exchanged in the discourse, such that information relevant to a referent
that is worth talking about is stored together at a single address. The contents
of the address constitute a context set (Reinhart 1981) which is used to evaluate
the acceptability of new assertions directed to the address. As such, addressation
can break up the assertion in two parts: a Topic that specifies the address where
the contents of the assertion are to be evaluated, and a Comment that contains
the contents proper. It should be noted that the inference of aboutness that is
often associated with this kind of organization has little role to play: it is the
position of this study that aboutness and addressation are undoubtedly related,
but that it is impossible to tell apart cause from consequence. Complementing
addressation, actualization applies a distinction between the part of the message
that is capable of bringing about a change in the Addressee’s presuppositional state,
and the part that serves as an anchor due to the presence of which the information
can be optimally processed.

Following Vallduví (1992), it is assumed that categories from either packaging
dimension combine to form what is known as an informational articulation: a
syntagmatic pair of instructions imposed on the contents of the message, that tell
the Addressee where to evaluate the information asserted to him and how it is
meant to update his current state of knowledge. The adoption of Vallduví’s notion
that information packaging deals with syntagms rather than individual categories
offers a new outlook on typological classification in information packaging: instead
of investigating how different languages subdivide the individual categories of Topic,
Focus and the like, joining these categories in a principled way makes it possible
to classify languages in terms of the behaviour of an entire functional dimension.
Furthermore, the concept of articulation as coined by Vallduví is highly similar
to that of a frame in Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2008). This offers a viable alternative to the way in which information packaging is
currently implemented in Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG).

Functional Discourse Grammar, which is used as the theoretical framework
for this study, is presented in chapter 4. In line with its structural-functional
orientation, FDG enables the integrated analysis of formal, functional and deno-
tational aspects of the utterance. In addition, Functional Discourse Grammar
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provides a context in which Grammar (the module responsible for the generation
of interpersonal, representational and morphosyntactic structure) interacts closely
with other cognitive components involved in communicative competence. Both of
these are vital prerequisites for the investigation at hand. They are discussed in
considerable detail. In passing, some minor changes – unrelated to the matter of
information packaging – to ‘canonical’ FDG (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008) are
proposed. In particular, an argument is made to reinstore Dik’s original idea that
every Restrictor that is used to instantiate the designation of a Layer takes the
configurational shape of an endocentric predication, following Smit and van Staden
(2007).

Some changes that are more pertinent to the matter at hand are proposed in
chapter 5, where an argument is made for the abandonment of pragmatic function
assignment as the way to deal with information packaging in FDG. There are
two reasons for this: first of all, assigning informational categories as functions
is believed to cause inconsistencies in the application of FDG’s formal apparatus.
Secondly, pragmatic function assignment entails that information packaging is made
dependent on the evocational structure of the Speaker’s message: in order to be able
to assign pragmatic functions at the Interpersonal Level, Subacts of evocation have
to be present to assign these functions to. However, this goes against the intuition
that the Speaker’s strategic choices how to affect the Addressee’s current state of
discourse knowledge should precede his choice as to the means with which to evoke
the Communicated content with which to affect it, rather than follow it. To remedy
both problems, a proposal is made to adopt the informational articulation as a
complex unit at the Interpersonal Level in FDG. More specifically, informational
articulations are represented as Frames, exactly like predication frames at the
Representational Level. A Frame provides a given number of equipollent slots
and the relationships between them: these Frames are not generated by Grammar
upon formulation, but are available as ready-made configurational units from the
Lexicon.

Two actional Layers are proposed that can instantiate the slots of the infor-
mational frame: Topic (Topi) and Comment (Cmi). The Head of the Topic layer
specifies at what address in discourse knowledge the content of the assertion is
to be evaluated, while the Comment contains the content to evaluate. To either
Layer, a Focus Operator may be attached that reflects the capability of the Layer’s
content to bring about a change of knowledge. In addition, a Focus operator may
be attached to the units inside an informational Layer, as is the case in so-called
identificational Focus constructions (Kíss 1998). Apart from the fact that the
proposed modifications improve on FDG’s formal consistency and do justice to the
priority of information packaging over evocation, the frame-based approach offers
a better handle on typological variation in this domain. That is, limits to what
are and what are not possible ways to package information during discourse can
now be dealt with as a matter of frame availability, while leaving the combinatory
machinery of Grammar out of the equation.

Following suggestions by Lambrecht and Polinsky (1997) and Lambrecht (2001b),
it is assumed that the inventory of available informational articulations constitutes
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a paradigm. Whereas their original proposal makes use of a single parameter (scope
of Focus) to distinguish three categories, I argue that the paradigm is structured
along two dimensions: the Layers that occur in the Frame, and the locus where the
Focus operator attaches. This yields five basic articulations, which can be described
as in Table 1:

contains Focus on
Topi Cmi Topi Cmi

A + – + –
B – + – +
C + + – +
D + + + –
E ± ± – –

Table 1 Informational articulations

Most of these articulations correspond to information packaging scenarios that
are well-documented in the pragmatic literature. What is innovative about the
approach taken here, is the way in which they are integrated into a cohesive
paradigm. Articulation A, consisting of a Topic Layer only, is tantamount to the
entity-central thetic assertion (Sasse 1987). Articulation B is its counterpart, and
consists of a Comment Layer only. It corresponds to Sasse’s event-central thetic
assertion. Articulation C is best known as the Topic-Comment articulation, or
categorical assertion. It is the ‘default’ way to present information in discourse,
in which the information state at a given address (indicated by the Topic) is
augmented with a new proposition (contained in the Comment). Articulation E
corresponds to the identificational Focus construction (Kíss 1998). The odd one
out is articulation D, a Topic-Comment articulation in which both the Topic and
the Comment are meant to bring about a change in the Addressee’s discourse
knowledge. This scenario is widely considered to be dysfunctional on account of
the dual update instruction, a burden which languages often resolve by splitting
the articulation in an expression that consists of two parts (Lambrecht 1994): one
part which introduces the new Topic, and another that provides the information
about that Topic. Nevertheless, such resolutions in surface structure do not warrant
treatment of these cases as combinations of two simple articulations, if only because
the two parts usually constitute a single Communicated content. Therefore, this
type of information packaging should be treated as an articulation of its own, and
the paradigm provides a logical basis for doing so.

Chapters 2 – 5 line up all the ingredients necessary for the empirical study which
takes up part two of this book, chapters 6 – 8. The question is straightforward: how
are the informational articulations distributed across the available morphosyntactic
coding strategies of a language? More in particular, do the neutralisation patterns
found in the languages of the world provide support for the paradigm of informa-
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tional articulations proposed above, and can languages be classified in terms of the
individual parameter that exerts most influence on their surface structure?

Chapter 6 addresses a number of preliminary methodological issues. Besides a
brief discussion of relevant past studies, the language sample (N = 15) and some
general considerations regarding data quality, the chapter proposes a ‘mapping
design’ for the research: the study is set up in such a way that correpondences can be
investigated systematically between a set number of categories at the interpersonal
level (the five informational articulations described earlier, identifiable from the
discourse context) and an indeterminate number of categories in surface structure
(collectively referred to as coding strategies). Each coding strategy is not defined in
terms of its morphosyntactic behaviour, but rather in terms of its coding potential,
i.e. the type and number of articulations it is capable of expressing. In this way,
the cross-linguistic incommensurability of surface structure categories (Haspelmath
2007) is overcome, and the correspondence patterns for invididual languages can
be meaningfully compared.

Chapter 7 investigates the global correspondences between informational articu-
lations and individual coding strategies, without paying attention to the distribution
of strategies within or across languages. The assumption is that the parameterized
structure of the paradigm of informational articulations (see Table 1) is reflected in
the way the articulations cluster with regard to the available coding strategies. In
other words: articulations that have parameter settings in common are expected to
be able to share a coding strategy, while those that show little or no communality
will not be expressed by the same strategy. In particular, it is expected that the
articulations A and C will not be expressed by the same strategy, as well as B
and D, on account of having too few characteristics in common. On the whole,
the findings presented in this chapter support the prediction: across the fifteen
languages of the sample, strategies whose coding potential includes either of the
two pairs mentioned above are extremely uncommon indeed.

Whereas it was the objective of chapter 7 to investigate the distribution of
individual coding strategies, chapter 8 considers the way in which a single language
‘cuts up the cake’, and distributes the informational articulations across its available
coding strategies. In particular, the question is at issue what a particular distribution
reveals about the relative importance of the parameters that govern the paradigm
introduced in Table 1. In order to approach this question, a method is proposed
that converts the complex whole of correspondences between articulations and
coding strategies in a particular language to a set of quantified statements about
the similarity of the articulations in that language. The method by which these
similarity scores are calculated is based on the iconicity principle (Haiman 1985),
which dictates that there is an interdependence between neutralization in surface
structure and conceptual proximity of categories in underlying structure. Simply
put, when two articulations belong to the coding potential of a single coding
strategy, this is a good indication that they are similar; when they are consistently
kept apart in surface structure, this is a good indication that they are dissimilar
underlyingly as well. The proposed method implements this line of reasoning,
while also providing a way to take into account conflicts caused by strategies
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with partially overlapping coding potentials. The comparison of similarity scores
provides further support for the findings already presented in chapter 7 on the
basis of a qualitative comparison of the various possible kinds of coding strategies:
the pairs and triplets of articulations that have parameter settings in common
score much higher on similarity than the ones that do not. As a next step,
pairwise similarity scores are exploited to classify languages in terms of what I have
called informational alignment: the extent to which (relative) surface structure
neutralization of informational articulations is asymmetrical, and what type of split
languages apply. The way alignment is implemented allows for a scalar classification;
a language can be more or less representative of a particular alignment pattern.
The prediction is that the alignment patterns which split the informational domain
along one of the parameters suggested above are attested more frequently, and that
languages score higher on these. The alignment of the languages of the sample
supports this prediction as well. Taken together, the results from chapters 7 and
8 provide ample support for the assumption that the paradigm of informational
articulations that was proposed on the basis of theory, is indeed a useful one, and
is worthy of further exploration.



Samenvatting

Taal kan in de context van communicatie worden beschouwd als een drie-eenheid
van vorm, functie en betekenis. Het gebruik van vormelijke elementen – woorden,
constructies en intonatiepatronen – wordt in hoge mate gedicteerd door de over te
dragen betekenis. Daarnaast is de functie van de uiting in de communicatie tussen
sprekers medebepalend voor de vorm.

Dit proefschrift beoogt in kaart te brengen hoe functies die behoren tot het
domein van de ‘informatieverpakking’ (information packaging) hun invloed uitoefe-
nen op de vorm van de taaluiting. Meer specifiek wordt de vraag beantwoord of en
hoe functies in de oppervlaktestructuur worden geneutraliseerd, en of dergelijke
neutralisatiepatronen een zinvol perspectief voor typologische classificatie bieden.

Information packaging (Chafe 1976) houdt zich bezig met de instructies die de
spreker geeft aan zijn toehoorder over de specifieke wijze waarop deze geacht wordt
de in de uiting aangeboden informatie te verwerken en op te slaan. In hoofdstuk 2
betoog ik dat information packaging slechts één aspect is van het bredere domein
der informatiestructuur, dat zich bezig houdt met de wijze waarop de inhoud
van de boodschap aansluit bij hetgeen eerder in de communicatie is uitgewisseld,
en de interne organisatie van de boodschap als een communicatieve handeling
(Halliday 1967). Informatiestructuur is een interpersoonlijke eigenschap van het
taalsysteem in de zin dat de keuze van de spreker evenzeer afhangt van zijn eigen
motieven als van de veronderstelde staat van kennis bij de toehoorder. Immers,
het welslagen van de communicatieve intentie van de Spreker hangt niet alleen af
van de mate waarin hij erin slaagt zijn bedoeling tot uitdrukking te brengen, maar
evenzeer van de mate waarin hij zijn boodschap heeft aangepast aan de staat van
kennis van die toehoorder. Omdat taalgebruikers geen directe toegang hebben tot
de kennis van een ander, plant de spreker zijn uiting aan de hand van complex
gelaagde veronderstellingen die hij bijhoudt over de staat van kennis van zijn
gesprekspartners. Sprekers hebben eigen veronderstellingen, veronderstellingen over
de veronderstellingen van anderen, veronderstellingen over de veronderstellingen
van anderen over veronderstellingen van henzelf (en anderen), enzovoorts. Binnen
een dergelijk complex gelaagd model van gesprekskennis kan de informatiestructuur
worden begrepen als de verzameling categorieën die het overdragen van kennis
tussen deze lagen ondersteunt.

Behalve information packaging kent de informatiestructuur nog twee modulen, te
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weten de activatiestatus van referenten (referent management) en het opbouwen en
onderhouden van narratieve cohesie (coherence management). Referent management
houdt bij in welke mate referenten die in de discourse worden gebruikt, voor de
toehoorder toegankelijk zijn. Dit is mede bepalend voor de vormelijke elementen
waarmee deze referenten worden aangeduid. Referent management heeft betrekking
op categorieën als gegeven en nieuw, die overigens veelvuldig worden verward met
concepten uit de information packaging. Een vergelijkbare situatie geldt voor
coherence management, dat bijhoudt in hoeverre de opeenvolgende proposities een
uit narratief oogpunt samenhangend geheel vormen. Ofschoon het niet moeilijk is
een unieke karakterisering te geven van de drie dimensies die deel uitmaken van
informatiestructuur, vertonen hun respectievelijke onderdelen de sterke neiging om
gebruik te maken van dezelfde uitdrukkingsstrategieën. Dit maakt het tamelijk
ingewikkeld om precies te bepalen wat hun afzonderlijke bijdrage aan de uiteindelijke
oppervlaktestructuur van de uiting is.

Information packaging wordt in deze studie veeleer benaderd als een mechanis-
tisch dan als een interpretatief aspect van het taalsysteem. Het beschrijft wat de
toehoorder geacht wordt ‘te doen’ met een hem aangeboden boodschap, en niet
zozeer hoe hij deze geacht wordt ‘te begrijpen’. Deze mechanistische benadering
veronderstelt een model van de wijze waarop kennis in discourse wordt gestruc-
tureerd, aangezocht en opgeslagen. In hoofdstuk 3 doe ik een voorstel voor een
dergelijke model van discourse knowledge management, dat twee onafhankeli-
jke dimensies onderscheidt. ‘Adressering’ (addressation) (Jacobs 2001) draagt zorg
voor een thematische ordening van de kennis die gedurende de discourse wordt
uitgewisseld, opdat alle informatie die over een bepaalde referent beschikbaar komt
op een centrale plaats – een adres – in de kennisbank van de taalgebruiker verzameld
wordt. De inhoud van elk adres vormt een context set (Reinhart 1981) en wordt
gebruikt om de aanvaardbaarheid van nieuw aangeboden informatie over de referent
te bepalen. In dit opzicht deelt addressation de uiting in tweeën: een Topic dat
het adres identificeert waar de inhoud van de uiting geëvalueerd en uiteindelijk
opgeslagen moet worden, en een Comment dat de inhoud zelf bevat. Overigens
moet worden opgemerkt de inferentie dat de Comment ‘over’ de topicale referent
gaat, slechts een geringe rol speelt. Deze inferentie wordt verondersteld een effect
te zijn van de wijze waarop de kennis wordt gestructureerd in de kennisbank van
de taalgebruiker, in plaats van een voorwaarde waaronder een bepaalde wijze van
organisatie toelaatbaar is. De andere dimensie, actualisering (actualization) brengt
in de boodschap een tweedeling aan tussen het gedeelte dat een verandering in de
staat van kennis van de toehoorder teweeg kan brengen, en het gedeelte dat er toe
bijdraagt dat deze verandering met minimale inspanning verwerkt kan worden.

In navolging van Vallduví (1992) wordt aangenomen dat categorieën behorend
tot addressering en actualisering samen een eenheid kunnen vormen die ‘informa-
tionele articulatie’ (informational articulation) wordt genoemd: een syntagmatisch
paar instructies die worden toegevoegd aan de boodschap. De instructies vertellen
de toehoorder op welk adres hij de mededeling van de spreker wordt geacht te
evalueren, en hoe deze de aldaar reeds aanwezige kennis beoogt te beïnvloeden.
Het overnemen van Vallduví’s idee dat information packaging te maken heeft met
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syntagmatische structuren in plaats van losse instructies biedt een nieuw perspectief
op typologische classificatie in dit domein. In plaats van te onderzoeken in hoeverre
talen de individuele categorieën Topic, Focus en dergelijke onderverdelen, maakt een
beredeneerde combinatie van deze dimensies het mogelijk om het typologisch gedrag
van een geheel functioneel domein te onderzoeken. Bovendien vertoont het concept
van de articulatie zoals door Vallduví (1992) voorgesteld, sterke overeenkomsten
met de notie van Frame die in Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG; cf. Hengeveld
and Mackenzie 2008) wordt gehanteerd. Deze parallel biedt een aantrekkelijk
alternatief voor de wijze waarop information packaging momenteel in FDG wordt
geïmplementeerd.

Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG), de taaltheorie die het theoretisch raamw-
erk voor deze studie vormt, wordt geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk 4. Overeenkomstig
de structuralistisch-functionalistische signatuur van FDG biedt het model de mo-
gelijkheid tot een geïntegreerde analyse van de formele, functionele en denotationele
aspecten van de taaluiting. Bovendien biedt FDG een context waarin de Gram-
matica – de module verantwoordelijk voor het genereren van interpersoonlijke,
representationele en morfosyntactische structuren – nauw samenwerkt met andere
onderdelen van het cognitief systeem die betrokken zijn bij communicatie. Beide
eigenschappen van FDG zijn essentiële voorwaarden voor dit onderzoek, en worden
derhalve gedetailleerd besproken. En passant worden enkele (voor de information
packaging minder relevante) voorstellen tot wijziging van het theoretisch kader
gedaan. In het bijzonder wordt ervoor gepleit om Dik’s oorspronkelijke opvatting
over de formalisatie van de interactie tussen restrictoren en de Layers waarin zij
worden gebruikt, in ere te herstellen (zie ook Smit and van Staden 2007).

Hoofdstuk 5 doet voorstellen tot wijziging van FDG die wel direct betrekking
hebben op information packaging. Deze spitsen zich toe op de formele analyse
van tot de information packaging behorende categorieën als pragmatische functies,
een analyse waarvan ik betoog dat deze voor een alternatief verruild moet worden.
Hiervoor zijn twee redenen te benoemen. Allereerst leidt de huidige weergave
van informationele categorieën als functies tot inconstitentie in het formalisme
van Functional Discourse Grammar. Ten tweede impliceert de analyse in termen
van functietoekenning aan evocationele eenheden dat information packaging van
die laatste afhankelijk is: namelijk, om een (informationele) functie te kunnen
toekennen, moet eerst een eenheid zijn ingeroepen om deze aan toe te kennen.
Dit echter lijkt intuïtief strijdig te zijn met de volgorde waarin een Spreker zijn
boodschap opbouwt. Het is veel logischer dat een Spreker eerst bepaalt hoe hij de
kennis van zijn toehoorder wil beïnvloeden, voordat hij bepaalt welke evocationele
handelingen hij daartoe moet uitvoeren. Om beide bezwaren het hoofd te bieden,
stel ik voor om de informationele articulatie als complexe eenheid in het FDG-model
op te nemen op het interpersoonlijk niveau. Daar krijgen de articulaties de status
van Frame, vergelijkbaar met de predicatieve Frames die op het representationeel
niveau gemeengoed zijn. Een Frame biedt een aantal zich op niet-hiërarchische
wijze tot elkaar verhoudende posities, en kwalificeert de relaties tussen die posities.
Zij worden derhalve niet gegenereerd door de Grammatica, maar zijn beschikbaar
in het Lexicon als bouwstenen op basis waarvan de Grammatica werkt.
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De posities van het informationele Frame kunnen worden gevuld door twee
typen nieuwe eenheden (Layers), Topic (Topi) en Comment (Cmi). Het hoofd
van de Topic Layer specificeert onder welk adres in de kennisbank de boodschap
moet worden geëvalueerd, terwijl de Comment Layer hetgeen bevat dat op dat
adres geëvalueerd moet worden. Aan elk van de eenheden kan een Focus operator
worden toegevoegd, die weergeeft of de eenheid informatie bevat die in staat is
de op dat moment bestaande staat van kennis te actualiseren. Daarnaast kan
een Focus operator worden gehecht aan evocationele eenheden die de posities in
de informationele eenheden vullen, om recht te doen aan zogenaamde ‘narrow
Focus constructies’ (Kíss 1998). De voorgestelde aanpassingen aan de theorie
verbeteren de consistentie van het FDG-formalisme, en doen recht aan de notie
dat planning van de informatiestructuur vooraf gaat aan het uitvoeren van de
daartoe te verrichten evocationele handelingen. Bovendien biedt de op Frames
gebaseerde analyse een vruchtbare invalshoek voor het analyseren van typologische
variatie in dit functionele domein. Namelijk, grenzen aan mogelijke scenario’s voor
information packaging zijn nu te verklaren in termen van de beschikbaarheid van
eenheden in het Lexicon (de informationele Frames), in plaats van verschillen in de
werking van de machinerie van de Grammatica zelf.

In navolging van Lambrecht & Polinsky (1997) en Lambrecht (2001b) wordt
aangenomen dat de informationele articulaties samen een paradigma vormen. Waar
hun oorspronkelijke voorstel gebruik maakt van één parameter om drie categorieën
te onderscheiden, stel ik dat twee dimensies dit paradigma structureren: de Layers
die voorkomen in het informationele Frame, en de locatie waaraan de Focus operator
wordt toegekend. Deze beide dimensies leveren een vijftal articulaties op die zijn
beschreven in Tabel 2:

bevat Focus op
Topi Cmi Topi Cmi

A + – + –
B – + – +
C + + – +
D + + + –
E ± ± – –

Tabel 2 Informationele articulaties

Het merendeel van deze articulaties correspondeert met scenario’s voor informa-
tion packaging die ruimschoots gedocumenteerd zijn in de pragmatische literatuur.
Wat een innovatie is ten opzichte van eerder werk, is de wijze waarop deze ‘canon-
ieke’ articulaties in een samenhangend paradigma geïntegreerd zijn. Articulatie
A, die slechts bestaat uit een Topic Layer, komt overeen met de zogeheten ‘en-
titeitsgeoriënteerde thetische bewering’ (entity-central thetic assertion; zie Sasse
1987). Articulatie B is zijn tegenhanger, en bestaat slechts uit een Comment Layer.
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Deze articulatie correspondeert met Sasse’s ‘gebeurtenis-georiënteerde thetische
bewering’ (event-central thetic assertion). Articulatie C is beter bekend als de
Topic-Comment articulatie, ofwel de categorische bewering (categorical assertion).
Deze wijze van information packaging wordt algemeen beschouwd als de standaard.
De kennis op een bestaand adres – geïdentificeerd in de Topic Layer – wordt er
vermeerderd met een nieuwe propositie in de Comment Layer. Articulatie E komt
overeen met de identificerende Focus constructie (identificational focus construction;
zie Kíss 1998). Een vreemde eend in de bijt is D, een Topic-Comment articulatie
waarin beide Layers bedoeld zijn om een actualisatie van de staat van kennis van de
toehoorder teweeg te brengen. Dit scenario wordt algemeen als weinig functioneel
beschouwd vanwege de tweeledige actualisatie-instructie, de verwerking waarvan
geacht wordt een zware belasting te betekenen voor de toehoorder. Deze belasting
wordt in veel talen geneutraliseerd door gebruik te maken van een uitdrukking die uit
twee scheidbare delen bestaat (Lambrecht 1994): één deel introduceert het nieuwe
Topic, terwijl een ander deel wordt benut om nieuwe informatie over dit Topic te
verkondigen. Niettemin zijn dergelijke oplossingen in de oppervlaktestructuur geen
rechtvaardiging om deze gevallen zonder meer te beschouwen als combinaties van
twee eenvoudige articulaties, al was het maar omdat de twee delen gewoonlijk één
boodschap vormen. Derhalve dient dit type information packaging beschouwd te
worden als een afzonderlijke articulatie, waarvoor het hierboven gepresenteerde
paradigma een natuurlijke basis biedt.

De theoretische noties besproken in de hoofdstukken 2 – 5 leveren alle noodza-
kelijke bestanddelen voor de empirische studie die het tweede gedeelte van dit boek
beslaat. De vraag in dit deel is hoe de informationele articulaties verdeeld zijn over
de mogelijke morfosyntactische uitdrukkingsstrategieën waarover talen beschikken.
Meer in het bijzonder is de vraag of neutralisatiepatronen die men aantreft in de
talen van de wereld tot empirisch bewijs kunnen dienen voor de paradigmatische
structuur van het informationele domein zoals die eerder is gesuggereerd.

Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt enige preliminaire methodologische vraagstukken. Het
hoofdstuk begint met een korte beschrijving van relevante studies uit het verleden,
het corpus van talen dat voor deze studie is gebruikt en enige algemene opmerkin-
gen over datakwaliteit. Vervolgens wordt het onderzoeksontwerp behandeld, dat
gebaseerd is op het systematisch in kaart brengen van isomorfie tussen een beperkt
aantal categorieën op het interpersoonlijk niveau (de vijf informationele articu-
laties, geïdentificeerd op grond van de discourse context), en een onbepaald aantal
categorieën in de oppervlaktestructuur (de zogeheten coderingsstrategieën). Elke
coderingsstrategie wordt gedefinieerd aan de hand van zijn ‘coderingspotentieel’
(coding potential). Dit biedt een belangrijk voordeel boven een definitie aan de
hand van morfosyntactische eigenschappen, omdat deze niet tussen talen vergeleken
kunnen worden (Haspelmath 2007). Deze beperking geldt niet voor het coding
potential, hetgeen cross-linguïstische vergelijkingen mogelijk maakt.

Hoofdstuk 7 verkent de relatie tussen de informationele articulaties en indi-
viduele coderingsstrategieën, zonder aandacht te besteden aan de verdeling van
deze strategieën binnen of tussen talen. De aanname is dat de parametrische
structuur van het paradigma van informationele articulaties (zie Tabel 2) wordt
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weerspiegeld in de wijze waarop de articulaties samenvallen in hun coding potential.
Met andere woorden: van articulaties die parameterinstellingen gemeen hebben
wordt verwacht dat zij gezamenlijk in het coding potential van een strategie kunnen
voorkomen, terwijl dit voor articulaties die weinig gemeen hebben niet het geval zal
zijn. Concreet wordt verwacht dat articulaties A en C niet van dezelfde strategieën
gebruik zullen maken, evenals B en D. In het algemeen wordt deze verwachting
geschraagd door de bevindingen in het corpus: in deze vijftien talen zijn strategieën
met een ‘verboden coderingspotentieel’ buitengewoon zeldzaam.

Waar het doel van hoofdstuk 7 was om distributie en gedrag van individuele
coderingsstrategieën te bepalen, richt hoofdstuk 8 zich op de wijze waarop afzon-
derlijke talen hun articulaties verdelen over de beschikbare strategieën. In het
bijzonder is de vraag interessant wat een bepaalde distributie zegt over het relatieve
belang van de hierboven besproken informationele parameters (zie ook Tabel 2).
Om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden wordt een techniek voorgesteld die het
complexe netwerk van relaties tussen articulaties en coderingsstrategieën binnen
een taal omzet in kwantificeerbare observaties over de mate van gelijkenis tussen
de articulaties van die taal. De methode waarmee deze gelijkenisscores worden
berekend is gebaseerd op het iconiciteitsbeginsel (Haiman 1985), dat bepaalt dat
er een correlatie bestaat tussen de neutralisatie in de oppervlaktestructuur van
onderliggende categorieën, en hun onderlinge ‘cognitieve afstand’. Kort gezegd,
wanneer twee articulaties behoren tot het coderingspotentieel van een enkele strate-
gie, dan is dat een goede indicatie dat zij in enig opzicht op elkaar lijken. Wanneer
zij echter niet door middel van dezelfde strategie kunnen worden uitgedrukt, dan
zijn de onderliggende categorieën zeer verschillend. De gesuggereerde techniek
maakt gebruik van dit iconiciteitsbeginsel en houdt ook rekening met conflicten die
worden veroorzaakt doordat strategieën gedeeltelijk overlappende coding potentials
kunnen hebben. Een vergelijking van de gelijkenisscores biedt verder bewijs voor
de bevindingen die reeds in hoofdstuk 7 werden besproken: de paren en drietallen
van articulaties die een parameterinstelling gemeen hebben, hebben veel hogere
gelijkenisscores dan degene waarvoor dit niet het geval is. In een volgende stap
worden paarsgewijze gelijkenisscores gebruikt om talen te classificeren op grond
van wat ik hier ‘informational alignment’ noem: de mate waarin onderliggende cat-
egorieën al dan niet afzonderlijk in de oppervlaktestructuur worden geneutraliseerd,
en hoe de articulaties over de strategieën verdeeld zijn. De notie alignment is hier
geïmplementeerd op een wijze die een graduele classificatie toestaat. Namelijk, een
taal kan in mindere of meerdere mate overeenkomen met een aantal theoretisch
definieerbare alignment-patronen. De verwachting is dat de patronen die worden
gemotiveerd door één van de eerder besproken parameters vaker voorkomen, en
dat talen relatief meer gelijkenis met deze patronen zullen vertonen. Ook deze
verwachting wordt door de talen in het corpus bevestigd. De resultaten van hoofd-
stuk 7 en 8 tezamen vormen een solide basis voor de aanname dat het paradigma
van informationele articulaties dat in eerste instantie een theoretisch construct was,
enige empirische validiteit vertoont, en derhalve de moeite van verder onderzoek
waard is.
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the shape of linguistic expressions is conditioned by the 
speaker’s assumptions about the addressee’s state of 
knowledge. languages differ in the extent to which such 
information packaging has an impact on morphology and 
syntax, and in the oppositions that they mark or neutralize. 
Couched in the theory of Functional Discourse Grammar, 
this study presents a proposal how information packaging 
may be subjected to a systematic typological investigation.
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